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Abstract—Business Process Management (BPM) has established itself as an important cross-functional task in many companies. Its primary goal is to optimize the business process design and hence the actual execution of business processes. Since optimizing processes on paper is not sufficient to really boost a company’s performance, it is an essential task to optimize the process execution that defines how business processes are actually performed at the end of the day. However, before employees are able to carry out processes, they need a given up-front learning time. Hence, it seems promising to research how business process learning can be realized on-the-job in order to reduce this up-front learning time; thus, being able to work efficiently on processes already from the very beginning. In this paper, we present an approach towards business process learning on-the-job using the concepts of task guidance and process guidance. After introducing the approach, the paper presents a prototypical implementation of it and in doing so proves its feasibility. Afterwards, the paper outlines a promising use case that is going to be supported by our approach after future research.

Keywords-Business Process Management; Business Process Learning; Action Learning; Process Knowledge; Design Science.

I. MOTIVATION AND CONTRIBUTION

Business Process Management (BPM) has established itself as an important cross-functional task in many companies [1]. Especially in the field of process modeling, a lot of effort is done. The motivation for this is obvious: a strict documentation of business processes fosters the ability to optimize them starting from their modeled as-is state and ending at the optimized to-be state [2]. However, optimizing processes on paper does not really boost a company’s performance. Hence, one important facet in the course of BPM is the process execution that defines how business processes are actually performed at the end of the day.

Since most business processes are not performed fully IT-based, human beings do often play a central role in their execution. However, in contrast to IT systems, individuals rely on learning as a basis for knowing how to carry out specific processes. Thus, before persons are able to perform them, there is always a given up-front learning time needed. In addition, not only these high startup costs for being able to perform processes for the first time, but also the risk of wrongly conducting activities are at a high level at the beginning of gaining experience in processes.

During the execution phase of business processes, process guidance has been shown as useful in practice [3]. Hence, the guidance concept could be a way out of the previous described shortcoming. However, in research less effort is put into the question whether process guidance can foster employees in working on business processes that are unfamiliar to them, i.e. without having to learn these processes basically beforehand in a time-consuming and less productive way. Additionally, the same applies when significant changes have been enacted in processes which employees are already familiar with. Since working and business environment has come to ever shorter life cycles, the frequency of changes and hence the need for an efficient change-management including the training and learning becomes more and more important for doing successful business [4]. Consequently, it is often a heavy and time-consuming task for employees to learn unfamiliar processes or adaptations of common ones.

Hence, it seems promising to examine the concept of guidance as an approach to learn business processes on-the-job. Thus, this paper presents an approach demonstrating how task and process guidance can be used to help employees in learning unfamiliar business processes and changes within existing ones with which they are already familiar. To minimize the up-front learning effort, the learning procedure will be implemented into the execution phase of business processes. The contribution of the paper is two-fold. First of all, the paper presents a conceptual approach that uses the concept of guidance as an approach to learn business processes. In addition to that, the paper will further present an implementation of this theoretical concept; hence, following the design science research paradigm [5]. In doing so, the remainder of this paper is structured as follows: Section 2 examines related work in the field of conducting and learning business processes. Afterwards, Section 3 forms the foundation of this paper by introducing the developed concept. Within Section 4, a prototypical implementation of the concept will be presented. In the subsequent Section 5, an additional use case will be outlined that will be supported by the developed approach respectively prototype in the future. Finally, the paper closes with a conclusion and outlook.
II. RELATED WORK

One approach heading pretty close towards the direction followed by this paper is the one proposed by Hawryszkiewycz [6]. He aims at integrating reusable learning components into business processes in order to allow employees to quickly acquire knowledge in their working context. One of his primary goals is to integrate learning resources within the actual workspace of employees. However, his approach just includes “a link to the learning systems from selected screens in the work process”. However, even though employees can start a learning unit by clicking on a button and hence the approach partly integrates business process learning into the actual process execution, employees will not improve or even build up their knowledge on-the-job meaning based on actually conducting business processes. In this context, workplace learning has evolved in literature describing the significant relationship between working and learning [4]. According to Chen and Kao [7], workplace learning summarizes activities and processes in the workplace by which employees acquire knowledge ranging from basic skills to high qualifications, which they can straightaway use in their job. As stated before, one dimension of workplace learning is on-the-job learning [8].

Apart from the concept of workplace learning, also relevant for the approach to be developed are the so-called learning workflows and the adaptation of workflows, to which lots of work has been done in literature. The goal is to dynamically and flexibly apply changes into workflow systems. In doing so, unwanted side effects of complex changes in workflows are avoided since it is very inefficient and often impossible to stop running activities or workflows in order to enact changes. A recent work done by Weber et al. [9] presents a detailed review of challenges and techniques that exist in continuously managing the lifecycle of dynamic processes respectively workflows. As an example, one approach towards this direction is proposed by Dadam et al. [10]. With their ADEPT2 Process Management System, they aim at achieving a quick implementation and deployment of new business processes in order to enable ad-hoc changes of running processes on the fly. To have a broad overview on these aspects, it is also referred to the recent state-of-the-art analysis provided by Burkhart and Loos [11].

While the previous research stream primarily focuses on technical issues regarding how to dynamically enact changes into running business processes, other work explores ways how business processes can be improved by learning from their actual business context. A recent state-of-the-art analysis can be found in Ploesser et al. [12]. They state that context-awareness in BPM is a current and future challenges in process management in order to achieve true agility and flexibility. In this context, work dealing with learning how to improve business processes can also be regarded [13]. This learning process is also considered as an evolutionary process like BPM and hence must be managed as other business processes are managed in organizations.

III. BUSINESS PROCESS LEARNING ON THE JOB

Within the previous section on related work, some general concepts have been presented and outlined forming the basis of our approach:

- Firstly, business process learning will be intervened with the actual working on processes, i.e. the learning effect results from the process execution. This is basically what is understood as business process learning on-the-job.

- Secondly, the actual learning will be realized by using reusable learning components that are integrated into single process steps. In using the inherent knowledge of these components, users are assisted via task guidance (based on context-oriented knowledge) and process guidance (based on process flow-oriented knowledge).

- Thirdly, this guidance will be realized by recommendations that depend on the underlying business process models and is aware of the context-situation in which the business processes are conducted. This is achieved by continuously monitoring the users’ behavior and adapting the process models based on their actual process execution for the individual user and on the other hand for all users within an organization.

- Fourthly, these process model adaptations and optimizations will be dynamically applied into the workflow system. In doing so, the approach aims at overcoming the trade-off between guidance (recommendations) and being flexible and adaptable to support ad-hoc processes (adaptation mechanism) (see Burkhart and Loos [11] for more details).

According to Abecker et al. [14], Allweyer [15] and Lehner [16] business processes and knowledge processes have to be considered as intervened concepts during their execution (see Figure 1, (1) and (2)). Since the major objective is to learn knowledge linked to the underlying business processes, we need to have a closer look at what process knowledge actually mean. In this regard, Remus [17] distinguishes between two kinds of process knowledge: process flow-oriented knowledge and content-oriented knowledge in business processes.

Besides combining business processes and knowledge processes there is also the need for including the training and learning processes into the overall process design [15] (see Figure 1, (1) and (3)). This means that employees have to learn both types of knowledge in order to know how to perform a business process. To realize this, the approach builds upon two basic concepts of learning that are considered as promising for process learning on-the-job: task guidance and process guidance (see Figure 1, (b)). While task guidance helps employees in conducting the current active process step (via content-oriented knowledge), process guidance (via process-oriented knowledge) assists them in questions regarding how to proceed in the business process. Based on this guidance during process execution, the concept follows a passive, structured on-the-job learning methodology, which is also called action learning [4].
This means “Learning occurs at the actual work setting as a result of using a systems approach, and with limited involvement of a trainer/facilitator”. In this regard the adjective “structured” does not describe the underlying business processes (cf. the last bullet point), but outlines the usage of a system that actually helps to learn.

To realized task and process guidance, the concept makes use of recommendations (see Figure 1, (a)) based on the underlying business process models. In this regard, business process models are defined as a combination of single process steps, each of them including task guidance components based on the underlying content-based knowledge, which are considered as learning components. In monitoring users in their work on a continuous manner (see Figure 1, (c)), their behavior can be assigned to a specific process step within a process model. Hence, based on underlying process models, the approach recommends further process steps to the users in order to successfully accomplish the process execution.

However, these process step recommendations are not solely based on the standard underlying process model, but can additionally be crowd-based or user-based. It is distinguished between crowd-based and user-based recommendations since each individual user exhibits a very personalized process that may deviate from the standard business process—as far as it is in line with a company’s compliance rules. Of course, user-based recommendations are preferably applied when a user has already acquainted knowledge on the process and not at the beginning when working on a process for the first time. Nonetheless, pure personalized recommendations could reinforce inefficient or even incorrect sequences, such as inadvertently skipping important process steps. Crowd-based recommendations mitigate this shortcoming. In doing so, crowd-based recommendations enrich the set of possible process paths through aggregation of the process experiences from multiple users; hence, it builds upon the knowledge of many. After a given amount of deviations from the standard process model, it will be adapted to the new business situation.

Thus, there is a continuous learning effect resulting in enhanced personal (user learns how processes are conducted) and organizational (business process models adapt to new context situations) knowledge (see Figure 1, (d)).

In doing so, this recommendation methodology (see [18] for more technical details) contributes to the knowledge process that is linked to the business processes. Hence, collaborative knowledge is build up and based on optimizing the process models, the organization knowledge will be enhanced as well. Furthermore, changes can be automatically enacted into (running) business processes as one of the approach’s preconditions. Through the task and process guidance, users will be able to learn the process execution on-the-job; hence, they experience a learning effect (see Figure 1, (d)) which reflects the combination of business process execution and the training and learning processes.

IV. PROTOTYPICAL IMPLEMENTATION OF THE CONCEPT

Having introduced the theoretical concept in the previous section, this section will show a prototypical implementation illustrating the feasibility of the learning approach in one particular context. This will ease the comprehensibility of the introduced concept and furthermore proves its feasibility to be realized.

In doing so, we put a particular emphasis on email-based processes since email communication has generally become an integral part of daily business activities within companies at any size. On average, employees spend 2.6 hours a day with sending and receiving 33 respectively 72 emails.
Furthermore, not only the time spent with emails as a means of communication, but also the knowledge that is bundled without structure in companies' email repositories is very difficult to manage. This becomes clear, if the number of 75% is taken into mind representing the percentage of a company's knowledge saved in email messages [21]. As a direct consequence, if employees spend 1/3 of their time with email communication and 3/4 of a company's knowledge is stored in email inboxes, it can be concluded that in various companies a majority of business processes take place via email communication.

Hence, it is promising to ground the approach for process learning in the context of email-based processes. Since emails are a very flexible and ad-hoc means of communication we also address one of our goals, namely supporting flexible and ad-hoc processes.

A. Introducing the Underlying Three-Layer Approach

The developed COPA system, which implements the approach, automatically hooks onto the existing email infrastructure and collaboration systems, e.g., Microsoft Exchange, and assigns incoming emails based on their semantic content to new or running business processes.

This technique allows it to provide users task guidance helping them in conducting the currently active process step within an underlying business process. Furthermore, users will receive process guidance, so that they know how to conduct the following steps within the assigned business process. To explain how the task guidance and process guidance is realized, we initially introduce three layers on which the approach and hence the prototype is based:

- On the level of the system layer, each received email will be intercepted by the system and subsequently be analyzed, archived, decoded and decomposed. Each part of an email, i.e. headers, body or attachments, will be transformed into plain text and merged into a single XML document to allow the other layers to directly access the information for further processing. In addition, the system layer will provide system connectors usable to interface external as well as legacy systems, required to be accessible throughout a task.
- The semantic layer signifies meaningful communication of an enterprise. Outgoing from pattern based information extraction—using e.g., regular expressions—business process and specific process steps within them can be identified and relevant information in this regard will be extracted.
- From a task guidance and process guidance point of view, the process layer is the most important one, since it contributes to the actual process learning on-the-job. The layer is further subdivided into one process build-time (configuration) component and four process run-time components, all of which are described in the following subsection.

B. The Process Layer for Task and Process Guidance

In the following, we take order processes as an example to apply the concept and its implementation to a concrete problem domain. Based on an initial set of business process models stored in an Enterprise Process Repository (EPR), the system can be employed. Therefore, it intercepts the incoming and outgoing email traffic and passes it through the three layers described in the previous section. Figure 2 shows the actual output of a processed email message. Subsequently, the four run-time components are presented and explained by making use of the figure.

Process Detection. The detection component uses the EPR to determine whether an incoming email relates to an already running business process or whether a new process instance has to be initiated. In more detail, based on a semantic analysis performed in the prior semantic layer, the email can either be assigned to an existing process—where it constitutes the next step—or the email is considered as a starting event and triggers a new process. In this case, a new process instance with its specific process ID (see Figure 2, F) will be created outgoing from the corresponding reference model template from the EPR.

Further, the information whether the incoming email is part of an already instantiated process or a completely new one, is being displayed to the user (see Figure 2, F). Future incoming emails concerning this particular business process will be assigned to this process instance henceforth. As mentioned before, the correct assignment of the current process step to the correct template is being realized by an analysis of process characteristics done by the semantic layer. If the detection component assigns an incoming email to a wrong process (step) based on an incorrect semantic analysis, the user still has the possibility to manually reassign the email to another process step (see Figure 2, H). To assist the user, the system provides information about the semantic matching of the email to a process step.

Another feature of the system, which relates to the automatic acquisition of business processes or at least their adaptation to new circumstances, is the following procedure: if the common business process sequence is “A → B → C” and after conducting process step A, an incoming email relates to process step C or a user initiates via sending an email process step C and this process adaptation is done a given amount of times then the system automatically adapts the underlying business process in the EPR since this adaption in the process flow might result from a changed business circumstance. In this regard, process models within the EPR can relate to the overall enterprise or just to a subset of employees. This means that such process deviations can on the one hand only affect the personal respectively subset related process template or on the other hand affects the underlying process template of the whole enterprise. How this technique is conceptually realized can be seen in Burkhart et al. [18].

Process Tracking. As the second step along the process layer’s execution, the tracking component monitors all incidents occurring within a running process and stores every performed step in context of the related process. This component utilizes the EPR as well as the semantic information gathered from the original incoming email, to track which process is triggered by this email. Additionally, it updates the assigned process instance within the EPR with...
all important data that can be useful or applicable for future process analysis. Each performed step concerns two occurrences, actions and events. Actions signify human or application triggered activities, whereas events have no active part. In the context of email communication, actions mainly correspond to the activity of sending an email and events to incoming emails. Since every performed step is related to its unique process instance, it can be tracked and on this basis recommendations for further steps can be obtained and provided to the user (see Figure 2, G).

In case the system is applied in a collaborative scenario, it may be possible that the incoming email belongs to an overall process, whose previous steps have been executed by other instances. In this case, the tracking component offers a synchronization functionality, which offers the possibility of synchronizing already executed steps of an overall process throughout several instances. Hereby, the tracking component determines which information has to be gathered from other known instances. Thus, collected information will subsequently be added to the local database and utilized for further enhancement of the generated output. At this point, other beneficial aspects of the tracking component reveal.

The gathered information provides a comprehensible documentation for further disposal. Due to the semantic extraction of process information, e.g., customer information and quantity of ordered goods, the system enables a (mostly) automated build-up of a company unique customer database. The email contains two sets of data informing the user of the present state of the current process, as well as the visualization of the preceding process steps. The first data set contains key information about the email and the process at hand and informs the user about the present status of the process instance the email belongs to (see Figure 2, G). The second data set shows an overview over all preceding steps in the current process including the corresponding emails.

Task Guidance. As the correct process step has already been identified by the detection component and the semantic layer, the task guiding functionality is now deployed in two ways. First, the task guiding component exploits the EPR in order to gather relevant process data. Secondly, the task guiding functionality supplies the user with case-related information about the particular process step. On the one hand, this data consists out of internal information like customer history or article information from an own database (see Figure 2, A). On the other hand, additional external information are offered context-based either in form of a gateway to useful web links (see Figure 2, C) or email-integrated travel details to a location provided by Google Maps (see Figure 2, B). Besides the context-sensitive enrichment of incoming emails with internal and external information, the task guiding component provides the possibility to send email drafts that are context-sensitively selected and recommended to the user (see Figure 2, D). Furthermore, if other software systems are used within the enterprise, e.g., ERP systems, components can be integrated that transfer information out of the email to these systems (see Figure 2, E). Depending on the context, different information can be useful for a particular process. Hence, the type and level of detail of the information to be displayed can be adjusted using a customization tool.

Process Guidance. Due to prior process instances and according user actions, there is already knowledge about the underlying process available, which forms the input for the process guidance functionality. Using the Enterprise Process Repository, the guidance component—as the fourth step in the processing of an incoming email—offers suggestions and recommendations for the further proceedings in a particular process (see Figure 2, G; for detailed information on the recommendation process, it is referred to Burkhart et al. [18]). A second functionality of the process guidance component is to provide advice in actually executing the next process step once the user has chosen one of the provided actions.

Figure 2. Screenshot of an enriched email message
V. EXPORT—SUPPORTING SMEs IN THE ATLAS
EXPORT PROCEDURE

A. Motivation

Having realized the basic use case regarding a support of order processes, we are currently researching how our approach can be applied to an additional application domain.

A study conducted by the United Nations indicates that inefficient customs processing accounts for 7% of the overall international trading costs. To address this problem, the European Commission finished the eCustoms law initiative in 2003. While this initiative has to be implemented by all member states, the German implementation is called ATLAS (Automatisiertes Tarif und lokales Zollabwicklungssystem). In 2009, this system fully replaced the manual, paper-based processing and became mandatory for the use case of exports. For larger companies, such online-based customs declarations offer the chance to be included into the existing IT-infrastructure and business processes. Thus, they can contribute to process automation. Small and medium-sized enterprises (SME) however face difficulties with the change towards ATLAS [22]. Considering their usually scarce IT landscape that does often not exceed the basic email infrastructure, they often rely on the online platform IAA-Plus as provided by the German customs office or consult an external service provider. Still, these alternatives do not satisfy all special needs and characteristics of SMEs. For instance, they cause additional costs and increase the complexity of process execution. Hence, the main objective of ATLAS, a largely automated handling of border-crossing product exchange resulting in an integrated and predictable supply chain, has not been reached.

B. Use Case Description that will be Supported in Future

A small SME occasionally exports its final products into foreign countries outside the EU. Considering the small size of the company in question, like most other such companies, it does not own an extensive IT landscape with an ERP system. Thus, software solutions that integrate ATLAS with common ERP systems are not applicable. To perform the electronic export declaration nevertheless, the company relies on the web-based platform IAA-Plus. This however turns out to be a time-consuming process because the responsible employee has to gather all relevant data from other colleagues and from Excel sheets (like product tariff numbers). Afterwards, this data has to be put into the web-form manually and, after completion of the export declaration, most of the data has to be transferred again to a logistics service provider. This processing is not optimal, yet it is typical.

EXPORT as an extension of the COPA system will address the mentioned problems. The majority of relevant information for the customs declaration has already been communicated between seller and customer before. For SMEs, this is in most cases done via e-mail. The e-mail infrastructure therefore has valuable information available. The EXPORT tool is simple to integrate into existing e-mail infrastructure. After installation, it extracts the required information from e-mail conversations and generates an ATLAS declaration automatically subsequent to a successful sell. If some piece of information is missing, the tool supports the user during the data input. As an example, it is referred to the product tariff numbers that are a challenge especially for SMEs. Appropriate search mechanisms as well as the automated building of a repository for mapping the own product portfolio to the respective numbers address this problem.

As soon as the ATLAS system successfully assigned a unique Movement Reference Number (MRN) on the electronic customs accompanying document (ABD), this number can be forwarded together with the already available information to the cheapest logistics service provider. This happens via an appropriate interface connection and finishes the process.

![Figure 3. Main functionalities of an EXPORT supporting system and its schematic architecture](image-url)
A learning component included in EXPORT builds a repository on its own during the tool operation in order to reduce manual data input and maintenance efforts during export processes; hence, ensuring a consequent implicit knowledge management. Additionally, the integrated process component supports the process execution starting from the customer request up to the communication with the logistics service provider and the product deliverance to the foreign customer. Thereby, it also allows for a retrospective view on the executed export processes. In summary, SME are enabled to cover the currently existing disadvantages in this section of the supply chain in an autonomous, straightforward and inexpensive way. Due to the process support that is given during the whole export process (via task and process guidance), users that are not familiar with the overall process can learn it on the job.

The main functionalities of EXPORT as well as a schematic outline of the system are visualized in Figure 3.

VI. CONCLUSION AND OUTLOOK

In this paper, we presented an approach that allows business process learning on-the-job using the concepts of task guidance and process guidance. After introducing the approach, the paper presented a prototypical implementation of the approach and in doing so proved its general feasibility. A first empirical evaluation of the approach and its application has already been conducted and can be found in Burkhart et al. [23]. This evaluation has demonstrated the basic benefits of guidance for carrying out unfamiliar business processes and learning them on-the-job based on real test persons that were involved. As a result, the study proved that test subjects were able to process an unfamiliar workflow significantly faster by task guidance and process guidance. Furthermore, they experienced the processing as significantly easier and moreover, they were significantly higher satisfied with the result of the conducted workflow.

In the next step, we are going to evaluate our approach using the implementation in a real-world scenario or even in a large-scale field study. Moreover, further highly-important features, which are only testable in a time-consuming way, e.g., the adaptive, flexible and self-learning features, will be evaluated to see how learning is progressing and how organizational-based as well as crowd-based knowledge will increase over time. Furthermore, we are going to implement further features into our prototype to be able to support the promising use case that was presented at the end of this paper. In applying the conceptual approach to this further application domain, we can prove its applicability and feasibility in more general and extended terms.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Today’s economy is generally referred to as a knowledge–based economy, where the economy and the wealth has changed from a world where capital is seen to be a physical thing such as plant, machinery and land to a world where the real capital for creating wealth is less tangible.

Knowledge is a multifaceted concept with multilayered meanings, however, knowledge can be defined as “justified true belief” [1]. According to Alavi and Leidner [2], knowledge is information possessed in the mind of individuals. It is personalized information related to facts, procedures, concepts, interpretations, ideas, observations and judgment.

Organizations need to manage knowledge for enabling their employees to learn and develop their competencies efficiently. Knowledge helps employees to be more creative and innovative and managing it efficiently enables individuals, teams and entire organizations to collectively and systematically create, share and apply knowledge to achieve their objectives.

To effectively manage organizational knowledge to promote innovative practice and competitive advantage, there is a need for a system called Knowledge Management System (KMS). This system helps to enhance the organizational processes of knowledge creation, storage, retrieval, transfer and application [1],[2],[4].

Organizational KMSs, usually, require profound cultural renovations, because, traditionally, organizations norms promote knowledge hoarding rather than knowledge sharing. Hence, a major cultural shift is requiring in changing employees’ attitudes and behavior so that they willingly and consistently share their knowledge and insights. These attitude and behavior challenges need to be adequately addressed, so as to ensure successful implementation of KMS in an organization. The challenges can be resolved through the development of a comprehensive KMS framework.

A KMS framework is a conceptual model that provides a broad guideline that facilitates effective and efficient implementation of a KM initiative. KMS is not a technology or a set of methodologies; rather, it is a practice or discipline that involves people, processes and technology [1],[2],[3].

This paper is divided into six sections. Sections 1 and 2 are devoted to the introduction and motivation for development of a framework. Section 3 is devoted to presenting previous work, Section 4 analyses a selected number of existing frameworks and Section 5 presents the proposed framework. Sections 6 and 7 are devoted to conclusion and future work.

II. MOTIVATION

With the explosive growth of interest in knowledge management, various Knowledge management system frameworks have been developed by different researchers based on their background and area of interest for successful implementation of a knowledge management initiative.

However, it was observed that most of the existing frameworks do not adequately fulfill the KMS needs of organizations [3]. That is, the existing frameworks do not provide a complete and generalized framework for designing of the knowledge management system by defining the key fundamental attributes of KMS and their inter-relationship.

Hence, there is a need to improve on the existing KMS frameworks so as to ensure that the framework
comprehensively consists of key fundamental attributes, in order to reduce the level of failure of Knowledge Management (KM) projects and loss in revenue incurred by organizations in implementing KM projects.

Therefore, the purpose of this research is to examine the existing frameworks for designing KMS and to improve upon them by developing a more comprehensive integrated KMS framework from a multi-dimensional approach by incorporating, extending and aggregating attributes that are already available from academic, theoretical approaches as well as from applied practitioners, like approaches in knowledge management efforts.

III. PREVIOUS WORK

In order to implement KMS successfully, a KMS framework is needed [3]. Rusli et al. [4] define the framework of KMS as the guidelines and directions to set up KMS. In this section, we will review the proposed framework and identify limitations on a number of issues related to KMS such as collaboration, cultural issues, knowledge sharing, methodology for implementing the framework, generalization, leadership, communities of practices, information context, learning elements, usability of KMS, copyright and costs of implementing the framework.

Sajeva [5] acknowledges that the changing business environment, characterized by dynamically discontinuous changing, requires a re-conceptualization of Knowledge Management Systems as they have been understood in information system practice and research. It emphasizes that in a dynamically and discontinuously changing business environment, there is a need for a paradigm shift from an information processing view to a sense-making view of Knowledge Management.

Malhotra and Galletta [6] explicitly recognized that knowledge resides in the user and not in the collection of information. It states that, the human aspect of knowledge creation and knowledge renewal cannot be replaced by knowledge management technologies especially in the following areas: imagination and creativity latent in human minds, untapped tacit dimensions of knowledge creation, subjective and meaning making basis of knowledge and constructive aspects of knowledge creation and renewal. The proposed framework offers a combination of flexibility and agility while ensuring efficiencies of the current technology architecture. It allows for continuous re-examination of the assumptions under lying best practices, reinterpretation of this information and efficiencies based on propagation and dissemination of the best practices. Despite the fact that the proposed framework acknowledged the human factor, need for sense-making knowledge in a dynamic business environment, the framework fail to address cultural issues that need to be considered when migrating from the traditional to sense-making approach.

Rusli et al. [7] present a Knowledge Management system framework called Active Design Support (ADS). The frameworks is aimed at providing product designers with critical design knowledge and guide them toward rational design decisions based upon relevant design errors and successful design decisions in the past during product development processes. They considered the design knowledge obtained by individual designers and experts as a valuable asset to an organization for enhancing the competitiveness of products a company’s designs can produce. They stated that insufficient flow of information and shared knowledge in an organization can result in delays, sub-standard product quality and costly errors, due to disregard of previous experiences. Although, the ADS framework enhances and promotes knowledge sharing amongst designers, it is clear that the framework does not stress the importance of collaboration and it undermines the issue of copyright law.

According to Rusli et al. [3], within the general frameworks of KMS, even though accepted, there are some unidentified features that have not been discovered and that the addition of these unidentified features will make the existing framework of KMS more effective. Rusli et al. [7] adopted an earlier KMS framework as a base-line for their research work in investigating the general perception and acceptance of people toward the current KMS implementation in six selected PHLI in Klang Village, Malaysia. From their research, six elements were identified as causes for not successfully implementing KMS in the selected institutions. These elements are: lack of awareness of KMS implementation, unutilized technical component, application and systems, ignorance of advance technology, cost of KMS implementation, lack of incentives and rewards and unaware of KMS audit. Therefore, the KMS framework of Rusli et al. [7] was modified; KMS awareness was defined as individual components for the KMS framework, rather than a part of a component as presented by the earlier work [7] which considered awareness as part of the KMS Psychological component. In addition, the research indicated that KMS Audit gained less attention in KMS implementation. The authors suggested that there should be clear interaction between KMS Awareness and KMS Audit; this will be achieved by implementing the Audit Mechanism as well as feedback mechanism. They also stated that in implementing the KMS framework, the issue of incentives and rewards must be considered, while they neglect the issue of culture as it relates to the individual and the organization.

Roberta [8] presented a new approach to KMSs called Distributed Knowledge Management (DKM) and applied it in a case study with Impres a Pizzarotti & C.S.P.A., a complex Italian building industry. The paper views that the common outcome of the traditional KMS is the creation of Enterprise Knowledge Portal (EKP), a web-based interface which provides a common access point to corporate knowledge. Even if users have different profiling systems, the underlying representation of EKP is typically unique, and is meant to represent a common and shared conceptualization of corporate knowledge that enables communication and knowledge sharing across the entire organization. This approach to KMS is incompatible with the very nature of what is to be managed and consequently are often deserted by users. The author based the concept of DKM on two principles: the principle of autonomy, which grants organizational units a high degree of semantic autonomy in managing their local knowledge and the
principle of coordination, which allows each organizational unit to exchange knowledge with other units through processes of double loop learning. According to this approach, complex knowledge-based organizations can be seen as “Constellations” of local organizational units which exhibit some degree of semantic autonomy, with the ability to manage local knowledge and to develop a personal perspective on the world. The resulting KMS aimed at sustaining the creation and management of different conceptual schemes which coexist within a DKM system. The author further explained that within a DKM system, each organizational unit, either formal or informal must be represented and verified by a Knowledge Node (KN), and that each KN should consist of a knowledge owner, a system of artifact and a context. This approach attempts to address why people are led to desert KMS by focusing on the lack of coherence between a privileged, unique and supposedly shared conceptualization of knowledge within KMS and the different ways of thinking of workers, communities, teams and officers that participate in the firm’s activity. While the framework recognized the importance of knowledge nodes in designing KMS, the authors fail to explain the effective way to manage inter KN in knowledge sharing.

Roberta [8] also noted that numerous researchers have proposed several KMS frameworks, many of these frameworks are prescriptive and providing direction on the type of KM procedure without providing specific details on how these procedures should be accomplished. Based on their research work on HLI, they revealed that people mostly concentrate on KMS infrastructure and technology and neglect other very important issues of KMS such as human aspects. Therefore, they proposed a KMS framework that consists of five components. These include: functionality and system architecture as the backbone to support the KMS, psychological and cultural aspects as well as the knowledge strategies and measurement or system auditing. The proposed KMS framework covered both the technological and human aspect of KMS, however key issues like leadership, communities of practices are missing in the framework design, which are very fundamental elements in the success of KMS.

Rusli et al. [9] state that a Learning Organization (LO) still has difficulties in identifying the appropriate KMS architectural framework and KMS technologies for their organizations and that, there is no clear mechanism on how to motivate and encourage a Community of Practice (COP) to share and reuse knowledge, as well as to generate new knowledge in a collaborative environment. The authors proposed a KMS model and architecture for LO that consists of six main components in order to serve a community within a collaborative environment to work together to achieve the desired objectives of an organization. This KMS framework is found to be good for people to share their knowledge in a learning organization, however, it fails to consider the dynamism of the learning environment, information flow and the issue of context of information shared between users of the KMS.

According to Mohd et al. [10], there exist gaps between theory and practice in the current knowledge management framework. The authors used Shell IT International (SITI) Knowledge Management framework as a case study. The authors identified eight activities that are critical in the knowledge management of an organization. The activities are as follows: initiation, production, modelling, repository, distribution and transfer, technology infrastructure, application and retrospect. The authors presented an alternative framework that addresses the entire processes needed for SITI’s internal and external Knowledge Management usage and development. The framework is cyclic in nature, with multiple feedback loops and iteration which means it can provide queries and receive feedbacks from various departments in the organization. The features of the proposed framework are: strategic, model, use, review, and transfer and technology infrastructure. The framework did not provide methodology for implementing the framework, and the research is based on a single entity and cannot be generalized.

Mostafa et al. [11] observed that early KMS concentrated too much on technical issues and hence fails to produce the desired outcome of KMS. The authors presented an integrated KMS framework, which consists of three main layers. The interior layer is the knowledge architecture, which it is considered as the KM backbone. They defined knowledge architecture as a logical set of principles and standards which guide the engineering (high level) design, selection, construction, implementation, support and management of an organization’s Knowledge Management System Infrastructure.

Others factors considered in the interior layer are: Knowledge Strategy, Knowledge Capturing, Knowledge Storage and Knowledge Sharing. The middle layer consists of factors considered as necessary for the successful implementation of a KMS; these factors are business process reengineering, reward and promotion system, pilot, technology, training and education programs. The outer layer includes factors that are classified as general in comparison with the outer factors. These factors are organizational culture, transparency, CEO support and commitment, and trust. The authors explained the methodologies for the adoption of this KMS framework, which takes into account both the technological and human aspects. The framework presents a holistic approach to KMS, but does not mention anything regarding data management and cost effectiveness of the KMS framework.

Chong and Choi [12] reviewed early studies on KMS and noted that many KMS research has taken a narrow view, overlooking important foundations such as law (Knowledge Privacy and Protection), Politics (Knowledge Control and dominance) and marketing (persuasion and knowledge asymmetries). Also that KMS research seldom considered the “dark side” and how it could be used to suppress or distort knowledge to serve a specific agenda. The authors came up with seventeen most desirable capabilities of KMS. The seventeen capabilities were sorted in order of importance as follows: adaptability, cost effective, first access, ease to use, search and retrieval, security, knowledge creation, content management, quality assurance, collaboration, multimedia, report generation, central
repository, push strategy, customizability, metrics and incentive. Their studies focused on the recent changes in the way that organizations view KM and suggested that there should be stronger integration of KMS with the overall technology in organization. More focus should be given to place KM Support in context and integrating KMS with existing technologies, creating integrated knowledge support systems-business technologies enhanced with KM capabilities. The KMS framework presented an approach from a multidimensional perspective; however, the framework fails to consider learning as a key element of KMS.

Weber [13] observed that among the widely discussed categories of KMS are repository-based and expert locations. Repository-based KMS are typically adopted in support of knowledge sharing and leveraging, based on well-maintained databases that store explicit knowledge. Expert location KMS are systems that link users with experts on the basis of stored experts’ skills and competencies. They noted that despite the fact that both the repository-based and expert location are important to organizations, they are implemented separately by different systems. They proposed a multifunction framework with a single architecture that performs the role of both systems. That is, a multifunctional framework for designing KMS which adopts a single architecture and performs KM functions that originally required multiple architectures. The architecture lies on two databases: structured knowledge artifacts and the experts, where each artifact is associated with the experts. The principles guarding the framework are highlighted as collaboration, transparency, justification, absorbency, technology and verification. The framework focuses more on technical aspects of designing KMS; it does not mention anything regarding easy to use and user friendliness of application. Also, the proposed framework was not subjected to thorough evaluation of the different functionalities.

Hanlie et al. [14] proposed an enhanced framework and methodology for KM system implementation. In developing the proposed framework and methodology, the authors take into consideration recommendations regarding the development of a KM framework presented in Rubenstein-Montano et al. [15]. The proposed framework consists of five phases namely: choosing a strategy, evaluation, development, validation and implementation. Each phase of the framework consists of sub-phases describing the methodology applicable to each phase. The proposed methodology describes the procedure and steps to be followed and is aligned with the proposed framework. The authors claimed that the outcome of the proposed framework was successful. As the proof of concept was carried out on a single organization, hence the generalization and validation of the framework across multiple organizations and sectors of the economy is desirable to ascertain the comprehensiveness of the framework and methodology.

According to Alavi and Leidner [2], many of the past frameworks do not take into account the importance of human aspects in knowledge management. The author suggested a new framework; the emphasis is on the provision of training to the employees, providing incentives and rewards to employees to share tacit knowledge and the importance of information technology. The major constituents of the framework are rewards, technology, culture, training, learning, strategy, structure, system, leadership, personality and attitude. The author claimed that the proposed framework provides a holistic view for KM implementation which earlier frameworks have ignored. Even though, the proposed KMS framework was developed based on practical survey in an Indian organization, there is no evidence of validation of this model in different environments or through case study.

Parag [16] acknowledged that today’s global managers are facing unprecedented challenges outside their organizations fueled by environmental forces of changes such as globalization, emerging technologies, emerging best business practices, government regulations, competitive global financial markets, limited knowledge workers and higher worker turnover rates. Also the rapid increases in the development of emerging technologies have forced many managers and executives to reinvent their decision-making methodologies. The author noted that the current KMS may have outlined their usefulness due to the rapid rate of change of technological and economic forces occurring in the global economy. The author suggested that emerging Knowledge Management System will include encryption tools, existing client/server applications, new ultra high speed internet, emerging technologies, mobile devices, government regulations and guidelines, financial information system, accounting information system, best business practices, ethical practices and legal guidelines. The proposed KMS framework will allow the knowledge workers to collaborate remotely on projects via high speed Internet bandwidth and web-based tools and applications. However, the author fails to take into consideration the cost implication of implementing such KMS framework, and the reliability of networks especially in the developing countries.

IV. ANALYSIS OF SELECTED KMS FRAMEWORK

Since the objective of this research is to develop a comprehensive integrated KMS framework from a multidimensional approach, taking into consideration the key fundamental attributes of KM initiatives, two approaches were adopted: (1) a critical literature review of the existing literature on KMS frameworks. Based on the review, five KMS frameworks (form a social-technical perspective) were selected, as a benchmark for the research; (2) a comparative study of the five selected KMS frameworks was conducted. In a comparative study like most other studies, there are two different approaches: Descriptive and Normative approach.

Since the research is concerned with developing an improved framework, a normative approach was adopted for the study. This is because the normative approach aims at studying, evaluating and improving the present stage of the object of study. Since the normative approach combines empirical observation with normative assessment, it is particularly useful for the analysis of concepts that have both descriptive and evaluation dimension that cannot be disentangled [18].
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Based on this study, a more comprehensive integrated KMS framework from a multidimensional approach was developed by aggregating the critical success attributes from the selected framework. The proposed framework was evaluated through a questionnaire to obtain scientific feedback from Developers, Practitioners and Academics in the domain. The aim of the evaluation was to investigate the acceptability of the proposed framework. The analysis of the five selected frameworks is presented in Table 1 and Table 2.

### TABLE I. FIVE SELECTED KMS FRAMEWORKS

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Authors</th>
<th>Study Objective</th>
<th>Identified Problem Area</th>
<th>KMS Focus</th>
<th>Industries</th>
<th>KMS Framework</th>
<th>Methodology</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>MOSTAF A et al. [11]</td>
<td>To investigate the role of KMS in aerospace industries and to provide a framework for KMS efforts designed for aerospace industries</td>
<td>Loss of Vital Knowledge and experiences</td>
<td>Integrated KMS framework</td>
<td>Aerospace Industries</td>
<td>Fourteen Elements</td>
<td>Multi-case Analysis of current KMS perspective in aerospace industries</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FULSI et al. [9]</td>
<td>To analyze perceptions acceptance and implementation of current KMS framework</td>
<td>Approaches used in KMS framework do not adequately fulfill the KMS needs or organizations</td>
<td>Justified KMS framework</td>
<td>Learning institutions</td>
<td>Twenty Elements</td>
<td>Literature analysis and field survey</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SMUT et al. [19]</td>
<td>To provide a more comprehensive framework and methodology for knowledge management system implementation</td>
<td>Customer experiences of service center</td>
<td>Comprehensive KMS framework and methodology</td>
<td>Mobile telecommunication industries</td>
<td>Eighteen Elements</td>
<td>Panel of concept research approach</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PARAG SANOGHAINI (2009)</td>
<td>To study survey knowledge management practices in India</td>
<td>Lack of Human aspects in knowledge management system framework</td>
<td>Two perspective approval to knowledge management framework</td>
<td>India Business Industries</td>
<td>Eleven elements</td>
<td>Survey of KM practices in India</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SVETLANA A [4]</td>
<td>To analyze the key elements of social-technical knowledge management system</td>
<td>Different approaches to knowledge management</td>
<td>Social-technical knowledge management system</td>
<td>Generic</td>
<td>Eleven elements</td>
<td>Comparative scientific literature analysis</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

However, none of the selected frameworks presented the whole spectrum of element as depicted in Table 3. Also, each of the KMS framework focused more on one or two subsystem(s) than the other, that is some have emphasis on the Human-Social context and Knowledge context than in Technology context [19]. In order to create an effective KMS in an organization, there is need to ensure that all relevant elements are considered in designing and developing the KMS framework. That is relevant elements from the Human-Social, Technology and Knowledge context need to be integrated and harmonized.

### TABLE II. ATTRIBUTES OF SELECTED KMS FRAMEWORKS

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Authors</th>
<th>Knowledge Strategy</th>
<th>Knowledge Centers</th>
<th>Strategic Research Center</th>
<th>Knowledge Capture</th>
<th>Knowledge Identification</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Rast et al. [8]</td>
<td>Strategic</td>
<td>Leadership</td>
<td>Knowledge</td>
<td>Measurement</td>
<td>Knowledge Identification</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SUM et al. [19]</td>
<td>Strategic</td>
<td>Leadership</td>
<td>Knowledge</td>
<td>Management</td>
<td>Knowledge Identification</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Parag [16]</td>
<td>Strategic</td>
<td>Leadership</td>
<td>Knowledge</td>
<td>Knowledge Storage</td>
<td>Knowledge Identification</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

V. PROPOSED FRAMEWORK FOR DEVELOPING KMS

Rubenstein-Montano et al. [15] make the following recommendations as regard to the development of KMS framework:

- A KMS framework should be both prescriptive and descriptive.
- KMS must be directed by learning as feedback loops both single and double.
- The Cultural aspects of the organization must be acknowledged and the practices must be compatible with the culture.
- Planning should take place before any KM activities are conducted.
- The organizational goals and strategies must be linked to KM.
- A KM framework should be consistent with system thinking.
Following the analyses of the selected KMS frameworks and considering what constitutes a KMS framework as described by Rubenstein-Montano et al. [15], a proposed Integrated KMS framework is presented as shown in Table 4.

The proposed framework consists of three layers namely: foundation layer, core layer and outcome layer. The foundation layer is considering being a strategy sustainable layer which consists of two components: the organizational philosophy and learning. Organizational philosophy contains the following attributes: vision, plan, policies, procedures, processes and culture while learning components have system thinking, human creativity and actionable information as attributes. Each of these attributes is considered as necessary critical factors for the successful implementation of knowledge management system.

The core layer consists of three components: technological system, social-human system and knowledge system. The technological system has sixteen attributes namely: Infrastructure, Data Management, Inter-operability, Cost Effectiveness, Technological Solution, System Functionality, System Integration, Scalability, User Friendly, Information Flow, Architecture, Accessibility, Security, Multi-media, Web-based solution and Agent-based system.


The knowledge system has also eighteen attributes namely: Mission, Functionality, Strategy, Integration, Institutionalization, Sponsorship, Motivation, Organizational
Structure, Trust, leadership, Budget, Documentation, Knowledge template, Data protection and privacy, Measurement and Awareness.

The outcome layer has three attributes namely: efficiency and effectiveness, innovative practice and competitive advantage. The presence of the outcome layer in the framework is to ensure that organization really identify the benefits that they intend to derive from implementing KMS. Without a clear understanding of the benefits of implementing a KMS, it will be difficult to measure the success of KMS.

When an organization has a clear mind set of what they want to achieve from implementing KMS, then Human, cultural and organizational issues need to be addressed to ensure that they support, promote and encourage knowledge management practice. These issues will be addressed in the sustainable layer.

The last phase for implementing KMS is the core layer; here the issue of technological, knowledge and Human-Social system are addressed.

As for implementing this proposed KMS framework, a methodology is proposed in table 5 below. It describes the procedures and steps to be followed in implementing this framework in which detail attributes and activities are contained.

### VI. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK

As earlier stated, KMS is not a technology or a set of methodologies; rather, it is a practice or discipline that involves people, processes and technology [1],[2],[3]. Every organization needs a KMS framework to enable it derive the desired benefits of implementing KM initiative. The proposed framework attempts to build a framework that is comprehensive, integrated and multidimensional in approach into a single framework. Initial analysis of questionnaires and surveys responses on the proposed framework has been very encouraging. The results has shown that most of the issues raised during surveys have been addressed in this proposed framework in particular:

1. **Integration of learning and knowledge management:**
   The need for organizations to become learning organizations requires knowledge management, which in turn is dependent on learning organizations. However, these concepts are addressed separately in most KMS framework. From the research, it is clear that the two concepts are interrelated and dependent. Hence, to enhance organizational creativeness and innovation, the two concepts need to be integrated into a single framework.

2. **Systematic approach to KMS implementation:**
   An integrated framework that is holistic needs to adopt a number of guiding principles for KM implementation. These principles should include: organizational policies, plan, procedures, philosophy, structure and methods. These principles should present the organizational KM vision and link it to the overall organizational business goals. All these guiding principles are integral of a KMS framework and should be the foundation layer of KM initiative as presented in the proposed KMS framework.

3. **Framework comprehensiveness:**
   The proposed framework presents a fully integrated framework from a multi-dimensional approach by incorporating and aggregating the KMS attributes that are already available from academic, theoretical approaches and as well as from applied practitioner-like approaches in KM efforts.

4. **Human-centric approach in designing KMS:**
   The research work revealed that KM success highly depends on human-social system of KM efforts. That is, Human-centric is the best approach to KM initiative since people are considered as the most critical element in KMS implementation. Hence, frameworks should focus on the importance of people in relation to KMS, and the need to put in place appropriate cultural value that will encourage KMS practice.

5. **Integrating the outcome layer in the KMS framework:**
   A clear understanding of the expected result of implementing KMS by an organization is very critical to the success of the project. Hence organizations need to identify what they want to
achieve in implementing KMS before commencing the implementation.

So, the next stage of this research work will be to get a scientific feedback from the experts and the perceptions on the components, attributes, approach and design of the proposed KMS framework from stakeholders. Practitioners, Academics and Developers are the main stakeholders in the knowledge management domain which could be usefully surveyed with an Internet-based questionnaire.

More questionnaires and surveys will be administered to a breadth of industrial sectors to consolidate the initial results. The findings of the investigation will be interpreted and used to review the proposed KMS framework. This enhanced framework will then be practically tried and tested in a large public-sector organisation like Nigerian Post Office.
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Abstract—Case-Based Reasoning (CBR) applies past experience to solve new problems with suitable solutions. This approach presents overloading queries to adapt solutions if necessary. Subpar solutions have to be adapted within a CBR cycle before retaining them to keep a good quality of the case base. Dealing with missing values can be seen as previous step to avoid unnecessary adaptations. Integrate efficient and useful adaptations can be seen as really interesting and challenging task when considering the full CBR methodology. The common CBR principle -similar problems are having similar solutions- can be seen as a rather good point of start when developing an adaptation feature. An adaptation concept and first experience are presented within this paper.

Index Terms—Adaptation, Case-Based Reasoning

I. INTRODUCTION

This paper presents an approach for adaptation of cases. The main goal was achieving a concept, proof the feasibility and get first results which was divided into several sections. Adaptation of cases will be mainly seen as complicated in comparison to retrieve cases because the retrieve step can be clearly divided into different parts such as the case base, a connection between the case base and the CBR system and suitable similarity measures. An adaptation feature depends on the applied domain. For instance, CHEF was using modification rules (change ingredient) and object critics (e.g. cooking time) to modify a cooking recipe namely BEEF-WITH-GREEN-BEANS to BEEF-AND-BROCOLLI. [2] Within the domain regarding this approach, another adaptation process will be used. Similarity measures and queries are suitable for processing different loan applications with numerical and categorial attributes. The similarity value between loan applications can be used for the adaptation when remember the CBR principle that similar problems are related to similar solutions.

Firstly, a brief overview about Case-Based Reasoning will be provided to demonstrate the $R^4$ model by Aamodt and Plaza. [1] The section Previous Work will briefly introduce associations and similarity measures. Definitions of the case base will be shown which are related to the adaptation of cases. Following two sections are providing the core of this work in progress paper. An adaptation of a case requires consideration of possible missing values which is presented within the next section. Then an adaptation concept will be shown - different queries can achieve different results regarding the precision of relevant and retrieved cases. Then notes regarding first experiments and the concept of evaluation are demonstrated. The manual evaluation by teacher provides a guarantee concerning the quality of the case base. It can be used as a post-condition to the adaptation process. The conclusion and future work are presented at the end.

II. CASE-BASED REASONING IN A NUTSHELL

The origin of CBR was given within the research of cognitive science. Schank provides 1982 with his work an approach of Episodic Memory Organization Packets (E-MOPs). [3] CYRUS was a prototype by Kolodner and used meetings and talks by United States of America politician Cyrus Vance to apply E-MOPs to a real scenario. [4] An E-MOP contains a content frame (also known as norm) which stores common information like place, people and subject of a meeting and informations concerning relations to other episodes if necessary. E-MOPs are using a tree-like structure to connect different episodes. In 1994 Agnar Aamodt and Enric Plaza introduced a process model of the CBR cycle which was commonly called the $R^4$ model. [1] The process involved in this model can be represented by a schematic cycle containing the four $R$'s, namely Retrieve, Use, Revise and Retain. First, cases are retrieved from the case base which are similar to a new given problem. The old case with a solution will be reused and modified if necessary, an evaluation of the solution will be handled in the Revise step and finally a new case complements the knowledge base in the Retain phase. According to Janet Kolodner a case can be defined as: "(i) a situation and its goal, (ii) the solution and, sometimes, means of deriving it, (iii) the result of carrying it out, (iv) explanations of results, and (v) lessons that can be learned from the experience." [5]

Anyway, Kolodner also stated that a case can be seen as a "contextualized piece of knowledge representing an experience that teaches a lesson fundamental to achieving the goals of the reasoner". [5]

In CBR, we distinguish three different approaches: conversational, textual and structural. The conversational approach has the intention to provide solutions for many recurring simple problems. Predefined phrases -such as ‘Have you tried to turn it off and on again?’ in first instance- will support a user to obtain a solution. These supporting phrases will be shown in the order of their importance for the given new
problem. The case base will be manually organized by the developer, while questions and phrases will be sequentially asked according to a decision tree which must be maintained when adding a new case. The textual CBR approach will be used for many documents which were analyzed concerning their content. The case base should not be greater than a couple of hundred cases, each case containing a short description with three lines. This approach should be aware of synonyms and associations between different terms. The structural CBR approach covers systems which are using a domain model. Therefore, predefined attributes and their representation should be chosen at the beginning of the modeling process. [6]

III. PREVIOUS WORK

Different issues were researched such as association models and similarity measures. The gained knowledge of the association models were used to model a case base which will be regularly used within the retrieve and retain step of the $R^4$ model. [1] Associations were obtained with the Hotspot algorithm of WEKA (Waikato Environment for Knowledge Analysis). [7] It is a target attribute driven algorithm which clearly presents the associations for a given target in a decision tree like structure. Arguments for this algorithm are the supported segment size of the data, the branching factor (on the top level) and the target attribute. The associations were partially published within [8]. Similarity measures are an ongoing topic and under development. According to the $R^4$ model they will be mainly used within the retrieve step. [1] Within the following lines they will be briefly described. The distance between two loans regarding the amount can be calculated when using the attribute amount, but to get the nearest cases -within the retrieve step- more attributes has to be considered such as age, purpose and credit history of a customer. Using a similarity measure will be more suitable in comparison to simple distances for these kind of loan cases. Similarity measures which encapsulates support for different attributes were modeled and will be tested due to different aspects such as non-negativity and range, reflexivity and positiveness. Weights will be used in addition if the will improve the functionality of these measures. A few pitfalls were avoided such as the difference between a distance metric and a similarity measure. For instance, distance=0 is equal to similarity=1. Both distance value and similarity value must be greater or equal than zero, but the range of a similarity value ends with 1.

IV. DEFINITION OF PROBLEM, SOLUTION AND CASE

First definitions were made which was a pre-condition for further work regarding the proof of concept. An example for a minor query would be following given problem which contains six attributes which are describing a loan application of a customer.

\[
\text{Problem} = \{\text{Age}, \text{Credit Amount}, \text{Credit History}, \text{Duration}, \text{Income}, \text{Purpose}\}
\]

A query can be extended with an attribute such as guarantors of the debtor. Extending a query towards the prototype will be suitable when the desired data of a customer is available within her or his loan application.

\[
\text{Problem} = \{\text{Age}, \text{Credit Amount}, \text{Credit History}, \text{Duration}, \text{Income}, \text{Other Debtors Guarantors}, \text{Purpose}\}
\]

A solution can be abstractly defined with two parts.

\[
\text{Solution} = \{\text{Cost Factor}, \text{Recommendation}\}
\]

The cost factor can be divided into different elements such as a percentage value of the predicted repayment, an absolute value concerning the amount of an assumed financial loss and a nominal value (e.g. 1 - 5) which describes the cost of this loan. The recommendation can be divided into subparts like a solution quality factor which will be given within the evaluation procedure within the revise step of the $R^4$ model and a real recommendation regarding the loan query of the customer. In the most efficient representation, the loan recommendation would be a boolean value which will be suitable on the top level for an employee of a financial institute. A case will be a triple of three elements in the minimal form.

\[
\text{Case} = \{\text{Problem}, \text{Solution}, \text{Notes}\}
\]

However, further allocation will be made when developing the prototype. For instance, notes can be used as a relation or as a character large object attribute. These definitions were partially published within [8].

V. CONSIDERATION OF MISSING VALUES

Unfortunately missing values can affect processing a case within different tasks such as retrieve a case from the case base and reuse a case, for instance. During the work on associations it was obvious that the attribute income was not explicit mentioned within the data definition of the German
credit data set. [9] However, income was chosen as a possible attribute for new problems (or queries) which are submitted to the prototype because newer requests can and should provide this information which can be used for the pre-processing and reasoning. The Oracle Database provides a rather good function namely nvl (null value substitution) but for certain cases an implementation concerning a given domain has to be made. Although the income is missing within the German credit data set but this was not a reason to avoid this attribute within the definitions of a small query for a new given problem. Different strategies can be used to minimize the effect of missing values, for instance attribute income.

1) Substitution - Replace the missing value with an estimation: Generating an estimated value for the attribute income can be done with reasoning from other attributes such as the duration of the current employment and the amount of cash on the account of the customer which would be a rough estimation. An estimation function like this can be improved with additional knowledge provided by other attributes like country, job, age and a sub function which returns a range for a given job for a person within a given region of a country.

2) Overload methods to gain other queries - Using internal another query which can be made with using overloading of functions within the code. If the income is missing, then another query will be used with the same attributes except the attribute which refers to income.

3) Using social networks - Retrieving data by application programming interfaces (APIs) from social networks would be another feature but it would somewhat less than perfect. Many social networks are containing fake profiles or orphaned profiles. An additional pre-processing would be necessary to distinguish between fake profiles and real persons. The APIs of social networks are different and another issues like different e-mail-addresses for a person have to be considered if this kind of support really would be used. Extracting data concerning solvency from social networks was an upcoming issue in approx. 2010 and later but using this kind of approach was too buggy and rather subpar concerning many missing values and assumptions made in another approach during the work on this paper. For instance, an assumption was defined as follows: If the address of a house was evaluated as a real address by a Google Maps API call, then the profile of the social network will be classified as a real person which is comprehensible (if a person has not lied regarding the physical address). Another discussed assumption was to check relations to other human beings within the social network and use the gained knowledge to predict solvency for a person which is not suitable. [10]

VI. TO ADAPT OR NOT TO ADAPT

Certain pre-conditions were to resolve before developing an adaptation feature which was enumerated within the previous sections. An awareness about the domain was reached with association models. The definitions of case, problem and solution was the basis for the case base. Similarity measures are an essential part of the adaptation procedure. Removing missing values avoids unnecessary adaptations because these could decrease the quality of the case base and increase the runtime cost of the software application. The solution quality factor (SQF) refers to 'TBA - to be announced' because the evaluation will be made within the revise step, but adaptation will be made earlier in the reuse step within the $R^4$ model.

[1] The main idea will be to use a kind of quality factor for a proposed solution which is given by a user. A comparison between the proposed solution and previous solutions can affect and adapt attributes of a new subpar solution. If a similar solved problem exists according to the used similarity measures and the previous solution was marked with a rather good solution factor within the evaluation of a user, then the previous solution can be partially used as a basis for the adaptation of the new solution. Changing the internal queries towards the case base can provide another solutions, as appropriate, which can be used for a comparison with the suggested new subpar solution and adaptation if suitable. Defining a threshold value concerning the similarity measure regarding the new problem and retained cases (especially alternative solutions within these cases) has to be made.

Firstly, an internal overloaded query has to retrieve another solutions if available. Secondly, a similarity measure, according to the arguments of a modified query, can order the alternative solutions. Thirdly, these retrieved solutions will be used to modify attributes of a subpar solution. Within the reuse step, testing a modified solution can be made again with a similarity measure.

VII. EXPERIMENTS

When comparing similarity values between a new searched solution and an initial query (also known as problem), it
was clear that a similarity measure with less attributes -in comparison to a former used similarity measure- could impair the quality of the case base. Therefore, a similarity measure should use attributes comparable to the initial given query. Otherwise the evaluation feature of a CBR system will be required. For instance, a similarity measure with only two attributes (age and credit amount) would deliver a subpar similarity result (52 per cent) when comparing a retained case (age 58, credit amount 6143) with a random query (age 27, credit amount 10467). However, interesting alternatives can be found when using a simpler similarity measure. Using weighting of attributes must be carefully considered to keep a good precision of search results within retained cases.

VIII. EVALUATION BY TEACHER

According to Aamodt and Plaza, the assessment of a new solution by a user was defined as evaluation by teacher within the revise step of the R^4 cycle. [1] This concept clearly provides an advantage that probably wrong data or subpar solutions can be modified. The solution can be marked as helpful with a degree from A - Excellent to E - Not helpful. Evaluation by teacher can be seen as improving a CBR software application, but it can not circumvent the adaptation procedure of the reuse step. A manual repair step made by a user would be possible according to the R^4 model by Aamodt and Plaza, but this would not be suitable for every single case if a big volume, velocity and variety of data will occur. Current tendencies such as big data within the future can not be precluded.

IX. CONCLUSION

Adaptation of cases was the core of this work in progress paper. The adaptation was achieved when overloading queries. There exists a significant difference between different queries regarding the precision of the result which leads to different solutions.

1) The Good - additional data -if not redundant- can be an enrichment for the case base if used in a proper way.
2) the Bad - missing values can hide the actual nearest case.
3) and the Ugly - neglect both adaptation and evaluation would be subpar concerning the final solutions of a case. [11]

Testing and evaluation of new and adapted solutions should be made within the reuse and revise step of the CBR cycle to keep the quality of a case base. Automatically testing of an adapted solution fits to the reuse step, a manual evaluation of an adapted solution fits to the revise step within the CBR cycle.

X. FUTURE WORK

Many issues are open like finishing the work on similarity measures, adapt cases to improve solutions, develop an evaluation by teacher component and integrate all of these parts within one prototype. Another interesting point to research will be a deletion strategy to avoid inflating the case base with many (too) similar cases which affects the efficiency of a reasoning process.

The following real world example clearly shows a motivation to model and implement a deletion strategy for both too similar and redundant cases. Boeing has obtained more than eighty million flight hours after ten years which resulted in 23000 troubleshooting reports submitted by SNECMA Services. The maintenance of their engines was supported by a CBR system. At a certain point, they have retained too many similar and redundant cases because a deletion strategy was missing at the begin within their software application. An employee was used to check and remove, if necessary, manual redundant cases at the rate of 15 cases per hour. At the end, their system contained 1500 “clean” cases. [12]
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Abstract—In the past few years, banks and companies have increased security by switching from simple static passwords to more dynamic security measures that offer greater protection for users of mobile and web commerce. The most personal method for authentication is analysis of handwritten signatures. Signature evaluation determines whether an individual's signature is considered “good” or “bad.” A good signature is more complex and difficult to impersonate, whereas a bad signature is simple and easy to impersonate. A signature typically contains many angles, whether big or small. A signature with a higher number of angles is more complex and is considered “good”; therefore, the number of internal angles was calculated to determine the quality of the signature. In this paper, geometry was used to decide the kinds of angles to analyze. After the evaluation, verification was performed to analyze the EER (Equal Error Rate), and it has been concluded that it is best to use the Neighbor method to create the best signature evaluation system.

Keywords—shape feature; signature verification; human–computer interaction

I. INTRODUCTION

Handwriting is the most natural way to enter text, and it allows users to replace the keyboard or mouse for input. Many kinds of input devices are available for handwriting, including the TouchPad, the pressure-sensitive tablet, the PDA touch panel, or other input panels. Online handwriting verification systems analyze the signature as a series of coordinate points, which are based on the writing movements made with a pen, in relation to the trajectory of the coordinates on the XY axis, including where the nib started to write, as well as the number of writing strokes [1]. The series of coordinates will first undergo pre-processing to remove noise in the handwriting and to reduce the variability of handwriting, including repetition of the coordinates of the point, smoothness, and size. Then, features are extracted around the contours of characters to identify illegible ligatures, with allowances for different strokes due to different writing habits of different users. Offline handwriting recognition systems allow users to write on paper, from which the image is scanned using a scanner or a camera. However, offline systems are unable to obtain any dynamic feature; therefore, it is more difficult to recognize the signature. The typical flow of the signature evaluation system includes image input, image recognition, and result output. Using images from devices such as digital cameras and digital scanners, image processing is performed in three steps: image pre-processing, feature extraction, and recognition. The available methods for offline signature recognition are based on a wide range of concepts. The research can be categorized according to the way that it handles the problem, as methods based on holistic, regional, and local properties.

Character feature extraction is the basis of character recognition. It is one of the most popular research topics in pattern recognition and is widely used in many areas, such as edge extraction, character learning, automatic letter sorting, and automatic license plate recognition. In license plate character recognition, some character feature extraction methods are used, including outline feature extraction and coarse grid feature extraction.

Signature verification is categorized into two main types: static and dynamic [2]. The static type, which is also known as offline verification, uses a scanner or a digital camera to obtain the image of the signature to be verified. The dynamic type, which is also known as online verification, verifies a signature that is entered using a digital pen and a tablet PC. The difficulty in signature recognition is that handwriting is affected by complex personal factors; therefore, the same character could have slightly different shapes.

Signature evaluation systems are used to analyze human signatures whether they are categorized as good or bad. If a signature is too simple or easy to replicate, it is considered a bad signature. A good signature must contain several angles or many strokes. In this paper, an evaluation system was used to determine if a signature is good or bad.

Online signature system can extract additional human-writing parameters based on a time function (e.g., position trajectory, velocity, acceleration, pressure, direction of pen movement and azimuth); whereas, offline systems evaluate signatures using only scanned images. For this reason, online signature systems are much better than offline
signature systems.
Most of previous research on signature evaluation focused on the development and the implementation of new algorithms. This paper discusses the analysis and evaluation of Chinese kanji from the “One Hundred Family Names” (百家姓), a collection of characters that are often used in Chinese family names.

If internal angles are used when evaluating good and bad signatures, a character could contain too many angles between 0° and 180°. In order to define the optimal angles, a method was used to determine how many angles usually appear in a character; therefore, 100 characters were selected and all of the angles that typically appeared in them were calculated.

II. RELATED WORK
Each person has a different signature, which could be slightly different in shape in different situations. To process these signatures, they need to be standardized based on some method.

Previous research usually focused on signature verification by using matching techniques based on dynamic time warping (DTW) [3], hidden Markov model (HMM) [4], and support vector machine (SVM) [5]. These techniques are useful for static signature verification, as well as dynamic verification when the signature image is combined with several features based on average speed XY, signature width, signature height, pen direction, number of strokes, pen azimuth [6], etc.

C. Internal Angle
An interior angle (or internal angle) of a kanji character is an angle formed by two connected lines [8] of a polygon stroke (Figure 3). Some people have a habit of writing kanji where the closed polygon is less than 180°; in that case, the polygon is called “convex.” More complex signatures have more varied angles that were used for the calculations. The following are the different types of internal angles typically found in kanji:

- Equiangular: All angles are equal.
- Cyclic: All corners lie in a circular format.
- Vertex-transitive: All corners lie within the same symmetry orbit. The polygon is also cyclic and equiangular.
- Edge-transitive: All sides lie within the same symmetry orbit. The polygon is also equilateral.
- Tangential: All sides are tangential to an inscribed circle.
- Regular: The polygon is both cyclic and equilateral.
deemed important were manually searched for and selected. With complex signatures, a polygon algorithm was used to calculate the complex angles (Figure 2).

![Image of signatures of twenty people](image1)

Figure 4. Example of signatures of twenty people

![Image of analysis of internal angles](image2)

Figure 5. Analysis of internal angles occurring in twenty Chinese characters from “One Hundred Family Names”

D. Geometry

Geometric features [9][10] are based on multi-stroke recognizer techniques and are extracted to collect the internal features of the characters. Angles whose sum is a right angle (90°) are called “complementary.” Complementary angles are formed when one or more rays share the same vertex and are pointed in a direction between the two original rays that form the right angle. The number of rays between the two original rays is infinite.

Angles whose sum is a straight angle (180°) are called “supplementary.” Supplementary angles are formed when one or more rays share the same vertex and are pointed in a direction between the two original rays that form the straight angle. The number of rays between two original rays is also infinite.

Although the geometry method is a useful algorithm, the computer is unable to find some of the angles in a kanji character. In the end, all useful angles were manually collected.

E. Measuring Angle

The following data were used in the analysis:

1) **Eight Principles of Yong**: This basic character set was used as a reference to obtain statistics on all the angles that usually appear in kanji characters.
2) **“One Hundred Family Names” (百家姓)**: Twenty characters were randomly selected, and statistics were generated on the most common angles found in them.
3) **Own Individual Signatures**: Twenty test subjects wrote their own signatures, and statistics were also generated on the most common angles found in them. In addition, the analyses on handwritten and printed characters were compared.
4) **Unfamiliar Signatures**: The same twenty test subjects were asked to handwrite newly designed signatures that were unfamiliar to them and to handprint other characters. This set of experimental data was used to determine whether copying an unfamiliar signature would create different internal angles.

![Image of handwritten samples](image3)

Figure 6. (a) Handwritten samples of test subjects’ own signatures with simple patterns (b) The analysis of internal angles occurring in those signatures

III. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

Figure 4 shows an example from our database of signatures of people who handwrote their own names.

A. Analysis of Twenty Printed Chinese Characters

Twenty Chinese characters obtained from the “One
Hundred Family Names' collection were analyzed, as shown in Figure 5.

B. Analysis of Own Handwritten Signatures

The analysis of the handwritten signatures occurred in two steps. First, twenty people handwrote their own signatures and those were analyzed (Figure 6). Then the results were compared with the analysis of the computer-printed signatures (Figure 7).

C. Analysis of Unfamiliar Signatures

Analyzing people’s own signatures is not enough; therefore, in order to collect additional data about character angles, the research included an analysis of signatures that were unfamiliar to people who were writing them (Figures 8 and 9).

D. Chinese and English Character Angles

For this research to be more complete, the same analysis was performed not only on Chinese character signatures, but also on English characters from A to Z and English signatures, as shown in Tables 1 and 2.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>40°</th>
<th>50°</th>
<th>60°</th>
<th>70°</th>
<th>80°</th>
<th>90°</th>
<th>100°</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Handwritten Sig.</td>
<td>52</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>32</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>46</td>
<td>166</td>
<td>160</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Twenty Chinese</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>18</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>160</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Print of Sig.</td>
<td>50</td>
<td>50</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>18</td>
<td>56</td>
<td>266</td>
<td>14</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Unfamiliar Sig.</td>
<td>36</td>
<td>34</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>32</td>
<td>194</td>
<td>36</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Print of Unfamiliar</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total</td>
<td>156</td>
<td>111</td>
<td>64</td>
<td>64</td>
<td>139</td>
<td>792</td>
<td>92</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
TABLE II. ANALYSIS OF ALL ANGLES FOUND IN COMMON ENGLISH CHARACTERS

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Angle</th>
<th>10°</th>
<th>20°</th>
<th>30°</th>
<th>40°</th>
<th>50°</th>
<th>90°</th>
<th>120°</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>English A–Z</td>
<td>80</td>
<td>46</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>54</td>
<td>80</td>
<td>120</td>
<td>50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>English Sig.</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>43</td>
<td>50</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>18</td>
<td>200</td>
<td>20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total</td>
<td>110</td>
<td>89</td>
<td>62</td>
<td>74</td>
<td>98</td>
<td>320</td>
<td>70</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

V. EVALUATION SYSTEM

In the proposed evaluation system, the signature could be considered good and bad, as shown in Figures 10 and 11.

A. Comparison with Nearest Neighbor method and BPN

The analysis of the signatures was performed using the Neighbor method and the Neural Network BPN method. Although either of these methods would be effective, the two methods were still compared to find the best method. The results of the comparison are shown in Figure 12, Figure 13, and Table 3. We compared the Neighbor method and the Neural Network BPN method by analyzing Chinese basic characters, handwritten Chinese signatures, computer–printed signatures, unfamiliar Chinese signatures, and English signatures for analysis.

Table 3 illustrates that the Neighbor method can find more angles than the Neural Network BPN method, because the Neighbor method scans all pixels; therefore, it can be more accurate in extracting angles.

On the other hand, the Neural Network BPN method uses pattern recognition. In this research, the neural network was taught a total of 20 pattern designs, covering all angles (40°, 60°, 70°, and 90°). Because of the limited number of learned patterns, the neural network is unable to find all angles in an image. However, given additional patterns to learn, the Neural Network BPN system would require more processing time.

In a set of twenty randomly selected characters from “One Hundred Family Names,” the most common angles are 40°, 60°, 70°, and 90°, as shown in Figure 5. In a set of twenty handwritten signatures, the most common angles are 40°, 60°, 90°, and 100°, as shown in Figure 6 (b). This set was also compared with the computer–printed versions of these characters to check whether these two categories would have similar analyses, as shown in Figure 7 (b).
TABLE III. COMPARISON RESULTS OF NUMBER OF ANGLES WITH NEIGHBOR AND BPN METHOD (A) CHINESE SIGNATURE (B) CHINESE CHAR. (C) COMPUTER PRINT (D) UNFAMILIAR AND (E) ENGLISH SIGNATURE

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>(a)</th>
<th>(b)</th>
<th>(c)</th>
<th>(d)</th>
<th>(e)</th>
<th>Total</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Neighbor</td>
<td>80</td>
<td>56</td>
<td>103</td>
<td>74</td>
<td>35</td>
<td>348</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BPN</td>
<td>45</td>
<td>53</td>
<td>60</td>
<td>95</td>
<td>37</td>
<td>290</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

In order to increase the accuracy of the system, the same twenty people handwrote unfamiliar signatures that were not their own. Then those signatures were analyzed, as well as the computer-printed versions of the same characters, as shown in Figure 8 (b) and Figure 9 (b). In handwritten characters, the most common angles are 40°, 50°, 80°, 90°, and 100°.

To reduce the number of angles between 0° and 180° that the system would have to analyze, the analysis was focused on the five most common angles in Table 1: 40°, 50°, 80°, 90°, and 100°. In future work, the automatic signature verification system could use this research data to decide the best angles to analyze.

In addition to collecting and analyzing Chinese characters, computer-printed English characters (uppercase A to Z and lowercase a to z) and twenty handwritten English signatures were selected, and the most common angles in those samples are 10°, 20°, 30°, 40°, 50°, 90°, and 120°. Based on this result, the evaluation system could be designed to be more accurate, based on these angles and on the kind of characters that need to be evaluated.

TABLE IV. FRR AND FAR FOR RANDOMLY CHOSEN SIGNATURES

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Total/Signature</th>
<th>Good Signature</th>
<th>Bad Signature</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Total Angles</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>60 Angles</td>
<td>2/20 10%</td>
<td>8/20 40%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>80 Angles</td>
<td>1/15 6%</td>
<td>3/25 12%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>100 Angles</td>
<td>2/15 13.3%</td>
<td>5/25 20%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Average total</td>
<td>5.33%</td>
<td>19.4%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Average total FRR</td>
<td>7.76%</td>
<td>18.75%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

B. Calculate FRR and FAR from Nearest Neighbor

To determine whether the system was optimal, random signatures were evaluated and categorized as good or bad.

In Table 4, we determined the false acceptance rate (FAR) and false rejection rate (FRR) values for randomly selected signatures. FRR is affected when users write their own individual signature, and FAR is affected when people forge someone else’s signature. With bad signatures, FAR and FRR are expected to be high. If the verification of a good signature reduces FRR and increases FAR, it means that the system performs good evaluations. If the verification of a bad signature raises the FAR higher than the FRR, the bad signature is easy to forge. However, a low FRR value with a bad signature is not sufficient for evaluation. In this system, the research focused on evaluating good signatures, whether they are easy to forge or not. Sometimes, signatures can be successfully copied; therefore, this system is not foolproof.

VI. CONCLUSION

This paper focused on Chinese characters and signatures for evaluation and discussed the analysis of the handwriting of twenty people who wrote familiar characters and unfamiliar characters. These two categories of samples were compared with characters that appear in family names to calculate which characters appear more often. After the evaluation, a verification system analyzed the EER, and it is concluded that the Neighbor method creates the best signature evaluation system.
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Abstract—The main goal of this work is to build an expert-driven Bayesian network model for simulating and predicting software quality. In contrast with earlier models, this model represents software quality as a hierarchy of features and their sub-features where the features are interrelated with each other. It contains a range of project and process factors that influence particular quality features. It has been pre-calibrated using results from the questionnaire survey performed among software engineers and managers in various software organizations. Managers in software projects can use such model to simulate and predict various aspects of software quality, typically at the early stage of project lifecycle. Proposed may become a central part of the future decision support system aimed to analyze, understand, manage and optimize a software development process.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Software quality prediction is an extensively covered area of software engineering. Various models have been developed to predict different features of software quality. These models typically focus on a single aspect of software quality, for example on number of defects [4], defect proneness [2], maintainability [15] or reliability [7]. However, software quality is a combination of various features that are interrelated with each other and influenced by other factors. Unfortunately, very few predictive models, discussed in Section 2, integrate multiple aspects of software quality.

Based on the review of existing models we decided to develop a new model that would overcome their limitations. The main requirements for of the new model are the following:

- Integration of variety of quality features along with their sub-features and measures;
- Integration of project and process factors that influence quality features;
- Incorporation of expert knowledge and empirical data;
- Ability to perform various ‘what-if’ and ‘goal-seeking’ as well as advanced simulations;
- Ability to run with missing data;
- Ability to adjust the model based on new knowledge or data by the end user.

Based on an earlier analysis of different modeling techniques [13], we decided to use a Bayesian network as a formal representation of the model. With Bayesian network it is possible to satisfy all of the above requirements.

The main goal of this paper is to present selected details of the new Bayesian network for integrated software quality prediction and simulation. The model can be used in numerous analyses by answering questions such as:

- How levels of effort in various development activities influence specific quality features?
- Given a typical distribution of effort, how do environmental project factors influence software quality?
- In a project with specific project factors, how much effort should we allocate to achieve some target levels of software quality?

Earlier work on this model has been already published in [9][10] [12] [13]. Since the model has been evolving for about two years this paper focuses on the most recent version that satisfies all requirements stated earlier in this section. Due to limited space, this paper focuses on new results and does not cover detailed background discussion and justification that have been published in earlier papers. This paper makes the following new contributions by providing:

1. A discussion of the preferences for the expected contents of the model according to the opinions of the respondents provided during questionnaire survey.
2. The details of the most recent structure of the model defined after the questionnaire survey and based on its results.
3. The behavior of this edition of the model by discussing the results of the validation process.

This paper is organized as follows: Section 2 briefly discusses the hierarchy of software quality and revisits earlier work. Section 3 investigates the respondents preferences on the expected scope of a new model. Section 4 explains the structure of the new Bayesian network model. Section 5 discusses the behavior of this model based on the results of the validation process. Section 6 covers limitations and threats to validity of obtained results. Section 7 draws conclusions and ideas for future work.
II. BACKGROUND

A. Software Quality

Software quality is a combination of various features. These features are often organized in a hierarchy. A variety of such hierarchies, known as software quality models, have been proposed in software engineering literature, starting from early work by Boehm and McCall at the end of 1970’s. We use a hierarchy proposed in an ISO 25010 standard [6]. We chose it due to its popularity among researchers and in industry and because it has been published very recently but is based on an earlier 9126 standard – thus it can be considered as both mature and contemporary.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Features</th>
<th>Sub-features</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Functional suitability</td>
<td>Functional completeness</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Functional correctness</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Functional appropriateness</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Performance efficiency</td>
<td>Time behaviour</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Resource utilisation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Capacity</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Compatibility</td>
<td>Co-existence</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Interoperability</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Usability</td>
<td>Appropriateness recognizability</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Learnability</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Operability</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>User error protection</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>User interface aesthetics</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Accessibility</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Reliability</td>
<td>Maturity</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Availability</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Fault tolerance</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Recoverability</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Security</td>
<td>Confidentiality</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Integrity</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Non-repudiation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Accountability</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Authenticity</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Maintainability</td>
<td>Modularity</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Reusability</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Analyzability</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Modifiability</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Testability</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Transferability</td>
<td>Adaptability</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Installability</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Replaceability</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Effectiveness</td>
<td>Effectiveness</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Efficiency</td>
<td>Efficiency</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Satisfaction</td>
<td>Usefulness</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Trust</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Pleasure</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Comfort</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Freedom from risk</td>
<td>Economic risk mitigation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Health and safety risk mitigation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Environmental risk mitigation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Context coverage</td>
<td>Context completeness</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Flexibility</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

This hierarchy assumes three levels of quality – characteristics, sub-characteristics, and measures. Table I lists the first two groups that we call features and sub-features in our study – by changing in these names we stress that, although our predictive model is based on the ISO 25010 hierarchy of software quality, it can be relatively easy adapted to a another hierarchy, i.e., taken from a different quality model.

B. Related Work

Very few predictive models integrate multiple software quality features and enable comprehensive quality prediction together with the ability to perform advanced simulations. Each of these models, besides important benefits, also has some disadvantages. Wagner [16] proposed a set of models – each for a separate quality feature. Thus, this approach does not provide an integrated model with relationships between quality features. Beaver [1] proposed a model which contains a variety of links between quality features. However, this model was developed using data only from very small student projects and thus does not generalize to larger industry-scale projects. Fenton et al. [3] developed a model that incorporates empirical data and expert knowledge from industrial projects and in which quality features are linked together. However, that model contains only two quality features.

Various authors [8][17] proposed approaches or frameworks to integrated quality modeling. They do not propose a working predictive model but rather a meta-model that integrates various concepts of software quality. It can be used to support the process of building a predictive model. Such approaches may seem to be useful for developing a larger knowledge base for populating predictive models from it. However, the process of building them is time consuming. Thus, in our work we develop a predictive model directly, i.e. without an overhead of such type of framework.

III. ANALYSIS OF THE PREFERENCES ON THE EXPECTED SCOPE OF THE MODEL

To gather data required for calibrating a new model we performed a questionnaire survey among experienced software architects and project managers. Results from the main part of that survey have been discussed in [14]. Before that main part, we asked respondents to rate five predefined versions of the model with different structures.

The main differences between model versions were related to the model complexity and the number of variables. Table II summarizes these differences. Model A was the simplest and model E was the most complex. Models B, C and D were between models A and E in terms of their complexity.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>TABLE II. OVERVIEW OF MODEL VERSIONS</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Characteristic \ Model</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td># process activities</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td># of process factors per activity</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td># of project factors</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td># of quality features</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td># of levels in quality hierarchy</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>reflects software composition</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table III summarizes ratings for different versions of the model. We investigated six criteria: clarity, complexity, coverage, adequacy, adaptability, and usefulness. The scale
available for these criteria was a range of integer numbers from '1' to '5', i.e. from low to high level of intensity of a
given criterion. For all criteria, except complexity, the most
desirable value was '5', i.e. that the model is clear, covers all
important aspects, is adequate for a given environment, can
be adapted relatively easy, and is useful. For complexity the
meaning of the scale was slightly different – with a value '3'
being the most desirable, and the values above '3' indicating
too high level of model complexity.

We aggregated the ratings provided by respondents by
calculating a weighted mean for each model and each
criterion (with the necessary adjustment for the complexity).
We arbitrarily defined the weights based on respondent’s
experience and motivation to participate in the survey. Table
III shows the values of these weighted means, with the
values closest to the most desirable value marked in bold.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Model</th>
<th>Weight for criterion A</th>
<th>B</th>
<th>C</th>
<th>D</th>
<th>E</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Clarity</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>4.4</td>
<td>4.0</td>
<td>4.1</td>
<td>3.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Complexity</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>1.9</td>
<td>2.5</td>
<td>2.8</td>
<td>3.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Coverage</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>2.3</td>
<td>2.9</td>
<td>3.3</td>
<td>3.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Adequacy</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>3.0</td>
<td>2.9</td>
<td>3.2</td>
<td>3.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Adaptability</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>3.2</td>
<td>2.9</td>
<td>3.3</td>
<td>2.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Usefulness</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>2.6</td>
<td>2.4</td>
<td>3.1</td>
<td>3.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SCORE</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>2.67</td>
<td>2.72</td>
<td>3.12</td>
<td>3.01</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

By analyzing these ratings, we can conclude that none of
the model versions won in all categories. In fact, all versions
except ‘B’, won in at least one criterion. Model A was rated
as very clear but too simple for most respondents. On the
other hand, model E was rated as moderately clear but too
complex. The overall rating has been calculated as the
weighted mean of ratings for each model. Based on this
value, we can conclude that the model C was rated as the
best overall, while model E as the worst overall.

IV. STRUCTURE OF THE NEW MODEL

The structure of the model presented in this section is a
slightly adjusted version of model ‘C’ that was rated as the
best overall by the respondents. Since this model is a proof-
of-concept, we decided to enhance model ‘C’ by extending
the number of process activities to three and to use all 13
quality features from the quality model proposed in the ISO
25010 standard [6]. These enhancements not only provide
more functionality of the model but also gave us an
opportunity to investigate the model complexity in terms of
the calculation time.

The high level schematic of this model has been
illustrated in Figure 1. The core of the model consists of a set
of quality features organized in a hierarchy of features, sub-
features and measures, with some explicit links between
main level features. These features are influenced by two
groups of factors, i.e., project factors and process factors.
The complete model structure and a ready-to-use model is

Figure 2. illustrates the structure of the sub-network with
project factors. The model contains seven project factors that
describe the nature of the project. Project factors define the
priors of quality features, i.e. default distributions, according
to the information provided by the respondents during a
questionnaire survey. A set of five ‘quality in use’ features
(bottom of Figure 2) is much less influenced by project
factors than remaining internal and external quality features.
This is caused by the fact that quality in use strongly depends
on the specific context/environment of use rather than on
those project factors.
Figure 3. illustrates the structure of the sub-network with the process factors. This structure has been strongly adjusted since a version used in the questionnaire survey [13]. The new structure of a converging star is clearer and more user-friendly. It enables easier adjustment directly by users — the variables that aggregate their parents are defined using expressions, most often as a ‘weighted min’ [5], thus adding or removing a parent variable requires only adjustment of that expression rather than manually rebuilding the whole probability table for the aggregate variable. The model contains three process sub-networks, one for each main activity, i.e. specification, development and testing.

Figure 4. illustrates the links between quality features, influence of project and process factors, and a part of the quality hierarchy. Each quality feature has its own hierarchy, i.e. a set of sub-features and measures, and is defined individually by project and process factors. Figure 4. shows all existing links between quality features but, due to a limited space, sub-features and influences from project and process factors only for an example feature – functional suitability. However, each quality feature is defined in a similar way with its own set of sub-features and links from sub-networks with project and process factors. Two quality features, reliability and transferability, are not directly linked with any other quality feature. It does not mean that these two features are not related with any other quality features but rather that there are no direct relationships.

V. Model Validation

To validate the developed model, we performed a variety of analyses of results provided by the model. In this paper, we discuss three of such analyses. Each of them investigates how the model behaves when an observation is entered to a single variable, i.e., what are the predictions for the other variables. Since the model is a Bayesian network, the predictions are provided not as point numeric values but as probability distributions. In our analyses, we investigated the whole probability distributions but to keep the paper concise we report the median values from predicted distributions.

All variables involved in this analysis are expressed on a 5-point ranked scale, typically from ‘very low’ to ‘very high’ but for some variables a reverse order of states is used. This ranked scale is internally transformed to a continuous scale where a state ‘very low’ represents a range [0, 0.2], ‘low’ a range [0.2, 0.4], etc. until the last state ‘very high’ represents a range [0.8, 1]. With such transformation it is possible to calculate statistical measures describing a probability distribution, including a median that we used in this paper.

In the first analysis, we investigated how a change of one quality feature influenced remaining quality features. First, we set an observation ‘very low’ to one quality feature and calculated the model. Second, we set an observation ‘very high’ for the same variable and calculated the model. Then, for each predicted variable we calculated the difference between median values from these two predictions (calculations) as shown in Equation 1.

\[
\text{Difference(}feature_i\text{)} = \text{Median}(\text{feature}_i|\text{prediction}_1) - \text{Median}(\text{feature}_i|\text{prediction}_2)
\]

### TABLE IV. PREDICTED RELATIONSHIPS BETWEEN QUALITY FEATURES

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Quality features</th>
<th>(1)</th>
<th>(2)</th>
<th>(3)</th>
<th>(4)</th>
<th>(5)</th>
<th>(6)</th>
<th>(7)</th>
<th>(8)</th>
<th>(9)</th>
<th>(10)</th>
<th>(11)</th>
<th>(12)</th>
<th>(13)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>(1) functional suitability</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>0.06</td>
<td>0.20</td>
<td>0.20</td>
<td>0.12</td>
<td>0.14</td>
<td>0.17</td>
<td>0.11</td>
<td>0.55</td>
<td>0.53</td>
<td>0.38</td>
<td>0.21</td>
<td>0.46</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(2) performance efficiency</td>
<td>0.07</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>0.11</td>
<td>0.07</td>
<td>0.09</td>
<td>-0.29</td>
<td>0.10</td>
<td>0.05</td>
<td>0.13</td>
<td>0.09</td>
<td>0.10</td>
<td>-0.05</td>
<td>0.11</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(3) compatibility</td>
<td>0.12</td>
<td>0.06</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>0.36</td>
<td>0.11</td>
<td>0.10</td>
<td>0.22</td>
<td>0.11</td>
<td>0.16</td>
<td>0.14</td>
<td>0.18</td>
<td>0.12</td>
<td>0.15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(4) usability</td>
<td>0.18</td>
<td>0.07</td>
<td>0.49</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>0.10</td>
<td>0.10</td>
<td>0.44</td>
<td>0.09</td>
<td>0.19</td>
<td>0.18</td>
<td>0.28</td>
<td>0.16</td>
<td>0.18</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(5) reliability</td>
<td>0.12</td>
<td>0.08</td>
<td>0.17</td>
<td>0.11</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>0.20</td>
<td>0.22</td>
<td>0.17</td>
<td>0.18</td>
<td>0.18</td>
<td>0.17</td>
<td>0.15</td>
<td>0.19</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(6) security</td>
<td>0.13</td>
<td>-0.26</td>
<td>0.15</td>
<td>0.11</td>
<td>0.18</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>0.20</td>
<td>0.16</td>
<td>0.15</td>
<td>0.17</td>
<td>0.15</td>
<td>0.42</td>
<td>0.18</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(7) maintainability</td>
<td>0.10</td>
<td>0.06</td>
<td>0.22</td>
<td>0.32</td>
<td>0.13</td>
<td>0.13</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>0.11</td>
<td>0.16</td>
<td>0.13</td>
<td>0.16</td>
<td>0.14</td>
<td>0.18</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(8) transferability</td>
<td>0.10</td>
<td>0.04</td>
<td>0.16</td>
<td>0.09</td>
<td>0.16</td>
<td>0.16</td>
<td>0.17</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>0.15</td>
<td>0.15</td>
<td>0.15</td>
<td>0.10</td>
<td>0.15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(9) effectiveness</td>
<td>0.38</td>
<td>0.09</td>
<td>0.17</td>
<td>0.14</td>
<td>0.12</td>
<td>0.11</td>
<td>0.17</td>
<td>0.11</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>0.37</td>
<td>0.29</td>
<td>0.17</td>
<td>0.29</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(10) efficiency</td>
<td>0.34</td>
<td>0.05</td>
<td>0.14</td>
<td>0.12</td>
<td>0.11</td>
<td>0.11</td>
<td>0.13</td>
<td>0.10</td>
<td>0.35</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>0.21</td>
<td>0.14</td>
<td>0.25</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(11) satisfaction</td>
<td>0.23</td>
<td>0.06</td>
<td>0.17</td>
<td>0.19</td>
<td>0.10</td>
<td>0.10</td>
<td>0.16</td>
<td>0.09</td>
<td>0.28</td>
<td>0.20</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>0.12</td>
<td>0.21</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(12) freedom from risk</td>
<td>0.11</td>
<td>-0.03</td>
<td>0.11</td>
<td>0.09</td>
<td>0.08</td>
<td>0.25</td>
<td>0.12</td>
<td>0.06</td>
<td>0.14</td>
<td>0.12</td>
<td>0.11</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>0.16</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(13) context coverage</td>
<td>0.32</td>
<td>0.07</td>
<td>0.15</td>
<td>0.12</td>
<td>0.11</td>
<td>0.11</td>
<td>0.17</td>
<td>0.09</td>
<td>0.29</td>
<td>0.25</td>
<td>0.21</td>
<td>0.19</td>
<td>–</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Table IV provides those differences from this first analysis. Each row represents results for quality features given a change in quality feature shown in the first column. For example, a row marked as (1) functional suitability contains differences in predictions for remaining quality features than occurred as a result of setting functional suitability to ‘very low’ and ‘very high’. A value higher than ‘0.2’ can be considered as representing a positive relationship between a pair of quality features, and a value lower than ‘-0.2’ as representing a negative relationship. These results show that the model usually properly incorporates relationships identified during a questionnaire survey and discussed in [14].

However, each quality feature is at least slightly related with other quality features although often no direct relationships exist in the model. This happens because and observation in one quality feature causes revised predictions for its parents, and some of these then influence other quality features (i.e. there are common causes for quality features).

In the second analysis, we investigated how observations set to selected process variables influence quality features. Table V provides results for this analysis and, similarly as in the first analysis, contains the differences between the median values for quality features depending on setting observations ‘very low’ and ‘very high’ to process factors. The numbers in the first row refer to quality features according to the numbering as in Table IV. Higher values confirm that the model incorporates a relationship between particular process factor and a quality feature. These relationships are consistent with those identified and discussed in [14].

In the third analysis, we investigated how project factors influence the quality features. Table VI reports the results in the same way as in two previous analyses. However, some project factors are not expressed on a ranked scale but have labeled states. For these factors we calculated predictions by setting an observation for all possible states of a project factor (one at the time). The values of these differences also confirm that the model properly incorporates the influence of project factors on quality features as identified in the questionnaire survey [14].

VI. LIMITATIONS AND THREATS TO VALIDITY

During the work on this model and its validation, we noticed several limitations and threats to validity of obtained results. First, the relationships between quality features, illustrated in Table IV, are not always symmetrical. During the questionnaire survey, we asked respondents about such relationships without investigating the direction of the link. When building a Bayesian network, which is a directed graph, we defined directions of such link typically according to the cause-effect relationship. However, this relationship is of stochastic nature and together with other links in the model it is not possible to define links between quality features that would be symmetrical.

Second, during a questionnaire survey, respondents identified relationships between specific pairs of variables. However, very often respondents did not provide information on the details of such relationship. Even further,
there were cases when one respondent provided information on the strong positive relationship between two variables, whereas according to another respondent this relationship was negative. Thus, the model cannot incorporate all information gained because of these contradictory answers.

Furthermore, in this paper, we focus on model validation that involved a change of one variable at a time. We did not report results of analyses of scenarios where multiple variables were set with observations.

Finally, model applicability is limited to software projects which follow the rationale for this model. Specifically, this includes large and long-lasting projects with a full development lifecycle. The model can be applied to other projects but after significant adjustments which may cost-ineffective.

VII. CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK

The developed Bayesian network model, discussed in this paper, is an extended and improved version of the model discussed in earlier papers. It has a simpler and clearer structure and still offers higher functionality due added useful variables. This model properly incorporates expert most knowledge gathered during the questionnaire survey as we confirmed it during the validation stage. A predefined Bayesian network model well fits the user expectations in terms of its scope, complexity and usefulness.

Although the model has been pre-calibrated, it may and should be recalibrated in the target environment. Depending on the user needs, this may involve adding or removing variables, adding or removing links, and changing the quantitative definitions of variables (e.g. the sensitivity of the changes between different variables). We believe that because of the modular structure and the usage of expressions [5] such adjustments are fairly simple.

In the future, we plan to extend the model by using detailed software measures, i.e., metrics. During the questionnaire survey we were aware that it would be difficult to obtain real data on them. We hope that, after presenting the results from the proof-of-concept model, the companies would be willing to cooperate tighter to calibrate the model to their own needs. We also plan to work on the tool support for the model, so that the model will be a part of a larger expert-based decision support system aimed to analyze, understand, manage and optimize a software development process.
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Abstract—Integrating concept and citation networks on a specific research subject can help researchers focus their own work or use methods described in prior works. In this paper, we propose a method to extract semantic relations from concepts and citation in the descriptions of related work. Specifically, we examined (i) topic-paper relations between research topics and reference papers and (ii) method-purpose relations between research topics. We also defined 15 lexico-syntactic patterns for the relation extraction. Results of experiments using a manually annotated dataset of 15 papers demonstrated the effectiveness of using the proposed lexico-syntactic patterns.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Most researchers locate, read, and analyze relevant papers to investigate prior studies related to their research fields when they are about to narrow their subject of research or publish their findings in a paper. The objective of such prior study searches is to position their own work among problems in related works or their surroundings and to clarify their own predominance. This type of background work is crucial in terms of qualifying a paper for publication.

In this paper, we examine related work descriptions in academic papers to support such research activities. Our approach is based on a knowledge representation that integrates the citation structure and research concept network of related topics. The proposed representation contains two kinds of node – a Paper and a Concept nodes – and links that connect these nodes. In order to extract comprehensible mutual relations, we define a concept as a text span that is associated with a specific paper in the citation context. These text spans may include different linguistic units such as technical terms, verb phrases, and clauses. For example, to a research the theme “modeling text and citation together in a similar corpus”, technical terms such as “PHITS” and “PLSA”, noun phrases such as “influence propagation model”, and verb phrases such as “explain various phenomena related to linked structure of the corpus” are recognized as Concept Nodes (Fig. 1).

Related work descriptions include information such as methods used in prior studies, other themes addressing the use of these methods, and the original papers in which the methods were proposed. As such, the generated network of preceding studies can help researchers position their own studies properly into surrounding fields and related works. In the following, we propose our method of constructing a paper knowledge network and report the results of experiments conducted with a dataset of academic papers written in English.

II. RELATED WORK

Zhang et al. [1] proposed a method to extract the relations of the key concepts of academic papers based on the clustering results. In their method, papers were first clustered and then keywords representative to each cluster were extracted. Then, a hierarchical structure of the keywords was constructed. While their study considered only the existence of a keyword in a target paper, our study looks into more detailed relations, such as whether a certain keyword is mentioned as a method or a research target.

Regarding the refinement of relations among papers, Nanba et al. [2] analyzed sentences that contain references to other papers and classified them into three categories: those citing other papers as their basis, those pointing out relative differences, and otherwise.
There is another similar framework in a study by Teufel et al.[3], where relations among papers were extracted based on the classification of the citation context. Dunne [4] also proposed a method to generate a targeted field overview by clustering the citation network. A devised interface that displays the summary of a citation context simultaneously enables users to obtain a detailed understanding of the topic. However, none of these studies investigated the semantic relations among different citation contexts. It remains unclear which portion of the sentence corresponds specifically to the concept such as a name of method or a expression of purpose appearing in each sentence.

### III. Network Representation

#### A. Paper and Concept Nodes

We prepared two types of node to represent a network structure: Paper and Concept nodes. Concept nodes are labeled by character strings such as technical terms and noun and verb phrases, while paper nodes are identified by their own URLs or DOIs in a digital library. These nodes are extracted on the basis of lexico-syntactic patterns explained in section IV-B. Both types of node can connect with each other and represent various relations, as follows.

#### B. Method-Purpose Relation

We examined the relation between a method and its purpose and application in building a knowledge network from papers, hereafter referred to as the Method-Purpose relation. This relation consists of Concept nodes. An example sentence is

*Similar observations have also been made in [38] where Probabilistic Latent Semantic Indexing (PLSI) was used to learn a lower dimension representation of text in terms of probabilistic topics.*

The text provides a relation in that “Probabilistic Latent Semantic Indexing” contributes “to learn a lower dimension representation of text in terms of probabilistic topics.”

#### C. Paper-Topic Relation

A relation to connect a concept with the paper in which it is mentioned is referred to as the Paper-Topic relation. For instance, in the above example sentence, the relation with which the concept of “Similar observations” is addressed in reference “[38]” is extracted as the Topic-Paper relation. In this case, coreference resolution should be done for extracting truly semantic relation because the word “Similar observations” by itself is not sufficient for semantics. However, that relation is regarded as correct relation in this paper and we would like to consider coreference resolution for our future work.

### IV. Relation Extraction Method

#### A. Definition and Notation of Extraction Patterns

In the proposed method, we use lexico-syntactic patterns to extract relations. First, we split related work sections into sentences, and then, we apply a syntactic parser to obtain a syntax tree. Syntactic tags such as “Noun Phrase (NP)” or “Verb Phrase (VP)” are labeled for each span and our system can exploit them. For example, in the sentence “DRAGO [10] specifically examines a distributed reasoning based on the P2P-like architecture”, while the expression “based on” acts as a key to extract the Method-Purpose relation that “the P2P-like architecture” is applicable to “a distributed reasoning”, excessive spans such as “DRAGO [10] ...” cannot be excluded with the simple regular expression “*based on:*”. Syntactic tags can help system determine the boundaries of such spans for the targeted concepts.

The system uses the following extraction rule as a notation: “({NP}) based on ({NP}) = <mp> /2 /1”, where <mp> represents the Method-Purpose relation and “/2 /1” denotes that a noun phrase appearing first expresses a purpose and the one appearing next is a method. A general regular expression can also be used in a rule.

#### B. Corpus Analysis for Extraction Patterns

In our study, we focused on two relations – the Topic-Paper (hereafter designated as <tp>) relation and the Method-Purpose (hereinafter designated as <mp>) relation – and analyzed the related work sections to identify frequent lexico-syntactic patterns.

In our analysis, we first chose 18 papers from the proceedings of the Association for the Advancement of Artificial Intelligence (AAAI2010). We manually annotated all the relations in the sentences of related work section and established 14 lexico-syntactic patterns for automatic relation extraction of <mp>. Additionally, only the pattern appearing most frequently with a noun phrase immediately before a cited reference sign was used as lexico-syntactic patterns of the <tp> relation. The lexico-syntactic patterns obtained by the analysis are listed in the results section (Table I, Table II).

#### C. Rule Application and Extraction

Given one sentence in related work section and an extraction pattern described above, we apply the pattern to the sentence in following method:
1) Delete symbols that a parser cannot process properly: About parentheses and blackets, we delete them and words inside them. If there is any citation mark, their positions are recorded for later use. Words between quotations are concatenated with hyphens and quotation marks are deleted.

2) Berkeley Parser http://code.google.com/p/berkeyparse/ is used for analysing syntactic tree.

3) Syntactic tag such as “{NP}” or “{VP}” is replaced by wildcard of regular expression “.\s” and sentences which matches that expression are extracted as candidates.

4) For each candidate sentence, the span of words corresponding to wildcard are examined using syntactic tag of the rule and the parsed tree. If those syntactic information matches, the span is extracted as a Concept node.

V. EXPERIMENT

We performed two experiments. In the first experiment, we checked the recall and precision of our method in a small but clean data set. Error analysis was also performed. In the second experiment, we evaluated the precision on a knowledge network extracted from a large data set. Owing to the large amount of data, many meaningful knowledge relationships were extracted. We describe some examples and discuss their implications in the next section.

A. Experiment 1

As we mentioned in Section IV, we need sentences in the “Related Work” section to use as an input. This means that various pre-processing steps are needed to extract a desirable format of the input.

1) PDFs of papers were converted to texts using a conversion tool (pdf2text http://www.foolabs.com/pxpdf/).
2) Related work chapters were extracted from papers.
3) Reference sections were extracted from papers and divided for each paper.
4) Cited reference signs were extracted from the related work descriptions and matched with those in 3.
5) Related works descriptions were divided into sentences with a sentence division tool (GENIA Sentence Splitter http://www-tsujii.is.s.u-tokyo.ac.jp/y-matsu/geniass/).

Assuming that a set of co-citing papers contain closely related concepts, we selected 15 papers that cited either of the two papers: “Probabilistic latent semantic analysis”[5] or “Probabilistic latent semantic indexing”[6]. Because the test data are in the same research field as the data for lexico-syntactic pattern generation, their writing styles are expected to be similar.

These papers were processed in the same manner described in the previous section, and the correct relation was annotated using an annotation tool called brat http://brat.nlplab.org/.

Comparing those, recall and precision were calculated.

B. Experiment 2

In experiment 1, the data set was quite clean and small and therefore appropriate for basic statistics. However, we could not extract many meaningful knowledge networks because of the smallness, and it would not be feasible to increase the size of the dataset because some processes rely heavily on manual effort.

In experiment 2, we used a large dataset from Microsoft Academic Search http://academic.research.microsoft.com/ to evaluate the precision of each rule and extract knowledge networks.

The data set consisted of 906,788 cited papers and 8,388,909 citation context sentences. The domain was confined to computer science. From those, the number of papers whose citation count was no less than 100 was 9,252, and their citation context sentences numbered 1,952,112 in total. We used 18 paper of them and its 3099 citation context sentences.

VI. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Table.I and Table.II show a part of the result of Experiment 1 and 2. Each row corresponds to the evaluation result extracted by each rule. Our method obtained an overall accuracy of 76.9% for Experiment 1 and 71.7% for Experiment 2.

Some rules lowered the accuracy and others were very accurate. The errors resulting from failure in syntactic analysis are unavoidable since the reported accuracy of the parser is about 90% without domain dependency problem [7]. Accuracy of parsing is low when the sentence contains a present or past participle because of intrinsic ambiguity. However, the influence of this type of errors (e.g. “close sense clusters“ is extracted for correct span “finding close sense clusters”) on the knowledge network may be limited if these extracted Concept nodes can be properly unified.

On the other hand, recall of Experiment 1 is 12.2%. This is quite low and thus we need to construct meta heuristics of making more rules. Besides, our goal is not to extract all the relationship pieces from each paper, but to describe whole image with enough semantic details. So, in the future, we plan to examine intra-paper and inter-paper redundancy of relationships and comprehensibility of result knowledge network representation.

From the result of Experiment 2, we were able to construct meaningful knowledge graph. For example, sentences and extracted relations from it are shown as follows.

Original Sentences

The Gen 2 MAC protocol is based on Framed Slotted Aloha [19].

At the MAC layer, readers and tags use a variation on slotted Aloha [14] to solve the multi-access problem in a setting where readers can hear tags but tags cannot hear each other.

Extracted Relations
Table I

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>No.</th>
<th>Rule</th>
<th>Total</th>
<th>Accuracy(%)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1.</td>
<td>((\text{NP})) {be} based on ((\text{NP})) = (&lt;\text{mp}&gt; \text{__} \text{_})</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>100.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2.</td>
<td>((\text{NP})) based on ((\text{NP})) = (&lt;\text{mp}&gt; \text{__} \text{_})</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>73.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3.</td>
<td>((\text{VP})) using ((\text{NP})) = (&lt;\text{mp}&gt; \text{__} \text{_})</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>50.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4.</td>
<td>(\text{use}(!s\text{_}[d]?)) ((\text{NP})) to ((\text{VP})) = (&lt;\text{mp}&gt; \text{__} \text{_})</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>100.0</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table II

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>No.</th>
<th>Rule</th>
<th>Total</th>
<th>Accuracy(%)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1.</td>
<td>((\text{NP})) {be} based on ((\text{NP})) = (&lt;\text{mp}&gt; \text{__} \text{_})</td>
<td>48</td>
<td>93.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2.</td>
<td>((\text{NP})) based on ((\text{NP})) = (&lt;\text{mp}&gt; \text{__} \text{_})</td>
<td>106</td>
<td>65.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3.</td>
<td>((\text{VP})) using ((\text{NP})) = (&lt;\text{mp}&gt; \text{__} \text{_})</td>
<td>154</td>
<td>52.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4.</td>
<td>(\text{use}(!s\text{_}[d]?)) ((\text{NP})) to ((\text{VP})) = (&lt;\text{mp}&gt; \text{__} \text{_})</td>
<td>97</td>
<td>95.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5.</td>
<td>((\text{NP})) {be} used to ((\text{VP})) = (&lt;\text{mp}&gt; \text{__} \text{_})</td>
<td>29</td>
<td>93.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6.</td>
<td>((\text{NP})) {be} proposed to ((\text{VP})) = (&lt;\text{mp}&gt; \text{__} \text{_})</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>100.0</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

- `<tp>` relation of “Framed Slotted Aloha” and “[19]”
- `<mp>` relation of “Framed Slotted Aloha” and “The Gen 2 MAC protocol”
- `<tp>` relation of “a variation on slotted Aloha” and “[14]”
- `<mp>` relation of “a variation on slotted Aloha” and “solve the multi-access problem in a setting where readers can hear tags but tags cannot hear each other”

The paper represented as “[19]” or “[14]” is identified by URL http://academic.research.microsoft.com/Publication/1242802/ and its title is “ALOHA packet system with and without slots and capture”.

Two types representation of “Framed Slotted Aloha” contribution – descriptive explanation and the name of succession protocol – helps us understand the position of that research.

VII. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK

As described in this paper, we have proposed an approach for extracting relations among papers and concepts to construct a paper knowledge network. A sentence citing another paper is extracted from a related work chapter, and a lexico-syntactic pattern is established for extracting semantic relations between the papers from the quoted sentence.

We then performed extraction experiments using academic papers written in English. Analysis of failure examples in the experiment revealed that analytical failures can be attributed to the parser that was used and to a limited number of ambiguous lexico-syntactic patterns. We expect to improve the accuracy by performing post-processing for the acquired set of relations and the addition of lexico-syntactic patterns. In the future, we hope to express a paper knowledge network for a whole field on the basis of relations among papers and concepts by addressing the integration of knowledge extracted from multiple papers.
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Abstract—The development of technology in text data collection and handling and the increasing use of textual knowledge applications caused a boost in text mining research of various fields like sociology, business science, and so on. In recent years, the research approach has also been applicable to the field of management philosophy and management principle. In this study, with the use of text mining approach, we analyze text data in Collected Sayings of Konosuke Matsushita, which involves more than 100 lectures and remarks delivered by Konosuke Matsushita, a distinguished and influential business executive in Japan, between 1940 and 1987. The text data were compiled and edited by PHP Research Institute, Inc. In this paper, we categorized these lectures and remarks into two groups: lectures delivered for external business people and remarks delivered for employees of the Matsushita Electric Group (Later known as Panasonic Corporation). By doing so, the study aims to condense the content of lectures and remarks delivered by Konosuke Matsushita over the past few decades, to determine the recognizable patterns of the keywords spoken on these lectures or remarks, and to understand the possible characteristics and changes in his management thought as indicated by the text data. This study is an interdisciplinary research attempt between the field of management philosophy research and the field of text mining, textual knowledge applications, and knowledge discovery. It systematically integrates elements of science, such as statistical mathematics and the ability to analyze text data, and humanities, such as management thought, perceptiveness to understand concepts, and ability to comprehend. The establishment of scientific and objective methodologies in the field of management philosophy has facilitated the effective utilization of text data and information.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Recent years have seen various efforts to identify the fundamentals of business management. This has directed attention to studies on management philosophy and management thought of business executives not only in Japan, but also from more global perspectives. The number of researchers and business managers interested in this study field is also increasing.

The field of management philosophy research involves various qualitative and subjective factors, such as comprehension, reasoning, and explanation. There has not been much quantitative and objective analysis on management thought and philosophy done in the past owing to the difficulty in analyzing a large amount of accumulated text data. Meanwhile, in today’s era of a knowledge-based society of the new century, the progress of information digitization has facilitated the utilization of vast amounts of text data.

The technique of analyzing text data with various quantitative methods, mining the patterns from natural language rather than from structured database of facts, and discovering new and useful knowledge and information from textual document repositories is called text mining. It is a process that employs a set of algorithms for converting unstructured text data into structured data conveying the insightful information [1]. On the basis of the idea this study aim to discover useful information related to management philosophy or management thought hidden in textual records of some famous business executives.

Post World War II, Japan has experienced periods of reconstruction, high economic growth, stable growth, and the bubble economy, followed by the collapse of the bubble economy. In addition, the twenty-first century is said to be the era for creating a mechanism for the establishment of a sustainable society. In such an era, corporations are under pressure to demonstrate sustainability. It seems necessary to consider and analyze management thought backed by the experience of distinguished Japanese entrepreneurs and executives, as well as the impact of such thought in order to clarify best practices and attitudes that can be adopted by the next generation of executives and applied to their activities in the future.

The text data in Collected Sayings of Konosuke Matsushita between 1940 and 1987 are the object of this study. Konosuke Matsushita (1894–1989) was one of the most famous Japanese industrialists. He is the founder of Panasonic Corporation, a Japanese multinational electronics corporation, and a global leader in the development and manufacture of consumer, professional and industrial electronics. Since his name has never been prominently displayed, Konosuke Matsushita is not as well known as Henry Ford or Honda or any of the other business giants who used their names on their products. But his company generated more revenue during his lifetime than any of the others. For many Japanese, he is known as "the God of Management". His business books have sold more than 18 million copies in Japan alone. Konosuke Matsushita’s management philosophy is widely adopted among Japanese enterprises and laid the foundation of economic growth in Japan.
The organization of this study is as follows. In the next section, we describe the research method and approach of our study for analyzing Konosuke Matsushita’s management thought. The third section brings in the discussion and consideration about the results of our analysis. Finally, the fourth section closes with a midterm summary and an outlook for the next step.

II. RESEARCH METHOD AND APPROACH

Text data are data with no numeric values. In the past, such data were often analyzed using a method in which the analyst quoted parts of data and added interpretation and insights. In contrast, text mining approach involves a quantitative analysis of the text data through a numerical conversion process, which includes text preprocessing, feature generation and selection, pattern extraction, and result analyzing [2].

The main purpose of performing a quantitative text analysis is twofold: to explore the data and to improve objectivity. For instance, one can read the content of presentations and remarks in order to grasp the overall impression of the message, but how can this impression be objectively conveyed to a third party? What if the sheer amount of text data poses a difficulty? Furthermore, how can one examine possible changes in lecture content that are influenced by a variety of factors, including different years, different durations of lectures, and different audiences? By taking advantage of the quantitative analysis of text mining, you can deal with these issues.

There are three very important components in actually utilizing text mining: the first is extraction of information, the second is analysis of the extracted information, and the third is visualization of the results. In other words, three points must be considered: the first is how do you collect only the necessary information by minimizing the noise? The second is what analytic technique do you use in order to correctly examine and understand the information collected? The third is what visualization do you use in order to facilitate examination and understanding of the analysis results?

In order to accomplish the research objective of scientifically and objectively analyzing the overall management thought of Konosuke Matsushita and examining the characteristics and their changes over different time periods, this study goes through the procedure in the following key steps: data preparation, data analysis, and result discussion.

- Data preparation. A research platform is constructed. More specifically, records of lectures delivered by Konosuke Matsushita to external business managers as well as his talks within the Matsushita Electric Group between 1940 and 1987 were used to compile a database [3]. Besides, the text data were categorized into two groups: 52 lectures delivered for external business people between 1953 and 1983 and 54 talks or remarks delivered for employees of the Matsushita Electric Group between 1940 and 1987. With the help of KH Coder, which is a text mining software package for quantitative content analysis or text mining [4], a library of relevant keywords was created from the database.
- Data analysis. On the basis of the research platform, a variety of analyses are performed from both an overall view of the keywords and the perspective of characteristic keywords.
- Result discussion. The discussion and consideration about the results are summarized, furthermore, scope for further research is also considered.

III. DATA ANALYSIS AND DISCUSSION

Analysis of the text data can be carried out from various angles. In this section we make some analysis mainly from both an overall view of the keywords (such as frequently-appearing-keyword analysis, network analysis, etc.) and the perspective of characteristic keywords (such as trend analysis of characteristic keywords, analysis of related keywords, etc.).

A. An Overall View of the Keywords

1) Morphological analysis and frequently-appearing keywords: Text mining is an approach that assigns numeric values to text data for analysis. It does not refer to a specific analytic method or process flow. Therefore, there are various types of analytic methods, such as extraction of frequently-appearing keywords from the text data, categorization of observed data, and analysis of the emerging tendency of specific keywords in the text data, and so on. These all are based on morphological analysis. A morpheme is the smallest semantically meaningful unit of language; breaking it down further will make the unit meaningless. By using morphological analysis, we can divide a sentence into morphemes and obtain basic statistics as to what type of words, or more accurately, morphemes, are being used.

In this study, we first conducted morphological analysis on all lectures and remarks selected for the study, and performed noise reduction (eliminating irrelevant and less frequently appearing words). We then extracted the most frequently appearing keywords; summarized aspects such as the number of involved lectures that means the number of lectures and remarks in which those keywords appeared, and the total appearance frequency of the keywords. We also conducted analyses such as comparison between the lectures for external business managers and the remarks within the Matsushita Electric Group as well.

The differences and similarities were summarized as follows. Firstly, the results show that there is relativity between the total appearance frequency of the keywords and the number of involved lectures. In addition, frequently appearing keywords were diverse, including “management”, “politics”, “region”, “business”, “labor and employment”, and so on. However, it is observed that the characteristic keywords used by Konosuke Matsushita do not appear frequently. Meanwhile, the results of the frequently appearing keywords indicate that external lectures are largely based on macro perspectives, while internal remarks are often based on micro perspectives such as employees, staff, and individuals.
2) Trend analysis of keyword groups by year: The extracted keywords were categorized into several different categories, such as “business”, “manufacturing”, “religion”, “moral and value”, “management”, and “labor and employment”. Then the trends and changes in each keyword category by year were summarized separately for internal remarks and external lectures. The results show that the appearance frequencies of keywords falling under the categories of “business”, “manufacturing”, “moral and value”, and “management” are not a function of year and time period, while the appearance frequencies of keywords falling under the “religion” and “labor and employment” categories varied depending on the time period. The trends and changes in the “religion” and “labor and employment” categories are considered to be related to Konosuke Matsushita’s religious background and the history of the labor movement in Japan.

3) Analysis of co-occurrence networks for keywords in different time periods: Co-occurrence relations of keywords can be described by a network graph, where the lines link the keywords with a high degree of co-occurrence together. In addition, co-occurrence relations between the keywords and time periods can be connected as well. In other words, it is possible to examine how much attention is being paid to an extracted keyword in different time periods and how these keywords are linked each other.

On the basis of the next two different perspectives, the perspective of the career of Konosuke Matsushita and the perspective of the economic fluctuation in Japan, the lectures and remarks that were delivered over a period of more than 40 years were divided into the different time periods for analysis as follows:

- The perspective of the career of Konosuke Matsushita. First, the 1940s to the 1950s, when Konosuke Matsushita was the President of Panasonic Corporation. Second, the 1960s to the early 1970s, when he was the Chairman of Panasonic Corporation. Third, the late 1970s to the 1980s, when he was the executive adviser of Panasonic Corporation.

- The perspective of the economic fluctuation in Japan. Economic fluctuation includes the period marking an increase in the activities of economic society (expansion) and the period marking the stagnation of the economic society (recession). Because economic fluctuation occurs as repeated cycles over several years alternating expansion and recession, it is also called the economic cycle. First, the economic boom of the mid-1950s. Second, the Inventory recession of 1957-1958. Third, the economic boom of 1958-1961. Fourth, the recession of 1961-1962. Fifth, the economic boom of 1962-1964 created by the Tokyo Olympic Games. Sixth, the Securities depression of 1964-1965. Seventh, the economic boom of 1965-1973. Last, the recession of 1973-1986.

The analysis results indicated that although there were some common words across time periods, Konosuke Matsushita focused on different keyword groups during the lectures and remarks in different time periods. In particular, the text mining analysis made it clear that the economic fluctuation in Japan strongly influenced changes in the keywords used.

B. The Perspective of Characteristic Keywords

1) Trend analysis of characteristic keywords by year: The popularity of Konosuke Matsushita’s management philosophy stems from his practical thoughts and ideas on real-life management practices, assuming a form of aphorism in his lectures and writing. In this section, we mainly focus on the following characteristic keywords of Konosuke Matsushita’s management philosophy [5] and verify in detail the change in usage of these keywords in internal remarks and external lectures.

- Management through collective wisdom. A management approach that takes advantage of collective wisdom obtained from as many employees and persons as possible.
- Coexistence and mutual prosperity.
- The right person in the right place.
- Appropriate management. Accurately understanding the company’s comprehensive abilities, such as technical capabilities, financial strength, and management skills, and striving to manage the business realistically within one’s own capability.
- Autonomous responsible management.

The time periods when the characteristic keyword attracted attention and the relevant background information are analyzed and made into a line graph.

2) Analysis of related keywords: Some specific topic-related keywords (i.e., related keywords of some intriguing topics) are the focus in this section. This relation is determined on basis of calculating conditional probability, that is to say, the keywords that are highly likely to appear in lecture texts involving a specific topic are so-called the topic-related keywords. For example, the results showed that in the case of the analysis of keywords related to the topic “business manager”, the “business manager”-related keywords turned out to be “productivity”, “industry”, “business world”, “business people”, “social conditions”, “employees”, “labor union”, “politician”, and so on. Examining such results from various perspectives based on concept of business manager, roles of business manager in economic society, etc., it became clear that for Konosuke Matsushita, important matters strongly associated with business managers, or leaders in business, are pluralistic and multilayered, including factors such as industry, production, economy, society, employees, politics, etc.

In addition to creating a list of keywords highly associated with a particular topic, the analysis of topic-related keywords can help draw a co-occurrence network diagram of a specific topic. Such a diagram places the specific topic selected for discussion in a double-border square and links the topic-related keywords with lines.
Furthermore, in order to better illustrate the characteristics, we can use a thicker line to indicate a stronger co-occurrence relationship, or place keywords that appear more often in larger circles, and so on.

**IV. SUMMARY AND FUTURE DIRECTION**

This study aims to show that text mining is a new and effective research approach to the field of management philosophy and management principle. The present results confirmed that the keywords in Konosuke Matsushita’s lectures or remarks changed over the course of time and also depending on the person he was talking about. By analyzing the accumulated text data using text mining, some existing interpretation can be verified in a more objective manner.

For the next step, there are a lot of open problems and research directions for further developing this study. First, we plan to focus on adding discussions about other keyword categories and notable characteristic keywords. Moreover, we hope to concentrate on some factors such as the depth of keywords, inter-area analysis, etc. as well. In the future, we will attempt to make analysis from the macro-level and global perspectives. In addition, we are going to work on a comparative study of Konosuke Matsushita’s management philosophy and management philosophy of other influential business leaders, such as Kazuo Inamori, who ranks alongside Sony’s co-founder, and Soichiro Honda as one of the great Japanese postwar entrepreneurs.
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Abstract—We propose a novel method to identify desirable leader images in each situation. Leader's characteristics have been researched. However, many researchers could not find unique his/her characteristics. Therefore, desirable characteristics are different in each situation which he/her meets. In order to capture the desirable characters in each situation, we apply the persona technique, which was firstly introduced by Cooper and then has been spread in the field of product development. The proposed method is characterized by the procedure: 1) set persona characters with various attributes, 2) assign the attribute values by orthogonal design techniques, 3) set virtual business situations, 4) based on the business situations, get questionnaire data on the personas from subjects, and 5) evaluate the data to get the leader images of the corresponding business situations. As results of our method, we detected the different in the sense of designed characters' attributes in each situation.
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I. INTRODUCTION

A. Necessity and difficulty of the research on leader images

According to literature[1], leaders are made, not born, and made more by themselves. We also have the position that leaders can raise later.

In business organizations, leaders' roles are very important. Leaders' capability influences the rise and fall of their organization. Leaders have the role which guides and raises subordinates. If leaders are excellent, the organization can gain a competitive advantage. Therefore, it is the most important proposition to raise excellent leaders in business organizations.[2]

However, the research on training of leaders is incomplete. Leaders' required capability is not uniform. Leaders need to be well versed in the operation of their organization. Moreover, they are urged to carry out business smoothly with bosses and subordinates. Furthermore, they need to learn the conceptualization capability to understand and draw enterprises. Since business conditions differ for every organization, you cannot define leaders' capability uniformly. This is one of the difficult reasons for the research on leader images.

B. What is "personas"  ~From Cooper's Idea

In marketing and user-centered design, personas are virtual characters created to represent the different user types within a targeted demographic, attitude or behavior set that might use a site, brand or product in a similar way. [4] Personas are useful in considering the goals, desires, and limitations of brand buyers and users in order to help to guide decisions about a service, product or interaction space such as features, interactions, and visual design of a website. Personas may also be used as part of a user-centered design process for designing software and are also considered a part of interaction design, having been used in industrial design and more recently for online marketing purposes. A user persona is a representation of the goals and behavior of a hypothesized group of users. In most cases, personas are synthesized from data collected from interviews with users. They are captured in 1 page descriptions that include behavior patterns, goals, skills, attitudes, and environment, with a few fictional personal details to make the persona a realistic character.

Alan Cooper, a noted pioneer software developer, developed the concept, which he named personas. From 1995 he became engaged with how a specific rather than generalized user would use and interface with software. The technique was popularized for the online business and technology community in his 1999 book “The Inmates are running the Asylum”. [3] In this book, Cooper outlines the general characteristics, uses and best practices for creating personas, recommending that software be designed for single archetypal users.

In this paper, we applied the persona technique to drawing the leader images of companies. Usually, in the case of "persona" creation, minute fixed-quantity investigation and close qualitative investigation are required. [5] Actually, neither expense nor time and effort can be applied to "persona" creation. So, in this research, we devised the simple technique which collateralizes fixed rationality and probability.

Figure 1. Usual persona generation and measure examination process
II. PURPOSE OF THE RESEARCH

In knowledge management literature, it is critical to identify desirable leader characteristics. Different business environments, however, require different types of business leaders. While business environment changes early, it is difficult to take agreement about the desirable leader characteristic. In this paper, we propose a novel method to identify desirable leader images using virtual characters. We take in personas to research of the leader characteristic.[8]

By application of an experimental design, we aim at making the number of choices of questionnaire items into the minimum. We aim at obtaining high-precision results with few samples by utilizing conjoint analysis.[7]

The outline of the proposed method is summarized as follows: 1) set persona characters with various attributes, 2) assign the attribute values by orthogonal design techniques, 3) set virtual business situations, 4) based on the business situations, get questionnaire data on the personas from subjects, and 5) evaluate the data to get the leader images of the corresponding business situations.

III. BRIEF DESCRIPTION ON THE PROPOSED METHOD

A. FROM LEADERS’ REQUIREMENTS TO THEIR CAPABILITY ASSIGNMENT

In the research [6] on the leader image of ICT organizations, 25 requirements were probed as capability required for the leaders. In the paper, nine core competencies are drawn by systematic examination as most important requirements for capability, which is summarized in TABLE I.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>No.</th>
<th>Competency</th>
<th>The example of action</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>Practical Skill (ICT skills and Industry Knowledge)</td>
<td>The thing required for mind and logic composition for which it has deep knowledge broadly and moderately</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>Achievement volition and positivism</td>
<td>The subject of a high level is set up actively and the best is always concentrated towards achievement.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>Judgment</td>
<td>It can judge whether there is an uncertain element, a project can be promoted and it can lead to a success, and by itself.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>Cultivating Human Resource</td>
<td>Advice according to the feature and characteristic of a place of work and the member of a project is performed.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>Vision/Imagination</td>
<td>Business planning, such as a development project which can promote two or more proposal affair efficiently, is drawn up.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>Communication</td>
<td>A confidential relation with a partner can be built through &quot;hearing it&quot; and &quot;talking.&quot;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>Negotiation/Adjustment power</td>
<td>The merit to the company by developing a system is recognized, and in-company adjustment can be carried out.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Since we used the orthogonal array (L8) this time, we needed to extract the item from nine to seven. Then, we removed "management control and the initiative", and "theory and policy." We take up "Practical Skill", "achievement volition and positivism", "judgment", "subordinate training", "the imaginative power and a vision", "communication", and "negotiation / adjustment power."

Of course, the person who has full capacity is excellent. However, there are few such business leaders and it is difficult to expect young leaders’ full capacity. Then, we created the orthogonal array as shown in TABLE II, and it was made to get an experiment candidate to choose talented people suitable as a business leader. By using the orthogonal array as shown in TABLE II, we did the work which can perform many comparisons in spite of few selections.

<p>| Table II. COMBINATION OF BUSINESS LEADER’S CAPABILITY |
|---------------------------------------------|{:align=&quot;center&quot;}<del>|{:align=&quot;center&quot;}</del>|{:align=&quot;center&quot;}<del>|{:align=&quot;center&quot;}</del>|{:align=&quot;center&quot;}<del>|{:align=&quot;center&quot;}</del>|{:align=&quot;center&quot;}<del>|{:align=&quot;center&quot;}</del>|</p>
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Practical Skill</th>
<th>Practical Skill</th>
<th>Practical Skill</th>
<th>Practical Skill</th>
<th>Practical Skill</th>
<th>Practical Skill</th>
<th>Practical Skill</th>
<th>Practical Skill</th>
<th>Practical Skill</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Cultivating HR</td>
<td>Cultivating HR</td>
<td>Cultivating HR</td>
<td>Cultivating HR</td>
<td>Cultivating HR</td>
<td>Cultivating HR</td>
<td>Cultivating HR</td>
<td>Cultivating HR</td>
<td>Cultivating HR</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Communication</td>
<td>Communication</td>
<td>Communication</td>
<td>Communication</td>
<td>Communication</td>
<td>Communication</td>
<td>Communication</td>
<td>Communication</td>
<td>Communication</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Negotiation</td>
<td>Negotiation</td>
<td>Negotiation</td>
<td>Negotiation</td>
<td>Negotiation</td>
<td>Negotiation</td>
<td>Negotiation</td>
<td>Negotiation</td>
<td>Negotiation</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

(L8 array)

In this array, Type A means holding all the capability on the average. Type B to H means excelling in any 4 capability.

B. Setups of the Experiment

We have designed the experiment as follows. We prepared the questionnaire vote. Respondents should answer individually about the following three cases. From the viewpoint of the conformity to the case, we requested respondents to attach leader type ranking.

| Table III. SETUP OF EACH CASE AND OTHERS |
|----------------------------------------|{:align="center"}~|{:align="center"}~|{:align="center"}~|{:align="center"}~|{:align="center"}~|{:align="center"}~|{:align="center"}~|{:align="center"}~|{:align="center"}~|{:align="center"}~|{:align="center"}~|{:align="center"}~|
| Case 1 | The achievements of this organization tend to descend. If the leader does not take bold measures, this organization does not have the future. |
| Case 2 | The achievements of this organization are upward. The atmosphere of this organization is bright. |
| Case 3 | The achievements of this organization are safe for the time being. However, the future of this organization is slightly opaque. |

Figure 2. Rearrangement of cards by participants (image)
We printed eight personas (from Type A to Type H) on small papers, and arranged on the desk. We requested respondents to rearrange those papers from the viewpoint of the conformity to the case (Figure 2).

At the following three places, we used the same questionnaire and collected the reply data of 25 votes.

1) The seminar of the Tokyo Institute of Technology graduate school : 13 votes
2) The study group of the Mitsubishi group : 5 votes
3) The seminar hall of a certain society : 7 votes

IV. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

A. Results of Simple Totals

1) Case 1 (the achievements of this organization tend to descend)

At the very top was Type G (Practical Skill, achievement volition, imaginative power, communication) among the types chosen as the 1st place. The next was Type D and Type E.

![Figure 3. (Case 1) Type selected as the 1st place](image)

We assigned 8 points to the type chosen as the 1st place. Similarly, we assigned 7 points to the 2nd place and ..., assigned 1 point to the 8th place, and we totaled the whole. As a result, at the very top was Type G among, and the next was Type E and Type D.

2) Case 2 (the achievements of this organization are upward)

At the very top was Type B (Cultivating HR, the imaginative power, communication, and negotiation power) among the personas chosen as the 1st place. Although the next was Type F and H, there was no difference not much. (Fig. 5)

The assigned sum total vote was also the same result.

![Figure 5. (Case 2) Type selected as the 1st place](image)

3) Case 3 (the achievements of this organization are safe for the time being)

At the very top was Type D (achievement volition, judgment, Cultivating HR, imaginative power) among the types chosen as the 1st place. The next was Type B. Other types are seldom chosen. (Fig. 6)

The assigned total score have also shown also the similar results.

![Figure 6. (Case 3) Type selected as the 1st place](image)
B. Results of Requirements for Capabilities

Below, we analyzed questionnaire results taking advantage of this orthogonal array. The seven competencies were allocated to each persona by the L-8 orthogonal array. We analyzed which the competencies for the leader were thought as important, when the respondents rank (the best: 1st - the worst: 8th) the leader personas. Then as well as the conjoint-analysis, we applied the multiple regression analysis for the sensitivity of the respondents' evaluation. In the multiple regression analysis, the response variable is "score (= 8 - rank, the best: 7 - the worst: 0)" and the explanatory variables are the existence of the seven competencies (0-1 data, absence: 0, existence: 1). The multiple regression analysis under the three cases of organizational situation illustrates how the seven competencies contribute to the score.

1) Case 2 (the achievements of this organization are upward)

The requirements for the business leader needed a little for this organization are "subordinate training" capability. There was no significant difference between the seven competencies, the effect-size: $r^2$ (coefficient of determination) = 0.08.

2) Case 3 (the achievements of this organization are safe for the time being)

The requirements for the business leader needed for this organization are "the imaginative power and a vision," and "subordinate training." Clearly different from the Case 2, the outcome shows the relatively short range competencies become clearly significant instead of the relatively long range one (Cultivating HR). The effect-size: $r^2$ (coefficient of determination) = 0.29.

3) Case 1 (the achievements of this organization tend to descend)

The requirements for the business leader needed for this organization are "the imaginative power and a vision." Subsequently, "judgment" and "achievement volition and positivism" are needed. Clearly different from both of the Case 2&3, the outcome shows the relatively short range competencies become clearly significant instead of the relatively long range one (Cultivating HR). The effect-size: $r^2$ (coefficient of determination) = 0.35.
V. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK

In the literature of competency research so far, leaders’ requirements for capability were explored by decomposing leaders’ behavioral trait. Therefore, it was difficult to discern the strength between capability elements. We were able to draw the requirements for business leaders by the easy questionnaire.

Compared with such conventional research methods, the proposed technique is based on the idea of questionnaire design using an orthogonal array. Rearrangement of 8 types is equal to having performed the paired comparison 28 times. It has succeeded in eliminating principle and pulling out respondents’ potential opinion with this technique.

Another unique feature of the method comes from the concept of a "disposable persona." People have concern strong against people. Then, we set up the personas as items of the questionnaire.

We have observed the statistical difference by easy situation setup. The results have suggested that, according to the business situations, the desired leader images are clearly different in the sense of designed characters’ attributes.

In our future work, we have a plan to have interview sessions with excellent leaders of the cooperation companies. Then we will extract the parameters of the rectangular tables. Such future work includes the following points:

- How are appropriate items incorporated in an orthogonal array?
- What is the suitable method of analyzing the collected data?
- Is the simple persona of this technique appropriate compared with an originator persona?

Then, we will expand the research topics in the following points:

- We will conceive of the new human resource management technique by the experiment base.
- We are going to collect data in ICT leaders’ training domain. We will build the practical simulation base.
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Abstract—The concept of knowledge management is important not only in industries but also in educational organizations like universities. Considering the importance of this concept, it is not surprising that many universities have introduced the database system for saving the profiles and history information of students and utilize them in order to improve their educational abilities. In order to make the information more effective in education, it is preferable to collect not only the information in raw but also the knowledge that is found by the data with data analysis and data mining. In this paper, as a new approach to knowledge mining in education as a part of educational knowledge management, we deal with the circulation records of a university library as the target data. The library’s circulation records show the relationship between the patrons and the books, which are usable to know the patrons about their fields of interest, knowledge levels, and other information. In this paper, we put special emphasis on the investigation of the profiling of students as a knowledge management. As a part of this, we deal with the interest area of a student and explore the measuring methods for the profiling of the student patrons.
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I. INTRODUCTION

The most important mission of a university as an educational organization is to provide its students with good learning environment. The concept of knowledge management is important not only in industries but also in such an educational organization so that it can manage the data concerning its students’ learning ability, willingness to study, and other aspects that relate to learning and studying.

Considering the importance of this issue, it is getting to be popular and many universities have introduced the database systems for saving the profile and history information of students and utilize them in order to improve their educational abilities. Such a database is sometimes called a learning portfolio, student portfolio, or digital portfolio, etc.

In order to make the information more effective in education, it is preferable to collect not only the information recorded by teachers and other staff as an original data but also the knowledge that is found by the data with data analysis and data mining.

In this paper, as a new approach to knowledge mining in education, we deal with library data analysis, especially the circulation records. The library’s circulation records have an advantage because every university has a library network and every library must have the circulation records as necessary data in their services. In this paper, we take the circulation data of a university library as the target for analysis and show how to extract useful information out of them. The library’s circulation records deal with the relationship between the patrons and the books, which can be used to know the patrons about their fields of interest, knowledge levels [6], and other information.

So quite a lot of researches have been conducted so far. For example circulation records are used for evaluation of collections of library in [2]. They are usually analyzed with various kinds of statistical methods, which are very useful to efficiently recognize the representative image of the total data. The system WorldCat Collection Analysis [11], for example, provides an easy-to-use and easy-to-recognize analysis environment to librarians, based on the standard statistical methods. A research on circulation record analysis for evaluating the usage of e-books is reported in [2]. Yamada analyzed the circulation records of a university library with considering the material age of the circulated books [12]. In addition to these research based on the statistical methods, investigation of the association rules in classification category of books using a data mining method is reported in [1].

Our approach to circulation record analysis is different from such standard methods. We take the analysis methods combining two ways; one is the statistical one for surveying the general tendencies of the patrons, and another one is the new way trying to find the more realistic patron’s behavioral model and to understand the patrons’ behavior in reading, studying, and using of libraries more precisely, including their underlying needs, preferences etc. In this paper we show some example data analysis experiences as a case study using the circulation records of the Central Library of Kyushu University, Japan (KUL) for the academic year 2007. The results shown in this paper are extensions to the
results reported in [3], [4], [5], and [8]. Our aim in this paper is to propose new methods for getting more precise patron profiling as a whole and a patron’s preference, knowledge level, eagerness to learning, etc. that will be helpful for personalized services in learning assistance.

In the paper [6], we proposed the concept of p-rank for measuring expertise level of a book and of a patron. In this paper we propose two new concepts for measuring interest range size and earnestness in learning. We compare faculties in their features by applying these measures.

The rest of this paper is organized as follows: In Section II we review our previous research results and show some case studies that inspire the research presented in this paper. In Section III, we propose a concept of the profile of a patron that indicate the patron’s interest. Then we define two concepts for measuring interest range size and strength of earnestness for studying from the patron’s profile. We then investigate how to capture the patrons behavior through these measures. We also define the similar concepts for a group of patrons and apply them to the comparative study of faculties. Finally in Section IV, we summarize what we have done in this paper and prospect possible future works.

II. PROFILING OF PATRON WITH DATA ANALYSIS FROM LIBRARY DATA

This section describes some of our case studies on data analysis of library data. The study in the next section is an extension to these analysis experiences.

A. Target Data for Profiling with Data Analysis

In this paper, we use the circulation records obtained in the Central Library of Kyushu University, Japan, in the academic year 2007; i.e. from April 2007 to March 2008. The whole data contain 67,304 circulation records. A record item consists of the book ID, book’s classification number, call number, borrower’s patron ID (renumbered one so that the record does not link to the real patron ID), borrower’s affiliation, borrower’s type (undergraduate student, masters student, Ph.D student, professor, staff, others), and the timestamps for borrowing and returning, etc.

The number of patrons, who borrowed at least one book during this year period, is 6,118 in all and the average number of borrowed books per patron is about 11.

A circulation record has 10 patron types: undergraduate student (Bachelors-1 to 6, or B1 to B6), masters student (M), Ph.D students (D), academic staff (Professors, P), and others (O). About 45% of books are borrowed by undergraduate students and 24% by masters and 15% by Ph.D students. Thus about 80% of books are found to be borrowed by students; which supports based-on the objective data that the frequently-told saying that most important patrons of university libraries are students.

B. Preprocessing of Circulation Records

As a preprocessing, we eliminate the records that have inappropriate values and no data for the inevitable properties (items) that are necessary to deal with in the analysis in this paper. For example 244 records have NDC (Nippon Decimal Classification) numbers that are greater than 1000 and 7,260 records have the non-numeric values for this item and thus have eliminated from the original records. After elimination, 53,182 records are left as those for analysis.

C. Case Study: Expertise Level as a Profile for Library Patrons and Library Books

The concept of the expertise level of a patron is useful in various purposes in such cases as to recommend books to read, to form a study group, to estimate the period of times to need for the patron to study some specific subject, etc. We defined an expertise level measure of a book and a patron, which we call p-rank in both cases [6].

We defined the expertise level of a book as the average value of its borrowers’ initial expertise levels; where the initial expertise levels of B1 to B6 are set to 1 to 6, respectively, 8 for M, 9 for D, and 10 for P. We do not count the patrons of the type (O). Then we define the expertise level of a patron as the average expertise levels of the books the patron borrows in the circulation records. See the paper [6] for more detail about p-rank, and c-rank, which is another definition for expertise level of a book.

D. Definition of a-value as Another Measure for Expertise Level

As another idea for defining expertise level of books with assuming that if a book is borrowed by a limited number of patrons then its expertise level is high. In other words, if a book is borrowed by a wide range of patrons, its expertise level is low.

Based on this assumption we define the a-value (affiliation based expertise level) of a book [5]. First, we have to choose the faculties as the representatives of expertise fields. Affiliations of Kyushu University consist of not only the faculties for undergraduate students but also of some number of research centers, library, communications center, and others. We will take 12 faculties together with the graduate schools for graduate students relating fields and research organizations for professors; precisely, SC for (Faculty of) Sciences, AG for Agriculture, TE for Engineering, MD for Medicine, DD for Dental, PS for Pharmaceutical, LA for Law, LT for Letter, EC for Economy, ED for Education, DS for Design, and 21 for the special faculty of Kyushu University called 21st century program, which was founded for the students who are willing to study from a wide variety of learning fields.

So there are 12 groups based on the faculties. Let m be 12 as the number of categories and let $F_i$ ($i = 1, 2, \ldots, m$) be the $i$-th faculty. The a-value of a book is calculated as...
follows. Let CR be the set of circulation records; \( CR = \{ r = \langle BookID, NDC Number, Borrower, Borrowed Day and Time, Returned Day and Time, ... \rangle \} \). We use \( B(r) \) for the book ID, \( C(r) \) for the NDC number, \( B(r) \) for the borrower, \( D(r) \) for the borrowed day and time, and \( R(r) \) for the returned day and time, of \( r \). For a given book \( b \), let us define the number \( s_i \) \( (i = 1, 2, \ldots, m) \) of the book for the faculty \( F_i \) by \( s_i = \# \{ r \in CR | B(r) = b, B(r) \in F_i \} \), where \# is the number of elements. We put 0 for a-value if all the \( s_i \)’s are zero; i.e. that the book is borrowed by the patrons who do not belong to these faculty related affiliations. Let us set \( s = \sum_{i=1}^{m} s_i \), i.e. total number of circulations borrowed by the patrons belonging to either one of the nominated faculties. Then we define the a-value of the book \( b \) as \( 10 \times \sum_{i=1}^{m} (s_i / s)^2 \), where multiplication value of 10 is used in order to make the maximum value to 10 so that it becomes easier to compare it with other values.

III. INTEREST AREA ANALYSIS FROM CIRCULATION RECORDS

A. Profiling Interest Area of Patrons

The eventual goal of the study in this paper is to provide library patrons with good learning environment. Mostly the services provided by libraries are intending to be universal; to every patron in a uniform way and thus in a uniform level. However toward the future, personalized services are expected to be more and more important for libraries. With personalized services, patrons are able to get better assistance that matches more to the patrons’ needs and will have better effects in learning. In order to provide with unique services we would like to investigate in developing methods of analyzing the library data and to obtain knowledge about the profiles of patrons.

In this paper, we deal with profiling the patrons’ interest areas by analyzing circulation records. The concept of interest areas of a patron may be considered good for characterizing the patron’s attitude to learning. We would be able to extend the profile on interest areas to other properties of patron that relate more on knowledge level, learning abilities, learning styles, etc.

We use the classification field of book using the NDC number of the book. NDC is a decimal classification system like DDC (Dewey Decimal Classification) localized to Japan. The top level categories consist of the following 10 topics; 000 for General Works, 100 for Philosophy and Religion, 200 for History and Geography, 300 for Social Sciences, 400 for Natural Sciences, 500 Technology (Engineering), 600 for Industry and Commerce, 700 for Arts, 800 for Language, and 900 for Literature. Note that NDC classification items are different from those of DDC.

For a patron \( p \), we define the profile \( Prof(p) \) of \( p \) as the vector of frequencies of the books borrowed by the patron \( p \) according to the book’s 10 classification numbers from 000 to 900 in NDC.

For a patron \( p \), we define \( Prof(p) = \{ < bt(c), Cls(r) > | r \in CR, B(r) = p, and Cls(r) = c \} \). We apply this definition of \( Prof(p) \) to the 53,182 circulation records that are described in Section II-B. Figure 1 shows the profile patterns in 100% stacked column chart of top 11 patrons in terms of the number of borrowed books. We will call them from Patron A (P.A) to Patron K (P.K) in the order of the numbers of borrowed books; from 388 by P.A, 268 by P.B to 143 by P.J and P.K.

It is easy to see that the ratios of books according to the classification number, or topic area, vary from patron to patron. For example, P.A borrows quite a wide area of books with NDC number from 0 to 9. On the other hand, P.C borrows mostly with the classification number 400 (Natural Science). Such difference about the range of topic areas indicates a character of the patron in his or her interest range, or curiosity range. Together with the number of the borrowed books, this range can be good measures for characteristic features of a patron, which will be discussed in more detail in the next section.

B. Interest Range and Interest Strength Measures

In order to analyze deeper about the interest profiles of patrons, we define 2 new measures; strength and range of interest of a patron.

The interest strength is a concept intending to measure the willingness to learn and to know, or earnestness to obtain new knowledge. We use the number of books, or items, that the patron borrows as the measure for interest strength; \( Str(p) = \# \{ r \in CR, B(r) = p \} \) for a patron \( p \).

Interest range is also a very important measure to describe about the willingness of learning of a patron. As we see Figure 1, we can easily recognize that P.A is interested in quite a wide areas of topics, whereas P.C is mostly interested in one subject only. In order to compare such difference of the patterns of interest we propose a new measure for the amount of the width of interest of patron. We use the concept of entropy, or the amount of information, for the interest range of a patron. Let \( p \) be a patron. We define the
Table I

COMPARISON OF PATRONS IN THEIR PROPERTIES

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Patron</th>
<th>Range</th>
<th>Strength</th>
<th>Affiliation</th>
<th>Type</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>P A</td>
<td>0.95</td>
<td>388</td>
<td>O</td>
<td>O</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P B</td>
<td>0.34</td>
<td>268</td>
<td>LT</td>
<td>D</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P C</td>
<td>0.04</td>
<td>185</td>
<td>LA</td>
<td>B4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P D</td>
<td>0.12</td>
<td>183</td>
<td>SC</td>
<td>B4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P E</td>
<td>0.16</td>
<td>173</td>
<td>SC</td>
<td>B3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P F</td>
<td>0.35</td>
<td>168</td>
<td>LA</td>
<td>D</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P G</td>
<td>0.10</td>
<td>167</td>
<td>LA</td>
<td>D</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P H</td>
<td>0.15</td>
<td>150</td>
<td>SC</td>
<td>B4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P J</td>
<td>0.72</td>
<td>148</td>
<td>O</td>
<td>M</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P K</td>
<td>0.38</td>
<td>143</td>
<td>AG</td>
<td>B3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P A</td>
<td>0.49</td>
<td>143</td>
<td>SC</td>
<td>M</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The range, strength, affiliation, and type of the 11 patrons from P A to P K. As has been predicted the range of P A (0.952) is quite high; the highest among 11 patrons. On the other hand P C has the minimum range value (0.04), who’s affiliation is SC and the year 4 undergraduate student (B4).

To have a closer look at the table, there are 4 students with affiliation of SC (Sciences) and 2 of them are B4 (P.C and P.H) and 1 (P.E) is B3 and another one (P.K) is M (Masters). The 3 undergraduate students have very low range values from 0.04 to 0.16. They are very concentrated in learning just like P.C. It is interesting to see that the remaining masters student (P.K) has relatively bigger range value 0.49. He or she borrows the books not only in the natural science field (with NDC 400), but also the books in general topics (with NDC 000), social sciences (with NDC 300) and others as well.

There are 3 Ph.D students with affiliation LA (Law); P.D, P.F, and P.G. The patrons P.D and P.G have similar range values 0.12 and 0.10, whereas P.F has bigger value 0.35. The former 2 students borrow the books with NDC 300 (Social Sciences) mostly, whereas the latter student borrows not only the books of social sciences but also the books with NDC 800 (Language) as many as of 300.

Figure 2 shows the correlation between the range size (x-axis) and the strength (y-axis) for all patrons. The range value 0 means that the patron borrows only one book. The range value 1 if the patron borrows the books with all the NDC numbers, i.e. from 000 to 900, exactly the same number from each category. The location of the numbers parenthesized with [n] indicate that it is the range value, i.e. entropy, for the case that n categories have equal numbers of books, or \( \log_{10} n \), which is the maximum value for having values in n categories. The location of the numbers parenthesized with (n) indicate that it is the range value for 2 categories in which one category has the possibility of n and the other has the possibility of 1 – n. In this case, the maximum range value is \( \log_{10} 2 = 0.30 \) when n=0.5, i.e. half and half.

The patrons from P A to P K are named according to the order of the strength, or the number of borrowed books, so they are located in the upper part of the graph. Patron A (P.A) is located to the right-most and top-most place, which means he or she borrows the books from all the NDC categories with borrowing almost the same number of books each. Furthermore P.A borrows nearly 400 books, which is over 100 books more than the second one, i.e. P.B, who borrows more than 250 books.

The patrons C, D, E, G, and H are located in the left-most part of the graph having the value less than 0.2, which means they borrow books with one category more than 80% of times and other ones less than 20%. Thus they have very limited range of interest.

The patrons B, F, J, and K are located in the range with the range value from 0.3 to 0.5, which means, roughly speaking, they mainly borrow books with 2 or 3 categories.

C. Interest Profile for a Group of Patrons

The definition of profile of a patron is naturally extendable to a group of patrons. Let \( P \) be a group of patrons, then the profile of the group \( P \) is defined as follows:

\[
\text{Prof}(P) = \left\{ \langle bt(e) > e \in \text{NDC} \mid bt(e) = \#\{r \in CR \mid B(r) \in P, \text{ and } Cls(r) = e\} \right\}
\]

In other words, the c-th component of \( \text{Prof}(P) \) is the sum of the c-th component of the members of the group \( P \); \( \text{Prof}(P)_c = \sum_{p \in P} \text{Prof}(p)_c \).

Figure 3 shows the profiles of the affiliations of patrons. The names in the figure come after the faculty names; the graduate students and academic staff’s affiliation names are assigned to the faculty names that are mostly closed to the patrons’ affiliations. Patrons who have no appropriate relationship to a faculty is assigned to other (O).
Figure 3. Profiles of Patrons’ Affiliations (or “Faculties”)

Figure 4. Correlation between Region Size (x-axis) and Strength (y-axis) of Faculties

Figure 5. Comparison between the Range Size (x-axis) and the Average Range Size of the Members (y-axis) of Faculties

In order to find the reason of this fact, we investigate more on the patrons’ behavior. Anyway in some reason the members of MD visit the library in a different campus in order not to find the books relating to their study in their expertise field but to find books in a wide variety of books.

DS locates in a campus of it own, i.e. different campus from that of library and even farther than that of MD, PS, and DD. The strength, i.e. the number of borrowed books, is small probably because of this reason. DS is a faculty that relates both to engineering and design, and thus it is easy to guess that their interest range as a whole is wide. However it is still a surprising fact that its range size is larger than any other faculties including O (Other, or unclassified).

Another surprise is that LT (Letter) has high range size. LT patrons borrow books not only of literature (NDC 900), but also of those in other areas nearly as many as of literature.

We are able to define the concept of interest range of a group, or faculty in the current situation, in another point of view; the average range size of the members of the group. Formally, \( \text{AverageRange}(P) = \frac{1}{|P|} \sum_{p \in P} \text{Range}(p) \) for a group \( P \) of patrons. Figure 5 shows the difference of the range size and the average range size of faculties. The line in the graph is the linear approximation line.

From the definition, we can see that even if each member have low range size, that as a group is much wider if each member’s interest area is different. In other words, if all the members of a group have exactly the same profile and thus have the same range size, the average range size is the same value as of members. So we can say roughly that the difference between the range size and the average range size indicates the varieties of the interest profiles of the members.

From this view, or interpretation, quite many faculties are close to the approximation line and thus they have average interest varieties of the members. The faculties LT and NC have larger average range size than the one on the line. So we can say that these faculties have a wider variety of members in terms of interest ranges.

On the other hand DD, MD, and TE locate in the lower area of the line. So we can say that the members in these faculties read books of various areas like LT. However, they do not have such an interest variety as wide as LT.

It is interesting to see that DS (Design) and MD (Medical) are located in the lower right part where their range size is relatively large. Even though MD locates in the same campus as PS and DD, its range size is far bigger than these two.

In any case the range size of PS, DD, and LA are located in the left part from the line with the range size 0.5, which means that their patrons also borrow books of their expertise area mainly than other faculties. The reason why the strengths, or the numbers of borrowed books, of PS and DD is that their faculties locate in a different campus from where the library locates. Thus the patrons in PS and DD visit the library in order to get the books they could not find in the libraries in their own campus. LA is, on the other hand, located in the same campus as the library and also the number of the members is larger than that of PS and DD.

It is interesting to see that DS (Design) and MD (Medical) are located in the lower right part where their range size is relatively large. Even though MD locates in the same campus as PS and DD, its range size is far bigger than these two.
faculties have a narrower variety of interest profiles than other faculties; i.e. the members have somewhat similar interest ranges.

IV. CONCLUDING REMARKS

We proposed a new concept of interest area profile of a patron using a set of circulation records of a university library. Considering that one of the most important missions of a library, especially of a university library, is to help its patrons with learning more effectively and more efficiently in the comfortable and enjoyable environment. In order to achieve this goal, capturing the profiles of patrons in terms of their learning styles, their learning histories, their knowledge levels, their interests, their preferences, and so on, is important.

In order to compare the profiles of patrons in more practical ways, we additionally proposed new concepts of strength and range (size) of the profile. The strength intends to represent the eagerness or diligence to learning of the patron and we take the number of the borrowed books, or items, of the patron in this paper. The range size intends to represent the amount of eagerness or earnestness of the patron in terms of the width of the topic areas. We took the information entropy for defining this concept in this paper. We see the patrons’ characters not only with profiles but also with these two values.

The concept of profile was extended to a group of patrons, especially to faculties. The concepts of strength and range were also extended to groups. We compared and characterized the faculties by these concepts and analyzed the characteristic features of faculties.

Our approach to library data analysis is quite new and there are no other such studies to our knowledge. Even though our current analysis methods are still in a primitive level, we are convinced from our experience that our methods have high potential as a tool for library marketing, and thus it will become an essential tool in the future.

The research directions of this paper include the topics:
- Investigation of more appropriate definitions of the concepts of the amount of eagerness to learning and the interest range size
- Exploration of defining other concepts such as style of learning, learning pace, preference in learning, etc. of a learner
- Utilization of circulation records and other data that are obtainable by libraries
- Usage of other data from different sources; for example usage of lecture data
- Systematizing the analysis methods and developing a learning support system and/or knowledge management system

This research was partly supported by the Ministry of Education, Science, Sports and Culture, Grant-in-Aid for Scientific Research (C), 24500318, 2012.
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Abstract—When Atanassov created Intuitionistic Fuzzy Sets, he imposed the condition that the sum of membership and non-membership values for each point in the universe of discourse should be less than or equal to one. We challenge this constraint and define some new types of Intuitionistic Fuzzy Sets such that, for any point in the universe of discourse, the sum of membership and non-membership values can be greater than one, or their difference can be negative or positive, while one value is greater than the other, or the sum of their squares is less than or equal to one.

Keywords—Intuitionistic fuzzy set, Interval-valued fuzzy sets.

I. INTRODUCTION

Fuzzy Sets concept was introduced by Zadeh [1] in 1965. Given an non-empty universe of discourse $X$, one can define a fuzzy set $A$ on its membership function $\mu_A : X \rightarrow [0, 1]$, that is $A$ is a set with ‘vague boundary’ when compared with crisp sets, where $\mu_A : X \rightarrow [0, 1]$. Of course, the bigger the value of $\mu_A(x)$ is, the greater the degree of membership of $x$ to $A$ is, so $\mu_A(x) = 1$ represents the full membership of $x$ to $A$.


Definition 1. Let $X$ be an non-empty universe of discourse. An (Atanassov’s) Intuitionistic Fuzzy Set (AIFS or IFS) is described by:

$$A = \{(x, \mu_A(x), \nu_A(x)) \mid x \in X\}$$

(1)

where $\mu_A$ is used to define the degree of membership (membership function) and $\nu_A$ is used to define the degree of non-membership (non-membership function) of $x$ to $A$.

$$\mu_A : X \rightarrow [0, 1] \quad \nu_A : X \rightarrow [0, 1]$$

(2)

satisfying the condition

$$0 \leq \mu_A(x) + \nu_A(x) \leq 1, \forall x \in X$$

(3)

The word intuitionistic was added to suggest that the principle of excluded middle does not hold, so to say $\mu_A(x) + \nu_A(x) = 1$ is not true for all $x \in X$ if one interprets $\nu$ as a sort of negation of $\mu$. Some operations on IFSs have been also introduced in [2]:

Definition 2. Given two IFSs $A$ and $B$ over an universe of discourse $X$, one can define the following relations:

$$A \subseteq B \iff \forall x \in X \mu_A(x) \leq \mu_B(x) \quad \mbox{and} \quad \nu_A(x) \geq \nu_B(x)$$

$$A = B \iff A \subseteq B \quad \mbox{and} \quad B \subseteq A$$

as well as the following operations [2]:

$$A \cap B = \{(x, \mu_{A \cap B}(x), \nu_{A \cap B}(x)) \mid x \in X\}, \quad \mu_{A \cap B}(x) = \min\{\mu_A(x), \mu_B(x)\} \quad \mbox{and} \quad \nu_{A \cap B}(x) = \max\{\nu_A(x), \nu_B(x)\}$$

$$A \cup B = \{(x, \mu_{A \cup B}(x), \nu_{A \cup B}(x)) \mid x \in X\}, \quad \mu_{A \cup B}(x) = \max\{\mu_A(x), \mu_B(x)\} \quad \mbox{and} \quad \nu_{A \cup B}(x) = \min\{\nu_A(x), \nu_B(x)\}$$

$$A \cdot B = \{(x, \mu_{A \cdot B}(x), \nu_{A \cdot B}(x)) \mid x \in X\}, \quad \mu_{A \cdot B}(x) = \mu_A(x) \cdot \mu_B(x) \quad \mbox{and} \quad \nu_{A \cdot B}(x) = \nu_A(x) \cdot \nu_B(x)$$

In [2] it is proved that the operations $\cap$ and $\cup$ are commutative, associative, distributive among themselves, idempotent and satisfy De Morgan’s law; the operations $+$ and $\cdot$ are commutative, associative, satisfy De Morgan’s law, and are distributive with respect to $\cap$ and $\cup$.

To measure hesitancy of membership of an element to a intuitionistic fuzzy set, Atanassov [2] used a third function.

Fig. 1. Atanassov Intuitionistic Fuzzy Set, $\mu_A(x) + \nu_A(x) \leq 1, \forall x \in X$
Definition 3. Given an IFS \( A = \{(x, \mu_A(x), \nu_A(x)) | x \in X \} \) over an non-empty universe of discourse \( X \), the degree of indeterminacy of \( x \) to \( A \) is given by
\[
\pi_A(x) = 1 - \mu_A(x) - \nu_A(x) \tag{4}
\]
The function \( \pi(x) \) is also called the intuitionistic fuzzy index, the hesitancy, or the ignorance degree of \( x \) to \( A \). Clearly, \( 0 \leq \pi_A(x) \leq 1 \), \( \forall x \in X \). If \( \pi_A(x) = 0, \forall x \in X \), then \( \nu(x) = 1 - \mu(x) \) and the intuitionistic fuzzy set \( A \) is reduced to an ordinary fuzzy set \( A \):
\[
A = \{(x, \mu_A(x), 1 - \mu_A(x)) | x \in X \} \tag{5}
\]
Some authors (Yusoff et al. [3], Zeng and Li [4]) consider that the third parameter \( \pi(x) \) cannot be omitted from the definition of an AIFS:
\[
A = \{(x, \mu_A(x), \nu_A(x), \pi_A(x)) | x \in X \} \tag{6}
\]
and so an AIFS can be depicted as in Figure 2. A line parallel to the \( \mu_A(x) + \nu_A(x) = 1 \) diagonal describes a crisp set of elements \( x \) with the same level of hesitancy to \( A \).

IFSs are not a trivial generalization of ordinary Fuzzy Sets (FS) because they can be represented in the form \([A, B]\), where \( A \) and \( B \) are ordinary fuzzy sets or, even more, one can define modal operators necessity and possibility over IFS (see Atanassov [5]):
\[
\Box A = \{(x, \mu_A(x), 1 - \mu_A(x)) | x \in X \} \tag{7}
\]
\[
\Diamond A = \{(x, 1 - \nu_A(x), \nu_A(x)) | x \in X \} \tag{8}
\]
such that
\[
\Box A \subseteq A \subseteq \Diamond A \tag{9}
\]
\[
\Box A = \Diamond A \tag{10}
\]
\[
\Diamond A = \Box A \tag{11}
\]
while in ordinary fuzzy sets we have
\[
\Box A = A = \Diamond A \tag{13}
\]
Of course, all FS results can be easily generalized for IFS. Deschrijver and Kerre ( [6],[7]) proved that AIFSs can also be seen as L-fuzzy sets in the sense of Goguen [8] by taking the lattice \( _L \) \( (x_1, x_2) \leq _L (y_1, y_2) \iff x_1 \leq y_1 \wedge x_2 \geq y_2 \). In [6] it is proved that \( (L, \leq_L) \) is a complete and bounded lattice with the smallest element \( 0_L = (0, 1) \) and the greatest element \( 1_L = (1, 0) \). This lattice (and the similar ones we’ll introduce later in this section) can then be used to define intuitionistic fuzzy negation [9]:

Definition 4. A function \( N : L \to L \), where \( N \) is strictly decreasing, continuous, and \( N(0_L) = 1_L, N(1_L) = 0_L \) is called an intuitionistic fuzzy negation. \( N \) is a strong fuzzy negation if it is involutive, that is \( N(N(x)) = x \) holds for all \( x \in L \).

Recall that a function \( \varphi : [0, 1] \to [0, 1] \) that is continuous and strictly increasing, such that \( \varphi(0) = 0 \) and \( \varphi(1) = 1 \), is called automorphism.

Deschrijver and Kerre [6] also proved that any strong intuitionistic fuzzy negation \( N \) is characterised by a strong negation \( N : [0, 1] \to [0, 1] \) such that, for all \( (x_1, x_2) \in L \), \( N(x_1, x_2) = (N(1 - x_2), 1 - N(x_1)) \). Trillas et al. [10] proved that \( N : [0, 1] \to [0, 1] \) is a strong negation if and only if there exists an automorphism \( \varphi \) of the unit interval such that \( N(x) = \varphi^{-1}(1 - \varphi(x)) \).

II. GENERALISED INTUITIONISTIC FUZZY SETS

In the sequel, let \( X \) be a non-empty set and let us consider \( A = \{(x, \mu_A(x), \nu_A(x)) | x \in X \} \), where \( \mu_A : X \to [0, 1] \) and \( \nu_A : X \to [0, 1] \), are used to define the degree of membership and the degree of non-membership, respectively, of \( x \) to \( A \). Given an element \( x \in X \), the condition \( \mu(x) + \nu(x) \leq 1 \) included in the definition of AIFSs suggests that if one of the two membership/non-membership functions has a big value (close to 1), the other function should have a very small value (close to 0) such that their sum is less than one. But it is possible that both functions have small values, that is membership degree and non-membership degree are quite insignificant. As one can see on Figure 1, both \( \mu(x) \) and \( \nu(x) \) have small values (less than 0.5) in the square with opposite corners (0;0) and (0.5;0.5) and only one of them has a big value (bigger than 0.5) in the two remaining triangles. The two cases are equal possible, in the sense that they cover surfaces of same size. The definition of an AIFS shows promeness to many generalisations. Atanassov’s definition assumes that the membership and non-membership functions must have their sum smaller than or equal to one for every element of the universe of discourse. While it is a good hypothesis in many practical situations, there are cases when this constraint does not work and it must be replaced by other relations.

The definition of an AIFS shows promeness to many generalisations. A first extension was proposed by T. K. Mondal and S. K. Samanta [11], where the functions \( \mu \) and \( \nu \) satisfy the condition \( \mu(x) \wedge \nu(x) \leq 0.5, \forall x \in X \). A second extension to both Atanassov and Mondal-Samanta models was proposed
by H.C. Liu [12], by using a constant \( L \in [0, 1] \) such that
the functions \( \mu \) and \( \nu \) satisfy the condition
\( \mu(x) + \nu(x) \leq 1 + L, \forall x \in X \) and \( L \in [0, 1] \).

The main contribution of this paper is the replacement of
the original Atanassov relation by some other conditions. We
think that both functions can take any values in \([0, 1]\) as long
as the ignorance degree of \( x \) to \( A \) is non-negative and less than
or equal to one (after we reshape it in an appropriate way).

The condition \( 0 \leq \mu_A(x) + \nu_A(x) \leq 1, \forall x \in X \) is just a
choice and it can be replaced by others. If Atanassov’s original
definition dealt with the left bottom triangle of the unit square,
we will consider all four right angle triangles in the unit square
(with the right angle a corner of the square), plus some other
combinations of them, obtained by combining triangles between
the square’s diagonals, as well as the inscribed circle
in the square. Therefore, our first generalisation (GAIFS1) is
given by:

**Definition 5.** Let \( X \) be a non-empty universe of discourse.
Then a generalised Atanassov intuitionistic fuzzy set (GAIFS1)
is described by \( A = \{(x, \mu_A(x), \nu_A(x)) \mid x \in X\} \), where
the membership/non-membership functions \( \mu_A : X \rightarrow [0, 1] \)
and \( \nu_A : X \rightarrow [0, 1] \) satisfy the condition
\[
\mu(x) + \nu(x) \geq 1, \forall x \in X \quad (14)
\]

The degree of indeterminacy of \( x \) to \( A \) is defined as
\[
\pi_A(x) = \mu_A(x) + \nu_A(x) - 1 \quad (15)
\]

and, once again, clearly \( 0 \leq \pi_A(x) \leq 1, \forall x \in X \).
If \( \pi_A(x) = 0, \forall x \in X \) then \( \nu(x) = 1 - \mu(x) \) and the
intuitionistic fuzzy set \( A \) is reduced to an ordinary fuzzy set
\( A = \{(x, \mu_A(x), 1 - \mu_A(x)) \mid x \in X\} \).

\[
\begin{align*}
\sup A &= \{(x_1 \in [0, 1] \mid x_2 \in [0, 1], (x_1, x_2) \in A\}, \\
\inf A &= \{(x_1 \in [0, 1] \mid x_2 \in [0, 1], (x_1, x_2) \in A\}
\end{align*}
\]

and, for each \( A \subseteq L^* \), we define:
\[
\begin{align*}
\sup A &= \{(x_1 \in [0, 1] \mid \exists x_2 \in [0, 1], (x_1, x_2) \in A\}, \\
\inf A &= \{(x_1 \in [0, 1] \mid \exists x_2 \in [0, 1], (x_1, x_2) \in A\}
\end{align*}
\]

Then \( (L^*, \leq_L) \) is a complete lattice. The lattice can be defined
as an algebraic structure \( (L^*, \wedge, \vee) \) where the meet and join
operators are defined respectively
\[
\begin{align*}
(x_1, x_2) \wedge (y_1, y_2) &= (\max(x_1, y_1), \min(x_2, y_2)) \\
(x_1, x_2) \vee (y_1, y_2) &= (\min(x_1, y_1), \max(x_2, y_2))
\end{align*}
\]

The smallest element is \( 0_{L^*} = (0, 0) \) and the greatest element
is \( 1_{L^*} = (1, 1) \). Therefore, an GAIFS1 is a \( L \)-fuzzy set
whose \( L \)-membership function \( \chi^A \in (L^*)^X = \{\chi : X \rightarrow L^*\} \)
is defined such that for each \( x \in X \), \( \chi^A(x) = (\mu_A(x), \nu_A(x)) \).
The shaded area in Figure 4 is the set of elements \( x = (x_1, x_2) \)
belonging to \( L^* \).

\[
\begin{align*}
\pi_A(x) &= \mu_A(x) + \nu_A(x) - 1 \\
\forall x \in X \\
\mu(x) &= \sup \pi_A(x) \\
\nu(x) &= \inf \pi_A(x)
\end{align*}
\]

The order \( \leq_L \) of \( L^* \) induces a natural partial order on
\( (L^*)^X \): given \( \chi^A, \chi^B \in (L^*)^X \), we say that \( \chi^A \leq_L \chi^B \) if
and only if \( \chi^A(x) \leq_L \chi^B(x) \) for all \( x \in X \).
Thus, \( (L^*)^X, \leq_L \) is a bounded and complete lattice in
which the least and greatest elements are \( \chi^0_{L^*} \) and \( \chi^1_{L^*} \),
respectively. Of course, \( \chi^0_{L^*}(x) = 0_{L^*} \) and \( \chi^1_{L^*}(x) = 1_{L^*} \),
for all \( x \in X \). The same considerations apply to all other \( L 
\]

lattices we will define in the sequel. By using
\[
A \subseteq B \text{ iff } \forall x \in X \mu_A(x) \geq \mu_B(x) \text{ and } \nu_A(x) \leq \nu_B(x)
\]

all AIFS original operations can be re-written for GAIFS1.

The second generalisation (GAIFS2) is given by:

**Definition 6.** Let \( X \) be a non-empty universe of discourse.
Then a generalised Atanassov intuitionistic fuzzy set (GAIFS2)
is described by \( A = \{(x, \mu_A(x), \nu_A(x)) \mid x \in X\} \), where
the membership/non-membership functions \( \mu_A : X \rightarrow [0, 1] \)
and \( \nu_A : X \rightarrow [0, 1] \) satisfy the condition
\[
\mu(x) \leq \nu(x), \forall x \in X \quad (16)
\]
The degree of indeterminacy of \( x \) to \( A \) is defined as
\[
\pi_A(x) = \nu_A(x) - \mu_A(x)
\]
(17)

The interval \( [x_2, x_1] \) gives, once again, the “range between a pessimistic and an optimistic truth evaluation of a proposition”, as stated in [13]. The smallest and the largest elements in \( L_\ast \) are \( 0_{L_\ast} = (1, 1) \) and \( 1_{L_\ast} = (0, 0) \), respectively.

The corresponding complete lattice in this case is
\[
^*L = \{(x_1, x_2) \in [0, 1]^2 \mid x_1 \leq x_2 \}
\]
with the partial order \( \preceq_{^*L} \) defined as
\[
(x_1, x_2) \preceq_{^*L} (y_1, y_2) \iff x_1 \leq y_1 \land x_2 \leq y_2
\]

As described by Deschrijver in [13], if \( x = (x_1, x_2) \in ^*L \), then the length \( x_2 - x_1 \) is called the uncertainty and is denoted by \( x_\pi \). The interval \( [x_1, x_2] \) gives the “range between a pessimistic and an optimistic truth evaluation of a proposition” [13]. The smallest and the largest elements in \(^*L\) are \( 0_{^*L} = (0, 0) \) and \( 1_{^*L} = (1, 1) \), respectively. By using
\[
A \subseteq B \text{ iff } \forall x \in X \; \mu_A(x) \geq \mu_B(x) \text{ and } \nu_A(x) \leq \nu_B(x)
\]
all AIFS original operations can be re-written for GAI FS2.

The third generalisation (GAI FS3) is given by:

**Definition 7.** Let \( X \) be a non-empty universe of discourse. Then a generalised Atanassov intuitionistic fuzzy set (GAI FS3) is described by \( A = \{(x, \mu_A(x), \nu_A(x)) \mid x \in X\} \), where the membership/non-membership functions \( \mu_A : X \to [0, 1] \) and \( \nu_A : X \to [0, 1] \) satisfy the condition
\[
\mu(x) \geq \nu(x), \forall x \in X
\]
(18)

The degree of indeterminacy of \( x \) to \( A \) is defined as
\[
\pi_A(x) = \mu_A(x) - \nu_A(x)
\]
(19)

The corresponding complete lattice in this case is
\[
L_\ast = \{(x_1, x_2) \in [0, 1]^2 \mid x_1 \geq x_2 \}
\]
with the partial order \( \preceq_{L_\ast} \), defined as
\[
(x_1, x_2) \preceq_{L_\ast} (y_1, y_2) \iff x_1 \geq y_1 \land x_2 \geq y_2
\]

By using
\[
A \subseteq B \text{ iff } \forall x \in X \; \mu_A(x) \geq \mu_B(x) \text{ and } \nu_A(x) \leq \nu_B(x)
\]
all AIFS original operations can be re-written for GAI FS3.

The fourth generalisation (GAI FS4) is given by:

**Definition 8.** Let \( X \) be a non-empty universe of discourse. Then a generalised Atanassov intuitionistic fuzzy set (GAI FS4) is described by \( A = \{(x, \mu_A(x), \nu_A(x)) \mid x \in X\} \), where the membership/non-membership functions \( \mu_A : X \to [0, 1] \) and \( \nu_A : X \to [0, 1] \) satisfy the condition
\[
\mu(x) \geq \nu(x), \forall x \in X
\]
(20)
The fifth generalisation (GAIFS5) is given by:

**Definition 9.** Let \( X \) be a non-empty universe of discourse. Then a generalised Atanassov intuitionistic fuzzy set (GAIFS5) is described by \( A = \{(x, \mu_A(x), \nu_A(x)) \mid x \in X\} \), where the membership/non-membership functions \( \mu_A : X \rightarrow [0, 1] \) and \( \nu_A : X \rightarrow [0, 1] \) satisfy the condition

\[
\mu(x) \leq \nu(x), \quad \mu(x) + \nu(x) \geq 1, \quad \text{or} \quad \mu(x) \geq \nu(x), \quad \mu(x) + \nu(x) \leq 1, \forall x \in X
\]  

(21)

III. GENERALISED INTERVAL-VALUED FUZZY SETS

Interval-valued fuzzy sets were introduced by Zadeh [14], Grattan-Guinness [15], Jahn [16], and Sambuc [17]. Because it is hard in real life problems to assign a precise membership degree to elements in fuzzy sets, this was replaced by an interval \([\mu_1, \mu_2]\), with \(0 \leq \mu_1 \leq \mu_2 \leq 1\) to which the membership degree belongs. The length of the interval is a measure of uncertainty of the membership of an element \(x \in X\) to an interval-valued fuzzy set (IVFS) \(A\). It is similar to the degree of indeterminacy of \(x\) to \(A\) in AIFS. The FS (AIFS) standard operations (union, intersection, complementation) can be extended to IVFS in the canonical way. If \(M = [\mu_1, \mu_2]\) and \(N = [\nu_1, \nu_2]\) are two IVFS, then for all \(x \in X\)

\[
(M \cap N)(x) = [\min(\mu_1(x), \nu_1(x)), \min(\mu_2(x), \nu_2(x))] \quad \text{(23)}
\]

\[
(M \cup N)(x) = [\max(\mu_1(x), \nu_1(x)), \max(\mu_2(x), \nu_2(x))] \quad \text{(24)}
\]

\[
\tilde{M}(x) = [1 - \mu_2(x), 1 - \mu_1(x)] \quad \text{(25)}
\]

The equivalence between AIFS and IVFS has been studied in [18] and [6]. If \(A = [\mu_1, \mu_2]\), \(0 \leq \mu_1 \leq \mu_2 \leq 1\) then \(\mu_1 - \mu_2 \leq 0\) so \(\mu_1 + 1 - \mu_2 \leq 1\). By defining \(\mu_1 = \mu = 1 - \mu_2\), we obtain an AIFS. Conversely, starting with an AIFS \(A = ([\mu, \nu], \mu + \nu \leq 1\), we can create the interval \([\mu, 1 - \nu]\) to correspond to an IVFS.

In the case of our first generalisation (GAIFS1), where \(\mu(x) + \nu(x) \geq 1\) for all \(x \in X\), the above equivalence still holds. If \(A = [\mu_1, \mu_2]\), \(0 \leq \mu_1 \leq \mu_2 \leq 1\) then \(0 \leq \mu_2 - \mu_1\) so \(\mu_1 + 1 - \mu_2 \) and, by defining \(\mu = 1 - \mu_1\) and \(\nu = \mu_2\), we obtain an AIFS.

The above equivalence also holds trivially for GAIFS2, GAIFS3, GAIFS4, and GAIFS5 generalizations. For instance, in the case of GAIFS2, \(\mu(x) \leq \nu(x)\), so the corresponding IVFS should be characterised by \([\mu, \nu]\). In the case of GAIFS3, \(\nu(x) \leq \mu(x)\) holds, so the corresponding IVFS should be characterised by \([\nu, \mu]\), etc. For GAIFS6 case, we take the IVFS to be given by the interval \([\mu, 1 - \nu]\). Then \(\mu^2 \leq (1 - \nu)^2\) and \(\mu^2 + \nu^2 \leq (1 - \nu)^2 + \nu^2 \leq 1 - 2\nu + 2\nu^2 \leq 1 + 2\nu(\nu - 1) \leq 1\).

IV. AUTOMORPHISMS

We deal with our first generalization GAIFS1 only, the other cases are treated in a similar way. GAIFS1 is equivalent to the lattice \((L^*, \lor, \land, 0_{L^*}, 1_{L^*})\), where

\[
L^* = \{(x_1, x_2) \in [0, 1]^2 \mid x_1 + x_2 \geq 1\}
\]

with the partial order \(\leq_{L^*}\) defined as

\[
(x_1, x_2) \leq_{L^*} (y_1, y_2) \iff x_1 \geq y_1 \land x_2 \leq y_2
\]

and \(0_{L^*} = (1, 0)\) and \(1_{L^*} = (0, 1)\). The operations are defined as

\[
(x_1, x_2) \lor (y_1, y_2) = (x_1 \lor y_1, x_2 \lor y_2) \quad \text{(26)}
\]

\[
(x_1, x_2) \land (y_1, y_2) = (x_1 \land y_1, x_2 \land y_2) \quad \text{(27)}
\]
and one can easily verify that
\[(x_1, x_2) \land (1, 0) = (x_1 \lor 1, x_2 \land 0) = (1, 0) = 0_L.\]
\[(x_1, x_2) \lor (1, 0) = (x_1 \land 1, x_2 \lor 0) = (x_1, x_2)\]
\[(x_1, x_2) \land (0, 1) = (x_1 \lor 0, x_2 \land 1) = (x_1, x_2)\]
\[(x_1, x_2) \lor (0, 1) = (x_1 \land 0, x_2 \lor 1) = (0, 1) = 1_L.\]

As in any lattice, the meet operator $\land$ and the join operator $\lor$ are related to the ordering $\leq_L$ by the following equivalences: for every $x = (x_1, x_2), y = (y_1, y_2) \in L^*$
\[x \leq_L y \iff x \lor y = y \iff x \land y = x\]
Indeed, if $(x_1, x_2) \leq_L (y_1, y_2)$, then
\[(x_1, x_2) \lor (y_1, y_2) = (x_1 \land y_1, x_2 \lor y_2) = (y_1, y_2)\]
\[(x_1, x_2) \land (y_1, y_2) = (x_1 \lor y_1, x_2 \land y_2) = (x_1, x_2)\]

**Definition 11.** An automorphism of $L^*$ is a bijection $f : L^* \to L^*$ such that $f(x) \leq_L f(y)$ and only if $x \leq_L y$, for all $x, y \in L^*$. An anti-automorphism of $L^*$ is a bijection $f : L^* \to L^*$ such that $f(x) \leq_L f(y)$ if and only if $y \leq_L x$, for all $x, y \in L^*$.

It is obvious that an automorphism takes $0_L$ and $1_L$ to themselves, while an anti-automorphism interchanges these elements.

We denote by $\text{Aut}(L^*)$ the set of all automorphisms of $L^*$ and by $\text{Map}(L^*)$ the set of all automorphisms and anti-automorphisms of $L^*$. They are groups under the composition of morphisms and $\text{Aut}(L^*)$ is a normal subgroup of order 2 of $\text{Map}(L^*)$. [19]

Let $f \in \text{Aut}(L^*)$. Since $f(x) \leq_L f(y)$ if and only if $x \leq_L y$, for all $x, y \in L^*$, then $f(x \lor y) = f(x) \lor f(y)$
\[f(x \land y) = f(x) \land f(y)\]
\[f((1, 0)) = (1, 0)\]
\[f((0, 1)) = (0, 1)\]
If $f$ is an automorphism of $[0, 1]$, then, for $(x_1, x_2) \in L^*$, $(x_1, x_2) \mapsto (f(x_1), f(x_2))$ is an automorphism of $L^*$.

An anti-automorphism $N$ such that $N(N(x)) = x$, for all $x \in L^*$ is an involution or negation. Obviously, $N(0_L) = 1_L$ and $N(1_L) = 0_L$.

All elements but identity of $\text{Aut}(L^*)$ are of infinite order; all anti-automorphisms are of infinite order or of order two. The order two anti-automorphisms are involutions and their set is denoted by $\text{Inv}(L^*)$. One (classical) involution is $\alpha : L^* \to L^*$ given by $\alpha(x_1, x_2) = (1 - x_2, 1 - x_1)$, all other involutions are of the form $f^{-1} \circ \alpha$, for any $f \in \text{Map}(L^*)$.

In [20] it is proved that $N$ is an involutive negator on $L^*$ (negation) and $N : [0, 1] \to [0, 1], N(a) = pr_1 N(a, 1 - a)$, for all $a \in [0, 1]$, then $N(x_1, x_2) = (N(1 - x_2), 1 - N(x_1))$, for all $(x_1, x_2) \in L^*$. A triangular norm on $L^*$ ($t$-norm) is any increasing, commutative, associative mapping $T : L^* \times L^* \to L^*$ satisfying $T(1_L, x) = x$ for all $x \in L^*$. A triangular co-norm on $L^*$ ($t$-conorm) is any increasing, commutative, associative mapping $S : L^* \times L^* \to L^*$ satisfying $S(0_L, x) = x$ for all $x \in L^*$.

**V. Conclusion**

We introduced six possible new definitions for intuitionistic fuzzy sets by challenging the base condition in Atanassov’s definition. While keeping the two membership functions, we extended the range of possible combinations between them and showed some interesting properties. We intend to further develop the approach for measuring similarity and compatibility between different sorts of intuitionistic fuzzy sets.
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I. INTRODUCTION

The concept of distributed cognition was first introduced in 1995 by Edwin Hutchins et al. [1] to explain how an individual can resolve problems through means beyond his internal cognitive processes. Distributed cognition observes how problems are resolved through the cognitive system around one or more minds.

The observation of distributed cognition can be applied to one individual in his/her environment. In that case, the researcher observes how the person interacts with tools around him (work documents, written notes, software, etc.). Distributed cognition becomes especially interesting when applied to the study of teamwork. The observation of distributed cognition in team settings shows how information is transferred within the team and how solutions are created, judged and transformed by teammates.

The objective of this mapping study is to categorize the main answers given by the literature, along with potentially interesting future research avenues.

The selection process used for the literature review is presented in Section II. Section III presents an overview of the selected papers. Section IV presents a discussion of the conclusions of the selected papers as they relate to the concept of distributed cognition. Finally, Section V presents the overall conclusions of the review and introduces future research avenues.

II. METHODOLOGY

As a mapping study [4], this review is based on a lightweight version of the systematic literature review process described in the works of Barbara Kitchenham et al. [2, 3]. This section describes how the databases were searched in order to find the relevant papers and the criteria used for the paper selection and finally how the mapping and the conclusions were obtained.

A. Databases and Search String

The objective of the search is to find the published papers relevant to the subject of distributed cognition research in software engineering. The search was limited to the "Compendex" and "Inspec" databases of the "Engineering Village". The resulting search string, shown in Figure 1, returned 171 papers.

B. Selection Process

The selection process adds three more steps to the initial search, which are based on the title, the abstract, and the full text. The selection from the titles is limited to the removal of duplicate papers and conference proceedings introductions. The selection from the abstracts kept papers containing both software and cognition concepts in their abstracts. The selection from the full text removed low quality papers. The quality was evaluated through the identification of context descriptions and data collection methodologies. Papers without these elements were removed. Some theoretical papers were kept, based on the apparent validity of the model presented.

The selection process retained 24 papers. The documents produced by the process are available on request.
C. Data Synthesis Process

To perform an accurate synthesis based on our extracted data, we need to manage various types of qualitative data. From the thirteen synthesis approaches described by Cruzes and Dyba [5], we chose the Grounded Theory approach, because it is designed to work with a wide spectrum of qualitative data. We limited ourselves to the three following steps from the Anselm L. Strauss [6] works:

- Associate one keyword to each extracted conclusion,
- Regroup the keywords into concepts,
- Describe how the conclusions complete or contradict each other.

For a more thorough description of the application of Grounded Theory to the software engineering domain, the reader is invited to read the works of O'Connor et al [7, 8] and Lavallée et al [9].

III. RESULTS

This section presents the results of the mapping study, where the selected papers are identified by the letter ‘S’, as described in Appendix A.

A. Study Methodology

Table I shows that most of the selected papers describe empirical and academic research, with a single paper whose context is labeled "Open".

Industrial context studies describe real software development projects performed in professional organizations. Academic context observes the work of students performing a formative task. The open context refers to a study performed on an open source development project. This open source community can include both professionals and academics. Note that some papers are purely theoretical and therefore do not present any study context.

Table II presents the many approaches used for data collection in the various selected papers. Some papers used multiple data collection approaches, therefore the total does not add up to 24.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Approach</th>
<th># Papers</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Survey questionnaire</td>
<td>11 [S8], [S11], [S12], [S17], [S18], [S22], [S24].</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Artefact evaluation</td>
<td>10 [S1], [S2], [S3], [S5], [S8], [S11], [S12], [S13], [S15].</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Semi-structured interview</td>
<td>7 [S3], [S5], [S16], [S19], [S20], [S24].</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Non-participatory observation</td>
<td>6 [S5], [S9], [S13], [S24].</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Audio-video</td>
<td>3 [S1], [S2], [S9].</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Usage data</td>
<td>3 [S21], [S23].</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Participatory observation</td>
<td>2 [S4].</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The survey questionnaire is mainly used to confirm or refute the conclusions obtained with other types of data, although some papers base their conclusions on the survey questionnaire alone. The artefact evaluation consists in the analysis of documentation issues of the software development process. This evaluation is often used to evaluate the quality of the work done, and thus the performance of the team. The semi-structured interview describes face-to-face meetings, which is often used to obtain feedback from the software developers. The non-participatory observation occurs when researchers observe the work done by software developers without interfering directly with them, a technique called "shadowing". The audio-video approach consists in the recording of work sessions performed by the software development team. These recordings can include conversations between team partners, computer screen capture videos, keystroke logging records, etc. Usage data consists in statistical measurements obtained from the use of specific software tools. These measurements show the usage frequency of the different functionalities available. These data help researchers in understanding how the software developers adapt software tools to their tasks. Participatory observation occurs when the researcher actively participates in the observed task. This approach enables a more accurate recording of the internal cognitive processes required to perform the task, at the cost of a significant bias.

IV. DISCUSSION

This section presents the conclusions of the selected papers, based on the concepts found through the Grounded Theory approach.

The results of the synthesis can be related to Vygotsky’s triangular model of mediated interaction [10], which stated that the activities performed by the software developers within their teams are always mediated by their environment. As Engestrom [11] elaborates, this mediation can take the first four forms presented in Table II.

The new "Emotion" form was motivated by the multiple studies evaluating the emotional state of the team. The importance of emotions during problem-solving has been deemed critical by recent research. Damasio insist on the fact that "the presumed opposition between emotion and reason is no longer accepted without question" [12]. Emotion must be considered alongside cognition.

A. Community: The Software Development Team

Distributed cognition in software engineering is closely related to how the team assists the individual developer. To be an effective mediator, the team must have coherent situational awareness. Situational awareness is defined as
the knowledge a person has of himself/herself and his/her surroundings [13]. In software engineering research, this awareness is oriented along two axes: team meta-cognition and task awareness.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Form</th>
<th>Description</th>
<th>In software engineering</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Community</td>
<td>Team interaction</td>
<td>Development team</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Instruments</td>
<td>Tools and artefacts used</td>
<td>Individual tools, groupware.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Division of Labor</td>
<td>Tasks performed</td>
<td>Team topology and team structure.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rules</td>
<td>Impact of disciplined</td>
<td>Process, project, organization</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Emotion</td>
<td>Emergent state</td>
<td>Motivation</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Team meta-cognition is defined as what each team member knows on the knowledge of their teammates. Good team awareness implies that team members know who the experts are and who are reliable sources of information. It is related to the "who knows what". Task awareness is related to the team's shared mental model of the work to do. The more this mental model is coherent between team members, the team's environment and the relevant stakeholders, the better is task awareness.

1) Team Meta-Cognition

The importance of team meta-cognition has been outlined by the works of Kraut and Streeter [14], cited by [S7]:

"Experimentation has shown that developers valued other people as their most used source of help when developing software."

This observation has also been reported by Glor and Hutchins [S1]. When one team member is stuck on a problem, he can present it to one of his partners in order to start a discussion on the most appropriate solution.

The best source of information for software developers is their teammates. It is therefore important for the developer to know who hold this information within the team. This becomes problematic when the team meta-cognition is weak: Sub-optimal choices can be made because the decision-makers are not aware that better solutions exist. Similarly, team performance can be affected when the identified sources of information are not appropriate. Walz et al. [S2] report a case where the two developers with the most influence on decision-making where the ones with the less experience. The team had a poor perception of its own knowledge because the appropriate experts were not identified, resulting in a poor choice of solutions.

To resolve meta-cognition problems, many studies present specific methods [S8, S10, S11, S14, S16, S17]. For example, Kettunen [S10] recommends the identification of "knowledge dependencies" within the team. He presents the importance of information change propagation within the team: A developer must be aware of the people around him capable of providing information changes relevant to his work.

Ye's paper [S14] recommend the identification of expert related to the number and size of modifications made in a code module. Such a tool could enable a developer to contact directly the person most susceptible to know how this code works.

Hause et al. [S8] demonstrate the importance of efficient communications. Their research shows that high performance teams communicate less than lower performing ones, because their exchanges are better targeted and better structured. A better knowledge of who are the experts within the team could, for example, limit the communication exchanges to the person most susceptible to provide a relevant answer. Their conclusion [S8] is confirmed by Espinosa et al. [S16]. The later shows that a software development team distributed on distant sites possesses a better knowledge of its own experts. The difficulty of exchanging information over distant sites forces developers to have a better knowledge of the reliable information sources. Sarket et al. [S11] paper shows that sources providing large amounts of accurate information have the greatest impact on knowledge transfer.

Finally, He et al. [S17] show that team meta-cognition is essentially a matter of time. Their paper presents a significant correlation between the self-evaluation of the performance of the teams and the quality of the software product as the project progresses. The impact of familiarity between team partners, initially very strong, diminishes as the team members learn to know themselves better. The team has therefore a better vision of the strengths and weaknesses of their partners, and thus obtains a better self-evaluation of their performance.

2) Task Awareness

Better task awareness is mostly useful for the planning and coordination of the work. As Espinosa et al. [S16] explain, a shared knowledge of the task helps team coordination. For example, the use of a public media like the wall board of Sharp et al. [S13] improves team coordination by publicizing immediately any change in the state of the cognitive system. This immediate propagation of changes enables better team situational awareness. This immediate propagation also ensures that the mental model of the task remains synchronized throughout the team, as shows Kettunen [S10]. The presence of a synchronized mental model also diminishes the need to communicate, and thus improve the performance of the team Hause et al. [S8].

De-Franto Tomarello [S12] also shows that if an initial model of the task is imposed upon the team, it improves the problem comprehension. An initial model enables the team to start with a shared mental model better structured and a better organized.

The works of Flor and Hutchins [S1] and Spinuzzi [S5] outline the adaptation of the information received to the context of the task. They show that developers reuse and adapt the information obtained according to their immediate needs. Spinuzzi adds that the artifacts given to the developers are not used in the manner planned, but they are rather adapted to the nature of the task. Information must therefore be designed to be compatible to the needs of the task. Spinuzzi notes that important information resources
are ignored because their usability in the context of the task is weak. Developers have therefore diminished task awareness because they do not have all the relevant information in hand. Spinuzzi's concerns are confirmed by Conradi and Dingsøyr [S4], who warn that inadequate data repositories become data cemeteries.

B. Instruments: Cognitive Support Tools

The mediating instruments are the various artifacts and tools used by the developers. Among the many tools available, some have an explicit objective to support individual and group cognitive tasks. Cognitive support tool research in software engineering is oriented along two axes:

- Tool supporting individual cognition, and tool supporting team cognition ("groupware").

1) Individual Cognition Support Tools

The papers on individual cognition present two tools common in software development environments: code completion [S14] and compilers' error list [S9].

Code completion, presented by Ye as a cognitive support tool [S14], is a feature of most modern integrated development environments (IDE). This tool recall to the developers all the words understood by the compiler. This enables them to speed up their works by giving them context-aware information. Given the large size and complexity of software components this tool is an essential asset of the software developer.

Walenstein [S9] shows that compilers' error list assists developers in their debug planning by providing a list of the problems found with links to the relevant code snippet. This tool facilitates the developer's work, who only needs to identify the reason for the problem, and not where the problem is located.

2) Team Cognition Support Tools

Groupware tools contain the management of public communication channels like wall boards, wiki software, shared calendars, web forums and audio-videoconference tools [S13]. The main characteristic of these tools is that they are transparent as to the origin and destination of the information transmitted. The drawback of this is that users of the system have access to data which do not concern them. In one specific case, a discussion forum had to be moved from a public to a private space, because it created exaggerated expectations from some of its users [S21]. However, private communication channels are also essential for efficient information exchange. Software developers can exchange intermediate steps of a work-in-progress to a team partner without concern for public judgment [S24].

Many papers on team cognition support present the required functionalities for collaborative tools ("groupware"). For example, De Franco-Tomarello et al [S7] list the following key functionalities to ensure that groupware offer a support for collective decision-making, team situation awareness, and sharing mental models:

- Ability to support the team communication channel,
- Ability to support the team collective tools, like planning tools, design tools and knowledge bases,
- Ability to support a collaborative approach to modeling.

Walz et al. [S2] add the necessity to document the rationale behind the choices made by the team. They blame current groupware solutions which report information without reporting how the information was obtained. They argue that the decisions made must be documented with more details.

Whittaker and Schwarz [S3] compare the advantages of a planning tool like Microsoft Project to a kanban-style wall board of tasks. They show that the wall board is beneficial because of its public aspect and its flexibility. They argue that current groupware are too restrictive and do not enable different planning approaches. They show however that the wall board is difficult to transmit to stakeholders on distant sites, and that it is difficult to make major changes. It is also not possible to follow the version changes on the wall board, contrarily to a software tool. Finally, it is not possible to present different views of the data when using the wall board.

Research on groupware took a different turn with the emergence of the "Web 2.0". A software team can now cook up a collaborative framework of tools from a plethora of tools available on the Cloud. For example, a team can use a knowledge base managed with Drupal (www.drupal.org), track its development issues with Bugzilla (www.bugzilla.org), plan their tasks with Trac (www.trac.edgewall.org), and keep contact with each others with Pidgin (www.pidgin.im).

C. Division of Labor: The Structure of the Team

The division of labor mediator describes the actual tasks performed by the different members of the team. It also considers how the team is spatially disposed, as the physical workspace can have an important impact on the interactions taking place.

For example, it is important to plan the disposition of team members and their communication channels when the team is distributed. The theoretical model of Kubasa and Heiss [S6] proposes and optimization of information flows based on geographical distances, hierarchies, cultural difference and personal familiarity (friendship, rivalry). This model also enables the calculation of a communication cost and of the probability of a delivered message without error.

Meneely and Williams [S23] focused instead on the modeling of a real case; a software development forum. Through a statistical analysis of its usage data, they identified the people performing the roles of "solution providers" and "solution approvers". They noted that approvers, those who choose a solution and implement it in code, are central in the communication network of the forum. Their statistical approach enables an evaluation of the state of an open-source community.

Bass et al. [S20] recommends that the physical disposition of team members across distant sites must consider team meta-cognition. The identification of domain experts during team construction ensures that every developer knows the reliable sources of information (see section IV.A.1). They also say that it is important that each distant site has one person acting as developer in the team.
This ensures a proper dissemination of information across the multiple sites despite the distance.

D. **Rules: Project, Process and Organizational Constraints**

Lavallee et al. [15] work on the impacts of processes on individual developers concluded that the impacts are not often considered despite having serious detrimental effects. The conclusions are similar at the team level: The impacts of mediating rules on the software development team are rarely observed. Stubblefield and Carson [S18] outline this concern by urging managers not to impose strict rules on the use of a groupware tool: Usage must be adapted to the cognitive needs of the task, and not the other way around.

Hause et al. [S8] note that decision-making mechanisms can be different from one team to another. As Faleesi et al. [S15] note, having different process at the individual level is not problematic, but it can become critical at the team level. They show that to impose a decision-making approach with explicit alternative research improve the decision quality from 11% to 67%.

However, decision-making cannot be delayed indefinitely. As Walz et al. [S2] show, software development projects are split into two phases: A decision-making phase and an execution phase. The acquisition of new knowledge must occur at the beginning of the project; if this information arrives only after the midpoint of the project, it is typically ignored. Walz et al. report that adding experts after this knowledge acquisition phase has no impact on the decisions made beforehand. The development team has already made its decisions and does not want to roll back.

However, this capacity to roll back decisions is one characteristics of good working teams, as observed by Hause et al. [S8]. Good teams, having a better shared mental model of the work to do and a better knowledge of the experts in their midst, make less decisions than other teams, but are more ready to roll back and change previous decisions. Good teams changed 20% of their decisions, against only 9% for the bad teams.

E. **Emotion: Team Emotional States and Motivation**

One of the aspects uncovered by research in cognitive psychology is the fact that individual performance changes when the person's emotional state changes. We can observe the same fact at the team level, and thus the emotional state of the team can also affect its performance. Marks and Mathieu describes these emotional states as "emergent states":

"Emergent states describe cognitive, motivational, and affective states of teams, as opposed to the nature of their member interaction." [16]

For example, team topology can stay stable for the duration of the project, but the emotional state can change within a single day, or even a single meeting. Whittaker and Schwarz [S3] studies the impact of a material wall board of tasks on the team sense of belonging. This wall board requires developers to cut pieces of paper detailing their estimations and to stick it to the wall. The manual aspect and the public nature of the board improve the perceived responsibility of the developers toward their task estimations. There is a certain shame in having to correct the content of the wall board; therefore the estimations are more carefully made. By contrast, the software tool is very often "write-only": Developers enter data in the tool, but they never read it. The quality of the estimations in the software tool is much weaker.

 Parsarnphanich and Wagner [S22] study the motivation of important contributors to the Wikipedia knowledge base. They show that the greatest motivator to contribution is the quick feedback they receive from their contributions, even when the change is minor. This quick feedback outlines the public aspect of their contribution and incites them to continue. These two papers show that pride can affect performance [S3] and productivity [S22]. They also show that pride can be controlled by the public aspect of the task.

 Trust is also an important emotion for certain team cognition elements, like meta-cognition. An initial face-to-face meeting seems to have an important impact on what the developers perceived of their supervisors. Bass et al. [S20] show that a visit from the manager to all the distant sites can improve communication for the project duration. Richardson et al. [S19] note that if the supervisors did not meet the other team members face-to-face, the developers did not ask them questions.

 Motivation is also an essential emotion required for the success of any project. Wikis and other collective memory knowledge bases are dependent on the volunteer work of motivated individuals. A pragmatic altruism or idealism has been identified has a major factor of Wikipedia's success [S22]. Managers must encourage a cooperation culture within their teams. Tools must be able to support the implication of the team partners by promoting a good compatibility with the work to perform [S5].

V. **Conclusions**

The main conclusion from the synthesis is that there is no consensus on how to manage distributed cognition in software development: Many papers describe what should be done, but very few describe how to do it. The use of varied practices in varied contexts means that comparison between studies is very difficult, since contradictory conclusions abound.

There are also many suggestions for new functionalities for cognitive-support software tools. There are therefore few empirical studies of the software functionalities considered as important. One study notes that the main weakness of the existing groupware tools is that they lack flexibility [S3]: Software developers prefer using many tools more adapted to their task rather than one generic all-purpose tool.

Additionally, there are very few studies on the ergonomics of software tools. The papers describe what collaborative tools ("groupware") must support, but they do not describe how this support can be ensured. There is therefore not enough research on the affordance of collaborative tools available for software development teams.

There are also no papers on the mental workload of software developers. We do not know the impact of
collaborative tools on the mental workload of software developers. There is no information on the global mental workload of the software team, nor whether cognitive effort is appropriately spread across team partners.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Polysemy in WordNet [1][9] is considered to be the main reason that makes it hard to use for natural language processing (NLP) and semantic applications [12][17]. Differentiating between the types of polysemy should be possible through explicit semantic relations between the senses of polysemous terms. Unfortunately, relations between polysemous terms are not provided in WordNet [2]. For instance, WordNet does not provide the distinction between homographs, and complementary terms [6].

In the last, decades many approaches have been introduced to solve the polysemy problem through merging the similar meanings of polysemous terms [4]. These approaches are sometimes helpful in cases, where terms have meanings that are similar enough to be merged. However, polysemous terms with similar meanings are a sub-case of the solution of specialization polysemy [14]. They represent only a small portion of the polysemy problem. In fact, a significant portion of the polysemous senses should not be merged, as they are just similar in meaning [5] and not redundant. In another approach, CORELEX [6] has been introduced as an ontology of systematic polysemous nouns extracted from WordNet. However, CORELEX deals only with the upper level ontology of WordNet that corresponds mainly to the metonymy cases and does not provide a solution for other polysemy types [16].

In this paper, we introduce a pattern based approach that combines several ideas to solve the polysemy problem. Our approach follows the idea that the polysemy problem is a problem of semantic organization [3]. Thus, the goal of our approach is to reorganize the semantic structure of the polysemous terms in WordNet, where we transform the implicit relations between the polysemous terms at lexical level to explicit relations at the semantic level. This includes extending WordNet by adding new hierarchical and associative relations between the synsets to explicitly denote the polysemous type occurring between the meanings of each polysemous term, as suggested in [2]. To achieve this goal, our approach deals with polysemous terms at all ontological levels of WordNet. It deals with the lower level ontology of WordNet and it extends the merge operation suggested by the polysemy reduction approaches [4][15] by providing new operations that organize the relations between the meanings of polysemous terms. Our approach also deals with polysemy in the middle level, as it is the case in regular polysemy approaches [14] and also in the upper level ontology as in systematic polysemy approaches [6].

This paper is organized as follows: In Section II, we describe the polysemy problem in WordNet. In Section III, we describe the current approaches for solving the polysemy problem in WordNet. In Section IV, we present the semantic relations that denote polysemous types and the operations that reorganize the structure of polysemous terms in WordNet. In Section V, we introduce a pattern based approach for solving the polysemy problem in the case of polysemous nouns. In Section VI, we discuss the results and evaluation of our approach. In Section VII, we conclude the paper and describe our future research work.

II. POLYSEMY IN WORDNET

WordNet is a lexical database that organizes synonyms of English words into sets called synsets, where each synset is described through a gloss. For example, the words happiness and felicity are considered to be synonyms and grouped into one synset \{happiness, felicity\} that is described through the gloss: state of well-being characterized by emotions ranging from contentment to intense joy.

WordNet organizes the relations between synsets through semantic relations, where each word category has a number of relations that are used to organize the relations between the synsets of that grammatical category. For example, the hyponymy relation (X is a type of Y) is used to
organize the ontological structure of nouns. WordNet 2.1 contains 147,257 words, 117,597 synsets and 207,019 word-sense pairs. Among these words there are 27,006 polysemous words, where 15776 of them are nouns.

From linguistics, a term is polysemous if it has more than one meaning [17]. Linguists differentiate between contrastive polysemy, i.e. terms with completely different and unrelated meanings - also called homonyms or homographs; and complementary polysemy, i.e. terms with different but related meanings. Complementary polysemy is classified in three sub types: Metonymy, specialization polysemy and metaphors. Following the above, we can classify the various forms of polysemy as follows:

1) Complementary polysemy: terms that have the same spelling and related meanings. Complementary polysemy can be:
   a. Metonymy: substituting the name of an attribute or feature for the name of the thing itself, such as in the following example:
      Peter caught a chicken in his garden.
      Peter prepared chicken for the dinner.
   b. Specialization polysemy: a term is used to refer to a more general meaning and another more specific meaning, such as in the following example the term methodology:
      1. methodology, methodological analysis: the branch of philosophy.
      2. methodology: the system of methods followed in a particular discipline.
   c. Metaphors: terms that have the same spelling and have literal and figurative meanings. Consider, for instance, the term parasite:
      1. parasite: an animal or plant that lives in or on a host (another animal or plant).
      2. leech, parasite, sponge, sponger: a follower who hangs around a host (without benefit to the host) in hope of gain or advantage.

2) Homographs: terms that have the same spelling and different unrelated meanings, such as the term bank:
   Peter sat on the bank of the river.
   Peter deposited money in the bank.

In WordNet, the number of senses a polysemous term may range from 2 senses to more than 30 senses. In some rare cases may more; for instance, the noun head has 33 senses.

Nevertheless, 90% of the polysemous nouns have less than 5 senses. Table I shows the distribution of these polysemous nouns according to the number of senses they have. Notice that, in this paper, we are concerned with polysemous nouns only and not the verbs, adverbs and adjectives.

The fact that a term has more than two senses implies that the meanings of the term belong to more than one type of polysemy. For example, the term food has 3 senses as mentioned below, where the polysemy type between the first and the second meanings is specialization polysemy, while the third meaning is metaphoric.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th># of synsets</th>
<th># of nouns (in percentage)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>10186 (~ 64%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>2968 (~ 19%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>1186 (~ 7%)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

1. food, nutrient: any substance that can be metabolized by an organism to give energy and build tissue.
2. food, solid food: any solid substance that is used as a source of nourishment.
3. food, food for thought: anything that provides mental stimulus for thinking.

III. APPROACHES FOR SOLVING POLYSEMY IN WORDNET

The approaches of polysemy can be classified in two main approaches. The first is polysemy reduction, where the focus is on complementary polysemy to produce more coarse-grained lexical resources of existing fine-grained ones such as WordNet. The second type of polysemy approaches focuses on classifying polysemy into systematic or regular polysemy and homographs. Based on this classification, CORELEX was introduced as ontology of systematic polysemous nouns extracted from WordNet. Other approaches, such as in [13][14], were introduced to extract semantic relations between regular polysemous terms in WordNet.

In the following, we summarize Polysemy reduction approaches and CORELEX, the most famous systematic polysemy approaches. Notice that neither polysemy reduction approaches nor CORELEX could solve the polysemy problem in WordNet. In general, Polysemy reduction approaches could not solve the problem of the upper level ontology where CORELEX did not provide a solution for polysemy in the middle and lower level ontology of WordNet.

A. Polysemy Reduction Approaches

In polysemy reduction, the senses are clustered such that each group contains related polysemous words [18][15]. These groups are called homograph clusters. Once the clusters have been identified, the senses in each cluster are merged. To achieve this task, several strategies have been introduced. These strategies can be mainly categorized in semantic-based and statistics-based strategies [17]. Some approaches combine both strategies [15]. Although results of applications of these approaches are reported, these results are taken usually from applying them on sample data sets and there is no way to verify these results independently. Polysemy reduction approaches typically rely on the application of some detection rules such as: If SI
and S2 are two synsets containing at least two words, and if S1 and S2 contain the same words, then S1 and S2 can be collapsed together into one single synset [10]. However, applying this rule may wrongly result in merging two different senses as in the following example:

1. smoke, smoking: a hot vapor containing fine particles of carbon being produced by combustion.
2. smoke, smoking: the act of smoking tobacco or other substances.

In general, polysemy reduction can neither predict the polysemy type occurring between the senses of polysemous words nor can deal with metonymy or metaphors. Polysemy reduction does not solve the polysemy problem in linguistic resource. Nevertheless, it can be potentially used to solve part of the problem, namely the identification and merging of genuine redundant synsets.

B. Regular Polysemy Approaches

J. Apresjan defined regular polysemy as follows: “A polysemous Term T is considered to be regular if there exists at least another polysemous T’ that is semantically distinguished in the same way as T” [8]. Systematic polysemy approaches rely on this definition. CORELEX, the first systematic polysemy lexical database, follows the generative lexicon theory [3] that distinguishes between systematic (also known as regular or logic) polysemy and homographs. Systematic polysemous words are systematic and predictable while homonyms are not regular and not predictable. The type of polysemy of the word fish for example is systematic since the meaning food can be predicted from the animal meaning and so the word fish belongs to the systematic class animal food. The two meanings of fish describe two related aspects of fish: fish is an animal and fish is a food. That a word is systematic polysemous means that the meanings of this word are not homonyms and they describe different aspects of the same term. Following this distinction, CORELEX organizes the polysemous nouns of WordNet 1.5 into 126 systematic polysemy classes. The systematic polysemy classes in CORELEX have been determined in a top down fashion considering the patterns in the upper level ontology of wordNet only. It does not consider the metaphoric cases. Also, there is no cleaning process carried out on WordNet by CORELEX construction. Another important point is related to the fine grained nature of WordNet where the meanings of some CORELEX classes are very difficult to disambiguate and indistinguishable even for humans [11].

IV. DENOTING POLYSEMY TYPES AND ORGANIZING POLYSEMY IN WORDNET

Making WordNet a more coarse grained lexical resource does not solve the polysemy problem, although there are some fine grained polysemous cases in WordNet. We believe that the polysemy problem in WordNet is primarily a problem of organizing the senses of polysemous terms. In the cases of homographs, metonymy, and metaphors, we need semantic relations that denote the polysemy type of corresponding cases. The cases of specialization polysemy on the other hand require reorganizing the semantic structure to reflect the (implicit) hierarchical relation between such senses. In the following, we introduce the relations to denote homographs, metonymy, and metaphors and then we present the operations for solving specialization polysemy cases.

A. Polysemy Type Relations

In the following, we explain the suggested relations to denote the polysemy types:

Homographs: There is no relation between the senses of a homograph term. Nevertheless, differentiating homographs from other polysemy types is very important improvement in wordNet. We use the relation is homograph to denote that two synsets of a polysemous term are homographs. For example, this relation holds between the synsets {saki as alcoholic drink} and {saki as a monkey}.

Metonymy: In metonymy cases, there is always a base meaning of the term and other derived meanings that express different aspects of the base meaning [19]. For example, the term chicken has the base meaning {a domestic fowl bred for flesh or eggs} and a derived meaning {the flesh of a chicken used for food}. To denote the relation between the senses of a metonymy term, we use the relation has aspect, where this relation holds between the base meaning of a term and the derived meanings of that term. To set up the relation we need to determine the base meaning and then relate the other derived meanings to it.

Metaphors: In metaphoric cases, we use the relation Is metaphor to denote the metaphoric relation between the metaphoric meaning and literal meaning of a metaphoric term. For example this relation is used to denote that {cool as great coolness and composure under strain} is metaphoric meaning of the literal meaning {cool as the quality of being at a refreshingly low temperature}. In the cases, where this relation is applicable, we need to specify the literal meaning and the metaphoric meaning.

B. Operations for Specialization polysemy

Analysis of specialization polysemy cases shows that such cases can be classified based on the synset synonyms into the following three groups. To explain our idea, we have chosen cases, where the synsets of each term share the same common parent.

Let T be a polysemous term that occurs in two synsets S1 and S2. We consider T in the following three cases:

Case 1: T has synonyms in S1 and has synonyms in S2 as in the case of kestrel:
1. kestrel, falco sparverius: small American falcon.
2. kestrel, Falco tinnunculus: small Old World falcon.

Case 2: T has synonyms in S1 or in S2 but not in both as in the case of dorsum:
1. back, dorsum: the posterior part of a human (or animal) body from the neck to the end of the spine.
2. *dorsum*: the back of the body of a vertebrate or any analogous surface.

**Case 3**: T has no synonyms in S1 or S2 as the in the case of compatible software:
1. compatible software: application software programs that share common conventions.
2. compatible software: software that can run on different computers without modification.

In case 1, T has synonyms in S1 which means that T is exchangeable with the other synonyms of S1 and at the same time is also exchangeable with the synonyms of S2. Let T1, T2 be non polysemous synonyms of T in S1 and S2 respectively. T1 is synonymous with T but not with T2. Otherwise T1 and T2 should appear in the same synset. The fact that T1 and T2 appear in two different sibling synsets indicates that they are not the same. We think that the semantic relatedness between S1 and S2 is encoded at lexical level rather than semantic level. We have the same observation in case 2. The fact that one synset contains T only and the other synset contains additional terms indicates that the synset that contains T only is a more general meaning of the synset that have additional terms. We consider the terms in case 3 as candidates to be merged. Accordingly, we suggest the following operations to organize the relations between the senses in specialization polysemy cases:

**Solution for Case 1**: We add a new (missing) parent in cases, where the polysemous meanings of a term T can be seen more specific meanings of an absent more general meaning. In such cases, we create the new missing more general meaning and connect the more specific meanings to the new created new parent. This operation is schematized in the figure 1.

**Solution for Case 2**: In such cases, we establish a new (missing) is_a relation to denote that a sense of a polysemous term T is more specific than another more general meaning of T. We schematize this operation as illustrated in figure 2.

**Solution for case 3**: In such cases, we merge the meanings. The merge operation is schematized as in figure 3.

At the term level, we disambiguate the polysemous terms as follows: in case (1) We remove the polysemous terms from both child synsets and keep the polysemous words in the new added parent synset only. In case (2) We remove the polysemous term from the synset with the more specific meaning and keep it in the synset with the more generic meaning. The Merge operation in case 3 unifies the terms of both synsets in one synset. Thus, applying the three operations results in reducing the number of polysemous words in WordNet.

V. **Pattern Based Approach for Solving Polysemy**

In this section, we describe our approach for solving polysemy in WordNet. The approach has the following four phases. The first and the third phases are automatic, while the second and fourth are manual:
A. Patterns Identification
B. Patterns Classification
C. Polysemy type Assignment
D. Validation
A. Patterns Identification

We apply a pattern extraction algorithm that computes the regular patterns for the polysemous terms. The algorithm returns the following lists:

1. a list of regular patterns: contains the regular patterns, where at least two terms belong to each pattern.
2. a list of sub patterns: contains the sub patterns of the patterns identified in the regular patterns list.
3. a list of common parent terms: contains the terms, where the synsets or part of the synsets of these terms share the same hypernym.
4. a list of singleton patterns: This list contains the patterns that have less than two terms and are not sub patterns of any regular pattern.

Notice that it is possible for terms that have more than 2 senses to have more than one pattern. In the following, we illustrate the definitions, we used in our algorithm.

Definition 1: Regular Structural Pattern Let $T$ be a polysemous term that has $n$ meanings, $n > 1$. Let $S$ be the set of the synsets of $T$. Let $R$ be a subset of $S$. Let $Q$ an ordered sequence of $R$, where $|R| = m, 2 \leq m \leq n$, and $Q = s_1, s_2, ..., s_{m}$, $s_i \in R, s_i \neq s_j$, for $i \neq j$. A pattern $ptrn$ of $T$ is defined as $p#<p_1, ..., p_m>$, such that each $p_i$ is a direct hyponym of $p$ and subsumes $s_i, 1 \leq i \leq m$. A pattern is regular if there are at least two terms that belong to it. For example, the pattern $passerine#<oscine, tyrannid>$ is regular since there are 3 terms that belong to it.

Definition 2: Sub pattern For a regular pattern $ptrn = p#<p_1, ..., p_m>$, A pattern $ptrn'$ is a sub pattern of $ptrn$ if $ptrn' = p#<p_1', ..., p_k'>$ and $\exists p_j, p_j' (p_i = p_j')$.

Sub patterns are important, since it is possible that the elements of a pattern and its sub patterns have the same polysemy type. For example, the pattern $passerine#<oscine, tyrannid>$ and its sub pattern $passerine#<oscine, wren>$ belong both to the specialization polysemy patterns.

Definition 3: Common parent class A term belongs to the common parent class if it has at least two synsets that share the same hypernym. For example, the synsets of the term kestrel in the previous section share the same hypernym. In polysemy reduction approaches, senses that have the common parent property are candidates to be merged. In our approach, such terms are candidates for specialization polysemy. Note that there are many terms that have this property, but they are not considered to be regular according to definition 1 since they have different hierarchical structures.

B. Patterns Classification

In this phase, we manually classify the patterns gained in the previous phase, where we assign each pattern the polysemy type, the terms of the pattern belong to. We classify the patterns into the following groups:

1. Specialization polysemy patterns
2. Metaphoric patterns
3. Metonymy patterns
4. Homonymy patterns
5. Singleton and mixed patterns

The singleton and mixed patterns group contains the singleton patterns and the patterns that contain patterns whose terms may belong to more than one polysemy type. For example, there are terms under the pattern attribute#<quality, trait> that belong metaphorical polysemy and others that belong to specialization polysemy. In the following, we describe our analysis in this phase according to the pattern position in the ontology of WordNet:

Top level patterns: the patterns at the top level ontology correspond to metonymy and metaphoric terms. It is unlikely to find specialization polysemy terms at the top level patterns. Although homonyms is not regular and, it is also possible to determine some homonymy patterns at the top level ontology. For example, the pattern organism#<animal, plant> is considered as homograph pattern, since we exclude the possibility of specialization polysemy, metonymy and metaphoric in the terms that belong to that pattern.

Middle level patterns: the patterns here correspond mainly to specialization polysemy and metaphoric cases. It is possible also to find homograph patterns at this level. To differentiate between specialization polysemy and other polysemy types, we use the following criteria:

- Specialization polysemy/metaphors: specialization polysemy patterns indicate consistency between the pattern parts, while metaphoric patterns indicate meaning transfer from their literal meaning to a (metaphoric) meaning. For example, oscine and tyrannid are consistent since they belong to the type passerine in the pattern passerine#<oscine, tyrannid>, while we find meaning transfer from property {a basic or essential attribute shared by all members of a class} to trait {a distinguishing feature of your personal nature} in the pattern attribute#<property, trait>.
- Specialization polysemy/homographs: In contrary to specialization polysemy, homograph patterns indicate inconsistency. For example, person is inconsistent with plant and the metaphoric link is excluded in the pattern organism#<person, plant>.

Lower level patterns: the patterns at the lower level ontology are those patterns that belong to common parent class and they correspond mainly to specialization polysemy. It is possible to find metaphors and/or homographs at the lower level ontology. Such cases are determined and excluded in the validation phase.

C. Polysemy type Assignment

In this phase, the terms are assigned to the polysemy type of the pattern they belong to. The terms that belong singleton and mixed patterns are not assigned and they are subject to manual treatment in the validation phase.
D. Validation

In this phase, we manually validate the assigned polysemy type. This phase includes three tasks:

1. **Validation of the assigned polysemy types**: we check whether each of the nouns belong to its assigned polysemy type.
2. **Assigning the polysemy type**: for the terms that belong to the singleton and mixed patterns.
3. **Excluding of false positives**: we exclude the false positives from the terms of the automatic assigned groups. Our judgments during the validation are based on knowledge organization. Word etymology and linguistic relatedness have secondary role.

In Table II, we show the results of our validation for sample patterns. An Example for false positives that we found in the common parent group: the meanings of term apprehender are homographs:

\[ \text{knower, apprehender}: \text{a person who knows or apprehends.} \]
\[ \text{apprehender}: \text{a person who seizes or arrests.} \]

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th># of instances</th>
<th>Pattern</th>
<th>Assigned Polysemy Type</th>
<th># of False positives</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1002</td>
<td>Common Parent</td>
<td>Spec. polysem</td>
<td>93</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>75</td>
<td>attribute#property.quality</td>
<td>Metaphoric</td>
<td>7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>52</td>
<td>attribute#quality.trait</td>
<td>Metaphoric</td>
<td>22</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>30</td>
<td>vascular plant#herb,woody plant</td>
<td>Spec. polysem</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>29</td>
<td>*abstraction#communication.group</td>
<td>Metonymy</td>
<td>11</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>28</td>
<td>*abstraction#attribute,measure</td>
<td>Metaphoric</td>
<td>10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>21</td>
<td>artifact#commodity,covering</td>
<td>Spec. polysem</td>
<td>10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>19</td>
<td>attribute#property.trait</td>
<td>Metaphoric</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>18</td>
<td>animal#invertebrate,larva</td>
<td>Spec. polysem</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>16</td>
<td>woody plant#shrub,tree</td>
<td>Spec. polysem</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

VI. Results and Evaluation

In Table III, we present the results of our approach after the manual validation.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Polysemy type</th>
<th># of words</th>
<th># of words in percentage (%)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Metaphor</td>
<td>559</td>
<td>13.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Homograph</td>
<td>1011</td>
<td>24.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Spec. Polysem</td>
<td>2139</td>
<td>52.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Systematic</td>
<td>361</td>
<td>7.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Others</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

To evaluate our approach, 1020 cases have been evaluated by two evaluators. In the following Table V, we report the statistics of the evaluation, where the column polysemy type refers to homonymy, metaphor, metonymy, or specialization polysemy and polysemy operation refers to creating missing parent, adding missing relation, or merging operation. Note that, polysemy operation is applicable in case of specialization polysemy. The table presents the agreement between the evaluators and our approach. The third row represents the number of cases, where at least one evaluator agrees with our approach.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Polysemy type</th>
<th># of instances</th>
<th>Polysemy operation</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Evaluator 1</td>
<td>979 ≈ 96%</td>
<td>924 ≈ 90.5%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Evaluator 2</td>
<td>945 ≈ 92.5%</td>
<td>855 ≈ 84%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Partial agreement</td>
<td>1006 ≈ 98.5%</td>
<td>978 ≈ 96%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

As we can see from the results above, although the agreement with the approach is high, in many cases, the evaluators agree on the specialization polysemy type but disagree on the operation type. The explanation for this is that the operation is decided according to the nature of lemmas in both synsets as explained in section IV.

VII. Conclusion and Future Work

In the present paper, we introduced a pattern based approach for solving the polysemy problem in WordNet. Our approach deals and covers all polysemy cases at all ontological levels of wordNet. Furthermore, it improves the ontological structure of WordNet by transforming the
implicit relations between the polysemous senses at lexical level into explicit semantic relations. The manual treatment in two phases of the approach guarantees the quality of the approach result. We have tested our approach on polysemous nouns that have two senses and the results were promising.

Our next step is to apply the approach on all polysemous nouns in WordNet. In a subsequent phase, we are going to extend our algorithm to handle verbs, adjectives and adverbs.

The main contributions of this work are at two levels:
At the conceptual level, we are providing a new foundation towards the problem of polysemy. At the implementation level, we aim to improve the quality of NLP and knowledge-based applications, especially in the field of the semantic search.
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Abstract— Laplacian low-rank approximations are much appreciated in the context of graph spectral methods and Correspondence Analysis. We address here the problem of determining the dimensionality $K^*$ of the relevant eigenspace of a general binary datatable by a statistically well-founded method. We propose 1) a general framework for graph adjacency matrices and any rectangular binary matrix, and 2) a randomization test for fixing $K^*$. We illustrate with both artificial and real data.
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I. INTRODUCTION AND STATE-OF-THE-ART

Spectral methods are used for optimally condensing and representing a set of objects in a space of lower dimensionality than the number of their descriptors. In this way, new relevant, informative and composite features are set apart from noisy, non-informative ones. This is especially useful when the descriptor space is sparse, which is typically the case for data of “pick-any” type, such as words in text segments, or links between Web pages, or social networks. An ever-growing number of applications rely on this type of condensed representation: Latent Semantic Analysis (LSA), supervised or semi-supervised learning, manifold learning, linear or non-linear PCA, vector symbolic architectures, spectral graph clustering and many others. A recurrent problem in any low-rank approximation process consists of determining the “right” rank of this approximation. Methods have been proposed to deal with this problem in the case of pre-defined data distributions, such as in [1]. But in the general case, nothing but empirical rules have been proposed, to the best of our knowledge: relying on the empirical evidence of a “gap” in the scree-plot of the eigenvalue sequence, whether visual or based on numerical indices such as first or second differences [2], or more basically on the value sqrt(N), etc. In LSA, empirical recommendations are provided [3], such as keeping the 200 to 400 first components. We address here the problem of determining the relevant dimensionality of the simplest, very common type of tabular data, i.e. the sparse binary tables. As such tables include adjacency matrices of unweighted graphs, and as graphs are known to be a powerful and extensively studied representation of many classes of data, we aim at incorporating in our framework a state-of-the-art representation space of graphs, i.e. one in the Laplacian family of eigenspaces. In the prospect of a maximum generality, a pleasant observation is that any binary datatable may be considered as a part of the adjacency matrix of a bipartite graph: we will focus, without lack of generality, on determining the best representation space, and its optimal number of dimensions, for unweighted and unoriented graphs, and thus for any binary matrix.

In Section II we will recall basic results about eigenanalysis of graphs and Correspondence Analysis. Section III will bridge the gap between graphs and general binary tables, and Section IV will present a randomization test for fixing the dimensionality of the relevant eigenspace. Applications to graph and data matrices are the topic of Section V, while we will close by presenting some related approaches, conclusions and future work.

II. EIGEN-SPACES FOR GRAPH MINING

To the best of our knowledge, the first application of eigen-analysis to graphs dates back to Benzécri [4], when Correspondence Analysis (C.A.) was applied to adjacency matrices. Let us recall that C.A. [5][6] relies on the eigen-analysis of a matrix $Q$ issued from any two-way correspondence matrix $X$ (in the case of an undirected and unweighted graph, $X$ is binary and symmetric; $Q$ is symmetric, too) with

$$Q = Dr^{1/2} X De^{1/2}$$

where $Dr$ and $De$ are the diagonal matrices of the row and column totals. The eigen-decomposition of $Q$ writes $Q = \Lambda \mathbf{U} \mathbf{V}^T$ where $\Lambda$ is the diagonal matrix of the eigenvalues ($\lambda_1, \ldots, \lambda_L = 1$, L being the number of connected components; $1 > \lambda_{L+1} > \ldots > \lambda_R > 0$, R being the rank of $X$). $U$ and $V$ are the eigenvector matrices for the rows and columns respectively, giving rise to several possible variants of C.A. factors, depending on the authors. Benzécri [4] has shown analytical solutions for simple graphs such as rings or meshes. Lebart [7] has generalized to contiguity analysis, and illustrated by showing that the ($F_2, F_3$) factor plane representation of the contiguity graph between French counties reconstitutes the allure of the France map.
An independent research track starting with [8] has defined two “normalized graph Laplacians”, namely the symmetric Laplacian \((I - Q)\), where \(I\) is the identity matrix, and \(\lambda_1, \ldots, \lambda_k\) are the number of connected components; \(0 < \lambda_{k+1} < \cdots < \lambda_L\), \(R\) being the rank of \(X\). The “random walk” variant is \(I - D^{-1}X\).

Spectral graph clustering consists of grouping the similar nodes in a K-dimensional major eigen-subspace – for a review see [9] – and is an increasingly active research line. To our knowledge and up to now, the problem of determining the number \(K\), when the distribution of degrees is non-standard, has not received more satisfactory answers than the scree-plot visual or second-difference heuristics [2], visibly prominent in the case of small graphs, but difficult to put into practice in the case of large ones.

III. FROM GRAPHS TO BINARY MATRICES THROUGH BIPARTITE GRAPHS

A well-established result in data analysis states that the relevant, noise-filtered information lies in the dominant eigen-elements of a data matrix [8]. In the case of the \(Q\) matrix, Benzécri [4], Chung [8] and many others have shown that the value of its first eigenvalue, of multiplicity \(L\) (\(L\) being the number of connected components), is one (the same is true of the \(D^{-1}\) matrix).

In the case of a bipartite graph, whose adjacency matrix and symmetric Laplacian write respectively

\[
\begin{bmatrix}
0 & M \\
0 & Q
\end{bmatrix}
\]

and

\[
\begin{bmatrix}
M^T \ 0 \\
0 \ 0
\end{bmatrix}
\]

a simplification follows from the property of this type of matrices to have their eigenvalue set composed of the singular values of their rectangular non-empty submatrix, stacked with their opposites – in our \(Q\) case, in the range [-1; 1]. It follows that the basic correspondence analysis of any binary matrix, i.e. the SVD of its “symmetric” Laplacian matrix \(Q\), giving rise to the signed contributions of its rows and columns to the inertia accounted by each factor, constitutes a basic reference for comparing this matrix to random counterparts.

IV. A RANDOMIZATION TEST FOR FIXING THE DIMENSIONALITY OF THE RELEVANT EIGENSPACE

We have set up a randomization method [10] for generating random versions of a binary datable with the same margins as those of this table, and set up the ensuing test for validating any statistics conducted on it. It is to be noted that the principles of generation of random matrices with same margins as a reference matrix seem to have been discovered independently several times, in various application domains: ecology, psychometrics, combinatorics, sociology. Cadot [11] legitimates a rigorous permutation algorithm based on rectangular “flip-flops”, and shows that any Boolean matrix can be converted into any other one with the same margins in a finite number of cascading flip-flops, i.e. compositions of elementary rectangular flip-flops: at the crossings of rows \(i\) and \(i'\), and columns \(j\) and \(j'\), a rectangular flip-flop keeping the margins unchanged is possible if the \((i_1, j_1)\) and \((i_2, j_2)\) values are 1 whereas the \((i_1, j_2)\) et \((i_2, j_1)\) values are 0. To our knowledge it was the first time this principle was introduced in data mining.

As is the case for all other randomization tests [12], the general idea comes from the exact Fisher test [13], but it applies to the variables taken as a whole, and not pairwise. The flip-flops preserve the irreducible background structure of the datable, but break up the meaningful links specific to a real-life data table. For example, most of texts×words datatables have a power-law distribution of the words, and a binomial-like one for the number of unique words in the texts. This background structure induces our “statistical expectation” of no links conditionally to the type of corpus. Getting rid of the background structure enables this method to process any type of binary data, both (1) taking into account the marginal distributions, (2) doing this without any need to specify any statistical model for these distributions.

When using this algorithm, one must fix the values of three parameters: the number of rectangular flip-flops for generating non-biased random matrices, the number of randomized matrices, the alpha risk. This test is akin to be applied to adjacency matrices of bipartite, unoriented, unweighted graphs, as the non-empty parts of such matrices are made up of two symmetric rectangular binary matrices, and this structure is akin to be reproduced when generating random versions as described above. For generating randomized versions of the adjacency matrix of an unoriented, unweighted graph, further constraints have to be imposed at the step of enabling or not a rectangular flip-flop: the square matrix must be kept symmetric and its diagonal empty. Note that the problem at stake is different from the one addressed by [19], i.e. generating a random matrix with prescribed margins, which does not necessarily supports an exact solution.

V. APPLICATIONS

We have detected the relevant dimension \(K^*\) and used the corresponding reduced dataspace in the context of both graph and non-graph problems. In a proof-of-concept perspective, we will present here one artificial and one real dataset for each category – for a more detailed but less general presentation, see [14]. Throughout these examples, we will put forward successive visual representations we found useful.

A. Graphs

First, we have built the adjacency matrix of an unoriented and unweighted graph of 66 vertices, with four noisy cliques (missing intra-clique links: 17%; inter-clique links: 12%). Figure 1 shows that the computed sequence of the 66 eigenvalues of its Laplacian, whether positive or negative, ranked by decreasing value of their module, fits into the “confidence funnel” of its 200 randomized counterparts, except the first one (value: one, by construction) and the next three, which clearly de-
lineate the relevant support space for representing the four clusters as vertices of a tetrahedron (Figure 2).

We have also processed the “Football league” data [15] which embed the “theoretical” social structure made of 12 regional “conferences”, as well as the unsupervised structure emanating from the 115-node graph.

According to our test with 200 randomized adjacency matrices, at the 99% confidence threshold, the ten “first” eigenvalues (N°2 to N°11, as there is a single connected component in the graph) of the original Laplacian matrix clearly dominate the confidence “funnel” of its 200 randomized counterparts.

An extra cluster analysis in this reduced space resulted in a quasi-perfect F-score measure for nine conferences, and a good or meager one for three of them, less geographically interrelated, summing up in a .956 global F-score. The U2 × U3 plane provides an overview of the structure (Figure 3), whereas the U4 to U11 dimensions offer more local points of view, and the subsequent ones show no recognizable structure.

### B. Binary Rectangular Tables

We have designed a (1500; 836) binary matrix with a power-law distribution of the row sums and two fuzzy and overlapping column clusters, built by pasting twice the same (750; 836) Zipfian-distributed datatable, the second time with a random reordering of the columns. Our test results in two relevant eigenvalues, giving rise to a planar representation of the rows (Figure 4) showing off the orthogonality of two “logics”, or “scales”, and not a crisp opposition between two clusters.

Our experience is that this specific and rarely identified data structure is frequent in textual data; it takes here a concrete form when sorting the rows and columns of the datatable according to the dominant non-trivial eigenvector U2 (Figure 5).

We also processed a 753 per 11,567 Texts × Words matrix issued from a query to the Lexis-Nexis press database concerning three months of environmental controversies in the French press: it ensued that the relevant eigenspace was a 195-dimensional one, in which a cluster analysis of the words had put to the fore one clearly syntactical cluster from a hundred or so other ones devoted each to a particular press “story” noticeable in this period. In this case, the assessment criterion could be nothing but qualitative. Table 1 displays an example of such a news story.
TABLE I. EXAMPLE OF A CLUSTER IN THE PRESS DATABASE: THE NEWS STORY “THE EUROPEAN COMMISSIONER DACIAN CIOLOS NEGOTIATES AGRICULTURAL ISSUES IN WASHINGTON”.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Rank</th>
<th>Word</th>
<th>POS-tag</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>antimicrobien</td>
<td>U</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>spongiforme</td>
<td>U</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>Peterson</td>
<td>U</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>Ron</td>
<td>U</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>Mike</td>
<td>U</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>Dacian</td>
<td>U</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>CIOLOS</td>
<td>U</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>impression</td>
<td>SBC</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9</td>
<td>09-léver</td>
<td>SBC</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>Lucas</td>
<td>U</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11</td>
<td>US</td>
<td>SBC</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12</td>
<td>durant</td>
<td>PREP</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>13</td>
<td>494</td>
<td>CAR</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>14</td>
<td>rappeler</td>
<td>PAR</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>15</td>
<td>préparation</td>
<td>SBC</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>16</td>
<td>répondre</td>
<td>PAR</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>17</td>
<td>conserver</td>
<td>VNCFF</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>18</td>
<td>subvention</td>
<td>SBC</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

VI. RELATED APPROACHES

While we have listed in Section I heuristic approaches for determining the relevant dimensionality of a data matrix, in [16] we presented a test in the same line as the one we develop here: we compared the singular values of a raw binary matrix to their counterparts in a set of randomized versions of this matrix. However this approach is subject to a major statistical concern: the singular-value scree does cross the upper bound of the singular-values of the randomized matrices, defining the desired relevant eigen-subspace, but it also crosses the lower bound, thus resulting in a difficult interpretation problem for the “significantly small” singular values. Moreover this approach offers no connection to Laplacian eigenspaces, nor Correspondence Analysis, as does the present one. Gionis et al. [17] deals, as we do, with the problem of finding out the number of relevant eigen-dimensions in a rectangular binary matrix, but presents a heuristic approach based on a unique randomized matrix, and no connection either to Laplacian eigenmaps nor Correspondence Analysis.

VII. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK

We have presented a general framework for the dimensionality reduction of undirected and unweighted graphs, as well as of any rectangular binary table, a perspective covering both Laplacian eigenmaps and Correspondence Analysis of the said matrices. We have then shown that the number of dimensions of such an embedding space could be determined by a rigorous randomization test, contrasting with preceding heuristic approaches.

A major extension relates to scaling the procedure: whereas no efficiency issues arise for the data-class “n*1000 to m*10,000 vectors of n*1000 to m*10,000 dimensions”, parallelization has to be set up beyond, both at the randomization level and the linear algebra computation one, which is well within the scope of the state-of-the-art. Another major extension, addressing both theoretical and practical difficult issues, is to generalize to any signed or unsigned integer matrix, if not any real-valued one.
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Abstract—The research focuses on finding an interlinking solution for integration of the Social Web and the Semantic Web for knowledge management needs of small and medium-sized enterprises in respect to preserving their knowledge assets. The solution proposed includes a conceptual level framework for describing metadata of knowledge assets and a process for its usage. The framework can be used for introduction of a semi-structured knowledge repository which role is to act as a middleware between Social Web and Semantic Web tools used by small and medium-sized enterprises. Moreover, analysis of data acquired through online questionnaire and revealing trends in usage of Social Web environments and knowledge management activities within small and medium-sized enterprises is presented in the paper.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Small and medium-sized enterprises (SMEs) are a significant subject in the European agenda, because they play a decisive role in the competitiveness and dynamic of the European economy [1]. Their central role is recognized by the Small Business Act for Europe [2] adopted in June of 2008. It puts into place a comprehensive SME policy framework for the EU and the Member States [3]. At the same time, since adoption of the Lisbon Strategy [4] the Europe is moving towards development of a knowledge-based economy that even more emphasizes significance of SMEs as providers of employment opportunities and key players for the well-being of local and regional communities [2]. It is logical that with the transition to a knowledge-based economy knowledge has become an important competitive factor and the most substantial value in all aspects of social and professional life. Therefore, today, staying competitive means relying upon knowledge of human resources and performing effective knowledge management with aim do not lose business-vital knowledge assets because usually know-how of enterprises is closely associated to tacit knowledge of their employees. In the paper, a knowledge asset is understood as any kind of knowledge like enterprise’s know-how, employees’ experience and competence, etc. used or held by a SME. In [5], two approaches to knowledge management are distinguished: 1) a product-oriented approach focusing on creating, storing, and re-using documents and 2) a process-oriented approach in which knowledge is tied to the person and is shared with other employees through communication. The paper focuses on the last approach.

Rapidly growing information and communication technology (ICT) provides a lot of solutions for effective knowledge management, but in the process-oriented approach the purpose of ICT is to help employees to communicate knowledge. However, typically SMEs use different environments, platforms, and collaborative tools (very often with different formats and structures of information stored), usually freely available in the Web, for support of knowledge management. This restricts collaborative use and sharing of knowledge assets in order to provide employees with knowledge needed in a particular time span. There is no mechanism in place which allows retrieving and transforming of knowledge assets from and between different environments without losing contextual meaning of these assets. One of the solutions for solving this issue could be introduction of technological capabilities offered by Web 3.0 (the Semantic Web). Web 3.0 allows describing and structuring of different knowledge assets using ontology which adds meaningful metadata to knowledge assets. Regardless that Web 3.0 technology suffers from drawbacks related to high-cost development and maintenance, as well as technological capabilities, it can be successfully used together with the already widely popular Social Web. Both technologies – the Semantic Web and the Social Web – are able to supplement each other in order to achieve knowledge integrity and ubiquity.

The current research was initially motivated by personal experience of one of the authors who is a CEO of a SME. Therefore, it seeks to answer the main research question: how both mentioned technologies can be integrated in an applicable way to support knowledge management activities within SMEs? The paper offers a conceptual level solution that can be adopted by SMEs on the top of their existing ICT infrastructure. It includes a framework for describing metadata of knowledge assets and a process for its usage. The framework can be used to introduce a semi-structured knowledge repository the role of which is to act as a middleware between Social Web and Semantic Web tools used by SMEs.
The paper is structured as follows. Section II considers related work in the field of usage the Semantic Web for needs of SMEs. General information on the Social Web and the Semantic Web is provided in Section III. Section IV presents the research methodology. Results of the analysis of data acquired through the online survey and revealing trends in usage of Social Web environments and knowledge management activities within SMEs are given in Section V. Then the solution for merging capabilities of the Social Web and the Semantic Web is described together with its testing results. Conclusions and directions of future work are given at the end of the paper.

II. RELATED WORK

Breslin et al. [6] point out that the Semantic Web has become very popular last years and many large companies have started to experiment with it in order to understand the value of this technology for their business. The authors consider theoretical fundamentals of the Semantic Web and its usage in different application areas, inter alia the paper includes a quite comprehensive section on the Semantic Web and knowledge management. Rezgui et al. [7] concentrate on construction industry where SMEs are dominating and develop ontology for integration of disparate web-enabled applications and management of interactions between individuals and teams. The system which is based on the Semantic Web and supports knowledge workers in learning at workplace is presented in [8]. The authors report a case of deployment of the mentioned system in a network of SMEs and discuss issues which a company has to face, when it wants to deploy a modern learning environment relying on the Semantic Web technology. Goy and Magro [9] consider the problem of integration of the capabilities of knowledge based systems using ontologies (the Semantic Web) and possibilities of the Social Web and provide a design of a social web-based repository of software solutions offered by ICT companies for SMEs. It is necessary to note that regardless that there is a huge amount of publications and books on the Semantic Web itself, there are a few researches on potential of this technology for SMEs. The main reason could be related to drawbacks of this technology, especially high development and maintenance costs which could not be acceptable for SMEs usually operating within tight financial limits. At the same time, integration of the Semantic Web with the already widely distributed Social Web could provide significant advantages for SMEs without necessity to spend additional financial resources.

III. THE SOCIAL WEB AND THE SEMANTIC WEB

The Social Web, also referred as Web 2.0, assumes that content is created and managed by users populating a single environment (usually a social network). Users in this environment are related by the set of social relations which allow communication and content sharing. According to Rohani and Hock [10], social networking services offer users a space where they can maintain their relationships, chat with each other, share information, and build new relationships through existing ones. Kim et al. [11] define social websites as those websites that give people possibility to form online communities and share user-created contents. Therefore, the more users share their knowledge in a social network, the bigger knowledge base is created within this environment.

The Semantic Web, also referred as Web 3.0, introduces intelligence in the Web through representation of information in machine readable and understandable way leading to more adaptable and personalized environments. According to Bonilla-Morales, Medianero-Pasco, and Vargas-Lombardo [12], the Semantic Web is composed of a set of Web and knowledge representation technologies constituting what is known as a web of data where some human intelligence is integrated into the Web, making the search easier and more productive.

The architecture of the Semantic Web consists of the following layers [12][13]:

- Uniform Resource Identifier (URI) [14] used for location and identification of resources in the Web through giving them unique names;
- XML together with XML Schema [15] allowing transfer of different data between different environments;
- Resource Description Framework (RDF) together with RDF Schema [16] used to describe semantics of information; SPARQL query language allows expressing of queries for data that are stored in RDF format;
- Web Ontology Language (OWL) [17] allowing definition of a common vocabulary or, in other words, a common library of meanings which can be used between different environments.

The Semantic Web provides a number of benefits like possibility to describe all information in a semantic way, more consistent search queries, ability to transfer information between environments without losing its meaning, shifting tasks from humans to artificial intelligence, and improved decision making processes. However, regardless that the concept of the Semantic Web is very promising, it faces many issues such as high development costs due to necessity to rebuild ICT structure to get value from introduction of semantics, time consuming ontology building for a particular domain of interest, high maintenance costs due to changes, ageing, and appearance of knowledge in a dynamic way, etc.

At the current point of technological development and of users’ overall ICT skill level, it is hard to maintain a computable Semantic Web-based environment alone, without introduction of any other already existing (or new) technologies. The research presented by Jovanović, Gašević, Torniai, Batemand, and Hatala [18] suggests combining the already popular and well adopted Social Web with the technological capabilities offered by the Semantic Web. In this case, it is possible to avoid drawbacks of the Semantic Web and also to improve the current Web infrastructure, which lacks interoperability from the perspective of knowledge transfer. Combination of these technologies does not mean “blind” merging of the capabilities as such, but taking the best independent components and/or concepts to bind them together. The same research also mentions that
the Semantic Web cannot work alone in an available Web environment as it requires collaborative applications based on the Social Web that allow operating with shared knowledge. On the other side, the Social Web can benefit from structured and easily transferable knowledge because it can be used by multiple applications without special adoptions.

IV. RESEARCH METHODOLOGY

The research presented in the paper followed the following main steps:

1) Identification of trends in usage of the Social Web within SMEs and issues related to preserving knowledge assets within an enterprise;
2) Examination of capabilities of the Social Web and the Semantic Web in relation to the results of Step 1;
3) Finding an integration solution.

Step 1 was based on a questionnaire which development proceeded in two stages:

1) First of all, an initial questionnaire was developed and then used in the interview process with several management representatives of SMEs;
2) After the interview process, the initial questionnaire was modified to acquire a meaningful set of questions and then an online questionnaire was developed using services of the website [19].

The final questionnaire included 16 questions distributed between the following categories: 2 questions – information about the enterprise; 3 questions – usage of Social Web environments and tools within the enterprise; 3 questions – knowledge management tools used by the enterprise; 3 questions – enterprise’s opinion about usage of the Social Web for knowledge management; 5 questions – trends in having employees with a unique knowledge set and existence of a scenario for preserving knowledge assets.

The final questionnaire was distributed to 90 managers of different SMEs in Latvia using personal contacts of the authors.

V. USAGE OF THE SOCIAL WEB AND KNOWLEDGE MANAGEMENT ACTIVITIES WITHIN SMALL AND MEDIUM-SIZED ENTERPRISES

The survey was organized with the following hypothesis in mind: despite active use of Social Web tools in SMEs, enterprises do not have a scenario in place for managing and preserving their knowledge assets.

During March of 2012, 50 respondents (from 90 to whom the questionnaire was sent) from different business areas took part in the survey. They included managers and CEOs of SMEs in the Republic of Latvia. The majority of the data were collected from enterprises in ICT field - 22,22% (11), followed by Production - 18,18% (9) and companies which provide B2C services 12,12% (6). The whole set of enterprises participated in the survey was distributed as follows: ICT - 22%; Other - 22%; Production - 18%; Services - 12%; Finance - 8%; Construction/Real estate - 6%; Wholesale - 4%; Retail - 4%; Media - 2%; Transport/Logistics - 2%.

The usage of Social Web environments and tools within an enterprise is very closely related to behaviour of employees and their willing to use such tools not only in their primary duties at work, but also in everyday life. Figure 1 presents data about usage of Social Web environments and tools among employees from the perspective of management. It is possible to note that 50% (25) of all enterprises assume that at least 60% of their employees use Social Web environments in their everyday life to perform different activities, such as communication, knowledge sharing, and learning. However, it is important to take into account that this data can be biased, because of the fact that they are provided by the management, not by employees themselves and can differ from the real situation, as some employees may hide their behaviour of using the Social Web.

Further analysis of the data shows that 74% (37) of all respondents use the Social Web in their enterprises, nevertheless only 58% (29) answered that they know what is knowledge management and its associated activities. Moreover, 50% (25) of respondents were able to choose specific Social Web tools they find beneficial for knowledge management within their enterprises. The managers chose the following tools: Messenger – 20%; File transfer – 18%; Multimedia – 12%; Chat – 11%; Forums – 8%; Wiki – 8%; Blogs – 7%; Bookmarks – 7%; Feedback forms – 6%; Other – 3%.

The data show that the most popular are Messenger with included electronic mail, File transfer, Multimedia, and Chat. The least popular are tools that require much more efforts in relation to content creation and its management. They are Forums, Wiki, Feedback forms, Bookmarks, and Blogs. Among other tools beneficial for knowledge management, the managers mentioned Twitter which has got enormous growth in recent years due to easy and simple interaction and user interface.

The whole spectrum of the tools chosen by the management allows making a conclusion that two main aspects of knowledge management are equally important for enterprises: a) communication and b) knowledge sharing. The managers who participated in the survey explained that they consider these tools as a mechanism which supports knowledge sharing in a more efficient manner and allows faster interexchanging (communication) of different knowledge assets between employees.

Analysis of the data concerning knowledge holders within enterprises reveals that 80% (39) of enterprises have key employees who own a unique knowledge set from the perspective of a particular enterprise. This is a common situation for small companies and startups in their early development stage, when there is a group of key employees who perform several crucial tasks and monitor main business processes. Regardless that having such employees is a big risk for any enterprise, the answers showed that the managers pay no effort in solving such a situation, as 74% (37) answered that they do not have a scenario developed for preserving knowledge in case if an employee leaves the enterprise. The reason for such a behaviour can be explained in two ways. The first one is that usually SMEs delegate...
several fields of competence to the same employee to save financial resources. This is a pure management problem which does not have relationship with technological issues. However, still effective business process optimization with the help of ICT can improve the situation. The second reason is that the most of the management are not aware or do not have a mechanism available to capture key knowledge and preserve them. Regardless that tools built on the concept of the Social Web allow collecting of knowledge, there is still a problem of developing efficient exchange of this knowledge across different applications in necessary context and provision of them to employees in the same manner as a unite knowledge asset. Variety of tools and data formats preferred and used by enterprises hinders efficient knowledge sharing across the enterprise, resulting in a huge risk for organizations to suffer from loss of key knowledge assets.

VI. INTEGRATION OF THE SEMANTIC WEB AND THE SOCIAL WEB FOR PURPOSES OF KNOWLEDGE MANAGEMENT

The analysis of the questionnaire presented in Section V revealed that the most part of SMEs use Social Web tools to ensure communication and sharing of knowledge assets. Therefore, to support both of the mentioned aspects in efficient way, it is necessary to integrate metadata of the Semantic Web into a Social Web environment to provide semantic meaning for knowledge assets of the enterprise.

A. The Proposed Solution

Taking into account that different types of tools and environments use different methods for representation of knowledge, it is necessary to find common patterns in order to introduce a standardized knowledge representation structure. For this purpose examination of Social Web tools for communication, knowledge sharing and management was made paying attention to their data sets. The results allowed assuming that it is possible to use a common metadata description framework which relies on the following attributes:

- title of a knowledge asset;
- abstract of the knowledge asset;
- description of the knowledge asset;
- data about the author;
- link to a knowledge source.

The title of a knowledge asset is a common and mandatory description for any type of knowledge provided and used within a SME. The abstract of the knowledge asset provides a short introduction into knowledge contained in the asset. The description of the knowledge asset includes content of the knowledge asset from a communication tool and it should not be mandatory because file transfer and multimedia solutions in most cases do not provide this kind of information. To ensure reliability of knowledge and to increase responsibility of employees within SMEs, it is necessary to store information about the author of the provided knowledge asset. Such information could also be useful in case of necessity to add additional knowledge to the asset. In case of using a knowledge sharing and management tool for storing or transforming non-textual knowledge assets, links to the original knowledge source show the exact location of the knowledge asset. This attribute should not be mandatory, as textual information does not require a link to a knowledge source because of its integration into the description area of the knowledge asset. Taking into account different formats of knowledge assets used within SMEs, it is recommended to use links to original knowledge sources. A knowledge asset itself is still kept within the storage repository of the Social Web environment. Following such a guideline allows bypassing implementation process of a complex and costless mechanism for managing different knowledge assets within ICT environment of SMEs.

The next step is to discover common patterns within the Semantic Web to create a linkage between Web 2.0 and Web 3.0 technologies. In order to define the research scope, it was decided to focus on technological capabilities and structure of the Semantic Web portal DBpedia [20], which is the biggest publicly available free semantic knowledge repository, containing more than 3.6 million descriptions of knowledge assets and over 1 billion of RDF triples. DBpedia structures and describes knowledge assets in a semantic way from Wikipedia which is a typical Social Web environment. DBpedia’s centrality and cross-domain nature makes it one of the most important and most referred knowledge bases on the Web of Data, generally used as a reference for data interlinking [21]. Its knowledge assets contain information about persons, places, music, films, games, organisations, species, diseases, and many other subjects of interest that can be used to support knowledge management in SMEs by enriching their knowledge repositories with additional knowledge interlinked using an ontological description.

In order to access the knowledge repository of DBpedia, it is possible to use SPARQL endpoint offered by DBpedia for direct implementation of complex queries to retrieve description of a specific entity displayed within infobox. Depending on the type of an entity, DBpedia uses different infoboxes to display its content to the user; nevertheless there are still common properties for all knowledge assets. Examination of different types of content revealed the following set of properties:
• title of a knowledge asset;
• rdf:type – a type defined in DBpedia and assigned to each knowledge asset with aim to group knowledge assets and make their hierarchy;
• dbpedia-owl:abstract – abstract of each knowledge asset of DBpedia;
• dbpedia-owl:wikiPageExternalLink – a link to a description of a knowledge asset in Wikipedia;
• is dbpedia-owl:wikiPageRedirects – a link to synonyms of a knowledge asset.

Structure of the properties described above can be considered as similar to some degree with the metadata description proposed by the authors of the paper. Such similarity allows introduction of interlinking between unstructured knowledge assets of Social Web tools and the knowledge repository of DBpedia in order to add additional meaning to unstructured knowledge assets. Knowledge assets retrieved from the Social Web can benefit from such interlinking by acquiring additional knowledge and imposing structure through different assets of DBpedia. By introduction of the structuring mechanism for knowledge assets of the Social Web, it is possible to get semi-structured knowledge, which can be used to support knowledge management within SMEs, and to increase reliability and accessibility of particular knowledge. Moreover, it allows an enterprise to use additional knowledge available in DBpedia.

In order to introduce interlinking between knowledge assets of the Social Web and DBpedia, it is necessary to develop a middleware that will serve as a metadata description repository of knowledge assets within an environment. The purpose of the middleware is to tie knowledge assets from different Social Web tools with knowledge instances from the knowledge repository of DBpedia. Figure 2 illustrates interlinking of Social Web environments and DBpedia.

Taking into consideration the structure of properties in DBpedia and the one within the Social Web, it is possible to define a list of properties that should be introduced within the middleware for description of knowledge assets:
• rdf:title – title of a knowledge asset;
• rdf:category – a category of the knowledge asset allowing to group knowledge assets; categories can be freely defined by an enterprise;

![Figure 2. User interaction with the middleware and Social Web environments.](image)

In order to achieve better linking between the middleware and DBpedia, it is necessary to describe all properties and values using the RDF descriptive language. Such an approach is able to provide additional benefits in future by moving an enterprise’s knowledge repository even closer to semantic structure. In order to perform interlinking of a Social Web environment and DBpedia, the middleware should be able to support a process proposed by the authors of the paper and illustrated in Figure 3. First of all, it is necessary to allocate a knowledge asset within a particular Social Web environment. This task is not mandatory for the middleware as it can be performed manually by an employee of the enterprise. This allows to lower development costs of the middleware. After the allocation process, it is necessary to describe the knowledge asset using the RDF descriptive language according to the property structure described previously. In order to interlink the knowledge asset with DBpedia, the employee must perform search procedure to allocate a corresponding knowledge instance within DBpedia. After retrieving information about the knowledge instance, the employee must add value to owl:DBpedia property to establish a link between the asset and the instance. After implementation of the described process, employees of the enterprise will be able to access the interlinked knowledge asset for performing learning or decision-making processes.

Following the process described above, it is possible to define any type of knowledge assets from the Social Web and interlink them with knowledge instances of DBpedia in order to provide additional meaning to a particular knowledge set and to introduce a semi-structured knowledge repository within SMEs without rebuilding their ICT infrastructure. The interlinking solution (see Figure 3) allows still relying on capabilities offered by the Social Web; nevertheless it allows using of concepts of Web 3.0
within an enterprise to improve knowledge management activities.

B. Testing the Solution

In order to prove feasibility of the solution developed and presented in this paper, it was decided to perform an experiment within a SME by linking its existing knowledge assets from a Social Web environment with external knowledge assets from the Semantic Web Portal DBpedia. The SME is using Wiki platform for knowledge management purposes by describing key knowledge used in its business processes. Regardless that Wiki allows grouping of knowledge assets using criteria developed by an organization, it lacks semantic structure which makes it difficult to structure knowledge in a meaningful way. The Wiki of the SME contains knowledge assets related to user interface and web design. Taking into account two mentioned groups of knowledge assets, it was decided to group knowledge assets presented in Wiki by linking them to two different instances of DBpedia about web design and user interface issues. Table I illustrates a description schema for interlinking knowledge assets of the SME with knowledge instances from DBpedia taking into account category of a particular knowledge asset.

After that, the following experiment was performed. A knowledge asset was chosen from the Social Web portal Behance Network (http://www.behance.net/) which serves as a creative community for communication between designers and storing of different data formats for building creative portfolio. Portfolio assets within Behance Network in most cases consist of graphic and textual materials presented using a common template for all sets of data. The chosen knowledge asset contains portfolio information about design of user interface for Latvian fashion designer Davids’ Internet resource and can be located through the following [22]. Table 2 lists properties and values of the description of the knowledge asset.

In order to test the description of the knowledge asset and integration results of DBpedia, it was decided to share the knowledge asset with two employees of the enterprise. One of the employees received the knowledge asset with the attached description. The second partner received just the description showing better understanding about the problem area and was taking more active part in the discussion process. Results of the meeting revealed that both employees were informed about the project and had no problems with involvement into discussion about the particular subject. Nevertheless when the topic of the meeting was changed in a favour of web design area, the employee who had received the knowledge asset with the additional description showed better understanding about the problem area and was taking more active part in the discussion process. Moreover, he had also acquired knowledge about graphic design as it was linked with the web design instance of DBpedia.

The experiment showed that usage of the interlinking solution within SME allows, first of all, introduction of a semi-structured knowledge repository by adding additional knowledge grouping criteria based on the Semantic Web Portal DBpedia. Moreover, the proposed solution enlarges the knowledge repository of the SME by adding free available knowledge from DBpedia by linking it with the already existing and used knowledge assets and can be considered as a first step towards the Social Semantic Web.

VII. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK

The research presented in the paper included analysis of data acquired through the survey aimed to uncover trends regarding usage of Web 2.0 environments and knowledge management tools within SMEs. As a result, the main conclusion made was related to the fact that SMEs actively use Social Web environments for knowledge communication and sharing. At the same time, the most of enterprises do not have a scenario for preserving their knowledge assets. Taking into account the findings mentioned above, the solution for interlinking the knowledge repository of the Semantic Web portal DBpedia with Social Web
environments was proposed and tested. Integration of DBpedia, as a resource of Web 3.0, can help SMEs to structure their unstructured knowledge assets from different Social Web environments by introducing the semi-structured knowledge repository through adding contextual meaning to existing knowledge assets. The proposed solution allows interlinking of different Social Web based knowledge communication and sharing tools and does not restrict enterprises in adding metadata descriptions to existing knowledge assets. Nevertheless, it requires introduction of the middleware between DBpedia and a Social Web environment, which serves as a bridge between the Social Web and the Semantic Web. Future work is related to practical implementation of the proposed solution. It is planned to introduce the mentioned repository in several SMEs in Latvia and to perform pilot testing with further identification of its usability advantages, and drawbacks through a questionnaire offered to staff and managers of the SMEs.
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Abstract—The fluidity of game genres can be considered an issue to be solved; however, we propose to look at it as a social value, from a positive and creative perspective. In this study, we analyze emergence of game genres, experimenting with a constructive use of negative discourse from online communities, about the controversial genre of mono-dimensional games (i.e., 1D). Analyzing online conversations, 1D games can be defined as a non-genre, since posts about them are almost exclusively negative, referring to it as synonymous of an impossible or meaningless effort. We decided to challenge this attitude towards 1D games, iteratively designing and coding a few 1D games, and then post about them on selected online communities. This exploration of the 1D games-design space was conducted through user centred design and netnography. Our results suggest that 1D games can be recognized as fun and challenging, from the perspective of both players and game designers.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Users of online forums sometimes start a conversation, for fun, about a particular concept or topic, as quintessentially meaningless. In some game development forums and online articles the idea of a 1 dimensional game has often been discussed as evidently silly, possibly useless or just clearly impossible. However, a few 1D games exist and have received positive reviews. Therefore, it was decided to conduct an investigation on 1D games, as example of emergent games genre, through the method of netnography, a form of ethnography applied to online communities, combined with user centred design (UCD) [1] [2] [16].

The initial survey that we conducted, involving online game development communities and online magazines, convinced us that 1D games might be more than just an evident impossibility, and that we might instead be witnessing the early stages of gestation of a game genre: the moment before a non-genre becomes an actual socially recognized class of games.

In order to discuss 1D games we have to investigate more closely what could a mono-dimensional game be like. Moreover, we need to find out whether a 1D game would actually be playable, engaging and if the 1D game space (i.e., the design space defined by all the possible 1D games) allows enough room for game developers to be creative.

In the next sub-sections, the motivation and related work are presented (A and B). In Section II the notion of negative discourse and non-genre are introduced, and then in Section III the method followed to conduct the study is presented. Section IV presents the 1D games we designed and in V data from the netnographic fieldwork. Finally in Section VI the outcome from the study is discussed and in VII discussion and future work.

A. Motivation

In order to explore how game genres emerge, intended as fluid social values, this study focuses on 1D games, approximately defined as a game that uses a single line of pixels (vertical or horizontal) as visualization. Working with such a limitation is a challenge, but there is a purity and simplicity in it that we find fascinating.

The emergence of one button games [4] as genre, might represent a similar case to 1D games. It was defined less than a decade ago [4], and perhaps the idea of a game with a single button, as its user interface, must have sounded useless and silly at first. The emergence of one button games seems to have started out as a technical challenge, but nowadays these games are acknowledged as a proper genre by many game developers (especially occasional and indie ones). Particular interest has been expressed by the disabled online community, that quickly adopted one button games and even encouraged developers to create more of this kind of games, to empower disabled players [17]. The recent diffusion of touch-sensitive devices gives even more relevance to the single-button concept, as exemplified by the many tapping-games in the android and iPhone market. There might have been single button games before the [4] article formalized them, but making the idea explicit, and discussing technical issues and aesthetic potentials,
generated discussion and game designs, ultimately establishing one button games as a proper game genre.

This need of technical artefacts as well as social (online) discussion is central also in our attempt to assess the potential of 1D games: we decided in fact to poke at the online communities, and challenge their negative attitude towards the 1D non-genre. For that, we developed simple online games, using free and easy-to-use technologies such as javascript and HTML5 canvas, while keeping a discourse open with players, other developers and game designers. To explore the 1D games design space, we started by redesigning classic 2D games so they could be playable and recognizably related to the original game, even with only a 1D visualization. We call this redesign process flattening. Keeping a game recognizable after flattening it, requires to find out what is the spirit or the identity of that game; this identity should have to do with how the players feel, think and interact with the game itself. Flattening a game like Tetris [18] for instance, should result in a 1D game that, when players play it, brings to mind the classic 2D Tetris. Our exploration is therefore centered on the player’s perception of games, and on the artistic expressivity that 1D games might offer as a medium for game design.

B. Related work-The social dimension of game genre

In this paper, we investigate the emergence of game genre, in relation to online communities, composed by players and designers. The social essence of ontology and the role of social networks have been discussed in relation to different fields, such as recommendation for academic conferences [5] and a web-based social bookmarking tool called del.icio.us [6].

According to Mika [6], the notion of ontology as an engineering artefact, is too simplistic, as it ignores the social aspect of ontology. Hence the traditional bipartite model for ontologies, based on concepts and instances, has been expanded with the third dimension of actors. The goal of this model is to discuss the emergence of ontologies, intended as folksonomies, which demand for social presence to be created and maintained [6].

Looking into current literature in the field of game genres, it seems that a debate has emerged in relation to the value of clustering games into genres and also to the emergence of game genres [7]. Games can be analyzed as both design objects and emergent culture [7][8], tokens in public conversations of broader societal issues within contemporary offline society [7]. In this sense, studying games through the lens of online communities can contribute to achieve a deeper understanding of contemporary culture and related social dynamics. However, when it comes to game genres, there seems to be a tendency to categorize games in relation to the dichotomy of ludology, the study of games as a system of rules [7] and narratology, the study of games as texts [7][9]. On the other hand, the tendency to classify games into market-based categories is seen as hiding the essence and meaning of games, as a new medium. In fact it seems that the many existing game categories are not based on the essence of games per se, but are based on previous media, as a consequence, a cohesive discussion of games as a new media, seems to be missing [9]. This situation seems to be originated, by the tendency to classify games in an uncritical way, based on their different representational strategies and not on other common features. Apperly [9] focuses his analysis on four genres:

- **Simulation**, games that simulate activities such as sports, flying and driving, or social dynamics in relation to towns or other small communities.
- **Strategy**, divided into real time or turn based, they have a similar aesthetics, with a god’s eye view over the scene and photorealistic visualization.
- **Action**, divided into 1st person shooter, in which the screen represents the player’s own view, and 3rd person, in which the player interacts through an avatar.
- **Role-Play or Adventure**, games inspired by the literary genre of fantasy.

All these genres are based upon visualizations, preexisting media and other leisure activities, leading to a fragmented analysis of games. On the other hand, interactivity, intended as the way a game should be played, is a common non-representative characteristic, which determines players’ experience, is seen as a more promising framework [9].

A similar view is shared by Schell [8], who claims that games are *designed experience*, characterized by different forms of interaction. However, in [8] game genres are seen as a fluid, continually changing phenomenon, while the basic principles of game design are based upon human psychology, which is regarded as stable and more reliable set of knowledge, enabling designers to master all the different genres and even invent new ones.

This ever-changing character of game genre is also acknowledged by Arseneault [10], in his study about the emergence and evolution of game genres. Game genres are discussed here as a complex and incoherent notion, as they can be constructed based on different characteristics of games, and in some cases what is considered a genre by someone, is seen as a sub-genre, or “flavor”, or even another medium [10]. This difficulty in creating coherent genres is an issue not only in relation to games, but with the very concept of *genre* itself. Interestingly, Arseneault quotes Apperly [9] in saying that he agrees on the genre issue, but he would conclude that there is no suitable solution. He then proposes the concept of the *Great Genre Illusion*, according to which genre is an umbrella word, grouping together disparate things with little relations to each other [10].

Connecting emerging perspectives on the relation between ontology and social networks, this study aims at
analyzing the emergence of new game genres, intended as social values determined by a community. Moreover, the fluidity of genres is seen as an opportunity for innovation, providing new design inspirations and adapting to emerging needs.

II. NEGATIVE DISCOURSE AND NON-GENRE

According to our study, the genre of 1D games is emerging as a meaningless and ludicrous concept, as a consequence there are very few 1D games and most of them are a mockery of the concept itself. Ironically, the negative discourse about 1D games is based on reviews of existing 1D games. Examples could be Tetris 1D [19], where the player always wins, since the only Tetris piece always falls at the right place and gives points. The author seems to be making fun of the fact that in 1D no 2D rotations are possible, leaving no room for the kind of gameplay typical of the classic 2D Tetris.

Another 1D game is Wolfenstein 1D [20], meant mostly as a tribute to the Wolfenstein 3D game (developed by id Software and published by Apogee Software in 1992). Players who know the original game should be able to move around in the 1D version, and enjoy trying to understand what happens in the over-simplified rendering of the original 3D game. Interestingly, having 3 dimensions is a very central element for Wolfenstein 3D, which is usually considered the game that started 3D first-person gaming on PCs, back in the early 1990s. In this sense, the re-design of this game is a meaningful experiment, especially for players of the original game, and provides a sense of nostalgia as well as fun. To reconnect the 1D game to its 3D original, sounds and color theme from the original game are kept.

There are, however, a few actual 1D games, which are often not even explicitly presented as mono-dimensional. Among the most interesting: Z-rox [20], Line [21] and Gauge [22] for iPhone. Z-rox is a game in only 1 dimension, in the sense described by Flatland [11], where a bi-dimensional shape (a character in this game) crosses a line, and the player has to guess which character it was, just by observing its 1D projection. The authors of the game Line talk about exploring the possibility of a one-dimensional shooter game; they decided to develop their game as a collection of mini-games, with minimalistic graphics and using mostly grey. The comments on the forum that followed the post about line are generally positive. Finally, Gauge is a commercial game for iPhone where the player tap on a single button (i.e., the entire screen) to control a horizontal gauge that changes size. The closer the gauge gets to the edge of the screen, the more points the player gets, but if the gauge exceeds the screen the player loses. While this game is clearly mono-dimensional, nothing about its 1D essence is explicitly written in its description. In this sense, the existence of such games confirm that a 1D genre is in the process of its definition and still in need to be acknowledged by the developer community.

III. METHOD

Based on our first encounter with the concept of 1D games, it was decided to conduct our investigation, through the method of netnography (form of ethnography applied to online communities [1] [2]) in combination with user centred design. Netnography is broadly applied within the marketing field, as it allows to conduct exploratory studies in an unobtrusive way [1], getting in touch with a large number of users. The procedure of applying netnography to a particular study has been formalized according to traditional ethnography. Hence according to Kozinets [1], netnography requires four essential steps, which can be re-conducted to common ethnographic practice: 1. cultural entree, 2. gathering and analysing data, 3. ensuring trustworthy interpretation, 4. conducting ethical research [1] [2].

The first step requires to identify particular online forums, based upon the product or service to be investigated and the "specific research questions" [1]. Moreover, in order to gain rich data, the communities of interest should have exchanges on a focused segment or topic, high rate of posting, with detailed and descriptive messages [1]. The researchers can also choose if engaging in pure observations or in participant observations, joining the selected communities as active members [2]. Our study started in the opposite way, since we identified 1D games as an intriguing domain of investigation, after we read comments reported in online forums. Hence, we decided to follow six communities, including Facebook, through which it was possible to expand the basis of our participants, also addressing to people in our network. Hence the author of the games joined two communities of game design, which seem particularly focused on the topic, for participant observations, directly asking feedback on the games.

The second step required by netnography is to copy the conversation exchanges from the Internet and write annotations, regarding observations on a community and its members' interaction and meanings [1]. This step responds to transcriptions of verbal exchanges, in structured methods such as conversation analysis and grounded theory.

Regarding achieving trustworthy interpretations (step 3), netnography is based upon textual discourse, which on the Internet expresses the identity of their authors. In this sense, texts posted online probably represent a "controlled self-image" [1] of the community members, so that it may be more difficult to reason upon their motives. However, this is a risk also in ethnography, in which the focus is to study the behavior expressed by a group of people, and not to analyze the individuals expressing it [1]. Moreover, to provide a solid ground to netnographic data, Kozinets [1] and Seraj [2] suggest to combine other methods, such as in person interviews. In the present study, netnography is combined with user centred design, an approach to design that has become popular in different research communities. UCD is an iterative design method, which prescribes to involve users as informants, since the beginning of the design...
process, so to formulate design requirements based on the users' needs [16]. Hence a few prototypes are created and iteratively tested, so to fine tune design requirements and create better prototypes. This approach may include different methods, such as ethnography and interviews, supported by video and conversation analysis. In the present study, we engaged in designing 1D games, based upon the conversations we spotted on the net, the resulting games were then posted on the more focused communities, on Facebook and showed to a group of players from our University. We approached data collection with a "purposive sampling of material" [9], an approach to netnography used in marketing research, according to which noteworthy messages and conversation are selected and interpreted "in terms of a particular sample," [9], hence it is not necessary that the sample is representative of other populations. Our focus was on people interested in games and in exploring their essence, in terms of visualization and experience. Analysis of row data was inspired by grounded theory, as suggested by Seraj [2], so that we went through the conversations, copied on a separated file, and coded them. The aim of this analysis was to identify emerging themes, in relation to how people perceive 1D games and possible design inspirations. Recurring and interesting utterances were transcribed on post its, which were pasted on large sheets of papers, so to represent emergent themes into tangible and visual clusters, as it is common practice in design research [16]. Since the conversations we analyzed were concise and straight to the point, and we did not know exactly what to expect, this method revealed to be effective and well suited for the study. In this way, we were able to gather comments about the playability of our games, on their similarity with the original games, suggestions to improve them and create new ones.

Finally, as there is the possibility of psychological arm in inadequately reporting messages and utterances from online conversations, a researcher is supposed to act correctly with respect to privacy, and informed consent [1]. In respect of the rights of online communities members, it is recommended that researchers reveal their identities and purposes to the communities they follow. They should also be careful when reporting literal quotes, which online represent the individual identity of the members. Taking these recommendations into account, the communities that were followed through participant observations, were informed of this study and affiliation of the researchers. Moreover, in respect of the privacy of the communities, we decided not to report literal quotes from individual members. The data are reported in a descriptive way, in relation to emerging themes, which were identified from the observed conversations and used for the design of our games.

Application of netnography is supposed to require a long time commitment [1] [2], at this point our study is being running for five months, starting from May 2012, when we occasionally encountered conversations regarding 1D games. Most of our games were developed during the month of July, after the games were shared within the three communities, a systematic netnographic analysis was undertaken. Currently the study is still ongoing, focusing on a deeper reflection about non-genre of 1D games and the creation of new original games.

IV. GAMES

The games were created following a user centred and iterative development approach, inspired by agile development. The main goal with these games was to transpose classical 2D games in 1D, possibly in various different ways, and keep in contact with players, to validate the design as quickly as possible.

All the games are written in javascript, they all use HTML5 canvas for their graphics, and the code is willingly simple and portable, so that the games can run on most browsers and on most WIFI enabled mobile devices. Dropbox was used to distribute our 1D games. In line with the principles of agile development, we had daily code releases, in most of the cases few hours apart, to show and discuss online our games with the players and other developers.

The famous games we decided to flatten in 1D are: Tetris, pinball, Bloxorz [23], Sokoban [24] and Rogue [25]. For each of these games we designed different flattenings, so that different 1D games have been derived from the same original 2D game, and for each 1D game prototype many version have been developed, usually between 3 and 5. All our games are freely available [26].

![Figure 1 - 1Dminos, our transposition of Tetris onto 1D. As in the classic Tetris, a piece is falling (from left to right) and will join the pile of fallen pieces. The game also shows the next piece that will fall, to help the player better plan a strategy.](image)

Figure 1 shows the game 1Dminos, our 1D remake of Tetris. To decide how to reduce Tetris pieces and operations from 2D onto 1D, we followed a structuralist approach [3]. First we considered all Tetris pieces (as in figure 2) and the operations available to the user: horizontal translation, and clockwise and counter-clockwise 90 degrees rotation.

Moreover, according to our analysis, the key factors of 2D Tetris are:
• shape, i.e., distribution of squares in 2D to form connected figures,
• horizontal, vertical position and orientation of shapes.

![Diagram of Tetris pieces](image)

Figure 2 - On the left the basic 2D Tetris pieces. On the right the rotation group defined by the 'T' shape.

The goal of a game can then be expressed in relation to pieces and operations: in Tetris, connecting shapes in particular ways, a kind of fitting. Rotation and horizontal translation affect shapes, their fitting might change. The player has to find strategies to control the rotation and position of the one falling shape with respect to the shapes that already fell.

This structuralist analysis helps when defining a flattening of Tetris. We proceeded considering:
• how shapes would be in 1D
• which operations can be defined on the 1D pieces, that "remind of" the original operations; for example 1D operations that define symmetries similar to the rotation groups of the 2D game

Shape is a key factor in Tetris, we decided to represent them as color patterns, in 1D. A 1D shape is therefore a sequence of a few squares, each with a specific color; another way to consider a 1D shape is to see it as a string: the falling piece in figure 1, for example, is a red square followed by a green one, so it can be represented by "RedGreen" or simply "RG". As operations we choose reverse (reverse of "RGB" is "BGR") and swap of the right-most square of the falling piece and the top square on the top of the pile (see figure 1). Now we can rephrase Tetris' main goal in 1D, as string concatenation in particular ways, i.e., a kind of color fitting.

Figure 1 also shows the user interface of the 1Dminos game, composed of 3 buttons. The player can also press keys instead of use buttons, but the presence of buttons allows the game to be played on mobile devices that usually don't have a physical keyboard (and a software keyboard is not always available while running javascript applications).

V. CONVERSATION WITH DEVELOPERS AND PLAYERS

Four main themes emerged, from our analysis of online conversation about 1D games:
• non-genre
• essence of what is a 1D game
• experience
• design

These themes were identified analyzing general conversations, which focused around existing games like Super Mario Bros, but also newly developed 1D games. Afterwards the same themes were used as a framework to analyze the feedback we received for our games.

The first theme, non-genre, emerged from comments stating that a 1D game is impossible, this kind of comments inspired us to take the challenge to explore our own 1D games. These comments are of three kinds: either direct critics of the concept of 1D games, or ironic celebrations of a 1D game, which was found dull by the community, and its author, and finally through positive comments in relation to a new game that was found engaging to play. These last kind of comments, express surprise from the part of an individual, who started with a negative utterance about 1D games being nonsensical, but then change her mind, after playing a particular mono-dimensional game.

Other exchanges deal with the essence of what is a 1D game. In this regard two main points of view emerged, and we have coded them into two sub-themes: geometry and view. The comments clustered in the geometry sub-theme tend to claim that 1D games should respect the basic geometrical principle that a 1D space should be mapped on a computer screen, on a line of pixels. Hence the game should be represented only on one axis, vertical or horizontal, in general there should not be any change in the other axis, otherwise the game is 2D. On the other end, some comments reflect a different understanding of the essence of 1D games, more related to the visual rendering and movement of the character. Hence Super Mario Bros could be seen as a 1D game, as the character moves towards the same line, although he can jump and go underground. Moreover, some individuals commented that a 1D game could be the 1D view of a 2D world, some even recalled the book Flatland [11], a satirical novel that criticizes Victorian society mapping its hierarchical structure into a 2D world. Others accept that a designer can take the freedom to scale a line of pixels to a larger size, for usability purposes, such as facilitating view and understanding of the game. Furthermore, some comments are placed in between the geometry and view themes, a game was said to be 1D, in relation to the feeling provided by the game play, however, they felt the need to specify that the visual rendering of the game is, technically speaking, 2D. This metaphorical understanding of 1D, related to game play and the user experience, was applied to the design of our games.

Regarding the theme of experience, two main sub-themes emerged, which are called appreciation and critics, as the members of the communities we analyzed, expressed positive and negative judgments. On the positive side, these comments overlap with the absurd theme, as they express surprised, praising the game for being interesting and challenging, despite being 1D. Moreover, other comments
praise the authors for being a creative and original thinker, in some cases the authors of such comments said that they would have liked to design a 1D game or that they have tried by themselves before. Similar comments were posted also regarding our games. These comments are particularly interesting as they show that 1D games can be engaging not only from a players' perspective, but also from a developer's one. However, there were several negative comments, stating that these games are “not so fun” or that the game play is vague and not very engaging. A sub-theme, called understanding, seemed to emerge within the category of experience, as several comments stated that these games are too difficult to understand, so that it takes a while before being able to enjoy the game or that it is too easy to die. The same comments appeared also in a positive light, as some individuals enjoyed the fact that they had to find out how to play by themselves, as it was part of the game play.

Finally some members of the forums were able to push further their critics or appreciation, providing interesting design guidelines to the designers. Most of these guidelines are aimed at supporting the player in understanding the game, so that tutorials or menus, explaining the function of the game features, were suggested. In other cases, given the difficulty of the game play, it was suggested to implement a button that allowed the player to start from the beginning of the level they were playing and not from the first level. Since these games occupy a little portion of the screen, some members suggested that they could be interesting apps for mobile platforms, such as smart phones and Nintendo DS. Other purists instead advised the authors, to make their metaphorical 1D game into a real 1D game, redesigning it with 1 line of pixels.

All these comments were carefully analyzed, as they provided inspiration in exploring what a 1D game can be, hence the same themes were applied as a framework to analyze the feedback we received for our games.

VI. A PROMISING NON-GENRE

We posted about our games in two online communities and we used Facebook to discuss them with friends, our students, colleagues and acquaintances. The same 4 themes (mentioned in V) also emerged in relation to our own 1D games.

Regarding the non-genre theme, our games elicited surprise. Some comments pointed at the fact that the 1D genre was unknown. Some people in our network, in the University and on Facebook commented that “only we” could have thought of them, in a teasing fashion. Other comments claimed that 1D games are interesting and that designing them does not seem an easy task.

Moreover, some community members expressed perplexity in relation to our definition of 1D; these comments are in between the non-genre and essence themes. From a purely geometrical point of view (and according to some posts) our games do not use only 1 dimension, i.e., a line of colored points. As visible for instance in figure 1, we have text and buttons in a 2D arrangement, and our points are scaled up to look like colored squares. According to this interpretation it is perhaps impossible to create an actual 1D game since screens are bi-dimensional. Interestingly, other community members answered for us that a 1D game could also be the 1D visualization of a 2D space or that designers are entitled to violate the geometrical definition. Regarding our games, people seem to be divides between a purist geometrical stand and a visualization one. Among the comments, we also got signaled games that could be classified as 1D, such as Gauge. Some comments even pushed the discussion further, questioning if text-based games could be considered 0D, since no pixels are used to visualize the state of the game. Finally, the domain of 1D games was said to be interesting and that it is surprising how many games could be flattened into a 1D visualization and still be playable. In a community in particular, we got in touch with a member, who after getting acquainted with the idea of 1D games, proposed to consider 1D a game he created years ago, during his studies. Other members claimed that after having realized of the existence of this genre, they will try to design new 1D games.

Under the theme of experience, we received many critical and positive comments. For instance, a few members of the same online community claimed that they tried all the games seem “nice”. However, they cannot see many possibilities for 1D games from a commercial point of view, since nowadays we are used to high quality graphics. Another comment was instead positive regarding the experience of playing a 1D game, but concluded that it seems to require too much effort to design a similar game, or that 1D might be too constrictive in terms of ideas and inspirations. Finally a few negative comments reported confusion and difficulty in the game play. Positive comments instead pointed out how inspiring it can be to design a 1D game, as the space limitation may push to think out-of-the-box. On the players’ side we received some enthusiastic reviews of our 1Dminos; the comments stated that our game looked more like a puzzle than the original Tetris, therefore it was more engaging. Another interesting post said that our games emphasize how the quality of the graphics is secondary to the game experience, supporting the idea that engaging games do not necessarily need glamorous graphics if the concept behind them is sound. Furthermore, some players enjoyed the difficulty of playing our 1D prototypes, saying that they liked to have to figure out what to do.

More directly usable and interesting comments were design suggestions, which we often took as requirements for the next versions of the prototypes. For instance, we were suggested to try to flatten a Pinball game and see what the outcome could be. Most comments focused instead in suggesting improvements; regarding our 1Dminos for example, different individuals provided interesting ideas,
such as to make two blocks fall at the same time, to have a button to rotate colors in the falling piece, to allow for easier matches, or to alter the color palette because some colors were confusingly similar. Following a player suggestion, in one version of 1Dminos a randomizing function was added, with the effect of scrambling the colors of the falling piece. Later this randomization was criticized for making the game too easy, and we removed it from one line of prototypes. Finally it was mentioned that 1D games could work well for devices with small screens, such as tablets and smartphones. Hence, a few of our games have been rewritten with Android and Iphone in mind (e.g., changing the resolution required to see the whole game canvas, or rotating the graphics from horizontal to vertical), and tested by players in our network. In these cases, comments focused mainly on the usability, so that our 1Dminos for instance was said to work fine, but to be difficult, as there was some issues with the size of the buttons. It is clear that the user interface of our 1D games should work with gestures as well as buttons, to better integrate in tablets and mobiles.

VII. DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSION

From the online discussions we had with players and developers, 2 views emerged circa the definition of 1D games: a purist geometrical interpretation and a visualization one. This lack of a clear and accepted definition might be an integral part of a non-genre, and perhaps the main reason why a new genre will never become established. But it might be also considered an opportunity to innovate by challenging apparently contradictory concepts, as in single-button games. For this reason we decided to develop an inclusive and socially acceptable definition for 1D games, and then use it to create games of this genre. We believe the reactions to our approach show that the game genres are not simply a way to classify existing games, but a tool to stimulate discussion and creative thinking.

Our revised definition of a 1D game is: a game that can be rendered and played, at least in principle, with a single line of pixels, either vertical or horizontal.

In our exploration of 1D games, we worked with 4 rendering styles for 1D games, from simple to complex, and also from literally 1 dimensional towards more artistically free renderings: black and white, colors, rich and artistic rendering. With black and white the state of the game can only be presented to the player by a line (vertical or horizontal) of black or white pixels, i.e., the result of rendering the game can be seen as a binary string. The color rendering is the same, but the pixels can be colored. The rich rendering is done using a finite set of icons, all of the same size; when rendering, a number of icons (eventually repeated) are arranged in a vertical (or horizontal) strip. The last rendering style is the artistic one, where freedom is allowed: icons, possibly animated, and of different size and shape can be used, still in a predominantly vertical or horizontal alignment. Special effects as rotation or wiggling in 2D are allowed, to draw the player's attention or highlight particular situations. The rendering should still result in a linear arrangement, but the line could be twisted in 2D, e.g., icons could be drawn along a sinusoidal line, instead of a straight line as in rich rendering.

According to our definition, even when a 1D game is developed with an artistic rendering, it must be possible to play the game with only a black and white (or color) rendering; it might be necessary to use 2 or more pixels in the color rendering, to properly represent an artistic one, but if it not possible at all or if it makes the game so hard to play to be meaningless, then the game should not be considered 1D.

So far we have flattened adventure and puzzle games, and 2 reusable techniques emerged to map 2D game in 1D, i.e., spatial and temporal mapping. A 2D space can be sliced in horizontal strips, with a single strip perceived while playing (i.e., time acts as extra spatial dimension) or all strips can be visible, in a long line, on the screen (i.e., more space to cope with the loss in dimensionality). The player can stay within a strip by moving left/right, and moving up/down she can jump from strip to strip.

Another general technique, that worked for us, is to perform a structural analysis before designing a flattening of a 2D game. The results of the analysis suggest, but do not dictate, what the flattening should focus on, still leaving plenty of artistic freedom to the 1D game designer.

In conclusion, our artistic and social exploration of the non-genre of 1D games provided us with a working definition of what a 1D game should be. We have also shown that different genres can be flattened (re-conceptualized so to be visualized and played in 1D), and that some games leave room for creative level design (e.g., our Sokoban in 1D).

A typical reaction in developers, who play our 1D games is starting to suggest improvements or new directions to explore. Hence it seems that 1D games, even when fully functional and with refined graphics, are perceived as being at a prototypical stage, usually associated with low-fidelity prototypes [16]. Therefore, these games might be useful as designerly tools to think out-of-the-box when exploring new types of games.

Results from this study suggested also new research directions, such as to study how the presence of constraints forces designers and players to analyze the identity of a game, in relation to "central" elements, operations and dynamics as game identity. Moreover, design of minimalistic games could be used as a challenging task, to support students in learning of game design and development, focusing on the aspects characterizing the essence of a game.

Following an approach similar to [12], we are currently planning to involve a group of students in the co-design a 1D Super Mario game, as part of a participatory game
design event; the flattening of a platform-type game could offer the opportunity to reflect in depth upon typical genre mechanics, game play and visualizations. In this sense, we believe that challenging a non-genre (or an emergent game genre) in participatory design workshops can become a viable tool when teaching game design and game programming.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Business processes are one of the most valuable assets of any organization. Business processes require applying existing business process knowledge. According to Grant [1], knowledge is the most strategically important resource of the firm and primary role of any organization is application of knowledge in its everyday activities. However, the application of existing knowledge has always been a sophisticated task. A holistic view of end-to-end business process knowledge is required because knowledge of cross-functional processes is distributed across departments, documents, regulations and applications. Different stand-alone applications and documents contain explicit process knowledge and tacit knowledge is “stored” in heads of employees. Business process knowledge must be reusable and applicable across many business processes.

According to Xiao et al. [2], ontologies use a formal way to represent knowledge as a set of concepts and relationships among the concepts. As described by Xiao et al. [2] ontologies are widely used for knowledge representation and sharing. There exist many definitions about what ontology is; however, in the scope of this paper, ontology is a formal specification of a shared conceptualization, as described by Gomez-Perez et al. [3]. According to Gomez-Perez et al. [3], there exist different types of ontologies identified in the literature based on their conceptualization.

Ontologies exist at several levels of abstraction. According to Semy et al. [4], upper ontology is defined as a high-level, domain-independent ontology from which more domain-specific ontologies may be derived. Domain ontologies are reusable in a given specific domain (e.g., medical, law, enterprise, engineering, etc.) providing vocabularies about the activities taking place in that domain and their relationships, as described by Gomez-Perez et al. [3]. As described by Mascardi et al. [5] upper ontology contains general concepts that are the same across all domains. Thus, upper ontology can be used as a meta-structure for defining domain ontologies.

Motivation for this research is described as follows. BPMN 2.0 (or Business Process Model and Notation 2.0 [6]) is the de-facto standard for representing in a very expressive graphical way the processes occurring in virtually every kind of organization, as described by Chinosi et al. [7]. However, the goal of any modelling activity is a complete and accurate understanding of the real-world domain. Hence business process modelling requires a background knowledge e.g., domain ontology that complements behavioural aspect of an information system. Providing linkage between BPMN 2.0 and domain ontology will facilitate consistency between information system models and domain requirements. Nowadays, linkage between BPMN 2.0 and domain ontology is still a challenge. However the new BPMN 2.0 specification [6] allows integration with third party components using XML-based representation languages (e.g., OWL, RDF) [8]. This new BPMN 2.0 “plug-and-play” feature opens the potential for linking domain ontologies represented as XML structures with BPMN 2.0 models. But, firstly, it is necessary to provide consistency and semantic compatibility between BPMN 2.0 and ontology at the meta-level, namely, linking BPMN 2.0 meta-model with upper ontology that is used as a basis for deriving domain ontology.

Figure 1 depicts the idea of linking BPMN 2.0 process models with domain ontology that is based on compatibility between BPMN 2.0 meta-model and upper ontology that is used as a meta-structure for defining domain ontology. In order to implement the proposed approach for linking BPMN 2.0 process models with domain ontology it is necessary to choose an upper ontology that is compatible with BPMN 2.0 meta-model. The chosen BPMN 2.0 compatible upper ontology will be used as a meta-structure for deriving domain ontology that will be linked with BPMN 2.0 process models in order to sustain the consistency and semantic compatibility between business process models and ontology. Hence, the goal of this research is to choose a BPMN 2.0 meta-model compatible upper ontology by evaluating the most popular upper ontologies described in the literature.

Linking BPMN 2.0 process models with domain ontology will contribute to:
Consistency between process models and domain ontology - as a result domain ontology and business process models can be validated against each other.

Analysis of the completeness of BPMN 2.0 models.

Monitoring of changes introduced to process models or domain ontology and the effects of these changes.

Establish a semantic consistency and interoperability between process models and domain ontology.

Gaining better understanding of processes and reasoning capabilities (as ontologies play one of the most important roles in semantic web).

The paper is structured as follows. Section II presents related works. Section III describes the procedure of comparing existing upper ontologies. Section IV describes BPMN 2.0. Section V describes candidate upper ontologies. Section VI presents comparison of upper ontologies. Section VII presents conclusion and future works.

II. RELATED WORKS

Semy et al. [4] examine standard upper ontologies and assess their applicability for a U.S. Government or U.S. Military domain. In this research authors evaluate the state of the art and applicability of upper ontologies using consideration of the ontology purpose, ontological content decisions, licensing restrictions, structural differences, and maturity [4]. Mascardi et al. [5] are finding correspondences between entities belonging to different ontologies describing a set of algorithms that exploit upper ontologies. The analysis presented by Mascardi et al. [5] shows under which circumstances the exploitation of upper ontologies gives significant advantages with respect to traditional approaches that do not use them.

Mascardi et al. [9] are analysing 7 upper ontologies namely BFO, Cyc, DOLCE, GFO, PROTON, Sowa’s ontology and SUMO, according to a set of standard software engineering criteria. Rosemann et al. [10] address the issue of modelling information systems by presenting a meta model of the BWW ontology using a meta language that is familiar to information systems professionals facilitating the application of the BWW theory to other modelling techniques that have similar meta models defined.

Francescomarino et al. [11] propose an automated technique to support the business designer both in domain ontology creation/extension and in the semantic annotation of process models expressed in BPMN 2.0. Natschläger et al. [12] present BPMN 2.0 ontology. The defined BPMN 2.0 ontology can be used as a knowledge base for learning BPMN, as a syntax checker to validate separate BPMN 2.0 models and to identify contradictions in specification.

sBPM (or Semantic Business Process Management) was introduced to solve the problem of inconsistency between various process models in a domain using semantic annotating of process models with concepts from ontology. That facilitates reusing of process model parts and unambiguity of the domain concepts. Francescomarino et al. [13] show how semantic web techniques can be applied to formalize, verify and integrate the domain knowledge in BPMN 1.1 diagrams. Wang et al. [14] propose the approach of ontological descriptions of semantics of supply chain processes. Nicola et al. [15] propose the approach of representing a BPMN diagram by using ontology based formalism.

The SUPER EU project (or Semantics Utilised for Process Management within and between Enterprises) created the technological framework constituting BPM enriched with machine readable semantics by employing Semantic Web technology [16].

This research is based on the results of related works and related works have encouraged this research and showed that linkage between BPMN 2.0 and ontologies is an important issue to facilitate information system modelling consistent with the real-world domain. However, to the best of author’s knowledge there is no research that compares existing upper ontologies for the compatibility with BPMN 2.0 meta-model.

III. PROCEDURE FOR COMPARISON OF UPPER ONTOLOGIES

To compare existing upper ontologies and choose upper ontology compatible with BPMN 2.0, the following steps were carried out:

- During the mapping of BPMN 2.0 elements to elements of upper ontologies the correspondence link MAPS introduced by Etien et al. [17] has been applied. Etien et al. [17] define two correspondence links - MAPS and REPRESENTS. MAPS link was selected because it is defined as following: “one class X maps another class Y if there exist an isomorphism between the set of properties of X. In other terms, each property of X corresponds to one of Y even (domains being eventually different).” REPRESENTS link is defined as an association when two constructs of different nature can be linked. In this research MAPS link is applied to obtain an upper ontology that is compatible with BPMN 2.0.

- Meta-model for BPMN 2.0 analytical level or level 2, as defined by Silver [8], is created using UML.
class diagram. BPMN 2.0 meta-model is built to use it as a base for comparison of upper ontologies.

- Candidate upper ontologies are chosen based on whether upper ontology is free to use and whether upper ontology is still being maintained.
- Meta-models for chosen upper ontologies are created using UML class diagrams in order to explicitly compare them with created BPMN 2.0 meta-model.
- A table showing compatibility between chosen upper ontologies and BPMN 2.0 meta-model is presented.
- The upper ontology the meta-model of which supports all main BPMN 2.0 elements is chosen.

IV. BPMN 2.0

Business Process Model and Notation (BPMN 2.0) [6] is the de-facto standard for representing in a very expressive graphical way the business processes occurring in virtually every kind of organization, as described by Chinosi et al. [7].

BPMN 2.0 core elements can be grouped in the following groups of elements [6]:
1. Swimmables – pools and lanes allow grouping BPMN 2.0 model elements according to participants of the process, information systems, organization structure, etc.
2. Flows – message and sequence flows between BPMN 2.0 elements.
3. Data – data in BPMN 2.0 is represented through data objects and data stores.
4. Flow objects – events, activities, and gateways are main BPMN 2.0 flow objects.

According to Silver [8], BPMN 2.0 allows integrating business process model with third party components (e.g., database, web services etc.). BPMN 2.0 defines formal mechanisms to link business process data with a process model using XML Schema Definition language (XSD) or Web Service Definition language (WSDL), as described by

Silver [8]. BPMN 2.0 allows linking, sharing and re-using existing business process data across BPMN 2.0 models. This BPMN 2.0 feature can be extended to provide not only process data linkage with a BPMN 2.0 model, but also linking a domain ontology with a BPMN 2.0 model to enable semantic compatibility and consistency between process models and domain ontology. To achieve this linkage it is necessary to represent domain ontology as a BPMN 2.0 compatible structure in order to be able to associate it with related BPMN 2.0 model elements.

Based on a method described in Section II, in this section, a simplified BPMN 2.0 level 2 (as defined by Silver [8]) meta-model is presented in Figure 2.

V. UPPER ONTOLOGIES

The concepts expressed in upper ontologies are basic and universal concepts and are used to ensure generality and, for a wide range of domains, represent common sense.

Two main parameters were established for choosing candidate upper ontologies - openness of upper ontology (meaning whether ontology is free available) and continuing development of upper ontology (whether upper ontology is still maintained). Based on these criteria the following 5 upper ontologies were chosen for the assessment:
- Basic Formal Ontology (BFO) [18]
- Sowa’s Top level ontology, as described by Sowa [19]
- Bunge-Wand-Weber ontology (BWW), as described by Allen et al. [20]
- Suggested Upper Merged Ontology (SUMO) [21]
- Cyc’s Upper Ontology [22].

A. Basic Formal Ontology (BFO)

The BFO project was initiated in 2002 and is maintained to this day [18]. BFO is focused on the task of providing a
genuine upper ontology which can be used in support of domain ontologies [18], BFO consists in a series of sub-ontologies but in this research the upper ontology of BFO is addressed. Figure 3 represents BFO upper ontology meta-model created using UML class diagram.

At the core of BFO consists of is Entity. Entities are either continuants or occurrents. A continuant is something existing at an instant in time, an occurrent is something that has temporal parts. A spatial region is three-dimensional. A processual entity is something that occurs or happens.

B. Sowa’s Top Level Ontology

Sowa’s top level ontology includes the basic categories and distinctions that have been derived from a variety of sources in logic, linguistics, philosophy and artificial intelligence, as described by Gomez-Perez et al. [3]. Sowa’s top-level ontology includes 12 central categories which are generated from primitive categories. Figure 4 represents Sowa’s top level ontology meta-model created using UML class diagram.

C. BWW Ontology

Rosemann et al. [10] describe BWW ontology as useful for description of information systems. As described by Davies et al. [23] an ontology presented by Bunge has been extended and applied to the modelling of information systems. Figure 5 represents BWW Ontology meta-model created using UML class diagram.

D. SUMO Ontology

The Suggested Upper Merged Ontology (SUMO) [21] is an upper level ontology that has been proposed as a starter document for The Standard Upper Ontology Working Group, an IEEE-sanctioned working group [24] of collaborators from the fields of engineering, philosophy, and information science, as described by Niles et al. [25]. Figure 6 represents SUMO meta-model created using UML class diagram.

E. Cyc’s Upper Ontology

Cyc’s Upper Ontology is contained in the Cyc Knowledge Base, which holds huge amount of common sense knowledge, as described by Gomez-Perez et al. [3]. According to Mascardi et al. [9], the Cyc Knowledge Base is a formalized representation of facts, rules of thumb, and heuristics for reasoning about the objects and events of everyday life. Figure 7 represents Cyc’s Upper Ontology meta-model created using UML class diagram.
F. Requirements for Upper Ontologies

The requirements that should be fulfilled by an upper ontology that is compatible with BPMN 2.0 can be summarized as follows:

- Ability to represent the notion of a process.
- Ability to represent the notion of an atomic activity.
- Ability to represent the performer of activities and processes.
- Ability to represent artifacts processed.
- Ability to represent internal and external events occurring in the process.
- Ability to represent the sequence flow and logic of activities.
- Ability to represent message flows between various processes.

VI. COMPARISON OF UPPER ONTOLOGIES FOR COMPATIBILITY WITH BPMN 2.0

This section presents a comparison of upper ontologies for their compatibility with BPMN 2.0 meta-model. The analysis is presented in a Table I showing which elements of upper ontologies described in Section V correspond to BPMN 2.0 meta-model elements.

From Table I, the following can be concluded:

- BWW upper ontology supports most of the presented BPMN 2.0 elements.
- SUMO upper ontology is not compatible with BPMN 2.0 meta-model because one of the most important notions of process modelling - the Event notion - is not supported by SUMO upper ontology.
- BPMN 2.0 meta-model element Gateway is supported only by BWW upper ontology with its State Law element which restricts the values of the properties of a thing to a subset that is deemed
lawful, as described by Rosemann et al. [26]. According to Silver [8], a Gateway element in BPMN 2.0 has conditions attribute defined controlling the flow of the process.

- BPMN 2.0 elements Process, Subprocess, Activity, Call Activity, Loop Activity, Compensation, and Task are supported by all reviewed upper ontologies.
- For particular BPMN 2.0 elements relationship to upper ontology elements is 1 to many - one BPMN 2.0 element can be associated with several upper ontology elements, e.g., BPMN 2.0 Event element can be mapped to BFO ontology elements ProcessBoundary, TemporalRegion and ConnectedTemporalRegion.
- BPMN 2.0 element Loop Activity is supported only by BFO ontology, which defines ProcessualContext element as “(...) consisting of a characteristic spatial shape inhering in some arrangement of other occurrent entities” [18].
- Some elements of upper ontologies are not represented in BPMN 2.0 meta-model.

Based on the comparison presented in Table I, BWW upper ontology is concluded to be the upper ontology supporting BPMN 2.0 meta-model at most.

VII. CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK

In order to link BPMN 2.0 models with domain ontology to provide consistency it is necessary to ensure compatibility between BPMN 2.0 meta-model and upper ontology that domain ontology is derived from. The paper presented a comparison of existing upper ontologies in order to choose BPMN 2.0 meta-model compatible upper ontology. As a result BWW upper ontology was concluded to be BPMN 2.0 compatible upper ontology supporting most of the basic BPMN 2.0 elements.

By linking BPMN 2.0 process models with domain ontology, the enterprise may achieve the consistency and semantic compatibility between process models and existing ontology. This will help business process modellers across organization to identify, share and reuse existing knowledge explicitly and conduct qualitative process analysis to make decisions concerning new process development. With ontologies supplying the context of process, this contextual information can be exploited to perform semantic analyses of the process.

Practical implications of the presented research can be summarized as follows. Connecting BPMN 2.0 models with ontology will contribute to more precise requirements definition and possibly reducing the time of development and implementation of changes. The BWW representation might be used to analyse the completeness of BPMN 2.0 for software requirements.

However, the BWW ontology does not fully comply with the BPMN 2.0 meta-model. In the future research extensions of BWW and BPMN 2.0 will be addressed to tackle this issue. The author does not propose a new custom upper ontology, because the reviewed upper ontologies are largely recognized, especially BWW ontology in the IS modelling domain, as described by Rosemann et al. [10].

The conducted research has mostly been of a purely theoretical nature. Technical linkage and consistency checking between BPMN 2.0 and upper ontology is a concern of further research. The future work will also address building of algorithms for evaluating the completeness of business process models based on the metrics developed by Etien and Rolland [17]. The future research includes development of the prototype of the proposed solution using existing Open Source solutions, as well as validation of the implemented prototype in the real information systems projects.

In the future work implementation of the proposed approach will be addressed by using BPMN 2.0 existing capability to connect to third party components (e.g., to connect to domain ontology represented as a XML based structure - OWL). The paper has some limitations, namely, no verification or test for validity of this mapping is considered, which will be addressed in the future research.
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# TABLE I: COMPARISON OF UPPER ONTOLOGIES

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>BPMN 2.0 Element</th>
<th>BFO Element</th>
<th>Sowa’s Element</th>
<th>BWW Element</th>
<th>SUMO Element</th>
<th>Cyc’s Element</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Process</td>
<td>ProcessualEntity</td>
<td>Process</td>
<td>Transformation</td>
<td>Process</td>
<td>TemporalThing</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Subprocess</td>
<td>Process</td>
<td>Process</td>
<td>Transformation</td>
<td>Process</td>
<td>TemporalThing</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Activity</td>
<td>Process</td>
<td>Process</td>
<td>Transformation</td>
<td>Process</td>
<td>TemporalThing</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Compensation</td>
<td>Process</td>
<td>Process</td>
<td>Transformation</td>
<td>Well-Defined Event State</td>
<td>Process</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Task</td>
<td>Function</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>Transformation</td>
<td>Process</td>
<td>TemporalThing</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Event</td>
<td>ProcessBoundary</td>
<td>Situation Reason</td>
<td>Event</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>Event</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Throw Event</td>
<td>ProcessBoundary</td>
<td>Situation Reason</td>
<td>Internal Event Poorly-Defined Event</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>Event</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Catch Event</td>
<td>ProcessBoundary</td>
<td>Situation Reason</td>
<td>External Event Poorly-Defined Event</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>Event</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Intermediate Throw Event</td>
<td>ProcessBoundary</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>Internal Event Poorly-Defined Event</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>Event</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>End Event</td>
<td>ProcessBoundary</td>
<td>Reason</td>
<td>Event</td>
<td>Well-Defined Event State</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Start Event</td>
<td>ProcessBoundary</td>
<td>Purpose Reason</td>
<td>Event</td>
<td>Event Poorly-Defined Event</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Intermediate Catch Event</td>
<td>ProcessBoundary</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>External Event Poorly-Defined Event</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>Event</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Boundary Event</td>
<td>ProcessBoundary</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>Event Poorly-Defined Event</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>Event</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Message</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>Reason</td>
<td>Coupling Acts on</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Message Flow</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>Juncture</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pool</td>
<td>Role</td>
<td>Object</td>
<td>Thing</td>
<td>Object Collection</td>
<td>Individual PartiallyIntangible</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lane</td>
<td>Role</td>
<td>Object</td>
<td>Subsystem Kind Class</td>
<td>Object Collection</td>
<td>Individual PartiallyIntangible</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Association</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>Juncture</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Data Store</td>
<td>ObjectAggregate</td>
<td>Object</td>
<td>Thing</td>
<td>Object</td>
<td>Thing</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Data Object</td>
<td>MaterialEntity</td>
<td>Object</td>
<td>Thing</td>
<td>Object</td>
<td>Thing</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sequence Flow</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>Juncture</td>
<td>Lawful transformation</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gateway</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>State Law</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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Abstract—The access information law approved by the Brazilian government regulates the provision of open government data in the Web. However, they are heterogeneous, unstructured and derived from independent sources, making it difficult to interconnect. This paper presents a process of identifying sources, ontology generation, mapping and publishing statistical linked data in the form of multidimensional cubes, represented by the RDF Data Cube Vocabulary. In this process, data are transformed and assigned semantic meaning through its connection with domain ontologies. Through a web application, the publication of these data is automated, allowing for future analysis operations with the use of Online Analytical Processing (OLAP). As a result, the approach is expected to increase the scale in the publication of statistical linked data, and therefore, increasing the potential for analysis.
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I. INTRODUCTION

In November, 18th, 2011, Brazil approved the Information Access Law (“Lei de Acesso à Informação”, law number 12.527), regulating and granting the right to access public information of the Brazilian government, which is assured by its Federal Constitution. Taking effect in May, 16th, 2012, such law represents a big leap towards transparency and citizenship, forcing public agencies to consider openness a rule and confidentiality an exception, broadening citizen participation in governmental actions.

Such initiative gave rise to a higher availability of data on the Web, being originated from several sectors of public administration. Even so, such data is typically heterogeneous and has no integrated statistic treatment [1]. Moreover, there are no available means to expose, share or link the data so that they can add more information [2].

Statistical data are important sources of information for:

a) the Government, as a way of verifying the Strong and weak points of their administration, therefore contributing for better policymaking decisions; b) science, as an important tool for accepting or rejecting a theory; and c) for business, as a way of supporting strategic decisions of the administration. For that matter, it is paramount that such data are semantically linked to ontologies or knowledge databases [3].

Two of the main challenges mentioned by Kämpgen, O’Rain and Harth [4] towards the use of OLAP in statistical linked data are: a) OLAP requires a data cube model, with dimensions and measurements; b) OLAP queries are complex and require specialized data models, such as the star model in relational databases, to run efficiently.

On that basis, the Federal University of Santa Catarina’s (UFSC) Knowledge Engineering and Management Graduation Program (EGC) researchers, through the Knowledge Engineering Laboratory (LEC), developed a supporting tool for the publishing of statistical data series in an open multidimensional model pattern, using OLAP data cubes. The main contribution of this paper is to automate the process of cube construction that is extremely complex when running on a non-automated way. Furthermore, enables semantic search while using SPARQL [5] language query over these datasets. Furthermore, it enables semantic search while using SPARQL language query over these datasets.

Therefore the following technologies were combined: OLAP Data Cube, ontologies and linked open data, resulting in a functional tool for generating statistical data. This method uses an ontology named cube and makes the Extraction, Transformation and Loading (ETL) in an OLAP structure that is mounted according to this ontology.

The research related to this work is further presented, in Section II. In Section III, RDF language is described. In Section IV, we explain the pattern for exchanging and sharing SDMX data. In Section V, the RDF Data Cube vocabulary is described. Section VI addresses the obtainment, processing and publication of data. The final considerations are in Section VII.

II. RELATED WORKS

Researches, such as Hull [6], point out the integration of different databases for the purpose of adding more content to what is being searched on the Web. Thus, the primary intention of linked open data [7] is to publish, share and connect different databases openly available on the Web. In order to make this possible, Berners-Lee [8] identified four principles that standardize the publication of the data that form the so-called Web of data: use Uniform Resource Identifiers (URIs) to identify things, use HTTP to find these names on the web, provide useful information in the form of Resource Description Framework (RDF) [9], and include links to other URIs so that you can discover more things. These principles, associated with the use of ontologies [10] and the SPARQL query language [11] form a set of
technologies that have been established for the publication and the integration of data [12], [13] and [14].

These principles can be observed in the work of Kämpgen and Harth [15], which aimed at using linked data from various databases available on the web in an OLAP system. For that, the transformation and integration of data were made into an appropriate format using OLAP operations and SPARQL queries.

The OLAP, also known as "OLAP cube" [10], was officially described in an article submitted to Arbor Software Corp. in 1993 entitled “Providing OLAP (Online Analytical Processing) to User-Analysts: An IT Mandate”, written by W.H. Inmon, R. Kimball, and E.F. Codd [16], although its concept is known more earlier [17]. Date [17] defines OLAP as an interactive process of creating, managing, analyzing and reporting data. Typically its operations are roll-up (increases the level of aggregation) and drill-down (decreasing aggregation and increases the breakdown providing a smaller granularity) along one or more dimensions. Slice and dice (selection and projection) are responsible for working with the information, changing positions whenever necessary and pivoting (reorientation and multidimensional view of data), with the ability to summarize and group data in various formats [19].

Works, such as Kämpgen, O’Rain and Harth [4], suggest a new way of interacting with linked statistical data in an RDF-modeled cube, a format of structured data that enables querying to multiple data sources through the use of SPARQL language. To this end Zapilko and Mathiak [1] developed an approach for the purpose of assisting researchers to statistically analyze the linked data with the aid of SPARQL.

The main advantage for the publication and consumption statistical data, according to Kämpgen [20], is the ease of integration and enrichment of data using other sources. In addition Cyganiak et al. [21] shows a number of benefits to publish statistics using RDF standards: a) the ability to access the annotations generated by third parties, b) statistical data can integrate a wider range of linked data, c) the possibility to perform operations of slice and dice in the datasets and the granularity of the information, and d) the flexibility offered by RDF in publishing statistical data.

For Salas et al. [3], statistical data are the main source of information for governments, researchers and administrators. In this sense, the author proposes two tools that use the RDF Data Cube vocabulary in order to provide the representation of statistical data in the multidimensional format. The first is the OLAP2DataCube, which allows the analysis of a large amount of data and its efficient transformation into RDF. The second tool, which is the CSV2DataCube, offers conditions to transform data available in CSV format to RDF.

On the other hand, the RDF data cube vocabulary was, according to Follenfant, Trastour and Corby [22], introduced by Cyganiak, Reynolds and Tennison [23] with the purpose of allowing the publication of statistical data on the Web, providing a metamodel for a set of multidimensional data [2].

Finally, Casanova et al. [24] highlights the lessons learned in the conversion of government data in RDF and graphically presents a comparison between the American and Brazilian data.

III. RDF

The RDF is a language originally created to represent and identify semantic content and information on Web pages [9]. However, in a generalized concept of Web, RDF can be used to identify any information or resource existing in the Web. Normally, it is used when the information that is wanted to be retrieved will be processed by machine rather than only displayed to the user.

According to Manola and Miller [9], RDF provides a common way of expressing information enabling the exchange of information among the applications without losing the meaning.

Fundamentally, the RDF vocabulary is fully extensible and consists of identifying objects via URIs [25]. URIs are used to name things, identify resources and properties in RDF.

The RDF properties may be thought of as attributes of resources and thus corresponds to traditional attribute-value pairs [26]. They also represent relationships between resources, resembling to an entity-relationship diagram where resources correspond to objects and properties correspond to instance variables.

The RDF data model consists of three basic types of objects [27] they are:

a) Resources: all that can be described by RDF expressions and identified by a URI (whole or part of web pages, a figure, or even an object that is not directly accessible via the Web, for example: a printed book);

b) Properties: specific aspects, characteristics, attributes or relations used to describe a resource. Each property has a specific meaning, defines its permitted values, the types of resources that can describe, and its relationship with other properties [26] and;

c) Sentences: structured information composed of subject (resource), predicate (property) and object (property value). The object of a statement can be another resource or it can be a literal, that is, a resource (specified by a URI), a simple string or other primitive data type defined by XML.

Figure 1 illustrates the sentence "the archive ‘exemplo.rdf’ was created by the Knowledge Engineering Laboratory LEC” by using the syntax and RDF.
The same sentence presented by Figure 1 can be expressed graphically by using arcs (properties) and nodes (resources or objects) as illustrated in Figure 2.

Another way to express the sentences RDF is the Notation 3 (N3) [28], in which the three elements are listed in order: subject, predicate and object. Its objectives are to optimize the expression of logic and data in the same language and to allow the RDF can be expressed and rules to be integrated seamlessly to the RDF to be the most readable, natural and symmetrical as possible.

In order to promote interoperability and comparability between datasets using RDF, Milošević et al. [2] describes a syntax for the exchange and sharing of statistical data and metadata known as SDMX-RDF which will be presented in sequence.

IV. SDMX

Proposed in 2001 by the International Organization for Standardization (ISO), Statistical Data and Metadata eXchange (SDMX) is a standard for exchanging and sharing of statistical data and metadata between organizations. The SDMX standard for exchange of such data is a joint proposition of seven organizations worldwide, among which the U.S. Federal Reserve Federal Reserve, European Central Bank, the World Health Organization (WHO), the International Monetary Fund (IMF) and the United Nations (UN).

The SDMX has the SDMX-RDF syntax which, according to Cyganiak, Reynolds and Tennison [23], consists of the same model information specified in SDMX, but with information expressed in RDF, allowing the simple discovery and publication of linked data to the Web. SDMX-RDF defines classes and predicates to represent RDF statistical data compatible with the SDMX information model.

The key component of the SDMX standards, according to Cyganiak, Reynolds and Tennison [23], is the Content-Oriented Guidelines (COGs), a set of domain concepts, code lists and categories that support interoperability and comparability between data sets, providing a common language SDMX between applications. The RDF versions of these components are available as part of SDMX-RDF, and should be reused where possible.

V. RDF DATA CUBE VOCABULARY

The concept of multidimensional modeling, as it is known today, was proposed by Kimball [29] and subsequently deepened and enhanced in Kimball [30]. According to the Kimball [30], the great advantage of the multidimensional model is its simplicity, which is essential to enable users to understand databases, and allow recovery in an efficient way.

Multidimensional models are designed to store statistical data sets that, according to Cyganiak, Reynolds and Tennison [23], comprise a collection of observations made at some points across a logical space. This collection is characterized by a set of dimensions which define the scope of each observation along with metadata describing what was measured, as was measured and how the observations are expressed.

Statistical data can be set in a multidimensional way in space, that is, as a hypercube. A cube is arranged according to a set of dimensions, attributes and measures.

The dimensions are used to identify the observations, that is, the set of values for each dimension represents a single observation. Examples of dimensions include the time that the observation applies, or the geographic region that the observation covers.

The attributes, for its part, qualify and interpret the observed values. They allow the specification of measurement units and scale factors.

Lastly, the measures represent the phenomenon to be observed, for example, the population growth of a municipality.

The formalization of the understanding of data cubes based on Data Cube vocabulary (QB) is presented in the following and illustrated in Figure 3.

With QB vocabulary as points Kämpgen, O’Rain and Harth [4], there is greater ease in handling and ability to capture the statistical semantics of the linked data. As examples of projects that use the same vocabulary we have the UK government program Combined Online Information System (COINS) and the North American program of the U.S. Security and Exchange Commission.
Figure 3 illustrates, in a general way, the division of the QB structure in classes and properties which include the datasets used - its dimensions, attributes and measures - besides the observations and operations that will be applied on the data.

The main classes and properties of the structure of the data cube are:

1. **DataSets**: Class *qb:DataSet* - represents a collection of observations, possibly organized into multiple slices, as the common dimensional structure is determined;

2. **Observations**: Class *qb:Observation* - represents a single observation of the cube, which can have one or more measurement values associated. Related to this class we found properties *qb:dataset*, which indicates what set of data that observation belongs, and *qb:observation*, that indicates an observation contained within a slice of the data set;

3. **Data Structure Definitions (DSD)**: Class *qb:DataStructureDefinition* - defines the structure of data set (Dataset) or a slice. Associated to this class are the properties: *qb:structure*, which indicates the structure to which this data set belongs, and *qb:component*, responsible for the specification of the component that is included in the structure of the dataset;

4. **Dimensions, Attributes and Measures**: Class *qb:ComponentProperty* - subclass of *rdf:Property*, a super abstract property of all properties that represent dimensions, attributes and measures. Class *qb:DimensionProperty* - represents components that form the cube dimensions. Class *qb:AttributeProperty* - formed by components which represent the attributes of the observations in the cube, for example, units of measure. Class *qb:MeasureProperty* - represents the measured values for the observed phenomenon. Associated to this class have the property *qb:measureType*, a generic measure of size. The value of this dimension indicates how far (within the set of measures of DSD) is provided by the value of observation, or other primary measure;

5. **Slices**: Class *qb:Slice* - denotes a subset of a dataset that is set by setting a subset of dimensional values. Its property *qb:slice*, indicates the subset defined by setting a subset of the values of the dimension.

### A. Multicubes

Cubes which share dimensions constitute a a dimensional model of multiple cubes. In QB, a cube corresponds to multiple cubes that use instances of *qb:ComponentProperty* with equivalence, and thus can be connected using the property *owl:sameAs*.

Similarly, members of a cube can be equivalent as in the case of Figure 4 which shows the relationship afforded by binding property *owl:sameAs*.

In Figure 4, there are two datasets, one representing Brazilian Geopolitics and other representing the scholar data in Brazil (Enem [31]). Both have a dimension which denotes a geographical entity and has a member which denotes a city, such as Florianópolis. Also, both may use the same time dimension with literal values. If there is a statement *owl:sameAs* between the geographical dimensions, the two cubes can be represented as a multicube.

### B. Relating OLAP operations to SPARQL in QB

The set of terms in an RDF Triple Store consists of URIs, blank nodes and literals. Triple store management system is a database for RDF, in which a triple (s, p o) is called RDF triple, where "s" is the subject, "p" represents the predicate and "o" is the object. These systems provide management and access to data through APIs and query languages for RDF data. Many Triple Quad Stores are indeed due to the need to maintain the provenance of RDF data within the system. Any Triple Store that supports graphs will probably be a Quad Store [32] and [33].

Given a Triple Store with statistical linked data, we use basic queries in SPARQL about this dataset to return a specific set of multidimensional elements comprising their respective URIs or a blank node. In this section we present common OLAP queries on a multidimensional model using SPARQL in QB. The similar operations (projection, slice,
dice and roll-up) can be found in [4], [34] and [35] and are illustrated in Figure 5.

![Figure 5. Representation of OLAP operations with inputs and outputs. Source: [4].](image)

a) **Projection**: DataCube \( \times \) Measure \( \rightarrow \) DataCube - removes a measure of the entry cube and allows you to see only a specific measure. In the example above, all triple referring to a measurement are removed, resulting in a query subcube;

b) **Slice**: DataCube \( \times \) Dimension \( \rightarrow \) DataCube - removes a dimension from the entry cube and all its contents added over the members of a dimension;

c) **Dice**: DataCube \( \times \) Dimension \( \times \) Value \( \rightarrow \) DataCube - allows to filter and aggregate on certain dimension members. Note that Dice is not an selection operation, but a filter combined with the Slice operation;

d) **Roll-up**: DataCube \( \times \) Dimension \( \times \) Level \( \rightarrow \) DataCube - allows to create a cube that contains instance data at a high level of aggregation. Remark: the Drill-Down operation has not been set yet, since it can be viewed as an inverse operation to roll up.

VI. COLLECTION, PROCESSING AND PUBLICATION OF DATA

The proposed for publication of data consists of four main steps: identification of sources identifying, ontology generation, mapping and publication of data; shown in Figure 6. Using the data from outside sources, it is intended to add semantic meaning by connecting them to other sources of data, thus publishing them in the form of a multidimensional cube.

![Figure 6. Steps in the process of obtaining, processing and publication of data.](image)

**Sources Identifying**: the composition of logical cubes composed of dimensions, measures, attributes, hierarchies and levels, allows to represent in a simple way real-world entities. Furthermore, it can facilitate the analysis of measures, to define which dimensions and attributes can represent significant data, and organize the dimensions of a given scope in levels and hierarchies.

In the choice of sources, some criteria must be observed such as the accuracy that indicates whether the values are stored in accordance with the actual values; the temporality, which indicates whether the recorded values are updated; the completeness, which indicates whether the needed values are stored and that these have an appropriate depth and width; and the consistency of the data [36]. Last but not least, the quality of the data must meet the requirements of its use.

To illustrate this, we used Brazilian governmental open data sources [37]. This choice is justified for these data sets have features such as: historical time series and the division by municipalities, considering also their spatial location, essential in the construction of cube.

**Ontology Generation**: the governmental data sources available have no semantic meaning and for this it is necessary that these sources are represented by a domain ontology. An ontology provides an explicit specification of a conceptualization [38] and its objective is to define which primitives are necessary for the representation of knowledge in a given context. In this process, the ontologies are used to provide a semantic representation of the dimensions and observations that describe the data to be published. In this stage, it is necessary to generate a proper ontology or to use an existing one to represent the data set.

**Data Mapping**: After the identification of the different data sources the ETL process is performed, through which data are integrated to form a single assembly. The data from this set are analyzed and linked to concepts represented in the ontologies. Thus, we want to clarify this relationship through a mapping that indicates, for each column of data, the URI of the corresponding concept. Also in this step the values contained in the dataset to the corresponding URIs are mapped, based on the representation of domain ontologies. Thus, each data value will be represented by the URI that identifies it.

**Data Publishing**: The publication step is the transformation of the data set already properly mapped to a multidimensional OLAP cube model. The adopted vocabulary for the publication is the RDF Data Cube, which represents, in the form of RDF, structures and standardized data appropriately for subsequent processing through OLAP operations. Furthermore, the fact of using RDF and URIs ensures integration of the dataset with the ontology and other datasets.

Figure 7 shows the interface through which the user makes the choice of the file containing the dataset as well as the definition of what are the dimensions that will form the multidimensional cube, and the measures that will make the facts stored in it.
Through the Web application developed, the dataset obtained is mapped, linked to other data sources and then converted into the format cube RDF.

In the processing each data set corresponds to an instance of the class qb:Dataset, which has its structure defined by an instance of qb:DataStructureDefinition. This, in turn, is described in dimensions (represented by the property qb:dimension) and measures (represented by the property qb:measure).

Each of the observations that make up the cube are represented by an instance of the class qb:Observation (Figure 8), and its properties are associated with references to the qb:Dataset and for each of the dimensions and measures.

Figure 8 presents an example of representation of a observation of the cube, in RDF form. Lines 1 and 7 delimit the observation indicating that it is an instance of the class qb:Observation. The line 2 indicates the observation this cube belongs to, represented by the property qb:dataset. Lines 3 and 4 indicate the references for the dimension values, while lines 5 and 6 present the measurements relating to the observation. The result of the transformation is a file containing an RDF graph as shown in Figure 9.

The RDF graph generated can then be loaded into a Triple Store, so that data are made available on a linked data infrastructure and to allow SPARQL queries.

VII. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK

The provision of open government data has been gaining momentum in many countries. The standardization and structure, however, are not yet a concern of the agencies responsible for disseminating them, complicating the analyzes on them, especially by machines.

In this work it was presented a process for publication of statistical data related to a multidimensional cube format. The use of a standard vocabulary representing the cube structure allows publication of a large amount of statistical data from different sources.

The choice of RDF Data Cube vocabulary as standard allows not only the publication scale as well as increases the potential for analysis, since the operations are also standardized. It also permits that the published data may be used by others applications.

The concern with the mapping of data ensures semantics and connect them with external sources and with other cubes that are already stored on Triple Store. In the case of cubes that share semantic concepts and have dimensions in common, multiple cubes are materialized.

Upcoming efforts that follow this work are the development of tools for visualizing multidimensional statistical data, using standard OLAP operations. These tools will provide a more powerful analysis of the data, besides allowing identifying links between different datasets.

Among the expected benefits of this proposal is the publishing of large-scale statistical series of linked data, which would serve as a base for open data portals, whether governmental or not.

The publication of the data in the form of OLAP cube allows the use of standard operations (e.g., slice, dice, roll-up, drill-down), which facilitates the analysis.

The published data, along with analysis tools enable a more agile application for data presentation. New mashups
can be created according to the needs, only requiring the specification of which cubes and which operations to be applied.

In further research, integration tests will be performed with tools that enable graphical visualization of data from the data cubes developed from the process presented in this work, culminating in the publication of results in a portal public domain.
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Abstract—In this work, we present Experiment Explorer (EE), a framework for recovering provenance that uses provenance-compatible research processes and a lightweight, user-friendly metadata search tool. EE also captures recovered provenance along with file relationships and incorporates new files to support provenance recovery over time. Our case study at a research laboratory suggests that EE is effective in connecting distributed provenance information and in increasing the accessibility of related experiment files. Our scalability analysis also indicates that EE’s tool support can scale to hundreds of thousands of heterogeneous files.
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I. INTRODUCTION

More scientific research now involves the generation and analysis of heterogeneous data sets. Multiple instruments, analysis tools, and scripts are used to collect and analyze data. The origin of a data set or the processing applied to a data set is referred to as data provenance. Data provenance is necessary in assessing a data set’s integrity and in supporting repeatability of analyses or experiments. However, obtaining provenance is a difficult task, especially for data sets that have already been reduced or aggregated from their raw form—some of the context of the data may have been lost. Data provenance may be obtained from experimental conditions and data processing or reduction. Deficiencies in data provenance related to experimental conditions may arise from mundane technical reasons (e.g., a loose cable) or fundamental reasons (e.g., not monitoring a critical parameter because its importance is not known at the time of the experiment). For example, the growth of sites exposed to laser was studied for many decades before it was discovered that the temporal pulse shape was important. In experiments conducted prior to this discovery, only the duration of the pulse was recorded.

Current provenance techniques often capture provenance during an analysis or experiment run by logging the steps that were followed or the analysis modules that were invoked [1, 2, 3]. Many of these techniques use scientific workflows where researchers pre-specify the experiment design as a workflow and a log of the workflow execution provides the provenance of the data produced at the end of the execution [1, 4]. Other techniques record commands or events while the dataset is being processed [2, 3, 5].

To support the use case of recovering provenance where processing logs may not be available, we present Experiment Explorer (EE). EE allows users to recover provenance by incorporating provenance-compatible research processes and by enabling researchers to search for experiment-related information, possibly scattered across heterogeneously-represented files, that provide clues to the provenance of a data set. EE leverages a lightweight and user-friendly metadata search tool to aid researchers in uncovering provenance, which requires minimal training time and usage overhead from them. EE also allows researchers to capture the recovered provenance and to incrementally support provenance recovery over time. Moreover, EE can be used in conjunction with recording provenance techniques in cases where incomplete provenance has been captured (e.g., recording took place only in some parts of the entire data processing). We previously introduced EE as a metadata provenance search [6]. In this paper, we elaborate on how EE can be used to support the recovery of data provenance.

The contributions of this paper are as follows: 1) a technique for recovering provenance, 2) a means of increasing the accessibility of related experiment files, and 3) a means of capturing recovered provenance and file relationships for future reference. In addition, our case study at a research lab suggests the effectiveness of our technique in locating distributed provenance information and in raising the visibility of relevant experiment files.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. In the next section, we compare our work with existing techniques. Section 3 covers challenges in providing provenance support to research in general, with an example of support for the optics inspection and analysis group at Lawrence Livermore National Laboratory (LLNL). We then introduce our approach in Section 4. We provide details regarding our tool support in Section 5 and discuss evaluation results in Section 6. We close the paper with future work.

II. RELATED WORK

Provenance techniques generally record provenance as the data is being processed. These techniques are often associated with workflows [1, 4, 7]. Other recording techniques include capturing using interactions [2, 5] or listening to system-level events [3]. Different levels of provenance may also be recorded [8]. Recovering provenance complements both prospective provenance, i.e., specification of the process as in a workflow, and retrospective provenance, e.g., log of execution [9].

One key aspect to EE is the crafting of research processes that are provenance compatible. Others have also suggested
process-centered approaches that revolve around the use of services and tools [10] or around collaboration steps [4]. Another technique collects provenance based on coordination points in distributed enterprise workflows [11].

Metadata has also been used to represent or link different types of data. These links between different types of data may be represented as a Resource Description Framework (RDF) graph [12]. Provenance metadata may also be represented as an RDF graph that can be queried [13]. Discovery techniques exist for discovering metadata via recommender systems [14] or discovering data using metadata [15]. Data provenance which has been registered to a service may also be later discovered [8]. Tools that capture metadata include XMC-Cat [16] and Taverna [17]. XMC-Cat relies on workflow cyber infrastructure to capture metadata as associated data is generated [16]. Taverna captures metadata by observing processing units and it imports metadata from existing entities [17]. In EE, we use metadata to search for experiments and their corresponding artifacts. EE can also generate metadata for experiment files.

There are also various techniques for searching for documents. These involve using string matching techniques [18] or incorporating user activity into the search for documents [19]. These techniques fall short of searching for files that do not have a text representation (e.g., image files). Other techniques use a database [20] or map-reduce [21] to increase the efficiency. As we demonstrate in our scalability analysis, EE’s search tool is highly scalable. Document management systems like Placeless Documents allows users to search for documents according to metadata, such as file properties (e.g., file size = 100MB) or user-defined properties (e.g., priority = high) [22]. Instead of users specifying properties on a file-by-file basis, EE uses the information embedded in the directory structure and the provenance template to automatically assign provenance metadata to files. Configuration management systems also allow users to search for files based on commit records or change entries [23]. EE, on the other hand, allows users to search for files based on their relationship to an experiment or based on an experiment attribute.

Recovering provenance has been discussed outside the field of eScience. One technique discusses how provenance can be recovered from executable software [24].

III. MOTIVATION

The utility of scientific data is ultimately limited by its provenance. Aggregating data into sets requires that the provenance of the individual data points is compatible. When data are collected at the same time, compatibility is typically ensured by good experimental hygiene, even if critical aspects of provenance are not documented, or even not known to exist as it is the same for each datum. However if data from different experiments or different experimenters are to be combined, then it becomes critical to ensure the provenance is sufficient and compatible. We now provide an overview of challenges encountered in scientific research which effective data provenance can assist.

Fast-paced and adaptive research environment: Research efforts in highly competitive fields or in support of a larger project must be highly adaptive. Though most programs have well defined deliverables with due dates many months or years in the future, situations emerge from time to time which must be addressed immediately. A researcher often responds to new project needs or publication of related discoveries by repurposing existing data and analysis. Such adaptability is greatly facilitated by provenance techniques that are lightweight, with minimal setup and training time. In addition to short term priority shifts, research labs are also highly adaptive to advances in current technology and changes to tools. Using new architectures and tools requires documenting the old and new environments as part of the metadata.

Numerous heterogeneous experiment files: Each experiment run produces hundreds of files and multiple experiments are conducted for each hypothesis. Individual researchers working on related topics conduct their own experiments with techniques and analysis algorithms optimized to isolate particular experimental parameters. Thus, the number and type of experiment files quickly grows, making it difficult to manually search through files. Using off-the-shelf search tool for some of these formats, such as binary or image files, is inadequate because these tools are designed to search across distributed and unrelated files and there is no utilization of the relationships between the different files and experimental objects.

Accessing experiment files: Often researchers would like to amalgamate data from several data sets to create and test hypotheses. Compiling data sets without the aid of a provenance recovery tool requires researchers to search manually for the appropriate files. If the researchers are fortunate enough to be looking for an attribute that was used to categorize the experiment, they are able to gather a large data set and only incur the time it took to locate the data file. Otherwise, the experimental details must be manually retrieved from lab books, scripts, or correlated experiment files, which can be a time-consuming process.

IV. APPROACH & APPLICATION

To address the challenges discussed in the previous section, we present EE and apply it to the specific case of correlating laser induced damage data generated in a number of labs for optics inspection and analysis group at LLNL. Provenance recovery is a technique that approximates the provenance of a data set based on available information (e.g., researcher notes, scripts, hypotheses). EE facilitates the recovery of provenance by incorporating provenance-compatible research processes and enabling researchers to piece together distributed provenance information. While the provenance is an approximation, it may be “close-enough” for researchers to fill-in the missing gaps. Once provenance has been recovered, it can be captured for future reference. Additionally, EE supports incremental provenance recovery over time.

A. Incorporating Provenance-Compatible Research Practices and Conventions

The analysis process, which is part of the overall experiment process, is a collaborative effort, requiring the
contributions of material science specialists, data analysts, and physicists. The workflows as well as the set of artifacts produced remain consistent across experiments.

Figure 1 shows the artifacts produced over the course of an experiment. (Note: an artifact is any file produced during a research process.) The process begins with a hypothesis that is used to derive an experiment design. Along with the design, a detail template, or provenance template, is created providing a central overview of the experiment attributes as data is analyzed. As scientists move through the workflow, raw experiment data are produced, labeled as image in the figure. When the images are analyzed, a derived image feature workbook is created, which contains information such as fluence map.

As part of the process, this provenance template is filled-in by researchers. Some of this information is obtained from the workflow and hypotheses, while others are derived from analysis. Attributes, which may be experiment design parameters (e.g., average fluence or average site separation), are also recorded in a provenance template.

All the artifacts produced for an experiment are stored in a folder labeled with the experiment sample name, to support provenance recovery. For example, hundreds or thousands of image files can result from one experiment. Each file is named in a way that captures metadata such as location of the damage image. In addition, a metadata file is generated for each experiment file, which includes author, date, experiment sample name, keywords, and category. This metadata provides a connection between each file and the associated experiment sample or among related files based on provenance-specific fields. Because the provenance template is stored at the top level sample name folder, the keywords, category, author, and date can be automatically extracted from the provenance template. This template can be manually used to locate experiments performed at certain dates, by specific scientists, or used fluence ranges between X and Y, etc.

B. Using a Lightweight Metadata Search

Once the metadata is created for every experiment file, researchers may now proceed with recovering provenance using a metadata search tool. First, we index the provenance template and the metadata associated with each file. The provenance template is an Excel workbook containing an experiment summary sheet, a high level data overview sheet, and the server location for the experiment sample. In order to search for experiment artifacts that span the entire data server, we first provide a means of relating the files. As we mentioned, all the experiment artifacts are stored within a folder with the experiment sample name. Thus, one way files can be related is by examining the path of an experiment file to obtain the experiment sample file name. Once the sample file name is obtained, the metadata for each file can include the experiment sample name. This metadata can then be re-indexed.

To address the challenge of searching through heterogeneous artifacts, we index different types of data using artifact-specific indexing components. We use artifact-specific indexing components to extract the metadata. The metadata follows a uniform format, enabling the metadata from various artifact types to be indexed in a similar fashion. Consider the following example:

Shot plans are documents requesting a particular set of laser exposures including the sample to be exposed, the location on the sample, and the number and type of laser exposures. A new file is detected by the indexing component as a result of comparing the past directory structure with the current directory structure. The artifact
The analyzer extracts the experiment name and the indexer searches for it. In this case, one result is expected because a shot plan file belongs to only one experiment. Upon success a link to this file is added to the experiment index document and the experiment is re-indexed.

We can also obtain the provenance of derived features. As the derived feature image workbook is modified on the server, it is re-indexed as described in our example above. By utilizing the file hierarchy shown in Figure 1, features from the workbook can be related to the experiment, which can then be related to the provenance template.

C. Capturing Recovered Relationships and Provenance

After the metadata for various files has been generated and indexed, researchers may search for experiment files for a given experiment sample name or a given attribute or even files created on the same date as the experiment. When search results are returned, researchers may directly access the experiment file by following a link from EE’s search result, making the relevant files accessible to researchers.

In addition, since the search and access to files are integrated, it becomes straightforward to capture the search terms used and the files opened by users. The search terms can be captured to log how data sets are correlated. Capturing the correlations and the provenance of experiment files allows researchers to reflect upon their past search activities. This record can help them redo their past search activities or identify unexamined correlations.

D. Supporting Provenance Recovery Over Time

As time goes on, new hardware and software tools may be used to process the data. EE can accommodate these changes over time since it depends on the research processes and the metadata generated for each file, not the technology used for processing or analyzing data. New software tools may also produce new file formats that EE must accommodate. This can be handled by EE by creating a new component to index the new file format.

Over time, new experiment files will also be added into the file system. A version control system [25] can be used to track new files within the server folder. This way, new or modified artifacts can be indexed.

V. Tool Support

We now describe the design and current implementation.

A. Recovering Provenance with EE

In order to match the distributed system and collaborative work within the optics inspection and analysis group, Experiment Explorer is comprised of components following a 3-tier client server architecture, as shown in Figure 2. (Note: an earlier version of this design was described in [6]). Two web applications are integrated with the data server to form a lightweight metadata search tool. The data server contains experimental artifacts and metadata describing them, as well as an index of the metadata and a set of version controlled server snapshots. Experimental artifacts are found on the lab server, but accessible by the components shown in the application server. The metadata that describes these artifacts are stored as XML documents formatted as Apache Solr update instructions [26]. Fields within the metadata documents are recorded to match the Solr schema, enabling directed indexing. The Solr core folder contains the index as well the metadata. The version controlled snapshots are used to detect changes on the server and trigger indexing of new or modified experiment associated files.

At the client, two pages allow users to manually index and search for experiments. In order to maintain extensibility and adapt to the addition of new types of experiment related files, both pages are constructed dynamically based on indexed fields. When new fields are added to the index they become available for user input. Currently, those fields corresponding to an experiment overview are the only ones indexed, as shown in Figure 3. In order to keep newly added fields from overrunning the page, a selection drop down will provide access to the additional fields.

When a user clicks the search button, scripts gather the field-specific input and format a query that is posted to the Solr query servlet of the application server shown in Figure 2. Results are indicated by the fields that best differentiate experiments from one another. Some of the fields point to files located on the server. These server locations are formatted into links. When clicked, they call a servlet responsible for delivering the specified file to the client.

The index description editor allows researchers to manually index artifacts. Many of the functions found on the search page are also used in the editor. Additionally the editor is able to load fields from an indexed experiment and those found in an experiment overview located on the server. Components in the application server represent components called by the client and an indexing component that responds to changes on the data server. As mentioned above, EE integrates two web applications. The first, Apache Solr, is used to manipulate and access the index. The second is composed of the remaining java servlets, which are responsible for manipulating and accessing the data server. One exception to this is the servlet responsible for logging user actions, such as queries issued and files requested. A record of files opened from links in the client is used to direct priority in the indexer.

The indexer is used to find and index new or modified artifacts on the server and is called at regular intervals. To handle frequent changes to the server, files accessed from the client are given the highest priority when responding to differences between versions of the server snapshots. In addition, a queue of outstanding un-indexed files is maintained in order to throttle server access by the indexer. This queue is produced by making comparisons between the different version controlled server snapshots found in the data server area of Figure 2. The server snapshots do not contain actual files but file system information starting at the highest level folder designated for experiment files.

As we discussed, the process of indexing new artifacts relies on conventions followed by the researchers in formatting and naming data on the server. These conventions
are specified by the models in the data server area of Figure 2. The models are used by the indexer to link the artifact to the experiment overview by sample name.

B. State of Implementation

Currently, EE’s search tool supports the following: searching for experiment metadata (e.g., provenance), linking experiment files included in the search results, and capturing search terms and files opened by researchers. We plan to implement the following functionality: relating files to the experiment sample name with an indexer, displaying captured relationships between experiments’ files based on artifact models, and integrating a version control system to automate the capture of future artifact metadata.

VI. Evaluation

We now discuss evaluation of EE’s search tool through a case study with a group at LLNL and a scalability analysis.

A. Case Study at the LLNL

An evaluation was performed within the optics inspection and analysis group at LLNL. Five subjects participated in the study, including scientists and data analysts. The files indexed by EE were spreadsheets which contain the overview of the various experiments conducted in the lab and pointers to the locations of the various files. For the study, only a subset of the overview files was indexed in EE. Prior to the study, subjects were provided with training, including documentation and video tutorials on using the tool. During the study, subjects were asked to perform a search task that they might perform while conducting their research. Feedback was obtained via interviews.

We sought answers to the following research questions:

Q1: Is EE’s search tool easy to use? Can it be incorporated into the research process at LLNL?
Q2: Does EE’s search tool provide relevant experiment files?
Q3: Does EE enable researchers to determine which experiments were related to which files?

Q1: Subjects were asked to compare EE’s search tool with previous search techniques. Subjects were asked to rate EE on a scale of 1 to 5, with 1 as exceptional and 5 as unacceptable. On average researchers rated the acceptability of time spent learning the software at 1.6, the time spent using the software at 1, and the time spent finding relevant files at 1.2. Three subjects even pointed out that the feature they like about the tool is ease of use.

The subjects were generally pleased with EE’s search capability. Three of the five subjects said that they would use the tool to perform their research, while one user said that he would use the tool if his suggested changes were incorporated. Previous search techniques involved manually traversing folders on a server or asking a colleague regarding the location of files. Since there are numerous files, these previous techniques were time-consuming.

Q2: On the average, subjects found the experiment they were searching 84% of the time. When asked how often links to the actual overview files were missing, they answered 0%.
Q3: While the entire experiment artifacts were not available for the study, the overview files which were indexed, contains pointers to the experiment artifacts. According to one subject, once she obtains the experiment overview from EE’s search tool, she can find a given experiment artifact at least twice as fast without the tool.

All of the interviewees agreed that the experiment overview was important information regardless of what type of exploration they performed. In terms of direct links from the results page, three of the five researchers felt that the addition of the data overview for an experiment would support a more efficient exploration. The fifth wanted all of the artifact links embedded directly into the overview file.

Discussion: In general the researchers were pleased with EE’s tool support. One of the researchers said, “Like this idea of organizing and indexing my experiments. Productivity and sharing is much easier this way.” Another researcher said, “It was very fast and the fields were relevant to the searches that we normally make.” In addition, the results show that the tool is easy to use (with average ratings of less than 2.0). The results also indicate that all (except for one subject) would use the tool. This suggests that the tool would benefit the fast-paced adaptive research environment of the optics inspection and analysis group at LLNL.

Areas for improvement within the search software included support for range queries, richer logical support for interpreting user input, and limiting possible input for fields that have a small set of possible field data. All of the researchers expected to have the system show a preview of the most likely input as they typed, indicating that support for fast incremental exploration be supported directly from the search page. The users would also like to able to directly link to the experiment files once an experiment sample name has been obtained from EE.

B. Scalability Analysis

A scalability analysis was also performed. Over five hundred thousand metadata documents were created and indexed, twenty five thousand documents at a time, on a machine with an i7 processor and 6 GB of RAM. Indexing time at each step took around 5 minutes. However, even at five hundred thousand documents, the search still performed in near real-time, taking 40-70ms to deliver results. Restarting the server increased the search time to 120ms and leveled back down to 40-70ms after 3 searches. Searching with two integer fields and a date field resulted in an average of 12 documents being returned from over 500,000 possibilities, which are the correct documents. This was done over 20 runs with different known numbers.

VII. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK

In this paper, we provided a technique for recovering provenance for data sets that have already been analyzed or processed. This technique, referred to as EE, incorporates a provenance-compatible process with a lightweight metadata search tool. EE complements existing techniques which record provenance while a data set is being analyzed. We conducted two types of evaluation to assess EE’s tool support: a case study at LLNL and a scalability analysis. The case study suggests that EE is effective in connecting information which provides clues regarding the provenance of a given experiment file. The scalability analysis reveals that the tool can easily handle large sets of experiment files.

In the future, we will investigate incorporating ontologies into the metadata generation and search to enable sharing research files with researchers outside the optics inspection and analysis group. We plan to provide a visualization to help researchers more efficiently find related data sets. We will also examine other automated techniques for determining the related experiment sample name for a given experiment file. Finally, we will investigate how EE can be applied to other settings, such as recovering the provenance of software development files or the provenance of business reports.
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I. INTRODUCTION

As a core system of a company, the information system and its management system is critical, and their malfunction directly affects the business performance. There are several systems proposed for evaluation and management of the information related system, and some companies acquired a kind of certificates of the information security, such as ISO/IEC27001 or BS7799-2. These certificates may give companies a guarantee on their information management system. However, the approaches of these certification sometimes tend to formal and stereotype, and does not reflect the companies characteristics. Especially in Small or Medium-size company, the information system and its management system should be evaluated based on their own assets, activities, and strategy. Thus a self-directed, business oriented, and assets based evaluation is recommended, and some systems such as OCTAVE [2] [10], ENISA's Information Package for SMEs (Small or Medium-size Enterprise) [13], and MEHARI [12] can be applied to SMEs.

Although the business oriented, self-directed evaluation system matches the company’s characteristics and strategic goal, it sometimes requires to compose a relatively small team, called an analysis team, whose members are from several important sections of the company. The analysis team leads the evaluation process by acquiring information on their system all over the company. So the top managements should be in sympathy with the importance of information security evaluation, then consensus of staff members are necessary. SMEs neither have sufficient human resources nor have diligent intention to assign them to such a job, even if they know the malfunction of their information system causes serious problem on their business performance.

In this paper, we propose a methodology for information security evaluation and management which reduces company’s workload by adopting evaluation process in ENISA's Information Package for SMEs, and by referencing their security measures which are actually in OCTAVE. In order to reflect company’s characteristic or business objectives, the consensus with company staffs on the evaluation values are made in several steps.

Since our methodology is business oriented, essentially asset based, we need to find out from 3 to 5 critical assets. After the specification, we propose to describe the internal process related to each of asset using business process management tool such as ADONIS. This type of system has performance indicators, and we can see the bottle neck in the total process related to the asset. Then comparing the measures should be implemented with those of the output from ENISA, we can suggest a risk mitigation plan.

The rest of this paper is organized as follows; we refer to the ENISA's Information Package for SMEs in the next section, some methods to choose critical assets are described, some references on ADONIS as a business process management tool, then the total process of our proposed methodology comes up.

II. ENISA’S INFORMATION PACKAGE FOR SMEs

ENISA (European Network and Information Security Agency) developed and delivered the Information Package for SMEs. The method is highly structured and one can obtain a set of several controls considered to be effective to solve the organization’s information security problem or to improve their current condition.

The system procedure includes four phases as follows:

Phase1. Select Risk Profile
Output: Identified risk area, risk profile table with risk level labels, organizational risk profile

Phase2. Identify Critical Assets
Output: Five most critical assets, security requirement selection table with rationales for selection
Phase 3. Select Control Cards
Output: Organizational controls, asset based controls

Phase 4. Implementation and Management
Output: Gaps between recommended controls and current status, risk management plans

The risk profile table in Phase 1 includes only four risk area which roughly correspond to the impact classification of OCTAVE, whose details are coming up in Section V. The risk should be evaluated for each of these areas, however the evaluation is very simple and automatically performed. Here we notice that the evaluation of “legal and regulatory” is dependent on the handling level of customers’ personal information defined in the EU Data Protection Law [4, pp.104-105].

The personal data means any information relating to an identified or identifiable natural person, and the details are slightly different in countries. For example, according to the German Federal Data Protection Act, the definition of the sensitive personal data are as follows:

- Racial or ethnic,
- Political opinions,
- Religious or philosophical beliefs,
- Trade union membership,
- Health or sex life.

The assets are classified into four categories, System, Network, People, and Applications. In this phase, the analysis team, a team of small number of personnel from various sectors of organization also introduced in OCTAVE, has to choose five critical assets from many of possible assets. Evaluation is done by considering the impact to the organization when “Disclosure” or “Modification” or “Loss and Destruction” or “Interrupted Access” occurs. These scenarios are just the set of outcomes appears in OCTAVE’s threat profile worksheet.

Like as many other security evaluation systems recommend, assets are evaluated in the usual three perspectives, that is Confidentiality, Integrity, and Availability (CIA). In the process of choosing five critical assets, we need to evaluate each assets from each perspective, then aggregate the resulted values or establish a method for giving priorities to each of the assets according to their values. We always have this kind of problem when performing an asset-based evaluation system, also in OCTAVE, and several methods can be applied to solve this kind of problem. For instance, AHP and FSM are very popular, where pair-wise comparisons of alternatives are performed and the priority value is expressed as the weight of each alternative. By identifying five critical assets with references of security requirement in three perspectives, the security requirements selection table is completed.

The control cards choosing phase, the Phase 3, has two processes. One is for the organizational control cards corresponding to the Strategic practice in OCTAVE, and the selection of controls depends only on the risk levels of each risk area described in Phase 1. In Table 1, SP1, SP2, SP3, SP4, SP5, and SP6 are sets of controls related to “Security Awareness and Training”, “Security Strategy”, “Security Management”, “Security Policies and Regulations”, “Collaborative Security Management”, and “Contingency Planning/Disaster Recovery”, respectively, [13].

The other is for the asset based control cards corresponding to the Operational practice in OCTAVE, and possible and effective controls are listed in the asset control card whose selection depends on the level of total risk profile, the asset category, and the asset’s risk level. Once selecting a card, one can find out controls to be adopted according to three perspectives and security requirements of “Physical security”, “System and network management”, “System authentication”, “Monitoring and auditing IT security”, “Authentication and authorization”, “Vulnerability management”, “Encryption”, “Security architecture and design”, “Incident management”, and “General staff practices”.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Risk Area</th>
<th>High</th>
<th>Medium</th>
<th>Low</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Legal and Regulatory</td>
<td>(SP1)</td>
<td>(SP1)</td>
<td>SP1.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(SP4)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Productivity</td>
<td>(SP3), (SP4)</td>
<td>(SP4)</td>
<td>SP4.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(SP6), (SP5)</td>
<td>(SP6)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Financial Loss</td>
<td>(SP2), (SP1), (SP4)</td>
<td>(SP4)</td>
<td>SP4.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Productivity</td>
<td>(SP1), (SP5)</td>
<td>(SP5)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The last phase consists of Gap analysis and planning the risk management. From the previous phase, recommended controls are proposed and one can see the gap from currently performed controls. Then make a plan in order to fill in the gap to compromise the present risk.

III. METHOD FOR FINDING CRITICAL ASSETS

In any decision making process, choosing one or a few critical alternatives from a large set of them is an important and difficult task. There are many methods proposed from theoretical point of view, and some are applied to practical cases. Here we refer to pairwise comparison based methods, like as AHP(Analytic Hierarchy Process), FSM(Fuzzy Structural Modeling). In AHP [8] or FSM [9], weights are obtained by computing the principal eigenvector of a subordination matrix with pairwise comparison values entries. The Perron-Frobenius theorem guarantees the principal eigenvector to be considered as the importance weight vector. In order to apply the theorem to the matrix obtained by pairwise comparison, the \((i,j)\)-entry value should be set as the inverse value of the corresponding \((i,j)\)-entry in AHP, and the reachability matrix should be computed in FSM. Instead of
computing the principal eigenvector of reachability matrix in FSM, we have more simplified method by which the weight of evaluation factors can be found on the basis of the ratio calculation [1] [7]. The relationships between evaluation factors are transitive regarding the contextual relation “Importance degree”.

At first, put all the alternatives in sequential oder, then give values \( f_{i,i+1} \) (\( i = 1, 2, \ldots, n - 1 \)) as the importance degree of \( i \)-th alternative compared with \((i + 1)\)-st one, where \( n \) is the number of all the alternatives. The corresponding symmetrical value of \( f_{i,i+1} \), can be calculated by

\[
f_{i+1,i} = 1 - f_{i,i+1} \quad (i = 1, 2, \ldots, n - 1).
\]

These values are carefully given on the basis of experience and knowledge of the decision makers and/or specialists.

From these relative comparison values, we compute the evaluation value \( E_i \) of \( i \)-th alternative so as to satisfy the following ratio equations:

\[
E_k : E_{k+1} = f_{k,k+1} : f_{k+1,k} \quad (1 \leq k \leq n). \tag{1}
\]

A set of answer values of the simultaneous ratio equations is given by following formulate:

\[
E_k = \prod_{i=1}^{k-1} (1 - f_{i,i+1}) \prod_{i=k}^{n-1} f_{i,i+1} \quad (1 \leq k \leq n), \tag{2}
\]

where the empty product is set to be 1 for \( k = 1 \) or \( k = n \).

If the values for each \( f_{i,i+1} \) are carefully chosen to satisfy the transitivity, we actually do not need other comparison value \( f_{i,j} \) (\( i < j \)). We have only to evaluate each alternative to the adjacent one, and the total number of essential values is just \( n - 1 \).

In other words, we need to be careful that the set of values \( \{ f_{i,i+1} \}_{i=1,\ldots,n-1} \) should be transitive, which means that the importance degree of \( i \)-th alternative to \( j \)-th one (\( i < j \)) should be approximately equal to the value calculated from \( \{ E_i \} \) in a certain degree of error. However in some practical applications, it is not so easy to guarantee that condition, and we will propose some modified pragmatic methods.

A. Checking system to guarantee the transitivity

Supposing that \( \{ E_i \} \) is the set of importance weights, the relative important degree of \( i \)-the alternative to \( j \)-th alternative should satisfies a ratio equation \( E_i : E_j = f_{i,j} : f_{j,i} \), which is solved to have the following formula for \( i < j \):

\[
\frac{E_i}{E_i + E_j} = \frac{\prod_{k=1}^{i-1} f_{k,k+1} \prod_{k=i}^{j} f_{k,k+1}}{\prod_{k=1}^{i-1} f_{k,k+1} + \prod_{k=i}^{j} (1 - f_{k,k+1})}. \tag{3}
\]

When this value seems to be considerably different from the value evaluated directly, we need to reconsider initial comparison values. If we notice that the directly given value should be modified, it will be all right.

B. Averaging over All or Some of Sequences

Sometimes it may happen that values given by formulae (2) widely vary depending on the way of setting alternatives in order, and an adjustment seems to be difficult. We can take the average of the evaluation values corresponding to each sequence given by a permutation of \( \{1, \ldots, n\} \).

When several principal sequences can be distinguished, the average can be taken only over them. For a subset \( S \) of the permutation group \( S_n \), the formula for the normalized averaged weight are given by the followings:

\[
E_i = \frac{1}{|S|} \sum_{\sigma \in S} e_{\sigma(i)} \tag{4}
\]

where \( e_{j} = \prod_{i=1}^{n} f_{\sigma(i),\sigma(i)} \prod_{i=1}^{n} f_{\sigma(i),\sigma(i+1)}, \quad |S| = \sum_{\sigma \in S} e_{\sigma}, \text{ and } S^{-1} = \{ \sigma : \sigma^{-1} \in S \} \).

C. Hierarchical Block-wise Computing

If it seems that there are small set of invisible attributes behind alternatives, classify them according to these attribute. Then compute weights of alternatives in each class separately, and the weight of attribute class should be calculated. The aggregation process is done by multiplying the weight of super set to that of each attribute after normalization.

The merit of this option is that we may have small number of comparison candidates, and our weight computing method will effectively work. If the number of first blocks is large, we will try to find out some attribute factors which are common to several blocks.

IV. BUSINESS PROCESS MANAGEMENT TOOL

In this paper, as we are concerned about risks related to each of chosen critical assets, the management process on which the asset related process are mapped should be assessed carefully. Fortunately, there are some good computerized application of business process management tool. Here, we introduce ADONIS which is developed and provided by BOC Group [11].

ADONIS is composed of several model type such as “Company map”, “Business process diagram”, “Choreography diagram”, “Conversation diagram”, “Business process model”, “Document model”, “IT system model”, “Product model”, “Working environment model”, “Risk model”, “Control model”, and “Use case diagram”, and each model includes some objects with own attributes. Among them, here we refer to following models:

Business process model

This process model is essential model of this system containing several type of objects such as Activity, Subprocess, Decision, Performance Indicator, etc. which are combined with each other.
This can also contain Risk and its Control objects when an activity has a risk, and the risk and its control are described in each corresponding model. Figure 1 is a part of “Accept transfer model” in Example files downloadable from BOC group homepage, [11].

Figure 1. ADONIS Business Process Model

IT system model
This model contains Application, Service, Infrastructure element, and Operation. The model describes physical and logical relationship between objects by “has”, “uses”, “Is dependent on”, “has note”, and “has cross-reference” indicators.

Document model
This model is composed of several documents referred by personnel especially in case of emergency or trouble. The document’s attribute has a reference link to a Word, or Excel, or PowerPoint file.

Working environment model
This model contains Organizational unit, Performer, Role, Position, etc. The position and primary roles of personnel, and their command structure is embedded in this model.

Risk model
The main object of this model is Risk whose attribute has several risk types such as “operational risk”, “strategic risk”, “market price and liquidity risk”, “credit risk”, “quality risk”, and “other risk”.

Control model
The main object is Control, and the control process is described as a business process model which is referred in the attribute of this object.

V. PROPOSED SYSTEM
Before going on the detail of our proposed methodology, we just refer to the business performance in general. In the research area of evaluation of business performance, there are several models or methodologies proposed by many researchers or consultants. But most methodologies refer to “financial”, “customer”, “productive or internal process”, and “learning and growth”, which are emphasized especially in the Balanced Score Card (BSC) [3]. Of course, BSC insists that these four perspectives should be balanced and equally treated.

Although BSC and some other methodologies for business performance are tailored not only for evaluating the performance status but also for improving the future state of business, it seems that they do not consider any collapse caused in short span. Here we are interested in business continuity when some disasters occur or serious attacks, e.g. DDoS, are exposed. In most cases, problems seemed to be serious to the business continuity occurs in productive or internal process which causes big financial impact. Thus we explicitly focus on financial and internal process perspective among these perspectives.

Now we explain our proposed methodology for enforcing company’s information system in view of business continuity. Figure 2 describes the total flow of our systematic methodology composed of four main phases.

Figure 2. Flow of Total System

In the figure, the region on the left side is the company’s region where workload by the company’s personnel is high. The workload set in the right side region should be done by researcher’s group.

The total work flow proceeds in the following way. First of all, find out the most important and critical business segment from financial perspective and the company’s strategy referring the annual report. Next, apply ENISA system to evaluate company’s information related property which lead to strategic practices required for the company. We also need
to identify a small set of critical assets which would lead a set of necessary operational practices. In the third phase, business process modeling related to each of critical asset is constructed using application software like as ADONIS. Then try to find out serious problems in the process by performing recursive simulation, considering suggestive operational and strategic practices. The final phase is a phase for making up a total risk control plan.

A. Critical Business Segment

If the company is very small and/or there is unique business segment, the critical segment might be clear. Even if the company has several segments, the critical business segment might be trivial just from the company’s strategy. In these cases, this phase is seemed unnecessary. However, we recommend to perform the total evaluation of segments in financial perspective in case that some disastrous incidents cause serious impact on the business continuity.

From the pyramid of financial ratios, ROCE(Return On Capital Employed; = \( \frac{\text{NetProfit}}{\text{Capital employed}} \)) is the starting point, then it is initially decomposed into the product of the net profit margin (\( \frac{\text{NetProfit}}{\text{Sales}} \)) and the sales on capital employed (\( \frac{\text{Sales}}{\text{Capital employed}} \)). The former index is on profitability, and the later one is again expressed as the product of the turnover of total assets (\( \frac{\text{Sales}}{\text{Total assets}} \)) and the inverse value of the capital employed ratio(= \( \frac{\text{Total assets}}{\text{Capital employed}} \)).

Focusing on the net profit margin derives other indices such as the break-even point ration, EBIT, EBITDA and financial leverage, which derives DE ratio (Debt Equity ratio; = \( \frac{\text{Debt(with interest)}}{\text{Equity}} \)), and ICR (Instance Coverage Ratio; = \( \frac{\text{Operating profit} + \text{Financial income}}{\text{Interest expense}} \)) for example.

Fortunately almost all the information necessary to calculate them are on the company’s annual report, consisting of PL, BS, Cash flow statements. The annual report also contains information on the “strategy” which helps us to find out not only the critical segment but also critical assets.

B. Applying ENISA

This phase includes main two process. First one is the evaluation of company’s, or segment’s, proper condition by the risk profile evaluation table, then the process output a set of strategic practices from the organizational( Strategic) control cards. Second process is choosing a small set of critical assets in the assigned segment. Then the asset based(Operational) control card table is referred to have a set of controls according to the evaluation value of each asset from CIA points of view.

1) Risk Profile Evaluation Table: ENISA’s risk profile evaluation table is very simple composed of four risk areas, and the evaluation is fairy automatically done as follows.

Legal and Regulatory
“High” is marked if the company’s business handles customer information of sensitive and personal nature including medical records and critical personal data as defined by the EU Data Protection Law. “Medium” if the handled customer information is not sensitive. “Low” if the business does not handle customer information.

Productivity
“High” is marked if the business employs more than 100 employees having a daily need to access business applications and services. “Medium” if the number of such employees is between 50 and 100. “Low” if the number is less than 50.

Financial Stability
“High” is marked if yearly revenues are of excess of 25 million Euros or/and financial transactions with 3rd parties or customers are taking place as part of the business as usual process. “Medium” if the yearly revenue are between 5 million and 25 million Euros. “Low” if the revenue are less than 5 million Euros.

Reputation and Loss of Customer Confidence
“High” is marked if unavailability or service quality directly impact business profile or/and more than 70% of customer base have online access to business products and services. “Medium” if the impact is indirect and/or less than 5% of customer base have online access. “Low” if there are no impact on business profile or on loss of revenue.

According to the set of evaluation values, strategic controls are determined from the Table I in Section II.

2) Critical Assets: Task of choosing a few, at most five, critical assets is very important and difficult. As we mention in Section II, it is performed generally considering the case of “Disclosure” or “Modification” or “Loss and Destruction” or “Interrupted Access” from view point of each of CIA.

When focusing on the business continuity, we should mainly consider the “Loss and Destruction”, and the “Interrupt of Access” to assets.

First listing possible information related assets in the business segment, then choose any two of them and compare them as the important level with values in the open interval (0,1) from each of CIA point of view. If we apply the ratio based method, the number of pairs to be evaluated is just \( n - 1 \), but adjustment or modification process might be needed.

After calculating the set of three weight vectors, they are aggregated according to the importance degree of perspectives, CIA. Although the confidentiality has high degree in usual information evaluation activity because of nowadays
increasing concerns on personal data protection, the availability should be the highest from the business continuity point of view.

Once a few critical assets are distinguished, the asset base control card is assigned according to the asset category, “Application”, or “System”, or “Network”, or “People”, and the company’s risk level (“High”, “Medium”, or “Low”). We also need to find out components related to each of critical asset and security requirement as confidentiality, and/or integrity, and/or availability.

C. Business Process Mapping

Before starting the business process mapping using an application software, list up possible impacts on each of critical asset caused by any disaster or threats. Then map all the components to the application’s model. For example, the total process for management or recovery of the asset related system is described by the Business Process Model whose activity is dependent on IT system and HR system.

If the company has its own model for this process, map it on the application and give the precise information on processing time, possibilities of decision, working time of each employee, and performance indicators should be carefully constructed. Once the process model is completed, several cases are simulated and results are stored for the next phase.

D. Risk Control/Mitigation Plan

In the last phase, we make a plan for business continuity considering the result comes out of the previous phase. When the company has formalized plan and process against critical asset affecting exposure of risk, we will set up the total plan which reinforcing the process using the result from the simulation and controls as the output of ENISA system.

In case of no current effective process, we need to establish it considering the company’s IT and HR condition which are already investigated in the previous phase.

The risk is usually treated in four types of way: retention, reduction, transfer, and avoidance. It is very important to investigate which activity has the key indicator mainly affect the business continuity, then determine controls in one or some of these types.

VI. Conclusion and Future Work

In this paper, we proposed a systematic methodology for evaluation of current status of critical business factor and for suggesting effective risk controls and mitigation plan. Since our main concern is the business continuity, we have considered the total business performance evaluation system, and try to incorporate the financial factor as the most critical business segment. As we mainly concern about the reduction of company’s workload, a simple and systematical method, ENISA for SMEs, is adopted for the preliminary evaluation. Although usual security evaluation is essentially based on the asset based method, we also focus on the process against the exposure of risks, and propose to use a kind of business process management application whose simulation functions help us to review or compose an effective risk control/mitigation plan.

Instead of ENISA, we might use OCTAVE-S, a version for relatively small enterprises, if some method for extracting effective mitigation controls are established, see [5] [6]. We will apply our methodology to some of real company and see how it works.
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Abstract—Cognitive map (CM) has been widely accepted as a robust decision support mechanism with which decision makers can analyze causal relationships existing among relevant variables, and represent tacit knowledge explicitly in a form of causal relationships. In literature, there are many successful cases with CM. Nevertheless, there is no study that clearly investigates the potentials of CM in reducing decision maker’s perceived equivocality, and enhancing perceived usefulness. To pursue the research objective like this, we organized an experiment in which participants are given two types of tasks (analyzable vs less-analyzable) and two types of task representation (text-based vs CM-based). Results clearly showed that the CM can provide significantly improved performance in decision making support.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Cognitive map (CM) is used to capture perception of decision makers (DMs) faced with complex and unstructured decision problems. Many relevant literatures showed that CM can be used for solving many kinds of decision problems [1], [2], [3], [4] most of which belong to unstructured decision problems. And also, CM can describe and facilitate elaboration of real world for individuals. Elaboration is the cognitive process whereby individuals consciously or subconsciously establish paths between nodes in a semantic network representing newly learned material and nodes representing already known material [5].

This study attempt to verify that CM is an effective methodology by conducting an experiment which examines that CM is more effective than Text under analyzable tasks by comparing CM with Text. And further analyzes the difference in problem solving between analyzable tasks and less-analyzable tasks within the framework of equivocality of information in CM and Text. The focus is that that while CM method knowledge is important in solving all such tasks, the role of application domain knowledge is contingent upon the type of understanding task under investigation. We use the theory of cognitive fit to establish theoretical differences in the role of application domain knowledge among the different types of schema understanding tasks.

II. THEORY AND HYPOTHESIS

A. Semantic Network and Problem Solving

CM proposes that individuals will be able to better understand domain knowledge that complies with its criteria. This is supported by two bodies of theories of cognition. Firstly, the semantic network theory proposes that CM lead analysts to construct efficient mental representations of a domain [6]. Semantic network theory states that individuals store concepts in memory as nodes connected by paths [7]. In order to perform cognitive tasks, individuals must recall concepts from memory, which follows a process of spreading activation: a node is primed in memory, which leads to paths connecting to it being activated [7]. Activation has to be strong enough for a search to reach a connected node. Empirical tests show that greater activation strength enables faster and more accurate recall [7]. CM leads to efficient mental representations by reducing activation strength and excluding relevant nodes.

Secondly, the problem-solving theories suggest that the quality of a person’s mental representation of a domain is a key driver of his/her ability to reason about the domain [8]. Specifically, problem solving theories suggest that a person reasons about a domain is by drawing on his/her mental representation of the domain together with his/her mental representation of the problem s/he faces about the domain to construct a “problem space” in memory [8]. Tests show that problem solving performance is driven by a person’s ability to search his/her problem space [8], [9]. Since semantic network theory suggests that CM leads to efficient mental representations, we can therefore propose that CM reduce analysts’ ability to construct inefficient problem spaces in memory and thereby increase analysts’ ability to search their problem space when reasoning about the domain.

B. Conceptual Schema Understanding Task

Schema understanding tasks can be viewed as either read-to-do (with access to the schema) [10] or read-to-recall tasks (without access to the schema) [11]. Recall tasks have been used to investigate problem solvers’ knowledge structures, that is, chunks of knowledge that are stored in internal memory and reused when appropriate [12].
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Two types of comprehension tasks that have been employed in prior Information Systems (IS) researches are supported ... examples of just the syntax of the formalism associated with a schema. Semantic knowledge involves understanding the meaning, or the semantics, of the data embedded in the conceptual schema. Thus, semantic comprehension tasks are those that assess the understanding of the data semantics conveyed through constructs in the schema [15]. More recently, researchers have investigated tasks that require a deeper level of understanding than comprehension tasks, tasks that are referred to as problem-solving tasks [16].

C. Cognitive Fit

The notion of task-technology cognitive fit is viewed as an important factor determining whether the use of technology would result in performance improvement [17], [18], [19]. Briefly, the task-technology fit hypothesis argues that for an IS to have a positive impact on performance, it must be designed and utilized in such a way that it fits with the tasks it supports. When the information emphasized by the presentation matches the task, DMs can use the same mental representation and decision processes for both the presentation and the task, resulting in faster and more accurate solutions [19]. When a mismatch occurs, one of two processes will occur. Firstly, DMs may transform the presented data to better match the task, which might increase the time needed and might decrease accuracy because any transformation can introduce errors [19]. Secondly, DMs may adjust their decision processes to match the presentation [20], decreasing accuracy and increasing time because the information does not match the ultimate needs of the task.

To better understand this relationship, we first need to explain the key concept equivocality of information. High equivocality means confusion and lack of understanding [21]. Note that at times the literature uses the term equivocality to describe the characteristics of tasks. In this paper, the term exclusively uses to describe information characteristics. Furthermore, less-analyzable task consists of syntactic and semantic knowledge. By contrast, problem solving task is presented as analyzable task. Therefore, we will examine whether quality in decision making can be changed by the task type (analyzable vs less-analyzable) of Text and CM and its equivocality.

D. Hypotheses

In this study, three hypotheses will be verified through one experiment. In this experiment, CM-based method is proposed to be more effective than text-based method under analyzable tasks by comparing CM-based method with Text-based method. This was done by analyzing the difference in problem solving between analyzable tasks and less-analyzable tasks within the framework of equivocality of information in CM and Text. For analyzable tasks, since the information needed to perform the task is known and clear guidelines about how to perform the task exist, the DM does not have to rely on subjective judgments or contextual information to interpret the situation or task. CM can capture perception of decision makers’ knowledge in real world, and describe and facilitate elaboration. CM is to support a “what-if” and “goal seeking” analysis. In this regard, CM-based method can decrease the equivocality. It is because CM-based method can provide more accurate information than text-base method in solving analyzable tasks. Therefore, a CM-based representation is more effective than a text-based representation in supporting the information needs of analyzable tasks.

H1: For analyzable tasks, the CM-based representation, when compared to the text-based representation, will lead to a lower level of perceived equivocality.

In this study, less-analyzable task is consists of syntactic and semantic knowledge. In other words, less-analyzable task means that DMs need knowledge of surface level that asks simply the true and the false of the facts. In this case, it is assumed that there will be little difference between Text-based method and CM-based method.

H2: For less-analyzable tasks, there will be no difference between the multimedia and the text-based representation in terms of the perceived equivocality level.

Davis and his colleagues [22], [23] observed that if users perceive a system to be useful, they are more likely to use it. Other studies [24], [25] also found further support for the impact of perceived usefulness on system use. These studies established the theoretical and practical importance of perceived usefulness. Extending from the research in perceived usefulness, one can argue that users only perceive the system to be useful if the system helps them to perform the tasks it was designed for.

H3: The CM-based representation will be perceived as more useful than the text-based representation.

III. OVERVIEW OF THE EXPERIMENTS

The experiment involved less-analyzable tasks and analyzable tasks, and two representations, text-based and CM-based information, representing two levels of richness. The two were equivalent in terms of text and diagram information content. It is hypothesized that the task required only surface-level understanding of the domain. Thus, it is predicted that the text effect would dominate elaborative and inferential diagram effects. Participants who used CM would therefore outperform participants who used text only. In analyzable tasks, it is hypothesized that this task requires a deep level understanding of a domain if it is to be performed effectively. Thus, it is predicted that the elaborative and inferential effects would dominate the text effect. Participants who used causal map only would therefore outperform participants who used text. The results supported this prediction.
IV. EXPERIMENT

To test the first hypotheses, we conducted a laboratory experiment. The experiment employs a 2 x 2 x 2 design. The within-subject factors are representation type (CM-based vs. text-based representation) and task type (analyzable vs. less-analyzable task). The between subject factor is the order (text-CM vs. CM-text).

A. Task Setting

1) Representation Type

Two representations, text-based and CM-based information, representing two levels of richness were compared. The two were equivalent in terms of text and diagram information content. Appendix A shows the corresponding subjects the text-based method when the same selection was made. In both methods, subjects could reexamine the information which was presented with CM-based method and text-based method.

2) Analyzable and Less-analyzable Task Type

In this study, the less-analyzable task consisted of syntactic and semantic comprehension tasks. By contrast, problem solving task was presented as analyzable task. The task employed consisted of evaluating the ambiguity/equivocality level of the information relating to 17 statements. Subjects were asked to evaluate the degree to which they felt that the information needed to evaluate the 17 statements, as provided by the method, was equivocal. Ten of these statements were related to facts that were surface-level understanding stated in the method; these formed the less-analyzable task. The other seven required subjects to make judgments about the deep-level understanding of problem solving task stated in the method; they formed the analyzable task. All subjects performed both tasks.

3) Order

Subjects performed the experimental task twice: once with the text-based method and once with the CM-based method. Half of the subjects were randomly assigned to use the text-based method first (text-CM condition) while the other half started with the CM-based system (CM-text condition). Helson’s Adaptation-Level Theory [26], [27] suggests that a subject’s response to a judgmental task depends on three things: (1) sum of the subject’s past experiences, (2) the context or background (for making comparison judgments), and (3) the stimulus given (the representation type in this study). To the extent that there is no context/background given, the subject will make a judgment using the sum total of all his/her previous experiences about what he/she perceived as ambiguous. Given that each of the subjects has different experiences, when no context/background is provided there is no common frame of reference to make a judgment. The closer a context is provided to the judgment, the more it will be made within that context rather than based on the sum of all past experience. Following Helson’s argument, we used the first representation to allow our subjects to establish a frame of reference. The second representation was then presented and subjects were asked to evaluate the ambiguity level of the second as compared to that of the first. To take into consideration the potential learning effect, as is customarily done, we used a counter-balanced design by asking half of the subjects to first evaluate using the text-based and the other half to first evaluate using the CM-based representation.

B. Participants

The participants are college students who took one or two of the five undergraduate computer science courses offered by the School of Business Administration. The participants were organized into two groups. The 34 pre-test responses from the first group were used to pretest the manipulation check between analyzable and less-analyzable tasks. Pair t-test was conducted to check analyzability after reviewing 17 analyzable and less-analyzable tasks with students. The results show that there is a difference between analyzable and less-analyzable tasks (t(33) = 4.52, p<0.001). These results suggest that the experimental manipulation between analyzable and less-analyzable tasks was successful.

The 64 responses of the second group were used to prove research hypotheses. They participated on a voluntary basis following the instruction that bonus points will be given for those who completed surveys successfully within the time limit. Of the respondents, 38 were male and 26 were female. On average, they were 24.5 years old, and they used the Internet for 21 hours per week.

C. Dependent Variables

Two dependent variables, perceived equivocality and perceived usefulness of the system, were used in the analyses.

1) Perceived Equivocality

Two Likert-type scales, adapted from [28], were used to measure perceived equivocality of the information used for evaluating the 17 statements which comprised the experimental task. Since this study focused on the equivocality level of information rather than solution, one item was not applicable to this study and was dropped. The internal reliability of the original instrument, as reported by Daft and Macintosh, was 0.73. The modified scale used in this study has a higher reliability score (0.86). For each of the 17 statements, subjects were asked to indicate (1) if the information used to evaluate the statement could be interpreted in several ways, and (2) if the information used to evaluate the statement could mean different things to different members of the website design team. The response scale ranged from −3 (full disagreement) to +3 (full agreement). For items (1) and (2), the higher score meant higher perceived equivocality.

2) Perceived Usefulness

The 10 item scale proposed by [22] was adapted for this present study. The reliability of the instrument, as originally reported by Davis, was 0.92. Subjects were asked to rate the perceived usefulness of the second method relative to using the first method.
D. Experimental Procedures

Subjects were run through the experiment one at a time. Prior to the experiment, subjects were trained on how to use the CM method. The training session lasted about 30 minutes. Next, subjects were handed a task description (see Appendix A) and the questionnaire for this experiment, which contained 17 statements. They were told to read through the questionnaire before examining the information in the method. This procedure was used to help them focus on the information needed to respond to the 17 questions. Depending on their assignment, subjects first used either the text-based method or the CM-based method to examine the described with information. After they had completed the questionnaire, the subjects were given a five minute rest break. After the break, subjects proceeded to second experiment. Second experiment was a repeat of first experiment, except that subjects used the other method (either text-based or CM-based system). At the end of the experiment, subjects were given the perceived usefulness questionnaire. The entire experiment took about an half and hour to complete.

E. Results

Data associated with perceived equivocality was analyzed using a repeated-measures ANOVA test with the three independent variables, representation, task, and order. Table I reports the results. The mean values and standard deviations are shown in Table II.

| TABLE I. RESULTS OF THE REPEATED-MEASURES ANOVA FOR PERCEIVED EQUIVOCALITY LEVEL |
|---------------------------------|--------|--------|--------|--------|
|                                  | DF     | Mean Squared | F-value | P      |
| Between-Subjects                 |        |              |         |        |
| Order Type                       | 1      | 1.071        | 0.443   | 0.508  |
| Error (Order Type)               | 62     | 2.419        |         |        |
| Within-Subjects                  | 192    |              |         |        |
| Task Type                        | 1      | 80.492       | 80.073  | 0.000***|
| Error (Task)                     | 62     | 1.005        |         |        |
| Representation type              | 1      | 38.392       | 19.773  | 0.000***|
| Representation × Order           | 1      | 35.750       | 18.413  | 0.000***|
| Error (Representation)           | 62     | 1.942        |         |        |
| Task × Representation            | 1      | 28.226       | 38.323  | 0.000***|
| Error (Task)                     | 62     | 0.737        |         |        |

There are several significant outcomes: task (F = 80.073, p < 0.000), representation (F = 19.773, p < 0.000), representation × order (F = 18.413, p < 0.000), and task × representation (F = 38.323, p < 0.000). The focus is on the task × representation interaction effect, which provides direct evidence for testing H1 and H2.

| TABLE II. MEANS (STANDARD DEVIATIONS) FOR PERCEIVED EQUIVOCALITY LEVEL |
|---------------------------------|--------|--------|
|                                  | Mean   | Standard Deviation |
| Analyzable Task                  | Second | First |
| CM: 2.08 (1.07)                  |        |        |
| Text: -0.13 (1.45)               |        |        |
| Less-Analyzable Task             | Second | First |
| CM: -1.96 (0.77)                 |        |        |
| Text: -2.1 (0.99)                |        |        |

The task × representation interaction effect is depicted in Figure 1. For analyzable tasks, the perceived equivocality ratings (summarized over the first and second set of ratings) associated with CM is lower than that of text (~1.35 for CM and 0.09 for text; t = 5.93, p = 0.000). This supports H1, which states that for analyzable tasks, CM-based representation will lead to lower level of perceived equivocality than the text-based representation. For less-analyzable tasks, the perceived equivocality rating associated with the two representations are about the same (-1.81 for CM and -1.7 for text; t = 0.536, p < 0.594). This supports H2, which states that for less-analyzable tasks, the CM-based representation, when compared to the text-based representation, will be no difference in level of perceived equivocality.

The order × representation interaction effect shows that the perceived equivocality reduced only when the CM-based representation was used after the text-based representation (t = 4.01, p < 0.000) but not vice versa (t = 0.78, p = 0.542). Consistent with H1 and H2, this suggests that only the CM-based representation led to lower perceived equivocality.

Recall the earlier discussion of Helson’s Adaptation Theory [26], [27]. How then can we interpret these findings within the context of this theory? Given that the first ratings were made in the absence of an established frame of reference for comparison, based on Helson, we would expect that the theoretical differences between text-based and CM-based representations will be less evident for the first set of ratings, but more so for the second set, as they were made with a clear basis for comparison. In short, the differences as
delineated in H1 and H2 should be more evident in the second ratings than the first.

Therefore, for H1 (analyzable tasks), we expect to observe significant differences in the second ratings between CM-based and text-based representations. For the first pair of ratings, there is a major difference (0.304 for text vs. -0.28 for CM; t = 8.23, p < 0.000). However, such differences are expected to be weaker in the second ratings, due to lack of a frame of reference. For the second pair of ratings (-0.127 for text vs. -0.621 for CM; t = 1.292, p = 0.200), there was a no significant difference between the text and CM conditions.

For H2 (less analyzable tasks), as stated previously, we will not expect to see any differences between CM and task in either the first or second ratings. But, for less analyzable tasks, for both the “text-CM” and the “CM-text” conditions, the first equivocality ratings are significant difference between the text and CM conditions (-1.295 for text versus –1.955 for CM; t = 2.451, p = 0.02). For the second time (-2.10 for text and –1.661 for CM; t = 1.53, p = 0.13), the equivocality level are no significant difference between the text and CM conditions.

V. DISCUSSION AND CONCLUDING REMARKS

In this study, we observed a task cognitive fit relationship with regard to perceptions of equivocality. For analyzable tasks, only CM-based representation led to lower perceived equivocality levels. When subjects were given a second representation to perform the task, only those subjects who used CM method as the second representation reported a level of perceived equivocality that was lower than that reported after the first representation was used. This result indicates that conventional text-based representation is inferior in reducing equivocality for analyzable tasks compared to CM-based representation. For less-analyzable tasks, whether subjects use a text-based representation or a CM-based representation for the second task, their perceived equivocality level is the minor difference. This is because both representations are effective in conveying the information needed to perform less-analyzable tasks. However, it should be emphasized that this conclusion is based on subjects’ self-reported perceived equivocality levels rather than actual task performance, which is often difficult to measure when dealing with less-analyzable tasks [20]. Overall, we set forth to test our theory in the context of an individual decision maker interacting with a CM method to decision that was previously experienced and found support for the theory.

There are two limitations of this experiment that warrant further discussion and need to be kept in mind when interpreting the results observed. The first limitation relates to the two tasks used in the experiment. The two tasks were chosen based on the construct level definition of task analyzability and to maximize the treatment effect variance [30]. Since these are two specific operationalizations of the construct, more tasks need to be tested to further validate the theory. The second limitation relates to the choice of the two representations used. To maximum the treatment variance, we chose to use text and CM in our operationalization of the rich versus lean representation construct. As such, these operational definitions only represent two specific instances. One interesting future research direction is to test a system that has various combinations of text and CM-based representation.
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Appendix Table 1 Table of Website Development

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Audio, video, animation, Java-enabled node (C1)</th>
<th>Size of Picture (C3)</th>
<th>Feedback Section (C7)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1st use per page</td>
<td>0.6</td>
<td>Big</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2nd use per page</td>
<td>0.7</td>
<td>Medium</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3rd use per page</td>
<td>0.8</td>
<td>Small</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4th use per page</td>
<td>0.9</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Personalization Features (C16) | Using events popup | Number of Products |
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Total 1st use</td>
<td>0.3</td>
<td>1 number</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total 2nd use</td>
<td>0.5</td>
<td>2 number</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total 3rd use</td>
<td>0.7</td>
<td>3 number</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total 4th use</td>
<td>0.9</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The table below shows a variety of factors affecting user’s satisfaction in a web store that was derived through interviews of the experts. In addition, [Appendix_Table 1] displayed the input node for various values, and this value shows a variety of possibility outcome.

APPENDIX A. CM-BASED METHOD

Graph below [AppendixFigure 1] shows a variety of factors affecting user’s satisfaction in a web store that was derived through interviews of the experts. The graph below also shows a variety of possibility outcome.

[Appendix Figure 1] Web site design and usability assessment of cognitive

The table below shows a variety of factors affecting user’s satisfaction in a web store that was derived through interviews of the experts. In addition, [Appendix_Table 1] displayed the input node for various values, and this value shows a variety of possibility outcome.

APPENDIX A. CM-BASED METHOD

Graph below [AppendixFigure 1] shows a variety of factors affecting user’s satisfaction in a web store that was derived through interviews of the experts. The graph below also shows a variety of possibility outcome.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Getting database search result quickly is one of the crucial optimization problems in a relational database processing. The major strength of relational systems is their ease of use. Users interact with these systems in a natural way using nonprocedural languages that specify what data are required, but do not specify how to perform the operations to obtain those data [8]. Online Internet shops, analytics data processing or catalogue search are examples of structures where data search must be processed as quick as possible with minimal hardware resources involved. Common practice is to minimize the database search process at minimal cost. A database administrator (or a user) may redesign the physical hardware structure or reset the database engine parameters, or try to find suitable table indexes for a current query. Most vendors nowadays offer automated tools to adjust the physical design of a database as part of their products to reduce the DBMS’s total cost of ownership [3]. As adding more CPUs or memory may not always be possible (i.e. limited budget) and maneuvering within thousands of database parameter may lead to a temporary solution (wrong settings for other database queries), index optimization should be considered as being foremost.

Indexes are optional data structures built on tables. Indexes can improve data retrieval performance by providing a direct access method instead of the default full table scan retrieval method [7]. In the simple case, each query can be answered either without using any index, in a given answer time or with using one built index, reducing answer time by a gain specified for every index usable for a query [14]. Hundreds of consecutive database queries together with large amount of data involved lead to a very complex combinatorial optimization problem. Two sample tables in a data warehouse of an international automobile factory contain over 1 billion records each (Fig. 1). Time needed to obtain result of both index-less tables joined together may be up to 45 minutes. Such delays are not acceptable for production environment processes. Indexes in such cases may reduce the response time of 50% (depending on which columns are used for the indexing). The classic index selection method focuses on a tree data structure, which could limit the search area as much as possible. Literature acknowledges us with such B-tree types as:

- Sorted counted B-trees, with the ability to look items up either by key or by number, could be useful in database-like algorithms for query planning [5].
- Balanced B*-tree that balances more neighboring internal nodes to keep the internal nodes more densely packed [12].
- Counted B-trees with each pointer within the tree and the number of nodes in the subtree below that pointer [19].

The B-tree and its variants have been widely used in recent years as a data structure for storing large files of information, especially on secondary storage devices [11]. The guaranteed small (average) search, insertion, and deletion time for these structures makes them quite appealing for database applications.

The topic of current interest in database design is the construction of databases that can be manipulated concurrently and correctly by several processes. In this paper, we discuss a simple variant of the B-tree (balanced B*-tree, proposed by Wedekind [20] especially well-suited for use in a concurrent database system [15].

Figure 1. Example of large number of rows for two data warehouse tables
While the selection of indexes structure have a very important role in the design of database management tools so far avoided interference in the structure of indexes at the stage of the database operation. In such situations more important is to ask a question “how to choose a set of indexes for the selected query sets?” It turns out that the proper selection of indexes can bring significant benefits for the database query execution time. Typical approaches found in the literature mainly focus on the search indexes only for single column or single query [16], [10], [9], [17], [4]. In this paper, an approach associated with the search query indexes for groups called blocks is presented.

In this case we will consider B-tree indexes. A B-tree index allows fast access to the records of a table whose attributes satisfy some equality or range conditions, and also enables sorted scans of the underlying table [18].

The rest of the paper is organized as follows: in Section II we describe a problem statement. In Section III, we briefly present classic index selection approach together with simple examples that will illustrate the subject. In Section IV, we demonstrate new method of grouped queries index selection and compare examples results with the classic approach. Section V and VI present our conclusions and future works.

II. PROBLEM STATEMENT

Motivation for this work is to suggest an approach of multi-queried SQL block where sub-optimal or optimal solution is to be found that gives decision makers some leeway in their decisions. The main goal is to choose a subset of given indexes to be created in a database, so that the response time for a given database workload together with indexes used to process queries are minimal.

The index selection problem has been discussed in the literature. Several standard approaches have been formulated for the optimal single-query and multi-query index selection. Some past studies have developed rudimentary on-line tools for index selection in relational databases, but the idea has received little attention until recently. In the past year, online tuning came into the spotlight and more refined solutions was proposed. Although these techniques provide interesting insights into the problem of selecting indexes online, they are not robust enough to be deployed in a real system [18]. The problem is known in a literature as Index Selection Problem (ISP) According to [8] it is NP-hard. Note that in practice the space limit in the ISP is soft, because databases usually grow, thus the space limit is specified in such way that a significant amount of storage space remains free [13].

In a real life scenario, for thousands database queries (Fig. 2) compromising hundreds of tables and thousands of columns, the search space is huge and grows exponentially with the size of the input workload.

Considered case of Index Selection Problem can be defined in following way.

Given is a set of tables:

\[ T = \{ T_1, ..., T_j, ..., T_n \} \]  

(1)

described by a set of columns included in the tables:

\[ K = \{ k_{1,1}, ..., k_{1,|T_1|}, ..., k_{j,1}, ..., k_{n,1}, ..., k_{n,|T_n|} \} \]  

(2)

where: \( k_{lj} \) is a \( j \)-th column of table \( T_l \).

Each column \( k_{lj} \) corresponds to set of values \( V(k_{lj}) \) (tuples set) included in this column.

![Figure 2. Example of number of database queries in a given day for a production data warehouse](image)

For set of tables \( T \) various queries \( Q_l \) can be formulated (in SQL these are SELECT queries). These queries are put against the specified set of columns \( K^* \subseteq K \). The result of query \( Q_l \) is set as:

\[ A_l \subseteq \prod_{k_{lj} \in K^*} V(k_{lj}) \]  

(3)

where: \( \prod_{i=1}^n Y_i = Y_1 \times Y_2 \times ... \times Y_n \) is a cartesian product of sets \( Y_1, ..., Y_n \). For a given database \( DB \) it is taken into account that \( A_l \) is a result of following function:

\[ A_l = Q_l(K^*, Op(DB)) \]  

(4)

where: \( K^* \) is a subset of available indexes, \( Op(DB) \) is set of operators available in database \( DB \) of which relation describing query \( Q_l \) is built.

The time associated with the determination of the set \( A \) is depended on the \( DB \) database used (search algorithms, indexes structures) and adopted set of indexes \( J \subseteq P(K^*) \) (where \( P(K^*) \) - is a power set of \( K^* \)). It is therefore assumed that the query execution time \( Q_l \) in given database \( DB \), is determined by the function: \( t(Q_l, J, DB) \). In short the value of execution time for query \( Q_l \) data base \( DB \) and set of indexes \( J \) will be define as: \( t_l(J) \).

In the context of the so-defined parameters, a typical problem associated with the ISP responds to the question:

What set of indexes \( J \subseteq P(K^*) \) minimizes the query \( Q_l \) execution time: \( t_l(J) \rightarrow \min \) ?
When a multi-component set of queries \( Q = \{Q_1, ..., Q_m\} \) is considered, question takes the form:

What set of indexes \( J \subseteq \mathcal{P}(K^*) \) minimizes the queries block \( Q \) execution time: \( \sum_{Q \in Q} t_r(J) \rightarrow \min \)?

III. CLASSIC INDEX SELECTION APPROACH

Classic index selection approach focuses on individual query and tries to find good index or indexes set for tables in a single query in a given block. Such approach does not take into consideration queries in a block as a whole. By doing so, a database user may expose database to create excess number of indexes which could be redundant or not used for more than one query in an examined block. This could also result in utilizing too much disk space and time needed for the indexes creation. Finding good index group for a large database queries’ block was never an easy task to do and usually users and database administrators rely on their experience and good practice. In the commercial use one may find tools that support the index selection process, such as SQL Access Advisor (Fig. 3) [6], Toad, SQL Server Database Tuning Advisor [1].

Let us consider three examples where given is a group of three database queries \( Q = \{Q_1, Q_2, Q_3\} \):

\[Q_1: \text{SELECT } * \text{ FROM } T_1, T_2 \text{ WHERE } k_{1,1} < k_{2,2} \text{ AND } k_{1,3} = \{\text{const} \},\]

\[Q_2: \text{SELECT } * \text{ FROM } T_2, T_3 \text{ WHERE } k_{2,2} = k_{3,2},\]

\[Q_3: \text{SELECT } * \text{ FROM } T_2 \text{ WHERE } k_{2,1} > \{\text{const} \}.\]

Interpretation of this type of queries (according to (4)) is as following:

- **Q1**: searching for a set of triples: \( A_i = \{(a, b, c): a \in V(k_{1,1}), b \in V(k_{2,2}), c \in V(k_{1,3})\}; a < b, c = \{\text{const} \}\),
- set \( K^* = \{k_{1,1}, k_{2,2}, k_{1,3} \} \).

- **Q2**: searching for a set of pairs: \( A_i = \{(a, b): a \in V(k_{2,2}), b \in V(k_{3,2})\}; a = b \),
- set \( K^* = \{k_{2,2}, k_{3,2} \} \).

- **Q3**: searching for a set: \( A_i = \{a: a \in V(k_{2,1})\}; a = \{\text{const} \}\),
- set \( K^* = \{k_{2,1} \} \).

Tables \( T_1, T_2, T_3 \) contain \( 1 \times 10^6 \) records each. No indexes are built on either table: \( J = \emptyset \). With the first test run, database returned following response times: \( t_1(J) = 2040 \), \( t_2(J) = 3611 \), \( t_3(J) = 3454 \) respectively, resulting in full table scans for each \( Q \). Queries \( Q \) ran on database Oracle 11.2.0.1 installed on server with Redhat 6 operating system with 64GB memory and ASM used for disk storage.

---

**ORACLE** Enterprise Manager 10g

Grid Control

Databases | Hosts | Application Servers | Web Applications | Services | Systems | Groups | All Targets | Siebel

Database Instance: crmd > Advisor Central > Results for Task: SQLACCESST012926 >

**Recommendation: 1**

SQL Access Advisor generates default object names and uses the default schemas and tablespaces specified during task creation, but you can change them. If you edit any name, dependent names, which are shown accordingly, if the Tablespace field is left blank the default tablespace of the schema will be used. When you click Apply or OK, the SQL script is modified, but it is not actually executed until you select Schedule Imp or SQL Statements pages.

**Actions**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Implementation Status</th>
<th>Action</th>
<th>Object Name</th>
<th>Object Attributes</th>
<th>Indexed Columns</th>
<th>Base Table</th>
<th>Schema</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>CREATE INDEX</td>
<td>STEPS_0898_1978A0080</td>
<td>BTREE</td>
<td>SUBMISSION_ID, JOB_ID, STATUS_CD, STEP_ID</td>
<td>ANIMATE, INSTEST1: STEPS</td>
<td>ANIMATE, INSTEST1</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**SQL Affected by Recommendation: 1**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Statement ID</th>
<th>Statement</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>104</td>
<td>update jobs j set status_cd = 'PAUSED' AND end_dt = sysdate where status_cd = 'RUNNING' and j.node_id in (0) and exists (select s * from steps s where s.job_id = j.job_id and s.submission_id = j.submission_id and j.status_cd = 'PAUSED')</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>111</td>
<td>update jobs j set status_cd = 'COMPLETED', end_dt = sysdate where status_cd = 'RUNNING' and j.node_id in (0) and start_dt &lt; sysdate and not exists (select s * from steps s where s.job_id = j.job_id and s.submission_id = j.submission_id and j.status_cd not...</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>106</td>
<td>select step_id, command_line from steps where status_cd = 'READY' and job_id = 101 and submission_id = 2701</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>107</td>
<td>select step_id, command_line from steps where status_cd = 'READY' and job_id = 101 and submission_id = 2702</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>108</td>
<td>select step_id, command_line from steps where status_cd = 'READY' and job_id = 101 and submission_id = 2712</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>113</td>
<td>select step_id, command_line from steps where status_cd = 'READY' and job_id = 101 and submission_id = 2805</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>114</td>
<td>select step_id, command_line from steps where status_cd = 'READY' and job_id = 101 and submission_id = 2714</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>109</td>
<td>select step_id, command_line from steps where status_cd = 'READY' and job_id = 101 and submission_id = 2715</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>110</td>
<td>select step_id, command_line from steps where status_cd = 'READY' and job_id = 101 and submission_id = 2716</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>111</td>
<td>select step_id, command_line from steps where status_cd = 'READY' and job_id = 101 and submission_id = 2719</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 3. Oracle’s 10g2 SQL Access Advisor
The classic approach requires treating every database query individually. Hence indexes are built: \( k_{1,1} \) and \( k_{1,3} \) on table \( T_1 \); \( k_{2,1}, k_{2,2} \) on table \( T_2 \); \( k_{3,2} \) on table \( T_3 \). This kind of indexes are represented by the set: \( J = \{ \{ k_{1,1}, k_{1,3} \}, \{ k_{2,2} \}, \{ k_{3,2} \}, \{ k_{2,1} \} \} \) containing four sets. Each element (set) of \( J \) contains the columns which are used to build the indexes. For example, the set \( \{ k_{1,1}, k_{1,3} \} \) means that we have to build one index for columns \( k_{1,1}, k_{1,3} \).

The set of indexes \( J \) is built for three different tables, resulting in use of 2GB of additional disk space. With the second test run, database returned following response times: \( t_1(j) = 2612s \), \( t_2(j) = 2580s \), \( t_3(j) = 5s \) respectively. As the response time is better by approximately 10%, there is still unreasonable disk space used and time needed for creating 4 large indexes. Creating 4 indexes forced query optimizer to use them, and instead of decreasing \( Q_1 \) execution time, it got increased. This is because optimizer decided to read \( k_{1,1} \) column index content first and because it couldn't find values for \( k_{1,3} \) column, it performed full table scan for table \( T_1 \). Examples shows that selected indexes may increase the query execution performance where in other cases may have the opposite effect.

IV. GROUPED QUERIES APPROACH

In this paper we focus on related queries group and because of this relation and the number of indexed columns. We take into account the search for a good index for the entire queries’ block. We propose a new approach by using multi-query SQL block selection. Such block consists tabular relations between queries, meaning that the number of tables columns used in previous query is present in other queries. The proposed approach could be an alternative to the classic index selection method, where one common index set could be found. Grouped queries approach has been studied for its effectiveness and authenticity via a series of numerical tests. Furthermore, to perform the performance of the method commercial tools will have to be used and results compared.

For previous examples, we suggested to create a pool of all columns taking part in all queries in a group and build sub-optimal indexes set for queried tables. Such task will involve creating the weighted list that will include all the index candidate query-related columns and their number of occurrence in the examined queries block:

\[
KW = \{(k_{1,1}, 1), (k_{1,3}, 1), (k_{2,1}, 1), (k_{2,2}, 2), (k_{3,2}, 1)\}. \tag{5}
\]

Of course, only \( k_{2,2} \) column (marked by the box in (5)) is a query-related candidate column that could be used for the index creation. Nevertheless, other columns from remaining tables could also be revised. In that context, we suggest to create composite index for the same table \( T_2 \) on columns \( k_{2,1} \) and \( k_{2,2} \): \( J = \{ \{ k_{2,1}, k_{2,2} \} \} \). By doing so, user not only speeds up block execution but also saves significant volume of disk space. With the third test run, database returned following response times: \( t_1(j) = 1235s \), \( t_2(j) = 2430s \), \( t_3(j) = 5s \), respectively, decreasing total execution time of 35% and saving disk space of 60%. This is due to the fact that only index is used or full table scan for non-indexed table resulting in smaller response times for \( Q_1 \) and \( Q_2 \).

Database optimizer does not need to perform an additional read operation (separate for index and if values not found and separate for a table). This proves that indexes should be selected with care.

Determining the answers to a set of queries can be improved by creating some indexes.

Classic index selection focuses on each query individually and final indexes set is a sum of indexes subsets for each query.

We show that groups of queries, one can get better indexes set if such group is treated as a whole.

Grouped queries index search can only benefit and have an advantage over single query search, only if queries in the group satisfy the condition of mutual dependence. Queries \( Q_1, Q_2, Q_3 \), from previous examples are dependent so below statement applies. Such dependency must be clearly defined.

In the present case, the dependence set of queries \( Q \) is determined by connectivity of hypergraph \( G(Q) \).

Example of a hypergraph for considered queries \( Q \) is presented on Fig. 4.

\[
\text{Legend:}
\begin{align*}
&k_{i,j} & \text{- vertex representing column } k_{i,j} \\
&T_a & \text{- columns: } k_{i,j}, k_{i,n} \text{ belonging to table } T_a \\
&k_{i,j} & \text{- columns: } k_{i,j}, k_{m,n} \text{ connected by query } Q_a \\
\end{align*}
\]

Figure 4. Hypergraph for considered set of queries \( Q \)

In this type of graph vertices represent the columns used in queries \( Q \), edges connect those vertices which combined make table \( T_a \) (dashed line hyper edge) or related queries \( Q_i \) (solid line hyper edge). For example, hyper edge connecting vertices \( k_{1,1}, k_{2,2}, k_{1,3} \) represents relation with query \( Q_1 \).

It is assumed that the query set \( Q \) is related if corresponding hypergraph \( G(Q) \) is consistent.

In this context, the grouped queries indexes set creation can benefit compared to classic index selection only for related sets.

As a counterexample, given is a group of three database queries \( Q^* = \{ Q_1^*, Q_2^*, Q_3^* \} \):
Example of a hypergraph for considered queries $Q^*$ is presented on Fig. 5. This kind of hypergraph presented is inconsistent. For this reason queries $Q^*$ are treated as the unrelated queries.

Unrelated queries for index selection process means they cannot be treated as a group. In such cases best index set is a set determined for each query individually: 

$$ J^* = \left\{ \{k_{1,1},k_{1,2}\}, \{k_{2,1}\}, \{k_{3,2}\}, \{k_{4,1}\} \right\}. \quad (6) $$

![Hypergraph for considered set of queries $Q^*$](image)

Legend:
- $k_{i,j}$ - vertex representing column $k_{i,j}$
- $k_{i,j}$ - columns $k_{i,j}$ $k_{i,n}$ belonging to table $T_a$
- $k_{i,j}$ - columns $k_{i,j}$ $k_{m,n}$ connected by query $Q_a$

Figure 5. Hypergraph for considered set of queries $Q^*$

Weighted list for $Q^*$ that that includes all the index candidate columns:

$$ KW^* = \left( (k_{1,1}, 1), (k_{1,2}, 1), (k_{2,1}, 1), (k_{3,2}, 1), (k_{4,1}, 1) \right). \quad (7) $$

One can notice there are no query-related candidate columns (single column occurrence) that could be used for the grouped queries index set creation. Each table $T_i$ will have to be indexed separately for each individual query $Q^*$.

V. CONCLUSION

Finding a good index or indexes set for a table is very important for every relational database processing not only from the performance point but also cost aspect. Indexes can be crucial for a relational database to process queries with reasonable efficiency, but the selection of the best indexes is very difficult.

Presented examples shows that there is a need for finding an automatic index selection mechanism with grouped queries-oriented rather than a classic (single query) approach. Practice shows that index focus on grouped queries gives better results and enables user to save time needed for index creation. It also saves system hardware resources. In the examples we show that grouped queries indexes set are more effective than individual queries indexes because queries $Q_1, Q_2, Q_3$ satisfy the relation condition (Table 1).

For the automatic index selection, the system continuously monitors queries block and gathers information on columns used in queries. The administrator (or user) can summon the automatic system at any time to be presented with the current index recommendation, or tune it to the queries’ block needs. The system also presents the user index set and allows user to choose best option. User decides whether to reject or accept proposed set. Due to index interactions, the user's decisions might affect other indexes in the configuration, so the recommendation would need to be regenerated, taking the user's constraints into account.

In the presented examples we considered three situations of database queries block execution, one without indexes, one with classic separate queries indexing and one with grouped queries indexing. Examples showed that one should create grouped indexes only for related queries. In that context presented relationship may be treated as sufficient condition for the evaluation of grouped queries indexing.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>TABLE I. CLASSIC AND GROUPED QUERIES APPROACH FOR CORRELATED DATABASE QUERIES</th>
<th>Classic approach:</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
| **Database queries:** | CREATE INDEX k1_col1_idx ON T1(k1_1);
| $Q_1$: SELECT * FROM $T_1$, $T_2$ \ WHERE $k_{1,1} > k_{1,2}$ \ AND $k_{1,1} = [\text{const}]$; | CREATE INDEX k1_col3_idx ON T1(k1_3);
| $Q_2$: SELECT * FROM $T_2$, $T_3$ \ WHERE $k_{2,1} = k_{3,2}$; | CREATE INDEX k2_col1_idx ON T2(k2_1);
| $Q_3$: SELECT * FROM $T_4$ \ WHERE $k_{2,1} > [\text{const}]$; | CREATE INDEX k2_col2_idx ON T2(k2_2);
| CREATE INDEX k3_col2_idx ON T3(k3_2);
| **Grouped queries approach:** | CREATE INDEX k2_col1_col2_idx ON $T_2(k_{2,1}, k_{2,2})$; |

VI. FUTURE WORK

Our current works are focused on grouped queries index selection method with the use of genetic algorithm [2] that analyzes database queries, suggests indexes’ structure and tracks indexes influence on the queries’ execution time. We work on the system that will be used in an attempt to find better indexes for a critical part of long-running database queries in testing and production database environment.
Recording queries with good indexes together with their total execution time is a starting point for broader searches in the future. Simple test presented in this article proves reasonableness of this method. The developed system is scalable: there is a potentiality of combining smaller queries’ blocks into larger series and finding better solution based on execution history.
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I. INTRODUCTION

The development of information technologies (IT) has made available, namely to healthcare providers (HcP), a better flow and processing of information that supports the clinical activity. The clinical activity has been brought closer to the inherent administrative and financial actions increasing the capacity to plan, monitor and evaluate the performed activities which has a positive impact in the financial management, production capacity and in the provided services quality [1].

Patient information is spread through several information systems (IS) that gather different kinds of data, such as demographic, medical, financial or managerial, each system having its own idiosyncrasies. In radiology departments, the IS comprised in the information flow are the Hospital Information System (HIS), Radiology Information System (RIS) and the Picture Archiving and Communication System (PACS). HIS is a management system that has three main functions: i) support clinical and medical care actions; ii) administer the hospital operation such as financial, resources scheduling and patient admissions; and iii) evaluate the hospital performance. A radiology department has specific operational requirements and, therefore, requires its own management system, acting under the umbrella of HIS. Such management systems need separate information which has to be integrated with the data from HIS, this being the role of RIS. PACS is the image management system, it acts as an archiving server which receives studies/images from the acquisition gateway, inserts/appends the study information to a database and stores the images. Together, these systems allow the HcP to manage the information flow and share it using different communication protocols in order to handle their heterogeneity.

The existence of multiple IS may cause data integrity issues when the information flow architecture is not implemented considering the specificities of each department, the multiple data sources and the input data does not follow the IS requirements.

A. Digital Imaging and Communications in Medicine

The Health Level 7 (HL7) [2] and the Digital Imaging and Communications in Medicine (DICOM) [3] are the most common communication Standards used to interface the healthcare IS in order to collect and integrate information from different sources and types facilitating its distribution and availability where it is needed.

The development of the DICOM Standard dates back to 1982 to a joint committee of the American College of Radiology (ACR) and the National Electrical Manufacturers (NEMA) [2]. Such cooperation intended to create the possibility of data transfer in healthcare regardless of the
manufacturer’s Standards. The first version of the DICOM Standard, at the time denominated ACR-NEMA Standards Publication No. 300-1985, was published in 1985 and revised by version 2.0 in 1988. The first version named DICOM was in 1993 (v.3.0), and was the foremost to include services beyond data transfer [3].

The current DICOM Standard is structured in parts, each layer being used to define different services and objects. An implementation of the DICOM Standard does not have to use all of its parts. Implementations may use the parts of DICOM, such as Service-Object Pair (SOP) classes, media storage profiles and attributes, necessary to support the designed architecture, as Conformance Statements refer to a specific implementation.

DICOM SOP classes and associated Information Object Definitions (IODs) are used to convey specific medical imaging information at the Data Format Layer. IODs are sets of Attributes that comprise a type of data element identified by tags [4]. Attributes are classified in three types: Type 1: Mandatory data elements. When classified as 1C, the mandatory character of data elements is dependent of the specified conditions; Type 2: Required data element but its value may be unknown. When classified as 2C, the data elements are required under the specified conditions; Type 3: Optional data elements.

A DICOM tag is a unique identifier of an Attribute, and corresponding data element, defined by a pair of numbers represented as (gggg,eee), where gggg denotes the Group Number and eee the Element Number. Group Numbers were given a meaning in the ACR-NEMA Standards Publication No. 300-1985 and ACR-NEMA Standards Publication No. 300-1988, known as version 1.0 and 2.0. For example, Group (0008,xxxx) was denoted by Identifying Information. In DICOM version 3.0 the Group’s names are not mentioned, as new Attributes are now being assigned to Groups based on their similarity to the existing ones.

An architecture that implements the information flow aiming the optimization of the service provided to the patient was defined by the Integrating the Healthcare Enterprise (IHE). As the IHE architecture was developed for the specific healthcare environment based on communication standards, it provides a set of profiles to ensure communication between different systems, which use different communication protocols, allowing the information to flow through the hospital and become available where it is needed [5].

This paper presents a case-study of a diagnostic imaging department information flow analyses and optimization, using the DICOM standard embedded on most equipment, to improve data integrity, availability and structure.

II. RELATED WORK

Data integrity is a known problem in healthcare, being the object of multiple studies in recent years. Arellano et al. [6] studied the problem of integrating multiple master person indexes (MPI) into a single enterprise person index (EPI). The authors evidenced the importance of standardization when filling in MPI files and the existence of a unique patient identifier. Cruz-Correia et al. [7] used three approaches, working simultaneously, to monitor data quality in a Portuguese public hospital where a Virtual Electronic Patient Record (VEPR) had been implemented. On the first approach a third party network monitoring application was implemented and configured to generate alerts on abnormal report retrieval and visualization rates. On a second approach patient identification inconsistencies were monitored by crossing data from the departmental IS and the administrative database. On a third stage data integrity was monitored through the verification of the physician digital signature on clinical records delivered by the VEPR. The first solution presented a large number of false alerts, and non-triggered alerts, due to the inactivity of some departments on the weekends. Nevertheless, achieved a significant reduction on the number of inconsistencies and increased data integrity. The data quality in healthcare was approached by Bates et al. [8] by inferring on the influence that information technologies (IT) have on data errors. The authors proposed a framework on recommendations using ITs to reduce errors in healthcare, divided in two categories: i) general recommendations; and ii) domain specific recommendations. The first category included recommendations such as the use of standards for data and systems and the communication between systems. The second category suggested the use of identification standards of consumables and the use of ITs to communicate asynchronous data.

III. CASE STUDY DESCRIPTION

The case study described in this section is based on the data structure and information flow of a diagnostic imaging department; the name will not be mentioned for ethical reasons.

The studied HeP provides diagnostic imaging services on the modalities: computed tomography (1), mammography (1), conventional radiology (1), ortipantomography (1), densitometry (1), magnetic resonance (1), stereotaxy (1) and ultrasound scanning (5).

According to the language standard, the HeP information flow can be divided into three modules: i) Management, ii) RIS, iii) Imaging, as shown in Figure 1.

The Management module is the input point for the patient demographic and clinical data. Usually, the patient demographic data and exam information is inserted in the database upon an exam request made by the patient, the majority of the times made through a phone contact. This information is confirmed and updated on the front desk in the presence of the patient on the exam day. This module also manages the financial information taking into account the existing public and private conventions. Public conventions enclose entities such as the National Health Service (SNS, from the Portuguese Serviço Nacional de Saúde), the public officials assistance (ADSE, from the Portuguese Assistência na Doença aos Servidores do Estado), and the Public Security Police insurance, (PSP, from the Portuguese Polícia de Segurança Pública). Private conventions include the health insurances that have established a protocol with the clinic. Each one of these conventions has its own
Figure 1 Illustration of the information flow at the studied HcP.

The identified problems related to patient data are as follows:

a) **Internal identifiers are attributed upon the request** – in case of patient no-shows, or late-cancellations; patient records with no data are sent to RIS for the MWL creation, causing empty entries on the modality;
b) **Absence of a unique patient identifier (UID)** – in the absence of an UID, when a patient returns to the clinic it is impossible to unequivocally identify him/her and multiple internal identifiers could be generated to the same patient. This patient misidentification leads to the existence of multiple records for the same patient being impossible to make his/her clinical history available to the clinical staff. Additionally, the propagation of this problem through the other systems could not be controlled or avoided;
c) **Creation of a new patient registry without cancelling the previous** - this action occurred when mistakes were found in the primary registry, causing not only multiple patient registries for the same exam but also a double patient billing registry that had to be filtered afterwards by the accounting staff.
d) **Consumables were registered as exams** – This occurred because the information generated by the Modality was not being returned to the billing system. As this information arrives at the Modality it reveals MWL inconsistencies, exams without data or associated images and, furthermore, inaccurate data passed forward to the billing system;
e) **Patients registered and their demographic data changed manually at the Modality** – this caused inconsistencies between the patient demographics and exam data existing in the Management Module and the real operational activities. Therefore, patients may not appear in the billing system or the existing information could be incorrect.

The identified problems related to the HcP internal information comprises:

a) **Incorrect attribution of Accession Number** – Accession Number represents the request identifier for the Modality. As this identifier was attributed by Modality, different exams were attributed with the same Accession Number. In practice this means that if a patient is scheduled to perform more than one exam at the same Modality they would all be attributed the same Accession Number and, when sent to PACS they would be stored as a single exam;
b) **Patient request not matching the referring doctor prescription** – Different conventions have different exam descriptions and require to be billed according to different rules. Therefore, upon the patient request the information was inserted on the database according to the patient convention exam description and rules. Thus, the same patient had multiple requests for the same exam and the data sent to the modality was not correct;
c) **Inexistence of information on the MWL** – The exam description was not identified on the MWL message sent to the Modality by the RIS. This lack of information made it
impossible for the technician to be acquainted of which exam was going to be performed by the patient until the paper copy of the referring doctor’s prescription was delivered by the auxiliary staff.

To propose improvement changes to the information flow that would tackle the problems presented above with the minimum possible impact on the HcP workflow, it was essential to be acquainted with the existing workflows [9-11] and to know the Portuguese and International guidelines, protocols and best practices [5, 12-16]. This knowledge supported the information flow re-engineering and presents the fundamental issues, such as process interactions and information requirements and structure.

V. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

The patient data structure, shown in Figure 2, was defined in accordance with the DICOM Standard requirements and the existing database architecture, in order to minimize the changes to the last once the existing records could not be changed given the linkage to PACS and to avoid further inconsistencies. In this sense, was created a new identifier of the patient visit. Episode ID, which is attributed to all the exams performed on the same visit independently of the modality in which they ought to be performed. This identifier would replace the previous Accession Number. The Accession Number was kept in the structure but it is now attributed by exam requested and not by Modality. The Accession Number identifies a scheduled procedure, by HIS request, and it is duplicated to the Study ID by the Modality to identify the performed procedure. Each series, which denotes a set of acquired images, is identified by the Modality with a Series ID according to the nomenclature defined by the DICOM Standard.

The temporary registry data stores the patient requests. These patients have made a request and are scheduled for the day but, as they have not yet been admitted they are given no identifiers, unless they already exist in the database. This avoids the creation of empty patient records and registries from patients that have not yet been admitted are sent to the Modality through the MWL.

At the moment of admission it was made mandatory to fill the patient VAT number to tackle the patient misidentification. The VAT number is personal and allows the univocal identification of the patient. It was evidenced that, during admission, the creation of a new patient registry, when the original contained errors, is bad practice. However, such action cannot be controlled by the IS. To avoid several denominations for the same exam a look-up table was created based on the protocol lists existing in the modalities. Furthermore, and also in admission, the patients’ requests are now registered according to the referring doctor’s prescription and not to the patient convention rules. Thus, an interface was implemented to treat the patient request information according to the patient convention rules and create a list of provided services to be billed to the patient and stored in a financial information database, independent of the clinical information. In this sense, the consumables also no longer register as exams being managed by the Modality through the Modality Performed Procedure Step (MPPS) DICOM service. The MPPS is a complementary service to the MWL that enables the Modality to report on the performed exams. It is included in the MPPS message information relating: i) the patient demographics and IDs; ii) the exam performance, such as beginning and ending time of image acquisition, parameters used in the configuration of Modality protocols, number of series acquired, list of objects generated during acquisition; iii) the dose delivered to the patient; and iv) the consumables used during the exam such as contrast, anesthesia and number of film sheets used to print the exam [17]. The MPPS message is generated in three different study states: i) On patient registry at the Modality, taking the value IN-PROGRESS, acknowledging the moment in which the exam has started; ii) When the patient study is closed, taking the value COMPLETED, referring the moment when the exam has finished and reporting all the information regarding the performed exam; and iii) when, for some reason, the exam is discarded, taking the value CANCELLED. The activation of this DICOM service allows the modules prior to the Modality on the information flow, RIS and Management module, to return on the information sent to the Modality and be acquainted with the actual status of the operations.

These changes in the Management module facilitate better management of the MWL creation by RIS. The full information regarding the patient and the scheduled exam are now sent to RIS allowing both the patient and exam to be fully characterized by the Modality. This fact is of extreme importance as it not only avoids the information to be passed from the admission to the control room on paper, but also enables the Modality to create a DICOM structure making any previous exams of the same patient available to the technician. Furthermore, as RIS receives MPPS message from the Modality it is able to control the MWL according to the information sent.

Thus, patients are removed from the MWL if the status is COMPLETED or CANCELLED and maintained in queue if the status takes the value IN-PROGRESS.

The activation of the MPPS service implies some changes on the technicians’ workflow. Consumables have now to be registered by the technician on the MPSS and studies have to be set to the COMPLETED status after image acquisition.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>PatientID</th>
<th>EpisodeID</th>
<th>StudyID</th>
<th>SeriesID</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Patient 1</td>
<td>Episode 1</td>
<td>Study 1</td>
<td>Series 1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Episode 2</td>
<td>Study N</td>
<td>Series 2</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*Figure 2 Illustration of the defined patient data structure.*
This action can either be performed automatically in the moment another patient is registered on the Modality, or manually by the technician when the acquisition is terminated. The activation of this service also requires that patients cannot be registered, or their demographic data changed manually on the Modality, as the MPPS message will only be sent for patients created by the MWL. The principle behind this fact is that the MPPS message will only be sent if there is a correspondence between the RIS and the Modality data, which does not happen with manual inputs. To avoid this from happening, the implementation of a management terminal on the control was suggested. As such, the technician can perform these actions without disturbing the information flow. The re-engineered information flow is shown in Figure 3.

VI. CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK

It was demonstrated that the implementation of information flows that apply the DICOM and the IHE guidelines can significantly reduce problems that affect data quality. The re-engineered information flow proposed herein significantly reduced the information problems at the studied HCP.

The implementation of the re-engineered workflow also facilitated an easier access to patients' previous examinations and minimized the number of duplicated records. The information flow has a clear and more efficient architecture, evolving towards the recommended paperless flow that minimizes human errors.

In the future it would be interesting to digitalize the referring doctor's prescription in order to make it possible to store it in PACS along with the study, as well as make it available on time to any clinical resource that has the need to consult it. Additionally, the creation of DICOM structured reports should be considered, that enable semantic queries to PACS based in fields such as the examined body region and evidenced pathologies.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Project management is an established discipline in traditional industries such as engineering and construction, and other industry sectors such as education, IT, health, pharmacy and surgery have adopted project management in their organizations in recent years [1]. Project management has also grown from a tactical to a strategic discipline, with project managers playing an increasingly significant role in the execution of senior management business strategy [2]. Strategic project management, project performance tracking and systematic assessment of lessons learned may underpin strategy revisions and adjustments [3].

Despite the recognized criticality of project success for organizations, a considerable proportion of projects continue to either not meet their due dates, exceed budget, do not deliver the specifications, miss quality, underestimate risk or do not meet customer satisfaction. That is why project management failure remains an area of considerable interest in contemporary project management literature [4].

Formal risk management is a relevant part of project management. In fact, risk management has been identified as one of the major criteria for project success [4]. Hence, risk management has become a central component of some of the most deployed industry standard methodologies such as Project Management Body of Knowledge, PRINCE2, Systems Development Life Cycle, Capability Maturity Model Integrated, and Information Technology Infrastructure Library.

Comprehensive risk management implementation increases the probability of project success [5]. It is considered as the tool that limits the effect of unexpected events or prevents such events from happening. Therefore it is assumed, that risk management as part of project management contributes to overall project success [6]. Contemporary risk management literature can be assigned to two distinct schools of thought, risk as an objective fact and risk as a subjective construction. Both schools provide different definitions of risk, both are based on different ontological and epistemological principles, and both handle risk in a different manner [11].

Risk management is one of nine project management knowledge areas defined in the Project Management Body of Knowledge. Among project management practitioners it is one of the most critical activities for project success together with communication, resource planning and scheduling. Project management should always include risk management [7]. The Association of Project Management identifies and separates out a series of hard and soft benefits (see Table I) from deploying risk project management [8]. Bartlett [9] stresses individual benefits, and concludes that the major impact on deploying risk management resides in focusing the way the team members think, behave and work together. One further conclusion of the author is the contribution of project risk management to the organization as a means of identification of threats to the organization.

However, it is generally accepted that organizations tend to lack application of this knowledge. Bannerman [10] suggests the existence of a gap between the development of risk and risk management in the literature and the needs of the phenomenon in practice. Not only does there appear to be a disconnect between risk focused management research and the needs of project risk management in industry, but also the converse - the adoption of risk concepts and risk management methods in practice lags behind the new concepts and understandings found in the literature. Researchers and practitioners still have to learn from each other to reduce the level of project failure.

Different schools of risk analysis provide different risk definitions which may have significant implications and impact on the management of risk in the context of project management. Generally speaking two schools of thought
have crystallized on project risk management, ‘risk as an objective fact’ and ‘risk as a subjective construct’. Risk as an objective fact considers risk as epistemologically probabilistic, while risk in the subjective construct perspective allows multiple epistemological dimensions of risk, encompassing experience, organization, culture and society which are to be taken into account to manage risk in the context of project management.

‘Risk as a subjective construct’ opens a new opportunity and approach to risk management, a new perspective on the creation and use of risk registers, and engenders a two-way communication process between stakeholders and project manager [11].

The research questions (RQs) addressed in this paper are:

RQ1: To what extent does 'risk as a subjective construct' feature in existing risk management literature, and how can these contributions be classified or grouped together?

RQ2: What is the nature of existing literature on risk registers and what relationship does it have with the 'risk as a subjective construct' concept?

RQ3: How could project risk management theory and practice be informed or improved by an assessment of the 'risk as a subjective construct' concept.

This introductory section is followed by a discussion of the research methodology, based on a detailed literature review. Findings and analysis are presented in section three and the final section draws together some conclusions from work completed to date and briefly outlines the authors’ future research intentions.

II. METHODOLOGY

In the last two decades, qualitative research has found increasing recognition in the project management field [12]. A large number of empirical studies using qualitative data are available in academic literature and specialized journals. At the same time, management researchers and practitioners in particular rely on evidence-based policy [13]. In fact, most of the existing generally accepted standards in the field of project management are built around evidence-based policy and best practice.

The systematic review deployed in this research assumes that it is feasible and sensible to cumulate findings and generalize results to create new knowledge. The review attempts to identify, evaluate and interpret all available research relevant to the three research questions. The overarching aim is to synthesize existing evidence in a fair, rigorous, and open manner. This systematic approach is an aid to the grouping and structuring of findings, which will grow over time as new relevant materials are published, alerts collected and the search parameters or sources are adjusted.

An initial literature scoping exercise encompassed a range of disciplines that contribute to the discussion of the validity of the subjective construct of risk in the context of project management [11]. As a first step, evidence on 'risk as a subjective construct' was documented. The intention is to expand previous studies [11] by extending the period observed as well as the source of literature. Similar to other systematic researchers [14] who also accept the premise that

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>‘HARD’ BENEFITS</th>
<th>‘SOFT’ BENEFITS</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>H1</strong> Enables better planning, scheduling and budgeting.</td>
<td><strong>S1</strong> Improves corporate experience and general communication.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>H2</strong> Increases the likelihood of a project adhering to its schedules and budgets.</td>
<td><strong>S2</strong> Leads to a common understanding and improved team spirit.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>H3</strong> Leads to the use of the most suitable type of contract.</td>
<td><strong>S3</strong> Helps distinguish between good and bad management (and good and bad luck!).</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>H4</strong> Allows a more meaningful assessment of contingencies.</td>
<td><strong>S4</strong> Helps develop the ability of staff to assess risks.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>H5</strong> Discourages the acceptance of financially unsound projects.</td>
<td><strong>S5</strong> Focuses project management attention on the real and most important risks.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>H6</strong> Contributes to the build-up of statistical information for better decision-making.</td>
<td><strong>S6</strong> Facilitates greater risk-taking, thus increasing benefits gained.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>H7</strong> Enables a more objective comparison of alternatives.</td>
<td><strong>S7</strong> Demonstrates a responsible approach to clients.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>H8</strong> Identifies and allocates responsibility to the best Risk Owner.</td>
<td><strong>S8</strong> Provides a fresh view of the personnel issues on a project.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
project management is under-represented in the leading management research journals, the current paper concentrates on the two flagship project management journals, Project Management Journal (PMJ) and International Journal of Project Management (IJPM), established in 1969 and 1983 respectively. The search which identified risk as subjective construct was broad, combining automated and manual searches. There were identified peer-reviewed articles published up to July 2012. Discovery service EBSCO search engines and indexing systems were used; in addition bibliographies of the initial papers were scanned for additional papers. The combined research strategies provided 90 articles for the RQ1 and 15 for RQ2.

Five areas were identified as interpretative contexts to understand 'risk as a subjective construct':
- Individual risk constructions
- Conflicts and contradictions
- Multiple rationalities
- Complexity - Size
- Perspective to project result / end product

For synthesizing the studies the technique chosen is 'lines of arguments'. The articles selected examine different aspect of the same phenomenon. The interest for one author may be more focused on the disaster feature; the next may be stressing the uncertainty aspect; both relate to complex, big sized projects with stakeholders of disparate backgrounds. The 'lines of arguments' uses categories surfacing from the data. In the next section, as part of the analysis, categories are linked with personal interpretation to offer a holistic version of the risk analysis by the selected authors.

III. FINDINGS AND ANALYSIS

As regards RQ1, the quality criteria applied to select the articles were:
1. A focus on project risk
2. Addresses real projects, case studies – not a theoretical discussion
3. Relates to risk, uncertainty or failure or risk analysis/risk register

The studies which clearly fulfill all of the three quality criteria were graded ‘A’ (Table II). An analysis of this literature suggests that one defining characteristic of ‘risk as a subjective construct’ is the way risks are identified. The identification of risk as a subjective phenomenon coincides with its creation – the risk exists only once the stakeholder has identified it. This is particularly noticeable for risks linked to an organization’s own qualities and deficiencies. Such risks show a significant limitation compared with traditional risk analysis based on external threats and probabilistic consequences. One further characteristic seems to be that risks apparently not identified by the existing project management systems are the ones originated by the organizational pathogens or organizational latent conditions. These are causes of failure, are created by actors, and often occur after a prolonged period, becoming evident or problematic after an adverse event occurs. Such conditions are the result of the individual’s subjective interpretation (example: ring-fencing of funds for particular task against other tasks, investment flexibility becomes limited, and is then followed by unforeseen calls for other tasks). One stakeholder’s pathogen is another stakeholder’s protection. These constructions may move from protection to pathogen in the project life cycle. Such different constructs engender discrepancies during project development. Failure may not affect all stakeholders. Organizational pathogens can be better treated as subjective interpretations [15].

Failure in complex systems provides evidence of competing and contradictory demands. The multi-nodality of complex systems shows conflicts and contradictions. These conflicts and contradictions are interpreted as deviations and misunderstandings by traditional project management. The practice of mixed top down/bottom-up, local empowerment and top down responsiveness does not easily fit with academic project management methodologies. Ivory and Alderman [16] suggest that predictive project management models cannot necessarily capture such complex models as evidenced with several case studies using qualitative data from three complex industrial projects. Projects are built as framed linear and non-linear interaction – the deconstruction of these interactions provides the opportunity to identify non-linear interactions, in which inputs lead to unexpected outputs and possible project failure. The analysis of NASA recurrent disasters shows the prevalence of different and opposing risk rationality within a project oriented organization, in which certain leaderships, with certain objectives, influence risk handling with fatal consequences [17]. This provides a paramount example of different perceptions and expectations (commercial vs. safety) with different risk constructions leading to collapse.

A knowledge based risk assessment template has been developed [18] to analyse the risks from both supply-side and demand-side perspectives. The author takes into account the fact that project participants may have perspectives that differ from those of the project manager. Both the definition and existence of risk phenomenon are considered as subjective in this model. Particularly interesting is Marrweijk et al’s contribution [19] to the concept of multiple rationalities in megaprojects. The authors oppose the assumption of projects having a single or shared rationality. Megaprojects offer - through their documentation and contract - a great example of the opportunities for ambiguities and multiple interpretations. Project participants with diverse cultures and rationalities will have different perceptions of uncertainty, ambiguity and risk. All this makes it hard to make “rational” and “consistent” decisions in such projects [20].

An area related to the megaprojects example is the build-operate-transfer (BOT) concession model. Yeo and Tong [21] try to answer the question of how to positively manage such differences to achieve convergence of results. Actors in such a constellation are typically the representative authorities of the host governments, entrepreneurial promoters and banks. They represent different constructions of risk with different perceptions and expectations, values and motives. To sort out some of the conflicts that arise because of these different constructions of risk, the authors recommend an approach based on the Soft Systems Methodology [22].
Risk analysis could be subject to the impact of interest. The interest of the project owner is likely to be distinct from that of the project manager or a project team member. These differences in perspective can be categorized as operational and strategic risks. Krane et al. [23] identify three major groups of stakeholders who will have different project perspectives. They are the ones who will live with the end-product once the project is finished.

These authors also use the term ‘risk management systems’ associated with the various stakeholder groups and point out that these distinct systems must communicate. The risk management systems communication is more a collaboration process to address the holistic view of the project and less a ‘risk register’ for dissemination to project participants.

The risk register review (RQ2) does not require an integrative synthesizing analysis, but Table III details the grade ‘A’ articles that were reviewed (using the same quality criteria as noted above). Risk registers are widely used as a tool or template. Integration and simplicity are common requirements. All of the selected studies described tools or analysis that could be adapted to incorporate and integrate several constructions. Project management applications supporting stakeholders’ collaboration are primarily built according to specifications based on a project manager-centric risk viewpoint. Although it may be too early to provide a definitive answer, it appears feasible to adapt the current systems and templates structure to incorporate several risk constructions. It is possibly not that much of a

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Author</th>
<th>Title of work</th>
<th>Region/Detail</th>
<th>Knowledge contribution</th>
<th>Practice implications</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>[15]</td>
<td>The pathogen construct in risk analysis</td>
<td>UK - Based on interviews to 22 project members</td>
<td>Risk origination in the way an organization sees the world. Pathogen link to practice and its subjective interpretation</td>
<td>Enhancement of risk identification by querying contradictory interpretations of the same entity.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[16]</td>
<td>Project Managements learns from complex systems failure</td>
<td>UK - Detailed examination 3 large size projects</td>
<td>Recognition of conflicts and contradictions as opposed to deviations and misunderstanding as consequence of diverse social positions, organizational responsibilities, values, and culture</td>
<td>Suggestion of mixed top-down/bottom-up approach to management.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[16]</td>
<td>Organizational behaviour and disaster: NASA</td>
<td>USA - Detailed examination of 2 large projects. Access to investigation board documentation and lessons learned.</td>
<td>Risk analysis impacted by interests, values and culture and objectives; risk phenomenon is subjective</td>
<td>Integrate devil’s opinion, independent quality review, identification and elimination group behaviour; set up multiple groups under different leaderships to work on critical issues.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[31]</td>
<td>Deviation, ambiguity, uncertainty project-organization</td>
<td>USA – The Millcorp case study</td>
<td>Knowledge sharing through interaction and communication between teams and contexts to enhance risk understanding</td>
<td>Interactive risk identification and analysis processes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[30]</td>
<td>Fall of firefly</td>
<td>USA – case study</td>
<td>Different risk constructions</td>
<td>Provides lessons learned / check list to identify different risk constructions for practitioners</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[23]</td>
<td>Project Manager–Project Owner Interaction influences risk management</td>
<td>Norway - Analysis of 7 big complex projects</td>
<td>Project Owner – Project Managers’ interaction results in lack of strategic risk attention, strong focus on operational risk</td>
<td>Recommendation to emphasize the identification of more short- and long-term strategic risks at all stages of projects</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[18]</td>
<td>A knowledge-based risk assessment framework for evaluating web-enabled application outsourcing projects</td>
<td>Global</td>
<td>Practical tool to assess specific stakeholder risks</td>
<td>Template available</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[19]</td>
<td>Managing public–private megaprojects: paradoxes, complexity, and project design</td>
<td>Netherlands and Australia</td>
<td>Multiple rationalities</td>
<td>Adequate project design to accommodate partners’ culture to enable cooperation to achieve project objectives</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[21]</td>
<td>Positive management of differences for risk reduction in BOT projects</td>
<td>Turkey, Thailand, Indonesia, Australia, Bangladesh, Malaysia, Canada and Hong Kong</td>
<td>Analysis of different constructions of risk</td>
<td>Proposed soft systems methodology to achieve convergence</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The risk register review (RQ2) does not require an integrative synthesizing analysis, but Table III details the grade ‘A’ articles that were reviewed (using the same quality criteria as noted above). Risk registers are widely used as a tool or template. Integration and simplicity are common requirements. All of the selected studies described tools or analysis that could be adapted to incorporate and integrate several constructions. Project management applications supporting stakeholders’ collaboration are primarily built according to specifications based on a project manager-centric risk viewpoint. Although it may be too early to provide a definitive answer, it appears feasible to adapt the current systems and templates structure to incorporate several risk constructions. It is possibly not that much of a
technical challenge to incorporate different risk constructs, but more of a challenge to the people involved to adopt and deploy the required processes.

Krane et al [23] [24] address the issue of how risks, once identified, are then distributed amongst different risk categories. This analysis provides a comprehensive general overview of how to deal with different risk items using a risk register. This comprehensive study proposes a basic categorization based on the levels of hierarchy of management objectives. They define the three categories as follows:

1. Operational Risks—risks related to operational objectives of the project. This means risks related to the direct results from the project: its products.
2. Short-Term Strategic Risks—risks related to short-term strategic objectives of the project. The project owner will have a set of objectives related to his/her use of the project results. The short-term strategic risks are the risks related to those objectives, or the risks concerning first-order effects of the project—that is, risks pertaining to the effects that should be achieved for the target group or end users of the project.
3. Long-Term Strategic Risks—risks related to the long-term strategic objectives of the project. This means those risks related to the project purpose—the long-term objective that the project is meant to contribute to.

As regards RQ3, Macgill and Siu [25] stress the importance of a single architecture of risk knowledge as its epistemology. Their proposal is the establishment of a risk knowledge database for the promotion of knowledge dissemination. Macgill and Siu [26] also recognize the importance of risk analysis not as a philosophical or intellectual exercise, but as an applied discipline. The novelty of this proposal resides in the observation of the risk phenomena not only as a physical but also a social issue. People’s perception of risk results in acceptability of risk that

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Author</th>
<th>Title of work</th>
<th>Knowledge contribution</th>
<th>Practice implications</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>[8]</td>
<td>Knowledge based proactive risk management</td>
<td>Detailed description of mature interactive software application</td>
<td>Recommendations for adapting stakeholders interaction and collaboration</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[33]</td>
<td>Integrated Methodology for Project Risk Management</td>
<td>Comprehensive practice example of risk management with risk register development including Delphi Analysis for final validation</td>
<td>Framework available for project owner—external consultant- collaboration that offers opportunity to adapt to other particular projects</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[34]</td>
<td>Risk avoidance in bidding for software projects based on life cycle management theory</td>
<td>Integration of ‘bidding risk’ with project-life-cycle and risk response measures</td>
<td>Model suggested method for forecast, prevent, discover and reduce related risk completely and in a timely fashion, thus enhancing the probability of a successful bid.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[29]</td>
<td>Intervening conditions on the management of project risk: Dealing with uncertainty in information technology projects</td>
<td>Provides approaches to ensure risk is assessed; and to overcome practitioners risk management ineffectiveness perception</td>
<td>Application to improve risk management techniques when conflicting risk perceptions as opposed to dealing with issue</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[35]</td>
<td>Development of a Model for Risk Management at Corporate, Strategic Business, and Project Levels</td>
<td>Methodology to ensure risk management integration with internal and external stakeholders, in line with McGill risk knowledge database</td>
<td>Mainly theoretical, ensures consistency of risk register usage with corporate strategy</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[36]</td>
<td>Comparing project management practices in new product development: a study in the automotive, aerospace and rail transport industry</td>
<td>Comparative approach, identification of best practices and suggestion for best practices transfer</td>
<td>Recommendations for best practice solutions exchange at inter-industry and intra-industry level</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[37]</td>
<td>A Risk Register Database System to aid the management of project risk</td>
<td>Presentation of project risk assessment and project risk register in an automotive company through a project lifespan</td>
<td>Information about design and construction of risk registers in the automotive manufacturing industry</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[38]</td>
<td>Project risk management practice: The case of a South African utility company</td>
<td>Risk management in practice involving stakeholders, adherence to very simple risk management processes</td>
<td>Insight, information for practitioners on how to integrate stakeholders using very simple risk management process. Ensures risk management is as part of mainstream business activities.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[39]</td>
<td>Risk management practices of leading UK cost consultants</td>
<td>Insight of usage of risk assessment techniques and risk registers</td>
<td>Outline of options for risk management approaches</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
does not necessarily correspond with the consensual body of peer group scientific knowledge. In this construct, risk based on people knowledge and the constructed social reality is not univocal. Risk appears to be contextual and the social actions adopted by individuals when facing a risk are related to their knowledge.

With this relatively new approach to risk, a new school of thought has been identified in the area of project risk management. Zhang [11] provides a systematic review of the position of 171 articles published between 1999 and 2009 regarding project risk in the two leading project management journals, Project Management Journal and the International Journal of Project Management. Only 12 out of the 171 articles belong to the ‘risk as a subjective construct’ category. The same author also suggests future exploration on identifying the epistemological dimensions of subjective risk for developing methods and tools to assess and evaluate subjective risk in the context of project management.

A significant blocker to developing and applying new risk management theory is its low uptake as a concept in industry [27]. A fuller understanding of the implications of risk as a subjective construct has the potential to significantly enhance the management of risk in projects and thus overall project outcomes. Some studies have already explored how mainstream project methodologies can be adapted to different company contexts [28], and recognition of the different origins and dimensions of risk can be seen in this context. The perceived effectiveness of different project risk management assessments has been analyzed to identify the root causes for manager’s reluctance to deploy risk management processes and its consequences. This study [29] is a valuable input that could underpin an enhanced application of risk assessment in project management.

IV. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK

Of the authors that address ‘risk as a subjective construct’, no one presents a complete solution and none of them proposes a risk management system that could integrate several risk constructs. At the same time, literature on risk registers and current risk management is available but no relationship could be found between any of the existing proposals and the ‘risk as a subjective construct’ concept. This poses the question of how to adjust current approaches in order to integrate more than one risk construct.

What is clear is that different stakeholders see different realities - as Peter Drucker has put it, ‘when intelligent, moral, and rational people make decisions that appear inexplicable, it’s because they see a reality different to the one seen by others’ [30]. This phenomenon, in the case of risk, has no unique or universally accepted interpretation and it thus requires further research and enhancement, which the authors are pursuing with regard to project management practice in the German automotive sector. In order to develop further knowledge in this field, interaction and communication between project teams and their contexts will be required. This knowledge - context dependent, situational, shared - will be created collectively [31]. If it can be successfully harnessed within project management methodologies and disciplines, it has the potential to significantly enhance eventual project outcomes.
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Abstract—Simulation can be used for analysis, prediction, and optimization of business processes. Nevertheless, process models often differ from reality. Data mining techniques can be used for improving these models based on observations of process and resource behavior from detailed event logs. More accurate process models can be used not only for analysis and optimization, but for prediction and recommendation as well. This paper analyses process model in manufacturing company and its historical performance data. Based on that observation, simulation model is automatically created and used for analysis, prediction and for dynamic optimization.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Classic simulation can be used for the analysis of business processes. It is useful to try many variants of processes, measure the effects, and then decide on the optimal process settings. For example, the process can be redesigned, it is possible to change resource allocation, and search for the most optimal configuration with respect to context-based requirements (price, effectiveness, customer satisfaction, etc.). The current process configuration can be tested for how many cases it can handle over periods of time.

These models can be built manually, which is time consuming and error prone. The main disadvantage is that this approach cannot be used for predictions for operational decision, but only for strategic decisions. The operational decisions are important for internal logistics purposes. The casual models have some simplifications – for example probabilities of routing and naive execution time of task. These parameters are set based on long observation of processes, so they can work in long-term simulation for strategic decisions. Nevertheless, operational decisions need short-term simulation. These two simulation types differ significantly. Short-term simulation starts in current state of the process with allocated resources, cases in progress with known parameters and with waiting cases to handle. Routing probabilities and execution times can differ significantly for different case parameters, thus mine deeper dependencies is needed.

For example, assume repair process, there are two tasks – repair basic item and repair advanced item, repair basic item is executed in 90% of cases, repair advanced only in 10% of cases. Execution time of basic item is about one hour and execution time of advanced item is about eight hours. If our case has known attributes and it is usually available in runtime, based on data mining, which these attributes lead to advanced repair with 80% probability, classic routing probabilities are precise enough to be used. And there is another problem – execution time of task is also influenced with case attributes – some case attributes leads to longer execution time. Resources have to be also taken into account, e.g. some people work faster, some slower.

Predictions, recommendations, and dynamic optimizations could be accomplished by operational simulation. The system can warn us, that some cases will be probably late based on historic performance data. Then some different scenarios can be simulated and evaluated, then the system can recommend us actions and provide dynamic optimization of current running cases – for example; assign extra resources from non-critical case to critical, or use a different sub-process – when we have a slower / cheaper version or faster but more expensive.

This paper analyses processes of manufacturing company. Simulation model is built using process mining and used for predictions. Based on these predictions, managers can change priorities (reallocating of resources) or better plan their storage space, because working front is known, therefore they can better predict manufacturing time.

This work is based on our previous research and verifies our theory on process mining and simulation field [15].
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II. RELATED WORK

Data mining techniques can be used in Business Process Management. This new area was called Process Mining [3, 6, 12, 13, 14]. It was based on analysis of information from event logs that were produced by business processes. Process discovery (figure 1) is one of the methods and it is able to find a process model from an unknown process using many sequence examples of tasks and case parameters.

Not only process model could be discovered, but also decision rules and social networks [5, 6, 10] and simulation models [5, 10, 11, 15]. Resource behaviour is also point of interest [8, 9]. Example of simulation model [5] is depicted in figure 2. It is possible to see routing probabilities and decision rules (decision rules are used when case attributes are known – that leads to better routing rules) and it is possible to see time distribution of tasks.

Some other research on process prediction was published in [1, 2, 4, 7, 10]. Wetzstein [4] used decision trees to analyse process performance in figure 3. As it can be seen, response time of banking service is higher than 210, KPI (key performance indicator) is always violated. If customer id is 123, manager can observe process bottlenecks, he can try to make banking service faster or find out why customer 1234 has problems.

Grigori [1, 2] uses similar approach, not for analysis, but predictions. Huge classifier is learned based on case attributes, start, and end time execution of tasks. Classifier can predict final time execution of case based on case parameters and time information from executed tasks. Evaluation of that approach compared to our approach is discussed in [15]. In addition, our work uses similar approach as [1, 2, 4] but it combines it with process mining.

Finally, when we mine deeper dependencies about routing rules and execution time of cases, we can use it for simulation for decision support [15]. Our previous work [15] is extension of papers [5, 10] and it adds some important features, some inspired by papers [1, 2, 4]. For example, execution time of cases is also predicted by classifier like decision rules.

This paper shows theory of [15] can be applied in real large manufacture company.

III. MORE PRECISE SIMULATION MODEL

As it is said in [15], there is need to build more precise model than the one described by papers [5, 10]. We will describe steps needed to accomplish that:

A. Process Discovery

If process is not known, it is possible to discover it using process discovery techniques. However, process discovery is not the most needed method for building simulation model. If explicit model is not present then it is possible to discover it, but the precision of the model will be lower than explicitly given real model. In some companies, discovered
model could be more precise than official model but this is because these companies do not have their model formalized so well. This is not the case for manufacturing companies where prediction and usage of short time simulation is considered better.

B. Decision Mining

Decision mining is based on discovering routing rules in OR split nodes. These rules could be available too but sometimes they are not applicable. Assume situation, routing rule is based on one parameter that is inserted into system just before the decision. Thus, our predictor will know next path only in the time of decision – useless prediction. In these situations, decision mining has to be used. Decision mining is described in [5, 10, 15]. Classifier is learned on training data where inputs are case attributes and output is next path in process. Our work [15] describes another problem and that is missing attributes or 100% precise attribute known in the time of decision inserted by human (described earlier). If some attributes are missing then classic classifiers will not work in proper way. If there is 100% precise attribute then classifier is based only on that attribute. Solution is the same for both problems – it is necessary to build several classifiers for several milestones of the process – from the start (only subset of case attributes are known) to the end (all attributes are known).

C. Execution Time of Tasks

Execution time of tasks is the most important issue in short-term simulation. Process model and routing rules are important as well. However, in companies with predictable business processes (especially manufacturing companies), control flow and routing rules are used to be formalized. Execution time of tasks will be described precisely in Section V.

IV. MANUFACTURING COMPANY

Our manufacturing company produces doors. Doors have their attributes (about twenty) and based on attributes, different operations are executed. Doors have different material, size, weight, different corner and edge types, different handle and glasses, etc. Every door has its ID and it can be modeled as case. Doors are manufactured in machines (tasks). Some machines work in parallel; some machines are bound to several tasks, so these machines must be treated as resources, because machine could be busy or working. People are working with machines or in manual workplaces. Routing probabilities are 100% accurate, because doors with specific attributes must be manufactured only by specific machine and with specific settings.

Resources are quite predictable, because they work on shifts and they are always available and planned several days ahead. The only unknown parameter is execution time of tasks that depends on case attributes – every case is modeled as one door, so case attributes are door parameters. Door parameters are known at the beginning of the process and are constant, so there is no need to build several classifiers for several periods of case execution [15]. Execution time also depends on people work rate, work queue and error rate (especially in manual workplaces), but this is issue beyond the paper.

Context-based predicting execution time of tasks quite precisely can help with several issues. First, managers can decrease storage spaces, because they could plan execution order of cases in order to decrease waiting times. Our prediction decreases variances of execution time and logistics have methods to plan storage spaces when there is low variance. They will also know if some doors will be probably late and for example, they can respond to that changing priorities, resource allocation, etc. Another useful issue is the analysis. Managers could measure which door types takes long time to produce and better calculate their price. For logistics, execution time is not as much important as influence of variance of execution time. It is possible to measure which door types (based on parameters) have high variance. Managers can focus on that door types and try to find out the cause of high variance, or produce them only in situations (if it is possible to wait) when variance is not such important issue.

V. PREDICTION OF EXECUTION TIME OF TASKS

The time deviation is sometimes high, but it can be decreased by data mining techniques. Thus, it is useful to examine data and find relationships between case parameters and execution time for each task in process. This can be solved as a classification problem, where case parameters are input attributes and execution time is the target attribute.

A. Classification and Prediction Models

There are number of classification models, every model has its advantages and disadvantages based on data type used for classification. Our problem is rather prediction than classification, but both terms are similar and many models support both of them.

In our case, we have 18 case attributes and one numerical target attribute. All attributes are categorical. Yes, some of them are numerical (width, height), but they are standardized to only few distinct values, so they can be numerical or categorical depending on requirements of classification/prediction model. What is more difficult for prediction, it is also our case, is that target attribute varies even for cases with the same attributes. This is typical for execution time, because work is performed not only by machines, but also by people and people do not work in coherent speed.

Another problem is high variability of door types. In manufacturing company, it is possible to make several millions variants of doors. This causes problem in prediction, because it is difficult to obtain enough data for prediction, it needs many examples. Attributes can also pod up high number of distinct values, it corresponds with high
variability of door type (this is problem for neural network classification).

In the next section, some prediction models will be described and discussed its applicability.

B. Neural Network

We tested Neural network approach, but results were not satisfied. Neural network was not able to learn. It was caused by high number of input neurons - 303. Every categorical column had to be transformed to new columns. Every distinct value of that column created new column, which holds 1 or 0. So for example, column corner has four distinct values – left, right, top, and bottom. It creates four new columns that can acquire value 1 only once for a row (for the columns that belong to one categorical column). That transformation was necessary, because neural network can handle only numerical attributes. Target attribute was divided into several intervals and every interval was modeled as a single output neuron.

We think that network was not able to learn because of high number of inputs compared to number of training examples and mainly because of variability of output, (even identical training examples had little different outputs). Thus, we think network is not sufficient for our problem because of high number of categorical attributes and variability of target attribute.

C. K-Nearest Neighbour (KNN)

The method is based on simple idea of finding several examples from training set closest to input pattern. We simply computed number of differences of attributes between training example and input pattern. These differences (0 or 1, equals and not equals) were weighted. Weight of every attribute was computed by the same method described below in regression tree. Higher weight means that attribute have higher influence of execution time and it is considered more important. Then twenty nearest examples were given and mean, min, max and deviation of time was computed (we measured only mean, but deviation is also important in simulation and it is good indicator of supposed reliability of prediction).

Results (figure 4) were quite satisfied (there is only subset of real workplaces). We have compared prediction to simple algorithm – prediction based on mean of all execution time. Simplest predictor is the predictor that assumes mean value for every example. Differences in table are mean of all differences between real value and predicted value for every tested example.

Result was computed as follows: prediction was compared to most simple predictor that supposes always-average value of task execution time for all records. So:

\[
\text{Mean diff} = \sum |\text{mean} - \text{real value}|
\]
\[
\text{Predictor diff} = \sum |\text{predicted value} - \text{real value}|
\]
\[
\text{Final Score} = \frac{\text{Predictor diff}}{\text{Mean diff}}
\]

Mean and Predictor difference is computed as sum of differences over all tested examples. Mean difference is absolute value of mean and real value and Predictor difference is computed from predicted value and real value. Final ratio equals ratio of predictor difference and mean difference.

We have run test with 600 examples and compared them to dataset that contained about 10-20 thousands records for every workplace. Rating was computed as a ratio between difference computed by algorithm and difference computed by mean. So, result 0.5 means that we have decreased the variance of execution time of task about 50%.

![Figure 4. Experiments. Four methods were used on three workplaces. Note that a higher column means lower precision. Workplace A is machine does not depended on resource skills, workplace B is workplace with dependence on resource skills and workplace C is manual workplace (packaging) that does not depend so much on door type, but on resource performance.](image)

Figure 4 shows that some results are satisfied, others not. For example, ratio of workplace A is good, Workplace C is not. Nevertheless, it is not the problem related to method, execution time is not based so much on attributes. It is because workplaces C perform packaging and that type of work is naturally quite independent of door types.

D. Regression Tree

Decision tree is popular model. It is simple, readable by human, and quite fast. Precision has not as satisfied results as K-Nearest Neighbour. However, the classification speed is several hundred times faster. Regression tree is decision tree with numerical target value. Nodes contain information about mean, min, max, and deviation of predicted value. Learning algorithm is similar to decision tree, but selection of split nodes differ. We have numerical target attribute so algorithm can be like that:

- For every column.
- For every distinct value of column.
- Take all target values of column grouped by current distinct value and compute deviation.
- \(1 / \text{Mean of all deviations is decision power for column.}\)

This algorithm is similar to entropy computation, which is computed for categorical target value. The deviation is
closed to entropy, because lower deviation points to better
decision power. Computing of deviation can be also
weighted by count of rows of groups divided by distinct
values of column – distinct value with more rows should be
more important. We have tried both approaches, but no
significant precision difference was observed, even maybe
precision was little lower. Algorithm described above works
similar to ID3 algorithm. C4.5 algorithm has been also tried,
but no significant difference has been found. Post-pruning
was based on removing nodes with low row count (every
node corresponds to subset rows of whole data set), because
nodes with low row count are not representative.

Regression Tree had worse precision than K-Nearest-
Neighbour (Ratio was about 1.2 – 1.3 times worse), but had
also several advantages. It is more readable to human and it
can be used to examine some properties of tasks – for
example which combination of attributes positively or
negatively affects execution time or which combinations of
attributes have little ratio of prediction – that is represented
by deviation of target values corresponding to some node of
tree.

E. Regression Tree Forest

Regression Tree Forest is based on several Regression
Trees. One extreme example is Random Forest. Random
Forest creates many decision trees (more than one hundred)
using classic (ID3 or C.45) algorithm with several
differences:

- Every tree randomly selects subset of rows from
  training set (about 2/3).
- Every tree randomly selects subset of attribute
columns (about 2/3)
- Every tree is not pruned and full-grown.
- Predictions made by voting of all trees by computing
  mean.

It is known that Random Forest is very precise model
and still quite fast, because it is semantically similar to K-
Nearest-Neighbour algorithm. Because learning time is
quite long (it requires more than one hundred trees),
we found it not suitable for real-time decision support.
However, we have tried some trade-off between Random
Forest and normal Decision Tree. We created several (about
ten) trees and enforced different first splitting column for
every tree. Enforced columns were ordered by their decision
d power. Thus, first tree root node begins with first (best)
column; second tree root node begins with second column,
etc. In addition, every tree randomly selects 70% of dataset
and 70% decision attributes as it is said in Random Forest
algorithm. Trees were pruned (opposite to Random Forest,
which is not pruned) to about 10 min rows in a node.

It should be stress out that in normal Random Forest,
result is computed by mean of all tree results. We selected
best tree result by looking to the deviation of tree node. Best
prediction could be measured by deviation of particular
rows covered by tree node. Node with lowest deviation
wins. This rule was necessary, because mean of all tree
votes gave terrible results – mainly because we had only
low count of trees compared to Random Forest.

Then we chose another improvement – tree result (mean
and deviation) was not computed only by looking at the leaf
node, but also taken into account the parent node. We
computed mean by both node mean values weighted by
their deviation (if child node had much better result – low
deviation – than parent, its result will have bigger vote).
That improvement was tested also in single ordinary
Regression Tree and it increased precision too, but only
slightly.

Our Tree Forest greatly improved accuracy of classifier,
ratio was only about 1.05 times worse than K-Nearest-
Neighbour and still order of magnitude faster than K-
Nearest-Neighbour, which applicability could be
problematic in real time monitoring for every tasks. Similar
results can be explained, because random forest works
similar to K-Nearest-Neighbour. It returns items that are
close (by attributes) to predicted item, but it uses tree
searching instead of searching in whole table.

VI. EXECUTION TIME AND RESOURCES

There is a little problem with resources. The resource
information can be treated as normal case attribute, because
it surely has impact on execution time of task, but there is a
catch. For example, if we allow decision tree to build tree
using resource attribute, final leaf will contain only records
that have been executed only by that resource. This could
enable problems, because sometimes, it is better to look for
more examples, even from another resource. However, if we
do not have such training examples and resource
performance does not differ too much from other resources,
it is good idea to look also to another resource records and
consider them.

Second problem is related to dynamic changes. Even if
the process is the same (e.g. technological process), workers
performance could change over time. More experienced
workers may be faster, so our algorithm could be prepared
for that. We recommend following method, which little
improved prediction in our manufacturing company.

Suppose K-Nearest-Neighbour or Regression Tree (or
Forest) classifier. All that classifiers could be implemented
to return set of records rather than final prediction (mean
and deviation). The result (mean, deviation) could be
implemented over those records, but with different weights.
First, records that belong to the resource, which
performance time is now predicting, should have bigger
weight (for example two times higher) than other records.
And second, these records (of our resource) should be
considered in time plane. Newest records should have also
bigger weights (for example two times bigger than oldest).
Why is not possible to take into account time plan also to
other records (another resources)? It is because we do not
know about them so much in order to take into account their
improvement and skills compared to our resource. This
could be issue to another paper.
VII. Final Evaluation

We have tested three tasks: One machine with little human interaction, second machine with manual work and third packaging with little dependence on door type, but with dependence on resource. As it was presented, Regression tree is always worse than other methods, while Regression Tree Forest is as good as K-Nearest-Neighbour, because it is optimized K-Nearest-Neighbour. Last method was weighted Regression Tree Forest. Weighting was described at Section VI. As it has been shown, weighting on workplace A did not improve result at all, because machine works independent on resources and time (it does not learn to work faster). In Workplace B and C, there was improvement. Workplace C had worst results, because packaging is not dependent on door type too much, but it is dependent on resource – we can see that weighting slightly improved performance.

VIII. Conclusion

We have tested our theory and our results were quite promising. It has been shown that the quality of results does not depend only on our methods, but mainly on manufactory itself. For example, if execution time cannot be predicted from case attributes in wanted precision, prediction will be useless. In our company, predictions helped lower execution time variance, which is very useful in internal logistics planning, but there is a question what precision is needed to implement some better planning techniques, which enables significant saving especially in space and time need for manufacturing production by improving input data for planning algorithms. We can also find subset of case parameters that have low time deviation and try to optimize their production. Other cases could be produced in another time or in other machines in parallel with another approach (slower but more robust). Some workplaces had bad time variance, but that were some manual workplaces like packaging, that were at the end of the process, so variance was such important issue.

Resources working speed was the biggest issue. There is not so much research in that very important area. In addition, dynamic aspect of process (new machines, resource improvement) is problem to solve. We believe these methods could reach maturity and could be used in some manufactories in future.
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Abstract—Performance analysis of resources is important part of process optimizing. It is useful to analyze performance (execution time) for particular tasks, time deviation, error rate and its improvement during time. It is also possible to use the analyzing task execution time by resource for different purposes. For example, it is possible to change process definition according to the results, make predictions using short-term simulation, or use it only as analysis of performance properties. This paper focuses on analyzing resource properties and then makes overview of its applications. Some of these methods will be evaluated on real data in manufacturing company.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Current business process management system stores a lot of information about processes, data flow, resources, and execution time. The information is very valuable and it is possible to use for analysis [14, 15, 16]. Related work deals with process model discovery [14]. Another related work deals with mining decision rules or organizational models of companies [5, 6]. There is also work based on resource perspectives [8, 9]. Nevertheless, resources are an important part of business processes. This paper deals with resource performance analysis and its usage.

It is possible to analyze different performance perspectives. Basic properties can be execution time of task, its deviation, and error rate. However, other important properties could be analyzed – for example ability to raise performance during pressure or ability to quickly adapt to new task (set up time). However, simple look at execution time of task is not enough, because this execution time is not only based on resource productivity but also on another attributes. There is also an influence done by process change, e.g. new, faster machines or cooperation of multiple resources.

The information is useful to improve our process model. This paper describes several approaches related to mentioned topic. The first application is analyzing the current resource performance properties and improvement over time. Then manager can look at these data and make some assumptions – better resources will get more money, better resources can show other resources how to perform particular task much better.

Second application is about changing process definition according to resource properties. For example, more experienced resource does not need so many checkpoints as less experienced resource does. This can improve performance while technological logic process remains the same.

Third application deals with process prediction. This part is based on short-term prediction that uses simulation model built semi-automatically by process mining. These simulation models need more information about resources, because performance could differ significantly between best and slowest worker.

Next possible application is about allocation of resources. This can be static, e.g. manager can decide what resource should be assigned to specific task taking into account properties of resource. This method corresponds with second application – changing process definition. The other approach corresponds to short-term simulation and recommendations. System can simulate multiple scenarios of allocation of resources to task.

This paper is organized as follows: second Section concludes related work; the third Section is about analysis of resource properties. Forth Section is about its application, fifth Section evaluates some previous methods in real manufactory and last Section is conclusion and future challenges.

II. RELATED WORK

An interest in process mining raised in last decade. Process mining is based on several perspectives. First is process
discovery [3, 12, 13, 14]. Process discovery is able to analyze process event log. Event log contains events that were executed during run of process. Every event corresponds to some task and some case. Events have also start and end execution time (they must be ordered at least). Using this information, process discovery is able to find process model of the task sequence (see figure 1).

Another research deals with mining decision in routing points (OR split) [5, 7, 14, 15]. Using case attributes, decision rules could be discovered as classification problem.

Using previous methods, simulation model can be built [5, 7, 10, 15]. This simulation model (figure 3) can be used for either analysis, or short-term prediction and operational decision support [15].

Resources are also point of interest. Mates [1] described Resource Dynamic Profiles, which he used for modification of process taking account resource attributes from their Dynamic Profiles. Process mining group also had some research in resources. For example, Song [6] discovered organizational model from process log. Nakatumba [8, 9] examined some resource properties as time availability and ability to increase performance when in pressure.

Another work in Business Process Prediction was from Grigori [2, 16]. She used classification over all case attributes for business process prediction. However, that work did not focus much on resource. Wetzstein [4] did related work where bottlenecks were identified using similar methods (classification). That work also covered resources (resources could be bottlenecks too).

Aalst [11] discovered simulation model using different methods (transition system), but he did not take into account the resource and case attributes at all.

Related work was also done in business process simulations for operational decisions [5, 7, 10], or another methods [2, 11, 16] but only our work [15] deals directly with execution time of tasks ([5, 7, 10, 16] did not examined it at all). However, execution time of task is also dependent on resource performance and thus it is the goal of this paper.

III. ANALYSING OF RESOURCE PERFORMANCE

It is possible to analyze multiple resource properties.

A. Execution Time Length of Task

This property cannot be computed only by looking into the task execution time, because the execution time can be dependent on other attributes. The task with one attribute combination could be much easier than the same task with another attribute combination. For example, assume repair process. “Repair” is one single task, but there is difference between repairing of computer mouse and the notebook. Repairing mouse is easier task than repairing notebook in most cases. In classic workflow system, resource that repaired more mice than notebooks could be considered faster than resource that repaired more notebooks. However, this is false assumption, because second resource is maybe better. There can be the reason why he takes harder repairs.

One solution could be to divide one task into several task that are more similar, but this may not be necessary. The algorithm that computes real worker productivity looks like that:

- For every worker.
- For every worker record.
- Take worker time and predicted time (taken from classifier based on given attributes of record).
- Worker productivity = record time length / classifier result.
- Compute average productivity from these records.

The idea of the algorithm is quite simple. Every worker record of executed task is compared to predictor, that is able to predict execution time of task based on provided record attributes (these attributes must not contain resource id). Predictor should be some classifier like Decision Tree, Neural Network, or K-Nearest-Neighbour (that predictor has good results, but it is very slow). Predictor is able to predict execution time of task independently of resource, so resource id must not be part of its input attributes. That means the classifier learns its predictions from all workers and our worker time is compared to all workers times (for only similar task parameters). The productivity ratio is
computed as worker time compared to all workers times that worked on task with similar attributes.

This algorithm needs some data cleaning. First, execution times that deviate from average too much are not considered and second, if prediction of classifier is based only on records, that belong to the worker himself, the result is not taken account, because that would mean comparison of worker to himself. Of course, this information should be taken from decision tree, because decision tree should return final leaf, which is based on particular records, whereas neural network does not provide this type of information.

B. Execution Time Variation of Task

It is important to analyze not only the resource performance, but also time variation. Time variation could be the same important information to manager as performance itself. Whole planning is based mainly on variation. Slow resource with low variation and error rate could be good for planning and stable process. Fast resource with high performance could be used in situation, where time is more important than stability.

Variation could be computed using the same method as performance. We will take every worker record and compare to classifier that predicts variance of all workers according to the task attributes.

C. Error Rate

Error rate could be computed by looking for task execution that were marked as incorrect and then computed by the same method as two previous parameters, because some case attributes could lead to more errors. Error rate have similar usage as variance of time. It brings uncertainty into process that is not desired.

D. Ability to Raise Performance in Pressure

Nakatumba [9] described method how to compute this property using linear regression. We propose different solution. It could by usable to know performance, variability and error rate, when worker is in stress. Therefore, we will compute these parameters for records that were marked as high pressure. How to detect urgent records? It highly depends on context of business process. Usually, it is possible to check work queue, deadlines and available resources. Nevertheless, the question, if the task was in high pressure is beyond that paper.

E. Resource Set up Time

Set up time is important factor that have to be taken into account. When resource is changing task, its performance could be lower than the situation where the task is repeated. This can be computed in the same way as ability to raise performance in pressure. We have to compute performance, variability and error rate the same way but only for tasks, which were changed. If the performance (or variability and error rate) is significantly worse than average properties, we know that we have computed set up time that has to be taken into account in resource allocation. This could be useful information for resource allocation planning, because we can choose resources that have good set up time ability.

F. Present, Historic and Actual properties

Present parameters (performance, variability, error rate – average, in pressure, or set-up time) can be seen also in time plane. We consider present parameters as those, which are two months long. Historic parameters could be analyzed for several months’ long periods of time. Using this, we can see if the resource productivity is growing or falling. Actual properties are those, which are valid for example one last week. This reflects actual performance of resource and this could be useful information for prediction – see Section IV.

G. Triage

Triage is term from business process reengineering. It means dividing one task into more special tasks. Our analysis could be more precise for tasks, which are more similar (in performance). This could be done semi-automatically (maybe fully automatically) by analysis techniques and manager. It is possible to use clustering methods to identify clusters (by execution time). If we found several clusters that are quite different, we can divide one task into that clusters (of course, only for analysis purpose). If those clusters are different (e.g. high distances between clusters) and have low variation (e.g. distances between items in cluster) then we could simplify the operation of analysis of performance (and variance), because we can then compute simple average of times.

IV. GETTING USAGE INFORMATION FROM ANALYSIS

A. Rewards and Experience

Rewards are most obvious things when analyzing resource performance. It is sometimes difficult for managers to distinguish fast and slow resources only from simple analysis of execution times. Experience is also another valuable property of analysis, because when we found, that one resource has excellent performance in some combination of task attributes comparing to others, it could mean, he has a special approach that could improve performance to others. Similar method was described in [4].

B. Modification of Process Model

In some cases, it is useful to change process definition in runtime in order to adapt particular worker. This can be done by adding special rules using resource dynamic properties or switching variants of process based on results of previous observations. Monitoring and analyzing behavior of resources and products is one the most important source of process improvement.

C. Prediction Based on Simulation

Our previous work [15] proposed a method for operational predictions. These predictions were based on simulation model enhanced of process mining. For example, decision rules were discovered and execution time of tasks
was predicted based on task attributes and particular resource. Using that (and process model, of course), the method is able to predict business process using simulation. Quality of this depends on predictability of process itself, complexity (complex process model full of communication with web services can be barely predicted) and quality of data. Nevertheless, our experience on data has shown, that this type of prediction could be usable is our manufacture.

What is the influence of resources and their attributes in this method? Significant, some tasks are heavily depended on resource that executes it. Predicted execution time could vary between two different resources (one slow, one fast). There are two basic approaches for this problem:

- Integration with classifier (predictor),
- post modification after prediction,
- prediction with resource attribute,
- prediction without resource attribute.

1) Integration with Classifier

First method is based on integration with instance classifier. Instance classifier is classifier that does not return final decision (in our case – time or variation) but rather set of examples that are near to current record we are predicting. This means we need to return set of records with similar attributes. It could be accomplished by several algorithms, for example K-Nearest-Neighbour, or Regression Tree (or Regression Tree Forest). Note that these classifiers must not contain resource as input attribute. In normal situation, result will be computed by simple average of results. However, this is not our case. There are several reasons for that.

First, we want to include both results from our resource and other resources. Second, people tend to change their performance over time, so later records are more important and third is almost the same as second, task performance could change over time due to some another reasons (better machines, ...) , so later records are twice more important. Also, if we are predicting task that is changed for resource (set up time), or resource is in stress (long working queue), we could give more weight to records, that are also changed or in hurry (and opposite – lower, if this is not the case). Result average and variance could be computed by weighting records.

How to compute these weights? It strongly depends on data. Sometimes, newer records are not such important as older records (resource improvement is not so important – for example some easy monotone work). We do not know how to set those weights, our experiments shows that those numbers ranges from 1.0 to 3.0 (another resource vs. this resource, old record vs. new record, etc.). These weights must be set manually in experiments. Of course, we can use some automatic optimization like evolutionary algorithm. Nevertheless, this is beyond this paper.

2) Post modification After Prediction

Previous method will work well for instance based classifier. However, there are situation, where instance based classification is not available – a lot of historic data that cannot be stored or another reason like performance. Some classifiers can learn from stream of data that are then forgotten. In that situation, we need to use post modification after prediction. Predictions have to be made without resource attribute. If it is, we do not have to modify its result.

Post modification is made by applying resource attributes (performance, variation) to classification result by multiplying it. Performance and variation of resource attributes is number about 1.0 that says how much better (or worse) resource is compare to other resources. Performance 0.5 means, that resource is two times faster than average resource. We deal with variation in the same way. Low variation means, that resource performance is stable, while high variation means unstable performance results.

3) Prediction With Resource Attribute

We could build predictor using resource attribute. There are two types of predictor: One returns set of instance records, second do not. The result of first one could be accomplished by similar method by weighting results of returned records. Second, one is final prediction and does not need any post modification. This approach has several limitations. These limitations depend on classifier we are using. In Regression tree, the result is based only on results by one resource (there is a way from root to leaf using resource attribute, so leaf will cover only records belongs to this resource), which could be not enough. There can be lot of experience in another record especially when there are many combinations of attributes and we do not have so many records for the same attributes. Note that in our case study, execution time varies even for the same attributes, if we want most probable result and variability, we should need much more than ten records (30-50 could be enough).

4) Prediction Without Resource Attribute

If work does not depend on resource, we can use simply prediction without resource attribute. This could be case for some workplaces with machines that are little dependent on resource. For this purposes, it could be easier to omit resource attribute at all.

D. Allocation of Resources

Based on simulation described in previous Section, we can predict future state of process. However, not only predict, we can also recommend some allocation rules. System knows (by analyzing resource performance) who is suitable for what work. Thus, there is space for system recommendation of resources allocation. For example, there are two work queues, one long queue with many same tasks and another with different tasks. We could choose resource that performs well in set-up time attribute. System can simulate those situations by using previous method and compare results, than recommend several good decisions. Static (long-term) allocation is also available.
V. Evaluation

We have tested some methods in real manufacturing company. This company produces doors. Company has multiple workplaces. These are machine workplaces or manual workplaces. Execution time of one task (one door) varies too high. But it is dependent on attributes – door parameters (size, weight, material, type…) and also resource who serves the task. These attributes were all categorical. Yes, some of them were numeric (size, weight), but they were treated as categorical, because these parameters were standardized by company to only few values. Target attribute for prediction was execution length of task. There were about 19 attributes and hundred thousands of records (for one workplace). On these records, previous method were tested.

First, we have tried to make deeper analysis of workers performance and we have discovered that our analysis was closer (by opinion of manager) to real performance than simple average of execution times for particular tasks. Unfortunately, validation of this method cannot be made, because no one knows the real right result, but we believe that it is more precise than simple average of execution times of task.

Second test was more interesting. We have tested four methods from previous Section about simulation:
- Integration with classifier (predictor),
- post modification after prediction,
- prediction with resource attribute (classifier returned only rows that belong to one resource),
- prediction without resource attributes.

We have made some tests (figure 4) on workplaces divided into two sets – machine workplaces that are not so dependent on resource performance and hand workplaces, which are more dependent on performance. Result was computed as follows: prediction was compared to most simple predictor that supposes always-average value of task execution time for all records. So:

\[
\text{Mean diff} = \sum |\text{mean} - \text{real value}|
\]

\[
\text{Predictor diff} = \sum |\text{predicted value} - \text{real value}|
\]

\[
\text{Ratio} = \frac{\text{Predictor diff}}{\text{Mean diff}}
\]

\[
\text{Final score} = 1 - \text{Ratio}
\]

Mean and Predictor difference is computed as sum of differences over all tested examples. Mean difference is absolute value of mean and real value and Predictor difference is computed from predicted value and real value. Ratio equals ratio of predictor difference and mean difference. We turned over the Ratio, because it is more natural to see the better results as higher.

We can see (figure 4) that first method (integration with classifier) was best, as it was supposed. It has to be better than second method (post modification) because it takes account more deeper dependences (performance of resource is not so precise, because it is overall performance for task and resource could handle some task attributes better than other). Prediction without resource attribute worked well for machine workplace, because this workplace is not so much dependent on resource, but it did not work sufficient for hand workplace. Post modification after prediction is still best choice for resource-dependent workplaces if there is no historic data available and we have only predictor (neural network, regression tree with no leaf data, but only mean and variance information).

Triage (division of task into several tasks by clustering) was not tested, because there were about 18 attributes (high space dimension), high variance of execution time and one big cluster with hundreds thousands of overlapping records.

VI. Conclusion

The paper has been focused on internal context analysis, especially on resource performance analysis. Many different approaches were discussed. The analysis of internal context, especially combination task and resources, is very important for improving performance of process and it can be used for purposes presented in paper. Evaluation of methods were tested on data covered several million records.

Our future goal is adapting planning algorithms in such way they could increase the planning flexibility and precision, which is very important for logistics purposes, and current planning algorithms do not take so much individuality of product and resource into account. Other goal that has already almost been accomplished is to provide benchmarking methods for comparing performance of workers in company, because using only standards do not reflect individuality of particular tasks. Application of results of the benchmarking can improve overall performance of the process. The paper also describes suitability of particular data mining algorithm for area of research and evaluating it on real data created by manufactory.
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I. INTRODUCTION

The last decade of the XX century was characterized by intense economic globalization, by the need for continuous and quick modernization of production systems, and by the extreme competitiveness in goods and services markets, requiring a better qualification of manpower. However, in the field of education there was the offer of courses strictly academic, which motivated the need of a more specific qualification for the exercise of certain professions, starting to be required master’s degrees or doctorates, creating a growing demand by professionals with highly specialized skills profile and not focused on pure research. Such professionals could not be certainly formed as byproducts of courses targeted to the academic and scientific qualifications, but with a technical and scientific nature [1].

The need, by the companies, of increasingly well qualified professionals to meet the demands required, brings consequences as the imposition of education, specific training and qualifications. Moreover, the search for better job opportunities and salaries, have generated a strong influence on the demand for training programs. The professional has transited, increasingly, between the profession and the acquisition of knowledge. It is known that an undergraduate degree cannot over assure a successful career. Currently, professionals are obliged to seek more and more knowledge to achieve specific abilities and skills, meeting the existing shortage in the labor market. As the labor market dynamics change quickly, there is a demand for even more specialized professionals.

Specialization courses are sought after by professional options as a way to acquire and update knowledge [2]. Offered by institutions in various areas, targeted audiences with specific interests or general, diversification of courses or the lack of objective information, hinder the understanding of the purpose, the necessary prerequisites and other important factors in the decision to be made. Thus, a poorly chosen option may incur dissatisfaction, frustration and expectations need to change or even chosen option or even cancellation of the course.

In Brazil, the specialization is a post-graduation course. From Latin, lato sensu is an expression whose meaning is “broad sense.”

Designed to be attended by persons performing other activities simultaneously, specialization consists of a course of professional qualification with a minimum duration of 360 hours. These courses are not evaluated by the Ministry of Education (MEC) and the Coordination of Improvement of Higher Education Personnel (CAPES), but have significant value to the labor market, especially those courses offered by renowned institutions [3].

It is considered that the topic is up to date and relevant to Higher Education Institutions (HEIs) that offer specialized courses, and presenting various types of courses, in order to give opportunity to continue the training of the candidate. It also shows the IES, the importance of offering specialized courses that are aligned both to the skills of the educational institution, as the interests of training and retraining of skilled manpower for the labor market.

In this context, concerns about the quality of information provided to prospective academic specialization courses at university, is an important aspect that should be considered and, moreover, contribute to the proper choice to meet the needs and profile.

The study becomes relevant since options of courses are offered to meet the expectations of candidates.

This paper is organized as follows: the first section presents the problem that is being studied. The background is presented in Section 2. Section 3 presents the proposed model.
II. BACKGROUND

Advances in science and technology have caused major changes in the global job market, making many professionals, in different areas, hoping to stay in or re-entering the job market, look for continuing education through specialization courses.

Nowadays, the new needs of qualified professionals have shown that the percentage of courses offered has increased to meet market demands. It also shows that quality is searched in the offered courses, which are mainly targeted at preparing more qualified professionals for the job market.

The present study proposes, from historical information of candidates for specialization courses at a private university in the city of São Paulo, to analyze and define behaviour profiles. The research is delimited to candidates who sought specialization courses during the last two semesters.

The database used on this study will serve as a source for data mining, from which will be extracted, in an accurate manner, information that will make courses suggestions for a future candidate. Thus, the objective is to develop a model based on candidate profiles, using artificial intelligence, filtering techniques and data mining, to customize offers of specialization courses. To achieve the objective of this research is intended to perform the following steps: a) Describe by means of literature the main techniques used in Recommender Systems and Data Mining; b) Show how Data Mining can help to identify knowledge in large data volumes; c) Produce an output interface for displaying candidates’ data profiles and courses recommendations.

For the evaluation of recommendation model, tests will be performed with the database of candidates provided by the university. These candidates answered a questionnaire about goals and interests with respect to the desired course, the time in which they were enrolled.

III. MODELING THE PROFESSIONAL PROFILE OF CANDIDATES

Will be held, initially, a documentary research, through a literature review, which aims to know the state of the art recommender systems, evaluate the filtering techniques and data mining available, and adapt them to the proposed model.

The work will be developed from the data collection of an exploratory, qualitative approach between those who were candidates for specialization courses at a private university, located in the city of São Paulo, between the years 2006 and 2011.

The university in study conducts semiannual selection of candidates for specialization courses. An amount of approximately three thousand candidates takes part of the process each term. The selection process consists of an electronic form, available on the website of the university, with questions which, besides personal information, allows depth knowledge of academic courses, objective, expectations regarding the content and reasons for choosing the course, for example, professional development, job promotion, etc. The responses of each candidate are recorded in Oracle database. With such information, the coordinator of each course verifies the information stored for each candidate and evaluates whether the chosen course is really best suited to the profile posted. Only at the time of publication of the results of the successful candidates who have knowledge of the course where it will be registered, since the electronic form allows the applicant to select three course options. Classes are formed with maximum students per classroom. If they are not offered various classes of the same course, the successful candidate will be relocated to one of the options selected by him, where there is still vague.

For the identification of knowledge it will be studied CRISP-DM [4], shown in Figure 1, and the KDD process [5], shown in Figure 2. Will be considered an approach based on collaboration, to best suit and adhere the needs of candidates from different areas.

A. CRISP-DM Process Steps

The first step comprehends the business understanding. All the understanding of the requirements of the candidate is elicited during this step during meetings with the responsible for the process of selections of candidates. The next step comprehends the data understanding, which involves exploratory analysis on the received data. After data comprehension, the next step is the data modelling, which means to create models based on algorithms, to find the
B. KDD Process Steps

As a way of preparing for the next step, these data must be cleaned and processed. This cleanup includes removing noises, which are data errors or outliers, the adequacy of values that are out of context, the inclusion of missing values, selection and summary of variables to be used (see Table 2 and Table 3). Missing values, that is the absence of information contained in the records, are entered using a global constant, such as the average of each attribute or the average of all the variables of the same class. In case of nominal attributes a dominant subset will be used, whereas in case of non-nominal attributes will be used the mode of each class, which is the value which most frequently occurs in a data set. It will be selected the variables and eliminated some unnecessary variables after checking the information gain of each variable. Courses no longer offered by the university, and courses whose identification codes have changed, will be replaced by courses or equivalent codes in addition to eliminating redundant data, generating greater reliability.

TABLE 2. DATA CLEANSING SAMPLE

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Received data</th>
<th>Cleaned and processed data</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Administração?A?o</td>
<td>Administração</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Autônomo</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ciências</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Supervisão</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tecnólogo</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

TABLE 3. DATA TRANSFORMATION SAMPLE

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Professional activities (Non transformed data)</th>
<th>Professional activities (Transformed data)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>ADM, administrador de empresas,</td>
<td>Administração de Empresas</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>administração, administrador de empresas,</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>administradora de empresas</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Adm./Financeiro, administrativo e financeiro,</td>
<td>Administração e Finanças</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>administrativo financeiro</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Advogada, advogado, advogada autônoma,</td>
<td>Advocacia</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>advogado júnior, jurídico, jurídica, jurista</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Analista de sistemas junior, analista de</td>
<td>Análise de Sistemas</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>sistema, analista de sistemas informática,</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>analista de sistemas, analista sistema,</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>analista sistemas</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Still in this step, it will be defined the techniques and data mining algorithms to be used, the domain selected to be then processed according to the technical characteristics of the algorithms. After this step, the data will be submitted to data mining itself.

To ensure a satisfactory number of elements of analysis it will be evaluated data from several previous semesters. The data will be received in Microsoft Excel spreadsheets, because of its easiness of being transformed into one of the formats accepted by the tool used in this step.

This stage also includes the use of classification rules. The classification will be used to identify candidate profiles,
which also represent the choice of courses. The main mining technique and algorithm used in this step are: Decision Tree - hierarchical data, based on stages of decision (nodes) and the separation of classes and subsets. Major current algorithms: CART, CHAID, C5.0. For the proposal, it is intended to use association rules to classify data due to its better accuracy in recommending courses [7].

Will take part of the model the 56 courses offered semi-annually by the university, but the main focus of the analysis will be the courses that generate a greater number of dropouts or substitutions, and therefore, in addition to modification of various administrative procedures, can be the cause for discouragement, frustration and dissatisfaction from candidates.

For the information related to occupational profiles can be tested, it will be used professional profiles among exact, humanities and social areas, such as Business Administrator, Controller, Tax Attorney, Educator, Financial Analyst, Journalist, Human Resources Analyst, Psychologist, Analyst Systems, Advertising, Support Analyst, Secretary.

With the prepared database, it will be held the mining and machine learning steps. The tool that will be used is WEKA (Waikato Environment for Knowledge Analysis), developed by the University of Waikato, New Zealand. This tool was chosen because of its public domain, have been developed in the Java language, and working with various data mining techniques such as association rules, clustering, classification, and different algorithms.

As a result generated, the knowledge gained will be examined by a specialist, such as the educational coordinator of each course, to improve understanding of the knowledge discovered by the mining algorithm. If mining results are not satisfactory, several process steps can be carried back.

The aim is to analyze comparatively the number of changes in previous years and those requested by implementing them in the proposed model. In sequence will be evaluated, by the number of candidates who changed course or dropout, the assertiveness of the recommendation by the proposed model, in comparison to data collected by the enrolment system.

The last phase includes the development of an online report, for easy viewing of results, where it intends to use the Java language to implement it, due to its high performance in a web environment. This information will allow the university staff to identify which professional profiles are best suited to specific courses, considering, also, possible relocations.

Based on different candidates’ profile, Figure 3 shows part of the report that will be used to support the courses coordinators on course recommendation. It also shows which courses best suits to each candidate profile, according to the discovered model.

| Specialization Course Recommendation Based on Candidates Professional Profile |
|-----------------------------------|---------------------------------|-----------------|-----------------|
| Graduation / Degree / Post-graduation | Professional activity / Position / Experience years | English | Intended course |
| Computer Science Systems Analyst | Fluent | Project Management |
| Bachelor Systems Engineering Manager | |
| Recommended course: Project Management |
| Computer Science Systems Analyst | Basic | Project Management |
| Bachelor Analyst | |
| Recommended course: Systems Projects and Development |
| Bachelor Engineering | Supervision | |
| Recommended course: IT Governance |

Figure 3. Output report prototype.

IV. CONCLUSION

This ongoing study has introduced another approach for recommending courses based on candidates’ profile, taking into consideration the career that a candidate is following. The use of professional profiles for recommending specialization courses can provide a better qualitative recommendation, matching the professional career and academic objectives.

This paper reports, based on groups of courses that have a high number of dropouts or changes, that it is possible to extract relevant knowledge from the professional data of applicants for specialization courses in any educational institution, and use this knowledge for better planning of course offerings and classes’ sizes, as well as provide support to academic advising.

With the contribution of artificial intelligence by means of algorithms and techniques of data mining, the studies developed on this work provided a better understanding of the techniques and concepts used in knowledge discovery, relevant to a selection process of candidates for specialized courses. With the knowledge gained was possible to develop a model of professional activities, with their specialization courses recommended by the applied algorithm. This model allowed us to identify the most relevant courses to professional profiles participants in the selection process.

The suggested model can help to define the table of courses, leading the university to rethink whether a particular course deserves to be offered in subsequent semesters. Still, the presented result, besides providing support to the coordinators of courses in the selection of candidates, also serves to alert the institution about the lack of understanding, from candidate point of view, about the contents presented by the offered course, so that the university could take action to improve disclosure of their courses.

The generated model can support decision-making of any academic institution which intends to improve their academic counselling and reduce the number of students dissatisfied with the course, avoiding dropouts or course changes.
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**Abstract**—Current challenges for companies require a high flexibility of business processes. The systematic combination of Cloud Computing and Business Process Management presents advantages, which are particularly useful for the modeling and automation of business processes. A targeted enhancement of Business Process Management with the help of these advantages generates significant new potentials for the optimization of business processes. Besides introducing topic-relevant fundamentals, this paper establishes an agile method with a corresponding support toolset, which allows the immediate capturing, fast implementation and high adaptability of business processes. This method can be used for handling the complexity of missing or insufficiently modeled business processes. In addition the paper presents a specific reference architecture. Based on this reference each phase – modeling, automation, monitoring - passes through the cycle efficiently and independently.
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I. INTRODUCTION

For companies, fast and efficient business processes adaptability is increasingly becoming a critical competitive factor [1]. Furthermore, the belief that suitable tools for Business Process Management (BPM) are required is becoming more accepted [2]. In this context, Cloud Computing offers process participants properties which improve the conditions beyond conventional BPM. These advantages apply to both the development and the utilization of BPM tools. High scalability and possible cost reduction are two examples of these advantages [4]. BPM tools can be divided in tools for IT-BPM and Business-BPM. In IT-BPM, the tools can be categorized in the following classes: modeling, simulation, automation and monitoring. This categorization correlates with the BPM-cycle in general [5] and provides the foundation of this paper. Besides the constant enhancement of BPM and Cloud Computing, the topics of Service-oriented architectures and agile software development are also gaining importance. Together, these elements point to the need for a flexible and customer-specific composition of BPM tools. Therefore, the opportunity for an improved process orientation through the increased agility of supporting services is a topic of high relevance [6]. In section 2 the connection of BPM and Cloud Computing will be presented.

In section 3, it will be shown how the possibilities of a service-oriented combination of BPM and Cloud Computing can be used by applying BPM(N)Easy. The acronym BPM(N)Easy paraphrases the combination of Business Process Management (BPM) and Business Process and Notation (BPMN) with the ambition of making BPM easier. The BPM(N)Easy method is supported by an agile toolset for efficient and effective BPM.

II. BPM AND CLOUD COMPUTING

With the rapid development of IT in the context of launching and running cloud-based architectures, companies are faced with new problems. In particular, collaborative business processes in use across company borders offer essential optimization potential through the combination of BPM and Cloud Computing. An essential commonality of BPM and Cloud Computing is the flexible and agile approach [cf. 15]. The Cloud Computing paradigm can be called an "enabler" of an improved combination of service-oriented architectures and an agile proceeding regarding the management of business processes. But this potential depends on different framework conditions. These are outlined from an economic and technical perspective below and build a further major motivation for BPM(N)Easy.

A. Technical view

From a technical view, three dimensions can be identified for a successful design, implementation and operation of (BPM) tools in cloud environments: programming, integration and security (according to [7, 8]).

- **Programming** - Complex and distributed systems are ubiquitous in business IT landscapes nowadays. In connection with the goal of reaching a higher usability and flexibility, this complexity translates into new requirements for the Software Engineering unit. To solve this issue, the adoption of new or alternative program languages is necessary. Relying on new innovative concepts and techniques, the effort invested in development has to be reduced to render the complexity of these new IT landscapes manageable.
- **Integration** - Integration can be split in data integration, function integration and process integration. In light of challenges involved, the
topic of integration plays a key role in different scenarios. For instance, a cloud-based workflow engine could control variable activities distributed across company borders. For a smooth running of several business process instances, there is a need of defined integration interfaces and structured methods.

- **Security** – (IT) security can be divided into three categories: functional security, information security and data security. All of these categories have a significant relevance for BPM, especially regarding complex business process grids. Functional security specifies how the current state corresponds with the target state of functionality. Information security is focused on the unauthorized changing or extracting of information. Data security takes care of the process-related data.

Furthermore, from a technical point of view, the question of which business processes are most appropriate for running on a cloud-based architecture has to be answered. Possible risks, for example insufficient integration options or application programming interfaces have to be taken into consideration.

**B. Economic view**

Two dimensions can be listed from the economic point of view.

- **Availability** - Services which are provided by a cloud infrastructure can be accessed any time. Based on a higher abstraction level, the customizing and the application setup become significant easier. In addition to the simplified procurement, the end user is able to work with the service immediately.

- **Investment risk** – In the context of variable billing models such as pay-per-transaction (pay in case of an actual use) the usage of cloud-based service results in certain charges. These charges contain all relevant costs (e.g. server costs, support costs, etc.). On this account, investment costs are significantly reduced, e.g. risk is minimalized in the procurement of a business process supporting application.

According to the user-oriented study by Northbridge [9], in which 417 companies of different sizes were surveyed, 75% of respondents estimate that two-thirds of the processing power will be obtained from the Cloud. The described promising tension between BPM and Cloud Computing generated the motivation for developing and testing the BPM(N)Easy method in the context of the research project “BPM@Cloud” at KIPS (http://kips.htwg-konstanz.de) as presented in the following.

**III. Method and Implementation**

For performing cloud- and service-oriented BPM, it is important to have a method which makes it possible to handle the complexity of technical and economic conditions.

**A. BPM(N)Easy method**

The major intention of the method is to support the potential of BPM by a consistent use of cloud- and service-oriented infrastructures. Therefore, the method is based on the outlined (technical and economic) dimensions and connects aspects of agile software engineering with the conventional BPM cycle. Furthermore, the method is divided in two phases and three steps. The phases provide the time frame for performing the steps.

Figure 1 shows an overview of the BPM(N)Easy method phases and steps:

![Figure 1. BPM(N)Easy method](image)

An additional intent of the method is to allow for a location independent modeling of business processes, supported by a continuous and integrated tool landscape. The number of unstructured business process repositories can be greatly reduced by using such a homogeneous system of resources to manage and store the business processes and information [cf. 10]. Furthermore, after running through a number of “Sprints” [cf. 11], the created (executable) business processes are provided in a cloud environment [cf. 12]. This release of business processes (or parts thereof) offers the chance to utilize these as service-oriented components in existing business process architectures. Within the steps of BPM(N)Easy the “what must be done” is declared and the phases are used to specify “when and how it must be done”.

1) **Steps**

The method steps are based on the conventional BPM cycle and describe the procedure into three categories:

- **Modeling** - The initial capture of a process, if there are no suitable business process models
available, is modeled by using standardized interviews which are based on observations carried out on site with help of a mobile application. The BPM(N)\textsuperscript{Easy} notation thereby reduces the BPMN 2.0 standard (http://www.omg.org/spec/BPMN/2.0/) on important control elements while allowing the collection of valuable information through various mediums e.g. by adding a video to a process activity. All business processes are saved in a Cloud repository with which they can be retrieved, analyzed, and changed at any time.

- **Enrichment** - New business process models are proposed automatically for enrichment. This enrichment includes the design of human-machine interaction by creating user interfaces, and the integration of needed services. For these actions, the latest concepts of software engineering such as library mechanisms and loose coupling or overwriting, are used. The result is a semi-automated or automated business process.

- **Monitoring** – The monitoring is separated into two categories. On the one hand, technical data are monitored, for instance to monitor the time required to access third party systems or application programming interfaces. On the other hand, the monitoring is based on specific indicators for measuring efficiency or effectiveness. A drill-down to the lowest-level information of an activity of the processes should be deliverable. Both categories are aligned with the previously discussed technical and economic considerations.

2) **Phases**

The typical flow through the various stages of the BPM often leads to the fact that important requirements at the beginning of a BPM project have not been considered or adequately described. Also, technical problems are often only identified during the implementation of the business process. Therefore the entire project costs can be significantly increased. In contrast, BPM(N)\textsuperscript{Easy} is based on the assumption that complex BPM projects can’t be planned at the beginning. The approach of BPM(N)\textsuperscript{Easy} follows an empirical, incremental and iterative concept to increase the predictability of the process quality and to reduce project risks. Within a predefined cycle, there is always the aim to generate an executable version of the business processes in order to get feedback as early as possible. Fundamental principles of the agile method are transparency, controlling and flexible adjustment.

The phases of the BPM(N)\textsuperscript{Easy} method define in which intervals and with what accompanying activities the steps have to be carried out.

Figure 2 shows the different stages with the two phases schematically:

![Figure 2. Method phases - pilot and main phase](image)

The high parallelism of the tasks is meant to favor a consistent and systematic implementation of the BPM cycle from the very start. The tasks are derived with the execution of the steps, i.e. the phase sections (1-6) within the pilot and main phase are related to following methods steps:

1. The conception task describes the modeling of the processes and the implementation of the system architecture.

2. Shortly after the beginning and before the first sprint of the main phase, users should be able to find a runnable application, i.e. the cycle (steps) was already completed once. This increases the bilateral understanding of business and IT departments.

3. The "Cooperative Management" is executed as a support activity over both phases. Examples for this task are the coordination of the project members or the writing of the product backlog – a list which contains all implementation requirements.

4. Typically, new applications have to be provided to the users for reaching the goal of operating independently. This "training" supports the critical coordination process between processes developers and process users.

5. During the main phase, each sprint is connected to a run through the cycle. If a task is completed already, for instance the modeling of a business process, the task has to be omitted.
(6) The end is defined by an end date and a final closing test. Conditions to closure include a completed cloud repository and an application without access restrictions.

- **Pilot phase** – In the pilot phase, the creation of a detailed specification is the focal point. Furthermore, the architecture for the underlying system has to be set up. Very soon afterwards, the recording of business processes begins and the implementation of the first pilot process application in a prototypical way is initiated. Accompanying this, various training sessions are conducted for the core team and the users to introduce them step by step to the new system. From this early first prototype, which can be used in the productive environment already, other design criteria and components are derived. In addition, all components are reusable, and therefore an accelerated development is possible. The continuous contact through cooperative management also ensures the high acceptance of the users.

- **Main phase** - The main phase consists of sprints. A Sprint describes a timed interval in which the Sprint task list has to be worked through by the responsible team members. This task list has to be set up at the beginning of each Sprint. The task list is not bound to sequential development sections, but includes tasks for setting up the product – the business process – in general. Based on this iterative process, the possibility of parallel application testing is increased. Parallel to the goal of rapid, iterative development, the sprints of the main phase improve the communication between business and IT significantly and minimize typical barriers. Moreover, the final approval gets simplified by involving the end user in all steps of the method intensively. Through the direct coupling of the development team and users, the risk of implementation errors due to lack of consultation processes or misunderstandings can be reduced considerably.

Figure 3 illustrates how the automated or semi-automated business processes in the context of the BPM(N)\textsuperscript{Easy} method are produced and how a system can be enriched through different levels. As previously introduced, an essential aim in each Sprint is the focus on the ultimate goal of the BPM project. As early as after the first sprint, it has to be possible to run through the business process from the "spring in the valley". Providing the full functionality of each process activity is neglected initially. At the end of Sprint n a system is available, which covers the defined requirements completely.

B. **Reference architecture and implementation**

As part of an operational application of the BPM(N)\textsuperscript{Easy} method a supporting reference architecture was developed and combined with various technical components.

1) **Reference architecture**

As an adequate basis for the method BPM(N)\textsuperscript{Easy} a generic reference architecture for a cloud-based BPM infrastructure was developed as shown in Figure 4 (in allusions to [13]).

The generic reference architecture is based on system-oriented services. The cloud typical layers, Software-as-a-Service (SaaS), Platform-as-a-Service (PaaS) and Infrastructure-as-a-Service (IaaS) can be distinguished [14]. IaaS describes resources, such as the network connection or processing power which are provided as a service. In this case the infrastructure is flexible and can be dynamically controlled depending on the load. PaaS describes a standardized platform for running basic applications (e.g. an operating system). PaaS is needed to load the various SaaS products from the toolset (suitable to the current step of the method). The SaaS layer contains the software which is necessary to offer services and user interfaces for the administration, execution and monitoring. In general, all three levels of the discussed technical aspects - programming, integration and security - are considered. Examples are the security layer within the PaaS, which protects the core architecture, or the separate developer interface, which allows for an easy development access.
As a result of the reference architecture’s modular design, a high degree of integration can be ensured. Therefore, the selection of the process application and the corresponding toolset are vendor-independent.

2) Implementation

Based on the generic reference architecture in the context of a specific application project within the BPM@Cloud Labs, various components were used to apply the method and to test and validate the usage on a selected business process.

- **Xpert.ivy BPM Suite**
  The Xpert.ivy suite of Axon Active AG (http://axonactive.com) was used for the development of an executable process model. Connected to a cloud repository, it is possible to create a high degree of structuring reusable modules and execute the created process on the web, managing it by versions. The Xpert.ivy module "Monitor" provides functionality for real-time measurement of process parameters and status. On basis of this module service level monitoring and reporting are supported.

- **Fujitsu Cloud**
  Fujitsu services were used both as Infrastructure and Platform-as-a-Service to create an own cloud repository for storing all relevant data. In addition, the services were the base for the Software-as-a-Service level which gives the option to bring release-ready processes immediately up to the Fujitsu Cloud Store. For instance, the SaaS layer contains components which enable the users to monitor or perform the business processes.

- **Mobile Easy Tool**
  This mobile application is based on Android (http://developer.android.com) and has been developed at the KIPS. It can be used for modeling the selected business processes interactively. The application provides a few BPM 2.0 elements which can be dragged & dropped easily for modeling the processes intuitively. Moreover, all steps/activities can be enriched by adding metadata directly on site (videos of interviews, images, etc.). Tablets with camera function are used for this purpose. An impression of the very user-friendly (“Easy”) - OnClick technology is shown in Figure 5. The Android native features facilitate the operation of the application. For example, all share options, such as e-mail, MMS or Google+ are available.

An example of a typical approval process is shown in Figure 6.

![Figure 6. BPM(N)Easy test process](image_url)

The business process describes the steps involved in publishing company news on social media platforms. On the one hand, the exemplary process enables an overview of the complete phases and steps to go through. On the other hand, requirements emerge which have to be dealt with, such as the collaborative, mobile news writing and the integration of external systems. In sum, all presented technical challenges must be considered and dealt with.

The test scenario was started by modeling the business process with help of the simple and efficient BPM(N)Easy notation. Using cloud repositories, the communication between business and IT was ensured at any time so that early user tests could be performed agilely. Within the Sprint cycles, the Ultima, a defined project end, has always had the highest priority. From a technical point of view, it was also required to develop a specific, security-related client management which initiates a trigger automatically when the business process has been subscribed to over the cloud marketplace. This trigger receives various activities at the application level of the Ivy server, such as creating new users or the activation of other functions (in terms of Basic / Premium versions). The service-oriented usage of third-party systems (social media platforms) has been implemented by calling web services - therefore the system can easily be extended.

IV. SUMMARY AND OUTLOOK

The integration of BPM tools or entire business processes (BPaaS) in a cloud environment can be assigned a high potential. Cut costs and reduced complexity represent fundamental goals for BPM projects. Furthermore, the improved distribution of services or business processes increases the ubiquitous availability of business applications and provides a significant target value.

The transfer research project BPM@Cloud is currently run by the Constance Institute for Process Control (KIPS) in collaboration with the Axon Active AG. This paper introduced an agile method called BPM(N)Easy. Furthermore it has been presented a reference architecture which supports the agile method for efficient and effective BPM.
The phases and steps of the agile method do not require rigorous planning at the beginning of the BPM project. Therefore, a highly flexible and close cooperation with all participants is possible. As a result of this, the implementation of the business processes can be achieved significantly.

The test of the method was performed at the BPM laboratory of KIPS and reached a successful result regarding the implementation of new business processes. Related and further work is currently investigating to what extent BPM(N)easy can be used not only for the first implementation but for continuous business process improvement. From the authors’ point of view, there is significant potential for optimization of business processes in this context. In addition, cloud-based services will be created to complement the methods-supporting toolset.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Innovation is the act of producing something newly introduced. Organizational deviation is misconduct in organizational management. Companies tend to control organizational deviation strictly because they would get serious damage when it has been revealed. Direct control of deviation may, however, reduce the power of Innovation, because both deviation and innovation have similar mechanisms of breaking standards.

In sociology, deviation is classified into three categories [1]. First is criminality, second is violating conduct norms, and third is labeling. This paper is based on the concept of the second category, because it contains similar notions to innovation which is achieved from organizational improvement by breaking standards. Our model is built from the belief that organizational deviation and innovation have similar mechanisms, but they are different in the external utility or disutility.

Organizational deviation does not always occur according to immoral agents’ wrongdoing [2]. It may emerge from unintentional behaviors of the agents with the bounded rationality, because they tend to act shortsightedly and to converge to local optima. It means that if agents have behaved aiming at Innovation, they would commit deviation unintentionally by producing disutility to the society. The shortsighted behavior is enhanced by the difficulty in recognizing the utility landscape. Therefore, we incorporate a hierarchical utility landscape into our model by expanding the landscape theory [3, 4]. The landscape theory explains the shortsighted behavior of agents by the limited range of view to landscape on which they behave.

The purpose of this paper is presenting a method for analyzing inextricably linked phenomena such as organizational innovation and deviation by combination of agent based simulation, manual simulation and case description.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows: Section II explains our unified model of deviation and innovation; Section III shows the result of computer simulation; Section IV explains the case design and analysis approach; Section V presents the results of the manual simulation; Section VI describes the model based 'virtual' case; and Section VII presents the conclusion and future work.

II. AGENT BASED MODEL

This section describes our unified model of deviation and innovation, which simplifies a real structure of an organization and the relation between an organization and a society. Agent based modeling method is applied in order to examine the bottom up emergence process of innovation and deviation. In this model, the implemented hierarchical utility landscape consists of three layers: individual, organizational, and social utility.

A. Structure of the Model

Figure 1 shows outline of hierarchical utility landscape in our model.

Figure 1. Structure of the Agent Based Model.
In figure 1, hierarchical organizational structure which consists of three layers is brought into our model, because it is seen in many companies. Utility function of individuals means experience and values of each agent. Utility function of organization means business model of a company. Utility function of society means social norms.

In this model, agents choose their actions according to the rewards from organization and information from neighbors. As a result, their utility production which means contribution to an organization and a society is determined based on utility landscape. The accumulated organizational utility is distributed to all agents based on their amount of contribution through the system of rewards. The result-based reward is applied in this model Agents can recognize their own utilities, however, they cannot recognize organizational and social utility completely. Therefore, both deviation and Innovation may emerge depending on experiment conditions, and this is the advantage of our model. Based on the model, we define two types of phenomena as shown in table 1 : a) Innovation is the increase of both organizational and social utility production, b) Organizational deviation is the decrease social utility production.

For example, in a Japanese pastry company case, the reduction of product disposals is consistent with their beliefs, in other words employees could recognize their individual utility. However they could neither recognize the social regulations, nor company’s damages due to consideration of violating law. In other words, they could neither recognize social utility nor organizational utility landscape thoroughly. As a result, they conducted organizational deviation despite of aiming at innovation.

### TABLE I. THE DEFINITION OF INNOVATION AND DEVIATION

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Definition</th>
<th>Organizational utility production</th>
<th>Social utility production</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>a) Innovation</td>
<td>increase</td>
<td>increase</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>b) Deviation</td>
<td>increase/decrease</td>
<td>decrease</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### B. Utility Function

The Utility functions which are described in the previous section, are based on the NK Fitness landscape model [5, 6]. NK model determines the values of N integer sequences, and utility landscape is defined by the combinations of K integers. Figure 2 shows a sample of integer combinations and their values, in case of N=6 and K=1.

The variation of utility functions is described by number sequences and their evaluation values. Evaluation value is given between 0 to 1 depending on combinations of integers. The complexity of utility landscape depends on the number of integers and their combinations.

### C. Choosing Actions of Agents

Each agent changes their action in order to increase their satisfaction according to the formula (1). In formula (1), the degree of satisfaction of agents increases along with the rising of their individual utilities: $U_{ind}(X)$, rewards from organization: $Re_i$, and contributions for social utility: $U_{soc}(X)$. The index i means the number of agents.

$$S(U_{ind}(X), Re_i) = U_{ind}(X) + Re_i + U_{soc}(X)$$  (1)

Agents imitate the actions of other agents whose actions are similar to them and receiving more rewards from organization according to the formula (2). $P_j$ means the probability that agent, imitates the action of agent, k means the number of agent. $L_{ij}$ means the similarity of action between agent, and agent, $Re$ evaluate their satisfaction after imitation, and then return to original action when their degrees of satisfaction have been declined by the imitation.

$$P_j = \frac{Re_j \times L_{ij}}{\sum_{k \neq j} Re_k \times L_{ik}}$$  (2)

The agents produce their own utility, and contribute to organizational and social utility as the result of their actions. The contributions of agents are accumulated in an organization and a society.

### III. COMPUTER SIMULATION EXPERIMENT

Based on the descriptions of the model in previous section, we have developed the simulator according to agent based computational architecture [7] in Java language. This section describes settings and results of the agent based simulation experiment. Those results are confirmed by manual simulation and case description in following section.

In this experiment, the change in utility production amount of an organization and a society is analyzed by shifting the diversity of agents from 0% (uniform organization) to 100% (diversified organization). All agents have unique individual utility functions in the organization with 100% diversity, while they have common utility functions in the organization with 0% diversity. The other conditions are fixed.

Figure 3 shows the result that is emerged when improving diversification in agents. In figure 3, both social utility and organizational utility productions are increasing with improving diversification. This result suggests that the diversification in agents promotes Innovation type activities according to the definitions in Table 1, and the result is corresponding to previous study [8].
This result means that mutual imitation in diversified organization makes individual utility production decline, because individual utility functions of agents are different from each other. As a result, agents tend to increase organizational utility and social utility production amount in order to complement the lowering of individual utility production, and to maintain their satisfaction which is determined by the formula (1).

IV. CASE DESIGN AND ANALYSIS APPROACH

Figure 4 presents the steps of case design and analysis. The simulation results in previous section are confirmed through these steps moreover innovation and deviation phenomena are analyzed from different point of view. The overview of case design and analysis approach is as follows. The first part is Case Settings. In this part, the model elements are converted to the business management elements. Then case story template and utility landscape are developed according to those elements. The second part is Manual Simulation which is described in chapter V. In this part, manual simulation is conducted based on our model. The third part is Confirmation of Simulation Results. The result of agent based simulation which is described in chapter III is confirmed by the manual simulation in this section. The fourth part is Case Development. The could-be cases are developed in line with the case story template and the results of manual simulations in chapter VI.

The elements of the model described in chapter II are aligned with agent based model definition standard [9], and converted to the elements of business management in order to develop the template for case description. Table 2 shows the result of conversion.

The elements of business management listed in table 2 are organized and mutually interrelated in figure 5 as a template for case description. The common template shown in figure 5 is customized according to specific situations, and case stories are developed based on the template.

TABLE II. COMPARISON OF MODEL ELEMENTS AND BUSINESS MANAGEMENT ELEMENTS

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Category</th>
<th>Elements of Agent Based Model</th>
<th>Elements of Business Management</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Landscape</td>
<td>Hierarchical Landscape</td>
<td>Social Norms, Business Model, Individual</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Social Utility, Organizational</td>
<td>Value</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Utility, Individual Utility</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>NK Model: Conflict between</td>
<td>Conflict between Social Norms and</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Social Utility and</td>
<td>Business Model</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Organizational Utility</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Characteristics of Organization</td>
<td>Utility Distribution</td>
<td>Personnel System</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Diversity of Individual Utility</td>
<td>Diversity of Organization</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Social Norms</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Business Model</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Individual Value</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Network Structure</td>
<td>Communication Environment</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Behavior of Organization Members</td>
<td>Network Setting Up Rule</td>
<td>Encounter among Employees</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Behavior Status Change of</td>
<td>Behavior Change of Employees</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Agents</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Structure of Agent’s</td>
<td>Source of Employee’s Motivation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Satisfaction</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Hill Climb and Imitation</td>
<td>Learning Mechanism of Employees</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Algorithm</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Incomplete Information</td>
<td>Cognitive Limit</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Environment</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Result of Behavior</td>
<td>Variation in Social Utility</td>
<td>Variation in Legal Compliance, Corporate</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Organization Utility,</td>
<td>Earnings, Employee’s Motivation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Individual Utility Production</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 5. Case Story Template.

V. MANUAL SIMULATION AND CONFIRMATION OF COMPUTER SIMULATION RESULT

This Before case development, utility landscapes are set in table 3 and table 4 using NK model which is described previously. We have set N=3 and K=1 for case settings and manual simulation. A fictional food maker is assumed in
this paper. We assume that this food maker is required to reduce the production cost because of increasing competition however there are strict regulations in food industry.

TABLE III. Case Situation Settings on NK Model

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Options</th>
<th>Alternatives of manufacturing control (N=3)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>0</td>
<td>1. Cost Reduction 2. Use-By Date Setting 3. Quality Control</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1 Waste Prevention of Raw Materials</td>
<td>Based on Case-by-Case Judgments Flavor Test by Human Work</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Manual simulations using simple NK model are conducted based on table 3 and 4. Table 5 and 7 show the case settings which are social norms, the food maker's policy of manufacturing, and each assembly leader's policy. The situation of Case A is that all assembly leaders have same management policy while balancing with food safety. The organization utility means contribution to corporate objectives such as cost reduction. Assembly leaders receive rewards by their contributions. The individual utility means comfort of leaders which are achieved by the consistency with their management policies. As shown in figure 6, deviation type phenomenon emerges because social utility production amount is decreasing while organization utility production is increasing. It is because that all assembly leaders have cost-conscious management policy, and the food maker has also cost-conscious management policy while balancing with food safety.

A. Manual Simulation: Case A

In case A, all assembly leaders have same cost-conscious management policy as shown in table 5, and there is a certain degree of conflict between social norms and food maker's policy. Table 6 describes the process of manual simulation of case A, which is conducted according to landscape settings and behavior rules of agents. Each assembly line leader's behavior has been changed by searching for more satisfactory action, and also imitating of another leader's action according to NK model settings as shown in table 5.

Figure 6 shows the transition of utility production by assembly leaders as the results of behavior change. The social utility production means contribution to society by protecting of food safety. The organization utility means contribution to corporate objectives such as cost reduction. Assembly leaders receive rewards by their contributions. The individual utility means comfort of leaders which are achieved by the consistency with their management policies. As shown in figure 6, deviation type phenomenon emerges because social utility production amount is decreasing while organization utility production is increasing. It is because that all assembly leaders have cost-conscious management policy, and the food maker has also cost-conscious management policy while balancing with food safety.

TABLE VI. Process of Manual Simulation: Case A

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Step</th>
<th>1</th>
<th>2</th>
<th>3</th>
<th>4</th>
<th>5</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Assembly Leader 1</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Behavior Change</td>
<td>Initial Status</td>
<td>Initiate</td>
<td>Initiate</td>
<td>Stay</td>
<td>Stay</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Combination of actions</td>
<td>000</td>
<td>001</td>
<td>011</td>
<td>011</td>
<td>011</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Social Utility Production</td>
<td>0.60</td>
<td>0.30</td>
<td>0.30</td>
<td>0.20</td>
<td>0.20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Social Utility Production</td>
<td>0.10</td>
<td>0.27</td>
<td>0.30</td>
<td>0.30</td>
<td>0.30</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Individual Utility Production</td>
<td>0.10</td>
<td>0.27</td>
<td>0.30</td>
<td>0.30</td>
<td>0.30</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Reward</td>
<td>0.16</td>
<td>0.22</td>
<td>0.30</td>
<td>0.30</td>
<td>0.30</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Satisfaction</td>
<td>0.60</td>
<td>0.72</td>
<td>0.30</td>
<td>0.30</td>
<td>0.30</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Assembly Leader 2</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Behavior Change</td>
<td>Initial Status</td>
<td>Search</td>
<td>Stay</td>
<td>Stay</td>
<td>Stay</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Combination of actions</td>
<td>001</td>
<td>011</td>
<td>011</td>
<td>011</td>
<td>011</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Social Utility Production</td>
<td>0.20</td>
<td>0.20</td>
<td>0.20</td>
<td>0.20</td>
<td>0.20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Social Utility Production</td>
<td>0.20</td>
<td>0.30</td>
<td>0.30</td>
<td>0.30</td>
<td>0.30</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Individual Utility Production</td>
<td>0.20</td>
<td>0.30</td>
<td>0.30</td>
<td>0.30</td>
<td>0.30</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Reward</td>
<td>0.24</td>
<td>0.33</td>
<td>0.33</td>
<td>0.33</td>
<td>0.33</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Satisfaction</td>
<td>0.74</td>
<td>0.63</td>
<td>0.63</td>
<td>0.63</td>
<td>0.63</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Assembly Leader 3</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Behavior Change</td>
<td>Initial Status</td>
<td>Search</td>
<td>Initiate</td>
<td>Turn Back</td>
<td>Stay</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Combination of actions</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>011</td>
<td>011</td>
<td>011</td>
<td>011</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Social Utility Production</td>
<td>0.20</td>
<td>0.20</td>
<td>0.20</td>
<td>0.20</td>
<td>0.20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Organization Utility Production</td>
<td>0.10</td>
<td>0.30</td>
<td>0.30</td>
<td>0.30</td>
<td>0.30</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Individual Utility Production</td>
<td>0.10</td>
<td>0.30</td>
<td>0.30</td>
<td>0.30</td>
<td>0.30</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Reward</td>
<td>0.24</td>
<td>0.33</td>
<td>0.33</td>
<td>0.33</td>
<td>0.33</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Satisfaction</td>
<td>0.74</td>
<td>0.63</td>
<td>0.63</td>
<td>0.63</td>
<td>0.63</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
B. Manual Simulation: Case B

In case B, each assembly leader has different management policy as shown in table 7, and there is a certain degree of conflict between social norms and food maker’s policy. The management policy of leader 1 is safety conscious, leader 2 is balance of safety and cost, leader 3 is cost conscious.

Figure 7 shows the transition of utility production by assembly leaders as the results of behavior change. As shown in figure 7, innovation type phenomenon emerges because social utility production and organization utility production amount are increasing. It is because that leader 1 and 2 have found the appropriate action which enable the increasing of both social utility and organization utility by own searching. And in addition, leader 3 who has cost conscious policy, has imitated their actions although he could not find the appropriate action by himself.

The explanation of manual simulation process of case B is omitted.

Table VII. Utility Landscape Setting: Case B

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Combination (K=1)</th>
<th>Society Safety-Conscious</th>
<th>Company Safety and Cost Balance</th>
<th>Assembly Line Leaders Leader1 Leader2 Leader3</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>00</td>
<td>0.4</td>
<td>0.1</td>
<td>0.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>01</td>
<td>0.3</td>
<td>0.4</td>
<td>0.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>0.3</td>
<td>0.2</td>
<td>0.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11</td>
<td>0.1</td>
<td>0.2</td>
<td>0.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>000</td>
<td>0.45</td>
<td>0.10</td>
<td>0.40</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>001</td>
<td>0.30</td>
<td>0.37</td>
<td>0.20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>010</td>
<td>0.20</td>
<td>0.37</td>
<td>0.20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>100</td>
<td>0.30</td>
<td>0.37</td>
<td>0.20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>110</td>
<td>0.20</td>
<td>0.30</td>
<td>0.10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>111</td>
<td>0.10</td>
<td>0.20</td>
<td>0.10</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

C. Confirmation of Computer Simulation

The computer simulation result which is shown in figure 3 suggests that the diversification in agents prompts Innovation phenomena. This result is confirmed by manual simulation in Case A and B by observing the behavior change of each assembly leader. The results of manual simulation show that diversified organization tends to emerge innovation type phenomena in case B while uniform organization tend to emerge deviation type phenomena in case A.

VI. CASE DEVELOPMENT

A. Purpose and Approach

A model based fictional case is described in this section according to the case story template (figure 5) and the results of manual simulation. There are two purposes of model based case description. The first is to understand the emergence process of innovation and deviation at more detailed level than simulation. The second is to compare the description level of model based case with that of actual case.

The underlined portions are model elements and the italic words in parenthesis are the name of model elements. Only the story of case A is described in this paper. The stories of case B are omitted due to space limitation.

B. Model based fictional case: Case A

A food maker applied the product cost reduction policy because of severe competition in food industry. The company intended to balance cost reduction and product safety (Organizational Utility Function), however its policy was not completely fit to the requirements from consumers (Conflict between Social Utility and Organizational Utility).
In the food maker, the education programs were conducted for employees in order to strengthen their sense of cost reduction. As a result, most employees shared strong cost-consciousness (Individual Utility Function) in that company. Under the situation, cost reduction activities were executed in one of the factory in the food maker as follows.

There were three assembly line leaders in the factory whose cost reduction policies were different from each other at the beginning. The assembly line leader 1 applied the safest way in three leaders. He sought production process efficiency, set use-by date based on guidelines, and conducted bacteria test for quality control (Behavior Status). The leader 2 applied same method of cost reduction and use-by date setting as leader 1, however he conducted flavor test instead of bacteria test (Behavior Status). The leader 3 pursued waste prevention of raw materials, but ensured product safety by set use-by date based on guidelines, and conducted bacteria test (Behavior Status).

In that situation, the assembly line leader 1 who applied the safest policy received the least reward according to the result-based reward system (Utility Distribution). The leader 1 was frustrated at less reward and changed his way of quality control form bacteria test to flavor test by imitating the way of leader 2 (Imitation Learning). At the same time, the leader 2 and 3 applied the method of setting use-by date based on case-by-case judgments for more cost reduction through their trial and errors (Hill Climb Learning). This method had a risk of product safety decreasing, however it was consistent with their cost-conscious policy (Individual Utility Function). Therefore the leader 1 received less reward again because the leader 2 and 3 applied more effective cost reduction method (Individual Utility Function), even though he imitated the method of leader 2 previously. So that, the leader 1 imitated the method of leader 2 again (Imitation Learning), because leader 2 received more reward than him.

As described above, all three leaders applied more effective cost reduction method while sacrificing the safety of products. They recognized the methods which are effective for product safety, but they were not satisfied with those methods because of inconsistency with their cost-consciousness and less reward (Structure of Agent’s Satisfaction). As a result of assembly line leader’s behavior change, the factory achieved cost reduction target (Organization Utility Production), however its risk of reducing the product safety increased significantly (Social Utility Production).

VII. CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK

This paper presented a method for analyzing inextricably linked phenomena such as organizational innovation and deviation by combination of agent based simulation, manual simulation and case description.

As described previously, a Japanese pastry company intended to conduct innovation in order to increase their organizational utilities, however they fell into deviation by unintentional decreasing of social utility because it falsified the expiration dates of products. According to the results of simulation and case description, it is detected that the emergence of deviation or innovation depends on the diversity of organization in this paper. It is also detected that how the diversity of organization impacts on behaviors and learning activities of agents.

The advantage of this method is that it enables to approach toward inextricably linked phenomena with unified model and the combination of multiple method of analysis. The unified model enables to observe that small changes of model parameters would cause both deviation and innovation phenomena. Thus it is the contribution to organizational innovation and deviation research area, because previous studies tend to approach from one side, such as only innovation side [8] or deviation side [10]. The model based ‘virtual’ case description is the novel method in terms of creating future scenarios compared to standard case study which is based on past phenomena.

In the further work, we would refine the method of manual simulation and case description with applying this method to another type of inextricably linked phenomena. And we would develop the novel method for creating future scenarios by integrating agent based simulation and model based case design. It is expected to reduce unexpected problems in organizational management.
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I. MOTIVATION

Business process modeling (BPM) is a fundamental requirement in most management and IS projects [14]. A lot of companies have undertaken such an initiative for the purpose of business reorganization, certification, human resource planning or traditional software engineering [6]. The more complex the environment is, the more business processes models it contains [12]. In addition to process models, organizational charts, and a multitude of various additional documents related to the process models are created during BPM projects. All these artifacts form so-called process model collections (PMC), which according to [8] are being of great attention among researchers nowadays.

The most common modeling notations that are used for the task of process modeling are Flow Chart Diagrams, PetriNets, Integrated Definition for Function Modeling (IDEF0), Event-driven process chains (EPC), Unified Modeling Language, (UML), Business Process Model and Notation (BPMN). These existing modeling notations are subject to limitations, which have been criticized for different reasons by practitioners and researchers in the field of BPM [3], [22], [1]. These limitations include a lack of standardization [24], which again imposes challenges on reusability, collection organization and variant management. The difficulties of managing PMC are therefore partly accounted for by the modeling language used to create the process models.

Besides the research endeavor conducted there are still open issues to be addressed [8], such as querying, mining, refactoring, re-use, similarity search, merging, variant management and collection organization. In the following, we will focus on the areas of reusability, because it is a fundamental idea of all modeling efforts, and follow up on ideas of collection organization as well as variant management. We will further discuss these areas from the perspective of a proposed process modeling technique, which is to be understood as a combination of a modeling notation including syntactical rules and a complementing modeling tool facilitating the application.

Therefore, the goal of this paper is to address the above-mentioned problems by answering the following research questions:

- \( RQ1 \): How can the problem of organizing process model collections, including such aspects as variant management and storage of supporting model information, be resolved with the help of a modeling technique?
- \( RQ2 \): How can a modeling technique support the re-use of process models within a process model collection by semantic model standardization?

The remainder of the paper is structured as follows. In the second section a literature review on the existing problems in two areas of BPM and PMC is carried out and their interrelations are highlighted. Our research method is presented in section three. In section four the conceptual model of the proposed modeling technique is introduced. Section five is devoted to the presentation of a prototypical implementation and evaluation of the modeling method. The paper is concluded within section six with the discussion of the findings and outline of open issues.

II. RELATED WORK

The problems of BPM can be classified into 3 groups in terms of their occurrence before, during and after the conduction of process modeling projects [24] as follows:

- \( \text{Before} \) process modeling: as most of the existing modeling methods are not intuitive, process modelers as well as process model users have to learn and understand the selected process modeling language before starting a BPM project [24].
• During process modeling: The most common techniques like Flow Charts, Petri Nets, IDEF0, EPC, UML or BPMN allow for a high degree of freedom during modeling. They do not provide naming conventions, or standardized levels of modeling abstraction. As a result, the created models differ greatly if several specialists are involved in the modeling process [3].

• After process modeling: Because of the high degree of freedom, the resulting process models are complex and their semantic is not standardized. They are therefore hard to analyze and re-use. In most cases, proceeding activities are a tedious manual task, in which expensive consultants have to be involved.[4]

In addition to this classification, a global Delphi study conducted by Indulska et al. (2011) identified the most influential current issues and future challenges in BPM. The following issues are among the most significant ones according to the opinion of practitioners and researchers [14]:

- lack of standardization of modeling notations, tools and methodologies;
- model management problems, i.e. publication, version, variant, or release management;
- absence of clear definition of modeling level of detail;
- lack of identification of abstraction levels;
- need for establishing process modeling expertise and collaborative modeling.

Other issues are related to the complexity management of process models as processes with a high number of elements can cause comprehension problems in such activities as model validation, maintenance and utilization [16], [17].

Regarding PMC, there are several more tasks to be considered such as querying of process models, similarity search, variant management, merging, mining, refactoring, re-use, collection organization, and repository technology [8]. Due to the BPM issues identified above, in particular huge number of process elements, high degree of freedom for modelers and absence of standardized semantics, most of these tasks and especially the model re-use and process model collection management are problematic.

III. RESEARCH METHOD

For developing a modeling technique as presented in this paper, design science research methodology (DSRM) is applied. In the area of design science (DS) research, there is a variety of concepts of how to conduct a DS endeavor. They mainly differ in the role, design theories take over in the understanding and definition of DS. On the one hand, there are notions in which design theory plays minor or even no role at all. For example, March & Smith [19], Hevner et al. [11] and Benbasat & Zmud [5] consider the IT artifact as the core research object of information systems research. On the other hand, there are notions in which the theory of how to design the IT artifact is considered as the main research objective along with the IT artifact itself. For example, Walls et al. [23], Gregor & Jones [9] and Iivari [13] propose a differentiation between the theoretical design of an IT artifact and its concrete implementation, as well as the relationship between these two aspects. Other authors like Kuechler & Vaishnavi [15] identify a mutual relationship between kernel theories and design theories saying that kernel theories can influence DS as well as they can be re-influenced by DS results.

For the purpose of this work, an overemphasizing of the role of theories is deemed not beneficial. Therefore, the notion of DS proposed by March & Smith [19] which is taken up and refined by Hevner et al. [11] is chosen as a research method in this work. According to Hevner et al. [11] the design science research process can be presented as a cycle with five main steps (Fig. 1). In order to specify the problem domain we have conducted a literature review, which revealed a number of deficiencies in the area of PMC and served as a basis for solution objectives definition. The design phase of DSRM was fulfilled by concept creation, presented in the following section of the paper. Demonstration of the result is achieved through prototypical implementation of the modeling tool. Evaluation is performed by applying the created artifact in two business modeling projects. Finally, as design is inherently iterative according to DSRM, new requirements were identified for the artifact improvement after the evaluation phase.

Figure 1. Research methodology

IV. CONCEPT OF THE MODELING TECHNIQUE

The main research artifact is a conceptual model based on several rationales, which are depicted in the following subsections.

A. Layers

In order to address the challenge of process complexity it is common practice to define layers of abstraction. The emerging question is how many layers are reasonable to support an adequate fit between necessary detailing of the process steps and constraining the amount of process information in one model with respect to usability and readability.

The most adequate amount of layers varies with respect to the modeling purpose of the modeling project. A workflow management system preparation project demands a higher level of (technical) detail in comparison to a management-oriented process modeling project. Hence, the challenge is to conceptualize a layer architecture which is able to meet the requirements for, e.g., both of the aforementioned scenarios.
B. Attributes

Despite the possibility to use the layers of abstraction, the here conceptualized technique proposes attribution as a mean to complement the process models with in-depth information on all process layers where applicable. By extending the process models with attributes, the challenge of complexity can be overcome more easily. Attribution reduces the need for sophisticated branching concepts for the control flow of the processes. Via the possibility to use different attributes on the distinct layers of abstraction, the aforementioned modeling purpose can be supported more easily. Hence, the concept of attribution fosters readability due to complexity reduction and expands the area of application due to the possibility to append attributes on any level.

Furthermore, manageable process attributes are a prerequisite for process analysis and reporting functionalities.

C. Glossary

Existing modeling techniques allow for a high degree of freedom in both syntax and semantics. These degrees of freedom also allow the modelers to arbitrarily label process elements, such as events and functions in EPC or BPMN.

Empirical studies verified that the terms used in modeling can vary heavily, especially, when developed timely, personally and regionally distributed [10]. On a word-based view, these problems are mainly caused by synonyms. As process element labels are normally composed of multiple words, the phrase structure of these words may also cause naming conflicts. It has been shown, that even when limiting the number of words to two, there are more than 20 different phrase structures being used by process modelers [7].

These issues, both on word and phrase structure base are called naming conflicts [2]. The re-use of models flawed in such a way is problematic, as they increase the complexity of the model and are thereby much harder to understand by the model users. Moreover, automated processing and analysis of the models is complicated or even impossible.

The key to prevent naming conflicts is standardizing the choice of words and the phrase structures to use before modeling and enforcing these standards during modeling [7]. Similar to the simple syntax our modeling technique strives for the simplest structures available to foster semantic standardization. Therefore, only a simple verb-object label is allowed for the phrase structures. These have proven to be understood better than all other phrase structures. [20]

Within the process modeling context the verbs and objects can be interpreted as activities and business objects.

Standardization before modeling is achieved through a glossary, which is composed of several business objects. These business objects are again related to all activities, which results in a specific instantiation of the verb-noun phrase structure. The free definition of business objects and activities allows the modeling technique to be customized for any modeling scenario. This procedure is therefore chosen over the use of existing catalogues such as the MIT process handbook, although it requires more initial work [18].

The standardization is enforced during modeling, since all modeling processes have to be related to at least one glossary. Every process element is then labeled by linking the process element to one activity-business object combination specified in the glossary.

D. Reference Models

Besides the incorporation of the before mentioned rationales into the modeling technique, reference models are proposed to further enhance model creation. They allow simple and efficient model creation, since their reference character enables the modeler to easily adapt the model to his or her needs. Moreover, reference models foster models of high quality w. r. t. their best or common practice character. Furthermore, reference models facilitate storing, relating and finding the models by providing a frame which structures the process model collection in an enterprise.

E. Variants

There are several scenarios where one outcome of a process is achieved by different process activities. This often leads to complex process models, since they take a range of possible circumstances into account in the sense of additional model components. A smart way to bypass this driver of complexity is to define several variants of one process. By this mean, the process model itself often remains simple with respect to branching and model elements but therefore the amount of simple model variants is increasing. It is a trade-off between complex models and several variants of one process model. Within the proposed concept, a new model variant is created, whenever the incoming and outgoing information of the process is the same, but at least one main process activity is different from the standard procedure.

V. PROTOTYPICAL IMPLEMENTATION AND EVALUATION

In this section, the prototypical implementation of the modeling technique proposed in the preceding section, is described. Moreover, an evaluation of the resulting tool in two medium sized enterprises is presented.

A. Implementation

Based on the conceptual model proposed in the preceding section, we have implemented a modeling tool prototype (Fig. 2) which fulfills all the aforementioned requirements. It is a web application based on the programming framework Ruby on Rails which follows the model-view-controller paradigm [21]. Therefore, it provides an elegant solution to separate the underlying data storage, the business logic and the presentation of the data. As the underlying database structure is easily exchangeable, the tool is able to be utilized in most scenarios and organizational IT infrastructures. Moreover, to facilitate an efficient and effective creation as well as utilization of the process models, the user interface for modeling as well as presentation of the models is designed to be highly intuitive also for non-process modeling experts. This is even enhanced by the use of JavaScript which is a client-side programming language fostering asynchronous handling of user input. Thus, irritating reloads of web pages are contained in the prototype.
Within the conceptual model, a layer-architecture is described as a cornerstone for the modeling technique to be implemented. Within the prototype, this layer-architecture is realized as four-layer architecture. It consists of the layers process framework, main processes, detail processes and process building blocks (PBB) (Fig. 3). On the first layer, a process framework provides the modelers and model users alike with a process overview respectively process landscape comprising all relevant main processes within the depicted organization ordered by e. g. functional areas. The elements of the process framework are further specified on a more detailed level in the main process layer. Here, the main process steps are described in order to give a rough overview about the activities usually carried out during this process in the respective business area. As an example the main process “Check Bill” is shown in figure 2. To handle parallel steps, branching methods are supported by design on this layer. Each of the main process steps is further refined by a detail process on the detail process layer. Like in the superordinate layer, branching methods are provided on this layer to handle parallel activities. Every modeled element on this layer is represented by a so called process building block. These PBB are defined in detail on the fourth and most detailed layer. Here, the information about the atomic activities of the depicted processes can be provided. For example, attachments like videos, documents, hyperlinks, wiki pages, etc. are supported.

According to the description in the conceptual model, the prototype features attribution on each of the four model layers. Here, process-enhancing and additional information can be provided for each of the model elements on each layer. The attributes can be specified by the administrators of the tool and by providing administrators with the possibility to specify the concrete attributes themselves, the tool allows for utilization in any organization and business area. In the example in figure 2 two attributes were defined for “Read bill” activity of the main process: weaknesses and improvement potentials.

Corresponding to the utilization of a semantic modeling approach postulated in the conceptual model, a glossary is implemented in the prototype. With it, the aforementioned naming conflicts are contained. The concrete implementation in the tool allows for the creation of glossaries in which business objects and activities can be maintained. Moreover, an assignment of activities to business objects assures that only correct combinations can be assigned to process elements. The usage of the glossary and the abovementioned four layer architecture of the prototype are aligned as well. On the process framework layer, the elements – which are the main processes – can be assigned to a business object. On the subordinate layers – main processes and detail processes – the elements – detail processes respectively PBB – can be assigned a predefined phrase structure of a business object along with an activity. By this, modeling conventions are adhered and costly refinements or corrections are avoided.

Eventually, the usage of variants is facilitated within the prototype. On the main process and detail process layers different variants can be created whenever necessary. In figure 2 there were defined two variants of “Check Bill” main process: manual audit and automatic audit. The last three activities in the exemplary main process are the same for both variants and therefore are modeled only once in the standard variant (“Manual Audit”) and afterwards inserted as references in “Automatic Audit” variant.

B. Evaluation

The prototype has been evaluated in two process modeling projects. The characteristics of the companies, whose processes were modeled, are shown in Table 1. Although their characteristics differ, both companies are archetypical medium sized companies without a documented process landscape. As small and medium sized companies constitute the majority of all companies worldwide, the cases at hand are good examples for many process modeling projects to be conducted with the prototype in the future.

The first case is a business process reorganization project, which was conducted as the preparation for a consecutive ERP selection procedure. The project was
structured in three steps, namely as-is process modeling to document the process landscape of the company, and two interrelated phases of to-be modeling and ERP selection to align both IT and infrastructure. All steps were conducted by a consulting company with the help of the prototype.

During the as-is modeling process, the consultants created the process models on the base of interviews with employees of the target company. As the company had not undertaken any modeling activities before the project, the processes were designed on the base of a reference model for processes in retail. Subsequently, the to-be processes were created in collaboration with all stakeholders. To support the to-be modeling phase, the prototype was customized with the attributes for detailed process element description, leading IT system, process owner, process executive, process relevance and importance of the process. Furthermore, examples of process related business documents like Excel files or scans of paper based documents were added to the processes. When engaging the as-is modeling phase, attributes for weaknesses, suggestions for improvement and optimization potential were added. In the last phase, the process models were annotated with attributes to document requirements for the new ERP software. The glossary for the process element labels was initially created before the to-be modeling phase and consecutively enhanced through the interviews. Re-use of the process models turned out to be simple, as small changes to the attributes were sufficient to re-use models created during different project phases.

The second case is a process documentation project that consists of an as-is process modeling phase. The project models will be used as a knowledge base for the company’s employees and support the creation of test cases for an update of the ERP software. Like in case one no processes were documented by the company in advance and the processes were developed on the base of retail reference processes and interviews. The prototype was customized with the attributes for detailed process element description, process owner, process executive, SAP transaction codes for the test cases and links to the company-Wiki for knowledge management purposes. Analogue to case one, the glossary was enhanced consecutively during the interviews.

Although the two companies and the reasons behind the modeling projects differ significantly, the prototype and the proposed modeling technique could adapt well to both scenarios. The process modelers deemed the four layer modeling architecture well suited for the task at hand. They especially favored the simple syntax of the modeling notation and the alignment of modeling purpose and modeling technique through attributes. Glossary creation, in contrast, was carried out with reservations. The reservations were however dissolved for the most part during later stages of the project, when major renaming could be executed centrally in the glossary.

The results of the evaluation cases are promising, as they attest the modeling technique to be applicable in practice. All project stakeholders directly involved with the process models judged the collection organization support of the tool to be sufficient. Re-use of the process models turned out to be simple, as the tool could be adapted to different modeling purposes by small changes to attributes and glossary. The two aims of supporting collection organization and re-use of process models have therefore been reached.

VI. CONCLUSION AND OUTLOOK

A solution to the above stated research questions is presented in this work in form of a modeling technique which is based on a multi-layered process structure and the idea of semantic process building blocks. The proposed technique is generic with respect to the management of arbitrary PMC by allowing the technique to be tailored to the specific modeling purpose via attribution. On the one hand, the multi-layered structure allows modeling of business processes for companies of any size and from any business area. It enables efficient management of the resulting process model collection and includes features for variant management. On the other hand, the semantic building blocks in combination with a glossary allow the technique to create strongly standardized models. By adding extensive attribute support, flexibility regarding the modeling purpose is preserved.

With regard to an outlook, two aspects are in the focus of future research concerning the proposed modeling technique. On the one hand, further utilization of the attribution incorporated by the modeling technique is desirable. Here, especially the conceptual development and later implementation of elaborate analysis techniques and functionality is on the agenda. On the other hand, an in-depth evaluation of the prototype has to be carried out. While the two exemplary case studies have initially shown that the rationales seem to be valid, further validation will have to prove that to an even higher extent.

All in all, the concept of the modeling technique proposed in this paper and its prototypical instantiation have been validated by the evaluation of the prototype in two modeling undertakings. Thus, the requirements and research questions imposed by the challenges addressed in this work are met.
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I. INTRODUCTION

As defined by the Workflow Management Coalition (WFMC), a workflow is “the computerized facilitation or automation of a business process, in whole or part” [1]. Over the past few decades, workflow systems have been successfully applied in numerous areas of industries, including banking, manufacturing and scientific research. A workflow is often specified by a process definition language. However, one common disadvantage of current process definition languages is the lack of the capability of describing additional process constraints and non-functional requirements (NFRs). For example, Business Process Model and Notation (BPMN) does not include support for NFRs [2]. Nevertheless, functional and non-functional constraints are vital to process definitions of virtually all workflow applications during their design and development [3].

Constraints and NFRs have been a focus in workflow research since the introduction of workflow management systems due to their high impact on the overall success of workflow applications. Quality of service (QoS) is an important subset of NFRs [4]. Other process constraints may involve such factors as geographic or network locations and properties of system resources. For example, an emergency handling workflow process may require some of its tasks to be executed in close geographic proximity. Similarly, a scientific workflow may prohibit transfers and analysis of the generated experimental data by external workflows due to privacy or security concerns. In order to express such application-specific constraints and other NFRs with a process definition, workflow designers need an intuitive and clear method to specify the workflow constraints and NFRs, and these workflow constraints and NFRs should be enforced at runtime by the workflow engine to meet users’ needs. Mapping these high-level requirement specifications to the low-level workflow execution remains a big challenge for the researchers and developers of workflow systems.

We summarize the high-level objectives of a constraint-enabled workflow system as follows: (i) constraint specifications should be expressed using a commonly agreed-upon vocabulary; (ii) constraint specifications should be reusable, extensible and intuitive to create; (iii) constraint specifications should be attached to any process elements, and their validation and enforcement should be supported by workflow runtime.

The main contribution of our work is twofold: (i) we have created a process constraint ontology, named ProContO, which enables process designers to express and share their knowledge of process NFRs and domain-specific constraints; (ii) we have developed a process constraint language, named PCL, which can be used to specify process constraints and NFRs in terms of process elements (such as BPMN tasks and data objects) and the constraint vocabulary defined in the ontology. Using our approach, a workflow process designer can define a workflow process and clearly specify a variety of constraints and NFRs that go beyond the expressiveness of typical process definition languages. An important aspect of PCL is that the constraint expressions can be deployed as part of the workflow application, and then evaluated and handled at runtime under a constraint-enabled workflow management system.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section II presents three motivating workflow examples, while Section III contains a review of the related work. A process constraint ontology for constraints modeling is introduced in Section IV. Section V introduces process constraint language (PCL). Section VI proposes a general architecture for a constraint-enabled workflow enactment system and presents our prototype implementation, which is capable of handling geospatial constraints in workflow processes. Conclusions and future work are discussed in Section VII.
II. MOTIVATING EXAMPLES

In this section, three motivating examples are discussed to illustrate the importance of specifying constraints and non-functional requirements in workflow processes.

The first example is a simplified purchase approval process: a manager requests a new computer purchase, and this request is approved by another manager. In order to avoid fraudulent activities, managers who request and approve should be different. Although BPMN can specify an actor or a role, such a constraint cannot be specified.

GlycoQuant IDAWG™ workflow is used by scientists at the Complex Carbohydrate Research Center at the University of Georgia to perform quantitative glycomics analysis. One part of the workflow can be represented as four sequentially connected tasks shown in Fig. 1. The raw data are produced by the mass spectrometer experiment task. Transferring raw data directly over the open internet may not be feasible due to the large data size (e.g., in gigabytes) and security concerns. Instead, it is preferable to transfer the data pre-processing task to the computer storing the raw data, and then only transfer the segmented and encoded data back to more powerful servers for further computational analysis.

![Figure 1: GlycoQuant IDAWG Workflow](image)

The final example illustrates domain-specific geospatial constraints in an emergency management workflow that go beyond those simple constraints like task performers or the input/output data. Fig. 2 shows a fragment of the workflow process dealing with tornado emergencies. Once a tornado warning has been issued, schools within the tornado path need to be evacuated while shelters and hospitals that will not be affected but are near the area need to get prepared. It is apparent that geospatial constraints, such as the distance between a school and tornado path, are impacting the task execution.

![Figure 2: Tornado Emergency Workflow](image)

III. RELATED WORK

The work on representing constraints and NFRs within the general software engineering models has received a lot of consideration. Formalized language and graphical representation have been applied to define the constraints. NoFun [5] is a formalized language aiming to facilitate quantitative analysis of NFRs. A framework consisting of two languages, the process-NFL and the product-NFL, was proposed in [6] for building non-functional software architecture both in software developing phase and for the final software products. In [7], two additional artifacts, named Operating Condition and Control Case, have been introduced to BPMN to better discover and represent NFRs at an early phase of the business development lifecycle. In [8], flow model is applied to connect conceptual activity diagrams in UML and technical activity diagrams in BPMN for the purpose of design process continuity.

In summary, the formalized language representations help developers to easily express and document constraints, while the graphical notations provide an intuitive way for eliciting and visualizing them. A given constraint or an NFR can be stated by different vocabulary, which may lead to imprecise and ambiguous specifications [5]. This is a difficult problem for the reported modeling approaches. In [9], the authors addressed this problem by embedding specific keywords in their modeling framework to control the concepts and vocabulary used by developers. However, it is next to impossible to reach a consensus on a good set of constraint concepts expressive enough to cover a wide variety of application domains.

Recently, a lot of work has been focused on building ontologies for QoS, NFRs and domain-specific requirements in Web services, business and scientific workflows to promote such consensus regarding the constraints concepts and relationship among them. In [10], Dobson, et al. developed an ontology to model non-functional aspects in service-centric systems, based on which, he and his colleagues later presented a domain-independent ontology for NFRs and illustrated its application in a business trip service [11]. DAML-QoS [12] is another example of using ontology to model QoS for Web services. However, based on a rapidly developing interest in scientific workflows, there is an increasing need for a general-purpose constraint specification framework that can model both non-functional and other domain-specific requirements. Our work addresses these issues by introducing an extensible process constraint ontology and a process constraint language. We also propose a software framework suitable for the development and execution of workflows incorporating constraints and NFRs.

IV. PROCESS CONSTRAINT ONTOLOGY

Specification and handling of process constraints should be an integral part of a well-designed workflow application. Our motivating examples presented a few types of constraints that may be found in many other processes with similar types of requirements. We believe that ontologies offer the requisite expressive power to define the knowledge about process constraints, their classification and relationships, as well as suitable relationships connecting them to process components.

The high-level classes of our Process Constraint Ontology, (ProContO), are shown in Fig. 3. The ProcessElement class represents components in process definitions (activities, data objects, and performers). A ProcessElement may have a number of Constraint-Attributes, which represent simple constraint properties, such as the execution time of a task, its geospatial position, the size of an input data or a host’s network location. However, many constraint attributes may have to be
computed by suitable operations (for example the distance between locations of two tasks). Such operations are represented by the Constraint-Operation class. A ConstraintOperation takes Constraint-Attributes as its parameters and produces a Constraint-Attribute as its output. The three classes and relationships among them serve as the backbone of our process constraint ontology, which will be explained in greater detail in the rest of this section. An important aspect of our approach is that the ontology is meant to be extensible and the three classes are regarded as the roots of their respective hierarchies.

Figure 3: Backbone of the Process Constraint Ontology

A. Process Elements

Existing process definition languages, such as BPMN and XPDL, use different names for the components in a workflow process, but their functions and relationships are similar. Following the BPMN specification, ProContO includes the Activity class, used to represent a task within a workflow process, as shown in Fig. 4. An Activity may input and output Data. Each Activity is executed by a processing entity, represented by the Performer class. Process-Elements can be described by attributes, such as the execution time of an Activity or the size of a Data object. Such properties can later be used in defining process constraints. For example, SizeAttribute and Temporal-Attribute are types of ConstraintAttributes in Fig. 4.

Figure 4: ProcessElement and ProcessConstraint

B. Constraint Attributes

The ExecutionTime is a subclass of the Temporal-Attribute and can be used to describe the properties of an Activity. Similarly, the SizeAttribute can be used to describe properties of Data elements. As shown in Fig. 4, Activity within the ProcessElement module is related to ExecutionTime, a subclass of ConstraintAttribute, by the object property hasDuration, and Data to SizeAttribute by hasSize. Both hasDuration and hasSize are defined as sub-properties of the hasAttribute relationship in the ontology (not depicted in the figure). Process designers may extend the ontology by adding additional ConstraintAttributes suitable for their application domain.

Another important part of the constraint ontology is the Metric module. It is meaningless to define a numerical constraint without giving its unit. For example, the ExecutionTime of an Activity may be specified in milliseconds or hours. Defining various units of measure is important but goes beyond the scope of this paper. An example of a metric ontology called QoSOn in [10].

C. Constraint Operations

Some process constraint attributes cannot be expressed as simple properties attached to process elements and must be calculated via particular operations. The Constraint-Operation class is introduced to handle such constraints.

Figure 5: ProcessConstraint and ConstraintOperation

Considering the domain specific constraints in the Tornado Emergency Workflow depicted in Fig. 2 as an example, locations of hospitals and schools in the emergency system are viewed as geographic locations specified by their longitude and latitude. The distance between them can be calculated at runtime. The Distance operation, as shown in Fig. 5, takes two Points as parameters. The computed distance to the projected tornado path can later help to determine which nearby hospitals should be alerted to the tornado. For example, the hospitals closer than 30 miles to the tornado path should be prepared for evacuation, while those 30 to 50 miles away should be prepared to accept injured patients.

The Buffer operation is an example of an operation that produces a ConstraintAttribute as the output rather than a numeric value. In the context of the Tornado Emergency Workflow, the Buffer operation can be used to calculate the buffer area (a zone around a map feature), which is a Polygon area outlining the tornado path. As explained later, the operations defined here will have corresponding executable functions available for the runtime system.

Our process constraint ontology can facilitate the modeling of process constraints since it (i) serves as a concept vocabulary enabling process designers to use common language when specifying constraints, (ii) allows the specification and correctness validation of process constraints, (iii) can be easily extended by process designer to represent a variety of application domains.

V. PROCESS CONSTRAINT LANGUAGE

During process design of control and data flows, additional constraints are elicited and added as classes and instances in the constraint ontology. The next step involves
specifying constraint expressions and connecting them to suitable elements in the process definition. To enable this, we have created an ontology-aided process constraint language (PCL). It serves as a declarative specification language for formulating and documenting additional process requirements. PCL constraint expressions are attached to the designed process and ultimately deployed to the enactment service for execution. Syntax of PCL is similar to that of the Object Constraint Language (OCL). Although the constraints discussed in motivating examples are difficult to specify via current process definition languages (e.g., BPMN), they can be defined in PCL constraints as described in the following subsections.

A. Expressions

A PCL expression is a logical assertion of a constraint, which evaluates to a Boolean value (true or false). Table I shows the outline of the syntax of PCL expressions (defined using the Extended Backus-Naur Form). A literal is the smallest expression in PCL, which can be a string, a number, or a name. For brevity, we don’t precisely define strings and numbers. A name is an identifier referring to a concept in the constraint ontology or a name of an activity in the process definition. It is also used to identify a constraint. Larger expressions are formed with the use of unary and binary operators (Table II), which include arithmetic, logical operators and navigation operators. The two navigation operators are used to traverse relationships in the ontology. The difference between “,” and “→” is that the “→” operator navigates the ontology by class names on the other side of associations, while the “→” operator uses the name of a specific relationship.

### Table I. PCL Expressions

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Expression</th>
<th>::=</th>
<th>LogicalExpr</th>
<th>RelationalExpr</th>
<th>ArithmeticExpr</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>LogicalExpr</td>
<td>::=</td>
<td>RelationalExpr {LogicalOp \ RelationalExpr}</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RelationalExpr</td>
<td>::=</td>
<td>ArithmeticExpr [RelationalOp \ ArithmeticExpr]</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ArithmeticExpr</td>
<td>::=</td>
<td>UnaryExpr [ArithmeticOp \ UnaryExpr]</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>UnaryExpr</td>
<td>::=</td>
<td>[UnaryOp \ NavigationExpr]</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NavigationExpr</td>
<td>::=</td>
<td>PrimaryExpr [NavigationOp \ Name]</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PrimaryExpr</td>
<td>::=</td>
<td>&quot;(&quot; [Expression \ end if]</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IfExpr</td>
<td>::=</td>
<td>&quot;if&quot; expression &quot;then&quot; expression</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ConstraintCall</td>
<td>::=</td>
<td>Name &quot;(&quot; [ConstraintParameters \ “]</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ConstraintParams</td>
<td>::=</td>
<td>Expression [\ &quot;&quot;]</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Literal</td>
<td>::=</td>
<td>String</td>
<td>Number</td>
<td>Name</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

A constraint call is an invocation of a constraint operation defined in the constraint ontology (an instance of a class in the ConstraintOperation hierarchy). The name should always start with a lower case letter. As an example, consider a call buffer(tornado, geoLocation), where Buffer is the name of a ConstraintOperation, while tornado is an alias of the Tornado Assessment activity in the process shown in Fig. 2. The LocationAttribute of a tornado is accessed through the “→” navigation operator. An alias of an activity can be declared in the context declaration of a process constraint, which will be explained in the next subsection. Due to space limitations, additional PCL elements, such as quantifiers to deal with constraints on sets of process elements or their attributes, are not discussed here.

### Table II. PCL Operators

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Operator</th>
<th>Associativity</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>unary_op</td>
<td>:= “not”</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>logical_op</td>
<td>::= “and”</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>relational_op</td>
<td>::= “=”</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>arithmetic_op</td>
<td>::= “+”</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>navigation_op</td>
<td>::= “.”</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

B. Constraint Declarations

Connections between constraints and processes are specified in the context definition part, which is used to list the process activities involved in the constraint. As the name of an activity can be long, activity aliases can be introduced at the same time. A constraint is identified by its name and includes one or more conditions, which are either invariants, pre-, or post-conditions. The syntax of constraint definitions is shown in Table III.

### Table III. PCL Constraint Declaration

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>ConstraintDeclaration ::=</th>
<th>“constraint” name</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>context_definition</td>
<td>[ condition { condition } ]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>condition</td>
<td>::= “context” [ [alias [“”] name]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>expression</td>
<td>::= “,” [ [name ] name]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>expression</td>
<td>::= “,” [expression ]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>constraint_type</td>
<td>::= “inv”</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

An invariant condition (inv) must hold during a workflow instance execution. More specifically, it is checked before and after the execution of all activities listed in the context definition. In case not all of the constraint attributes used in the expression are available (have already been established) due to the relative ordering of activities determined by the process control flow definition, the assertion is considered true. Consider an example shown in Table IV. Before and after the execution of the PurchaseRequest activity, the constraint is true, as the Performer of PurchaseApproval is not available yet. The actual verification of such a constraint can only be performed once the activity of PurchaseApproval starts and its Performer has been determined.

Pre-conditions (pre) define the required status of process elements before they start to execute. If more than one activity is declared in the context definition, the constraint expression specified within the pre clause needs to be verified at the starting point of each activity instance. Again, the constraint is trivially asserted as true if some attributes are not available yet (task has not executed yet).
Examples of pre-condition definitions are shown in Table V. Similarly, post-conditions (post), are evaluated after the execution of each involved activity.

The name given to a constraint not only facilitates the documentation and serialization of constraints along with the process definition, but also makes it easier to connect constraints with suitable exception handling methods within the process. If a constraint fails during a process instance execution, an exception is thrown and made available to the workflow engine and handled in a proper way, according to the defined exception handler. PCL is a declarative language used to specify constraints, while the process definition language, such as BPMN, is the proper place to provide detailed logic for handling of failed constraints. This issue will be further discussed next.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Table IV. Constraint Definition of the Purchasing Workflow</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>constraint</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>context</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>inv</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Table V. Constraint Definition of GIS and IDAWG™ Workflow</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>constraint</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>context</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>pre</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>constraint</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>context</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>pre</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

VI. PROTOTYPE IMPLEMENTATION

In this section, we introduce a general architecture for a constraint-enabled workflow system and describe our prototype implementation based on the jBPM 5 workflow management system. jBPM 5’s process definition is based on BPMN 2.0 and our prototype implementation adds the constraint specification and handling to a BPMN process definition by linking the PCL constraints to BPMN process elements and enforcing them during execution.

A. System Architecture

As shown in Fig. 6, our architecture has three layers: (i) the User Interface Layer, (ii) the Process Constraint Engine Layer, and (iii) the Context Awareness Layer. The User Interface Layer manages the interactions between a process designer and the underlying process-constraint engine. It not only provides intuitive graphical notation to define processes, but also provides a way of uploading the related constraint ontologies, as well as defining constraints using PCL. The Context Monitor module in the Context Awareness Layer is responsible for runtime context information, such as the network status, workload balancing statistics of the system and the geospatial information of a newly formed tornado in an emergency reaction workflow during the execution. The information is further processed by the Context Handler and fed to the Constraint Validator.

![Figure 6: Prototype Architecture](image)

The Process-Constraint Engine Layer is the core component of the constraint-enabled workflow system. It consists of the Constraint Engine and Process Engine.

Within the Constraint Engine module, there are four sub-components. The Ontology Store contains the created ProContO ontology, including process elements, constraint attributes and constraint operations, while the Constraint Service Repository serves as a registry to manage the services related to the constraint operations and provide references to the Constraint Language Processor and Constraint Validator about how to interact with these services. The Constraint Language Processor parses the constraints specified in PCL and validates the syntax and semantics using the constraint ontology. It translates the constraints into executable constraint objects stored in the Constraint Service Repository. The translation keeps track of the mapping between the constraint operations defined in the ontology and the actual implementation of such operations (e.g., the code for calculating the distance between two points). This mapping enables process designers to focus on the constraint design without worrying about the underlying implementation.

The Constraint Validator is responsible for validation of constraints against the context information. It determines whether the constraint is satisfied and provides the validation results to the process engine.

One part of the Process Engine’s functionality is to accept a process definition from the user interface layer, deploy it within the engine and execute process instances. In addition, since it is constraint-enriched, the Process Engine also receives input from the Constraint Engine concerning the constraints validation, and adapts its behavior accordingly, if needed. To be more specific, if the Constraint Validator does not detect any failed constraints, the Process Engine continues the normal sequence flow defined in the process. However, if one of the constraints fails, the Constraint Validator throws an error, and the Process Engine takes appropriate actions depending on the context information provided by the Context Monitor.
exception corresponding to the name of the constraint. The Process Engine catches the exception and invokes the corresponding exception handler, if one has been defined in the process. If no suitable exception handler has been defined for the exception thrown by the failed constraint, a default action, such as suspend or terminate the execution of the current process instance is triggered.

B. A Prototype Implementation

Based on the general architecture, we have implemented a constraint-enabled workflow system prototype, focusing on enforcing geospatial constraints for emergency response processes [13]. It utilizes the existing jBPM 5 (from Redhat’s jBoss) as the Process Engine. Domain specific constraint operations are implemented as Web services coded in Python. User defined geospatial constraints defined in PCL, are translated into JSON strings and mapped to the corresponding constraint operations. Every time a process instance is created by the process engine, the Constraint Validator generates a validator instance based on the associated constraint specification and evaluates them based on the given runtime context information. The whole procedure is illustrated in Fig. 7. BPMN exception handling mechanism to is used to signal and handle runtime exceptions.

VII. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK

In this paper, we have addressed the problem of modeling and specifying domain-specific constraints and NFRs in workflow processes and incorporating them within workflow applications. We introduced a process constraint handling framework consisting of a process constraint language (PCL) and an extensible process constraint ontology (ProConO). ProConO allows workflow designers to specify constraint knowledge and vocabulary specific to their domain of interest, which we illustrated with examples. Process constraints are formulated in PCL, utilizing the constraint concepts defined in ProConO. PCL constraints are connected to process elements and deployed along with the process definition for execution. We have implemented a prototype of a constraint-enabled workflow management system and used it to create an emergency management workflow incorporating to handle geospatial constraints.

In the near future, we plan to integrate user interface of extending the ontology and creating PCL constraints with existing process definition tool. We also intend to integrate the framework with Web service composition methods.
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